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I. BACKGROUND

In September of 1979, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) filed

a petition with the Comission pursuant to 10 CFR Section 2.206 of the

Comission's regulations requesting 1) revocation of the operating j

license for Indian Point Unit 1; 2) the submission of a plan for the I

decomissiong of Indian Point Unit 1; and 3) the suspension of the

operating licenses for Indian Point Units 2 & 3 pending resolution of

various safety-related issues. The Director of the Office of Nuclear
:

Reactor Regulation (NRR) issued a decision on February 11, 1980, granting

the UCS petition in part and denying it in part.

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.

(Indian Point Units 1 and 2), Power Authority of the State of New York

(Indian Point Unit 3), DD-80-5, 11 NRC 351 (1980).

The Comission, as a matter of discretion, decided to initiate an

adjudicatory proceeding before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board with

the decision to be rendered by the Comission itself, concerning safety

issues related to the Indian Point facilities.1/ The Comission also

stated that the proceedings would be conducted using the procedures

involved in a trial-type adjudication including discovery and cross-

'

-1/ In its Order the Comission also decided: 1) to conduct an informal
proceeding for the purpose of determining the issues which the
adjudicatory proceeding would address, and the criteria to be used
for the ultimate decision in the proceeding; 2) to give generic
consideration to the question of the operation of reactors in areas
of high population density; and 3) to establish an intra-agency task
force to review available data and present the Comission with

O information on which to make a decision concerning the status of the
Indian Point facilities during the pendency of the adjudicatory
proceeding. Order of May 30,1983(unpublished)at2.

,

-
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Q examination. Order of May 30 at 3. The purpose of this proceeding was,

according to the Comission, to determine whether the Indian Point
I

facilities should be shut down or other action taken. Id. at 3. l

After receiving public coments concerning what issues should be
'

explored in the adjudicatory proceeding, the Comission in January of

1981 issued an order setting forth the questions to be answered by this

Board and the procedures to be followed by the Board in the conduct of

this proceeding. Consolidated Edison Company of New York (Indian Point

Unit 2), Power Authority of the State of New York (Indian Point Unit 3),

CLI-81-1, 13 NRC 1 (1981). The Commission posed seven questions which

those participating in the proceeding were to address.

The Comission Staff was made a party to the proceeding. CLI-81-1

supra, 13 NRC at 6 Note 4. Any others wishing to participate in the

O proceeding, including the Licensees of Indian Point Units 2 and 3, were

directed to file requests to participate or petitions for leave to

intervene in the proceeding. M. The Commission noted that although

this proceeding would involve trial-type adjudicatory procedures, it was

to be investigatory in nature. M.

This Board was appointed in September,1981, at which time the

Comission's January 8,1981 Order was amended to clarify certain of the

questions posed in that Order. Consolidated Edison Company of New York

(InoianPointUnit2),PowerAuthorityoftheStateofNewYork(Indian

Point Unit 3), CLI-81-23, 14 NRC 610 (1981).2_/

-2/
The Chaiman of the Board was replaced by the present chaiman in
September,1982, after the original Chaiman's resignation.

Q Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point Unit 2), Power
Authority of the State of New York (Indian Point Unit 3), CLI-82-24,
15 NRC (September 15,1982).
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1981, all requests for participation and petitions for leave to intervene

were due by November 6, 1981. 46 Fed. Reg. 47330 (1981). Both the Power

Authority of the State of New York (Power Authority), and Consolidated

Edison Company of New York, Inc. (Con Edison) requested leave to

participate in the proceeding.3_/ Petitions for leave to intervene were

filed by nine organizations.4/ UCS and NYPIRG, two of the petitioning-

organizations, filed and have been treated as joint intervenors. The

Board also received nine requests by local and state governmental

agencies, state legislators and members of the City Council of New York

for Leave to Participate in the Proceeding as Interested States, pursuant

to 10 CFR Section 2.715(c) of the Comission's

-3/ Request to Appear as a Party, (November 6, 1981); Request to be
Admitted as a Party and Motion for Establishment of Procedures to |

Intervene (November 6, 1981).

-4/ These petitioning organizations were: The Union of Concerned
Scientists and the New York Public Interest Research Group
(UCS/NYPIRG), Joint Petition For Leave To Intervene Py The Union
Of Concerned Scientists and The New York Public Interest Research
Grou1, (November 6, 1981); The Greater New York Council on Energy
TGRTIE),PetitionToIntervene,(November 6,1981);Westchester
Peoples Action Coalition, Inc. (WESPAC) Petition For Leave To
Intervene, (November 5,1981); Rockland Citizens for Safe Energy
(RCSE) Petition for Leave To Intervene, (November 6, 1981); Friends
of the Earth, Inc. (F0E) Petition for Leave To Intervene, (Novem-
ber 2,1981); Parents Concerned About Indian Point (Parents)
Petition for Leave to Intervene, (November 5,1981); West Branch
Conservation Association (WBCA) Petition for Leave To Intervene,
(November 2,1981).

O
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! regulations.5_/ Richard L. Brodsky filed an untimely petition for leave

to intervene on his own behalf and requested interested state status as a

representative of a legislative district in Westchester County. I

Petition for Leave to Intervene, (December 2,1981). |

All of the petitioning organizations were found to have the i

)
requisite standing to intervene in the proceeding. Memorandum and Order |

|(Ruling on Petitions to Intervene and Agenda for Second Special Prehearing |

_ Conference), (April 2,1982). All of the petitioners except GNYCE were

found to have proposed at least one good contention, and thus were admitted

as parties to the proceeding. M. GNYCE was conditionally admitted upon
,

provision by GNYCE of further basis and specificity for one of its contentions.

_Id. at 24. All of the requests for leave to participate as interested.

states were also granted. H. All of the requests for leave to partici-

O pate as interested states were aiso eranted. Id. The intervenino partiesd

'-5/ Those requesting leave to participate as interested states were:
Robert Abrams, Attorney General of the State of New York, (Attorney
General) Petition for Intervention (October 29,1981); The Village
of Buchanan (Buchanan), Petition of the Village of Buchanan,
(November 6,1981); Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA),
Petition of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority for Leave to
Intervene, (November 4,1981); The Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey (Port Authority) Petition of the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey for Leave to Intervene, (October 23, 1981);
Members of the Council of the City of New York (New York City
Council), Petition for Intervention, (November 6, 1981); The New
York State Assembly and the Special Committee on Nuclear Power
Safety (New York State Assembly) Petition to Intervene, (October 4,
1981); Alfred B. DelBello, Executive of the County of Westchester in
the State of New York, (Westchester County) Petition for
Intervention, (November 6,1981); County of Rockland (Rockland
County) Application of County of Rockland to Amend Petition for |

ILeave to Intervene (10 CFR Z.714) and Request for Permission to
Partici) ate as an Interested State (10 CFR 2.715(c)), (December 1,

|

| 1981); iew York State Energy Office (Energy Office) Petition for
Leave to Participate (November 6,1982).

l

|
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in the proceeding are as follows: UCS/NYPIRG, Parents,RCSE,WBCA,

GNYCE F0E, NYC/Audubon, WESPAC, Richard L. Brodsky.N Those

participating as interested states in this proceeding as follows:

Attorney General, Energy Office, Rockland County, Westchester County, New

York City Council, New York State Assembly, Buchanan, MTA, and Port

Authority.

In addition to the questions posed by the Commission, the parties

were also directed by the Comission to put fomard contentions which

they believed would materially contribute to the resolution of the issues

designated by the Comission. CLI-81-23, supra, 14 NRC 610 at 611, Note

4. The Commission also stated that the Board was not bound by 10 CFR

Part 2 of the Comission's Regulations concerning the admissability of

contentions in order to give the Board discretion to admit only those

contentions which would be likely to be important in answering the

Comission's Questions. M. The Board, after extensive briefing on the

subject, fomulated 21 contentions. Memorandum and Order (Formulating

Contentions and Designating intervenor Responsibilities, (April 9,1982).

The Board also designated the intervenor responsible for the litigation

of each contention. M. Argument was heard concerning the contentions

and the designation of intervenor responsibilities in a pre-hearing

conference, and the contentions were reformulated to take account of

those arguments. Memorandum and Order (Fomulating Contentions,

-Assigning Intervenors, and Setting Schedule), (April 23,1982). In its

Order tha Board deleted some contentions, modified others, and admitted

19 contentions for litigation. H.

O
6] Mr. Srodsky's petition to intervene on his own behalf was granted,

but he was denied interested state status.

_. - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
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directed the Board to reconsider its ruling on contentions in light of

guidance provided by the Commission. Consolidated Edison Company of

New York (Indian Point Unit 2), Power Authority of the State of New York

(Indian Point Unit 3), CLI-82-15, 15 NRC (July 27, 1982), slip op.,

!
I at 17. Contentions on Questions 1, 2, 5 and 6 were revised by Order

dated November 15, 1982. Contentions concerning Comission Questions 3

and 4 were finalized by Order of February 7,1983.

Hearings began on June 22, 1982, to consider the Comission's third

and fourth questions. These questions related to the degree of

compliance of the Indian Point Emergency Plans with the NRC/ Federal

Emergency Management Agency guidelines, the question of whether

! improvements in emergency planning were expected, and the question of

whether there were other specific emergency procedures which were

feasible and which should be taken. As a result of the Commission's

directive to the Board to reconsider rulings on contentions, the

Licensing Board suspended hearings by mailgram dated July 27, 1982.

The hearings began again on the revised contentions on January 18,

1983.E Hearings on Question ? were held during the weeks of January 17

and 24, 1983. Hearings on question one were held during the weeks of

February 7 and February 14. Further emergency planning hearings were

held during the Weeks of February 28, March 14, March 21 and March 28.

Hearings on Question 5 were held during the week of April 4. Hearings on
,

)
7/ A week of hearings was held beginning January 10, 1983, to hear the !

testimony of certain Westchester County officials whose positions
'-

Q were due to change because of an election in which the County<

Administration changed.

. _
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Question 6 were held during the week of April 18. The final week of

| hearings was devoted to testimony on the emergency planning exercise, and
|

to testimony on matters remaining from previous hearing sessions. Thisl

hearing session was held during the week of April 25, 1983. The record

|
closed on April 29, 1983.

II. STATEMENT OF ISSUES

The issues admitted for litigation in this proceeding included the

following Commission questions:

1. What risk may be posed by serious accidents at
Indian Point 2 and 3, including accidents not considered

in the plants' design basis, pending)and after anyimprovementsdescribedin(2)and(4 below? Although j
not requiring the preparation of an Environmental Impact j
Statement, the Commission intends that the review with i

respect to this question be conducted consistent with
the guidance provided the Staff in the Statement ofO Interim Policy on " Nuclear Power Plant Accident

,

Considerations under the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969;" 44 F.R. 40101 (June 13, 1980).5

5 In particular, that policy statement
indicates that:

Attention shall be given both to the probability of
occurrences of releases and to the environmental
consequences of such releases;

The reviews "shall include a reasoned consideration
of the environmental risks (impacts) attributable
to accidents at the particular facility or
facilities. . .";

"Approximately equal attention should be given to
the probabilikty of occurrence of releases and to
the probability of occurrence of the environmental
consequences . . ."; and

Such studies "will take into account significant
site and plant-specific features . . ."

O

--- - - -
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A Thus, a description of a release scenario must
U include a discussion of the probability of such a

release for the specific Indian Point plants.

2. What improvements in the level of safety will
result from measures required or referenced in the
Director's Order to the licensee, dated February 11,
1980? (A contention by a party that one or more
specific safety measures, in addition to those
identified or referenced by the Director, should be
required as a condition of operation would be within the
scope of this inquiry if, according to the Licensing
Board, admission of the contentions seems likely to be
important to resolving whether: (a) there exists a
significant risk to public health and safety,
notwithstanding the Director's measures, and (b) the
additional proposed measures would result in a
significant reduction in that risk).

p

3. What is the current status and degree of
conformance with NRC/ FEMA guidelines of state and local
emergency planning within a 10-mile radius of the site
and, of the extent that is relevent to risks posed by
the two plants, beyond a 10-mile radius? In this

: context, an effort should be made to establish what the

O minimum number of hours warning for an effective
evacuation of a 10-mile quadrant at Indian Point would
be. The FEMA position should be taken as a rebuttable
presumption for this estimate.

4 What improvements in the level of emergency
planning can be expected in the near future, and on what
time schedule, and are there other specific offsite-

emergency procedures that are feasible and should be
taken to protect the public?

5. Based on the foregoing, how do the risks posed by'

Indian Point Units 2 and 3 compare with the range of
risks posed by other nuclear power plants licensed to
operate by the Comission? (The Board should limit its
inquiry to generic examination of the range of risks and
not go into any site-specific examination other than for
Indian Point itself, except to the extent raised by the
Task Force.)

6. What would be the energy, environmental, economic
or other consequences of a shutdown of Indian Point
Unit 2 and/or Unit 37

|
'

O

1
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III. C0ttiISSION OUESTIONS, CONTENTIONS AND BOARD QUESTIONS
;

l
'

i

1. Commission Question 1, Board Question 1.1, and Contention 1.1

(Risk Posed by the Indian Point Units)

Comission Question 1

What risk may be posed by serious accidents at Indian Point 2
and 3, including accidents not considered in the plants' design
basis, pending and after any improvements described in
(2) and (4) below? Although not requiring the preparation of

'.

an Environmental Impact Statement, the Comission intends that
the review with respect to this question be conducted
consistent with the auidance provided the Staff in the
Statement of Interim Policy on " Nuclear Power Plant Accident
Considerations under the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969;" 44 F.R. 40101 (June 13,1980).5

5 In particular, that policy statement indicates
that:

Attention shall be given both to the probability of
S occurrences of releases and to the environmental

CJ consequences of such releases;

The reviews "shall include a reasoned consideration
of the environmental risks (impacts) attributable to
accidents at the particular facility or facilities

"...;

"Approximately equal attention should be given to the
probabilikty of occurrence of releases and.to the
probability of occurrence of the environmental
consequences . . ."; and

Such studies "will take into account significant site
and plant-specific features . . ."

Thus, a description of a release scenario must
include a discussion of the probability of such a
release for the specific Indian Point plants.

Contention 1.1

The probabilities and consequences of accidents at Indian Point
Units 2 and 3 combine to produce high risks of health and

,

.
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property damage not only within the plume exposure EPZ but alsoO beyond the plume exposure EPZ as far as the New York City
metropolitan area.,

:

Board Question 1.1

What are the consequences of serious accidents at Indian Point
and what is the probability of occurrence of such accidents?.

In answering this question the parties shall address at least
the following documents: (a) the
Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study (IPPSS) prepared by the
Licensees; (b) the Sandia Laboratory " Letter Report on Review
and Evaluation of the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study"
(Letter Report), dated August 25, 1982; and (c) any other
reviews or studies of the IPPSS prepared by or for the
Licensees, the NRC staff, or the Intervenors, or any other
document which addresses the accuracy of the IPPSS.

In Commission Question 1 the Commission asked this Board to'

detemine what risks are posed by the two Indian Point Units. This
' determination was to be made after considering analyses performed in

,

O accordance with the Comission's guidance set forth in its Statement of

Interim Policy on " Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations Under the

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969" dated June 13, 1980.

Consolidated Edison Company of New York (Indian Point Unit 2) and

The Power Authority of the State of New York (Indian Point Unit 3),

CLI-81-23, 14 NRC 610, 612 (1981). This policy statement focused on the

need for any evaluation of the environmental consequences of an accident
,

at a nuclear power plant to consider the probabilities of occurrence of

! such accidents as well as the consequences themselves. It is the product

of these probabilities and consequences which is called risk. Therefore, ,

in order to answer the Comission's Question it is necessary for this

Board to be able to analyze the probabilty of accidents at Indian Point,
i

the probabilities that certain consequences will occur as a result of

i

_ _ . _ _ - . - - _ _ _ _ _ . . , _ _ . _ , _ _ . - _ _ - _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - , . _ _ . - . _ . . _ , . . . . _ - , _ , _ . - .
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.

Q these accidents, and the magnitude of those consequences. (Board

Findings 1-7 - 1-10).

Both the Staff and Licensees used the probabilistic risk assessment

methodology in analyzing the risks posed by severe accidents at Indian

Point Units 2 and 3. Probabilistic risk assessment is a fom of safety

j analysis which can treat multiple component failures, systems inter- '

actions, and human error in an integrated way. The Licensees perfomed a
4

complete probabilistic risk assessment known as the Indian Point

Probabilistic Safety Study (IPPSS). The Staff reviewed and revised the

IPPSS and perfomed certain independent analyses in the areas of con-;

tainment response and accident consequences. (Board Findings 1-12, 1-14

- 1-16).

The IPPSS is a state-of-the-art analysis which considers numerous

accidents initiated both by internal and external events. The consider-

ation of accidents initiated by external events is a significant

improvement over previous analyses conducted concerning other plants.

The Licensees developed through the use of fault trees and event trees an

estimate of the likelihood of those accident sequences which could result

) in severe core damage or core melt at Indian Point. Core melt accidents

! are the principal focus of the IPPSS since these accidents result in the

more significant impacts on public health and safety, due to the

possiblility of releases of radioactive material to the environment as a

result of such accidents. (Board Findings 1-17 - 1-26).i

1

The Licensees expressed the likelihood of various accident sequences
i

i in the form of probability curves. These curves, which were derived

Q using the Bayesian methodology, include the judgment of the analyst about

i

|
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the uncertainties which exist in the analysis of accident sequence like-

lihoods. Therefore, to determine what Licensees' view of the probability
i

of a given sequence would be, one must look not only at a given point
! estimate, but at all of the estimates contained in the probability

curves. (Board Findings 1-27,1-183,1-188).

The Staff took a somewhat different approach but arrived at

estimates not very much different from the mean estimates found on the

Licensees' curves. The Staff did not do a completely independent PRA.

The Staff's consultants reviewed the core melt analysis performed in the

IPPSS based on their previous PRA experience and other ongoing research,

and requantified dominant accident sequences using different modeling and

calculational. techniques. (Board Findings 1-16,1-31). For example, the.

Staff's statistical approach did not make use of Bayesian prior and

posterior distributions, especially in the area of component failure data

as did the Licensees. The Staff found certain sequences which Licensees

had not considered and accounted for them in the Staff's estimates of

risk. The Staff found Licensees' failure rate estimates to be consistent

with the reported data, and found the mean accident sequence likelihood
Iestimates to be reasonable. (Board Findings 1-37,1-44).

Even the Intervenors' witness who attempted, to a limited extent, to

assess the effect of his alternate approach on the IPPSS results, only

showed a difference in results of a factor of 2 to 3. (BoardFinding

1-43). Other Intervenor witnesses put forward criticisms of the FRA

methodology in general and listed uncertainties existing' in the IPPSS and

Staff risk analyses. However, they did not attempt to provide this Board

with any discussion of the effect of any of these criticisms and

.

t
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uncer'tainties on the results as set forth by either the Staff or

Licensees. Therefore, the Board concludes that the core melt accident

analysis performed by the Licensees and reviewed by the Staff gives an

estimate of accident sequence likelihood which, although involving

uncertainties as does the entire PRA methodology, can be used as a

starting point for the remaining portions of the risk analysis. Its

thoroughness and its extensive review make it less likely that there are
1 -

major omissions other than those discussed in the record of this

proceeding. The potential existence of modeling errors, completeness

errors and arithmetic errors are uncertainties that cannot be quantified.

However, our knowledge of their existence does not preclude us from

! reaching general conclusions concerning the risks posed by these

facilities.

O tven 4n the area of externai events where everyone agreed that the,

uncertainties are large and the methodology for such analysis is still

developing, the analysis proved to be valuable. It aided in the identi-

fication of certain plant vulnerabilities to fire, wind, and seismic |
events. These vulnerabilities have been considered, and actions have

been taken to reduce the vulnerability. (BoardFindings 1-45,1-61).

At Indian Point Unit 2, rubber padding has been installed between

the control building for Unit 2 and the superheater building of Unit 1 to

reduce the vulnerability of the control building to impacts from the

superheater building from a seismic event. In addition, the ceiling |

|

panels in the control room have been strengthened to reduce their seismic
'

vulnerability. A technical specification is now in place for Unit 2,

which requires the shutdown of the unit in the event of an approaching

.- - -
m. me
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hurricane. This reduces the risk of severe accidents due to high winds.

Modifications have also been made to the plant in the area of fire

protection. Certain hardwire connections have been installed to assure a

source of power to certain cooling systems in the event of a fire in the

switchgear room or the electrical tunnel. At Unit 3, similar fire

modifications have been made to reduce that unit's vulnerability to fires

causing severe accidents. The Power Authority has also strengthened some

of the ceiling panels in the control room for Unit 3. These prevention
,

fixes have resulted in substantial risk reduction at both Indian Point

units. (Board Findings 1-51,1-52,2.1-55).

The Indian Point units appear to have strong containments able to

withstand substantial internal pressure. This strength makes it likely

that if the containment does fail due to internal pressure associated

with core melt accidents, it will do so only after a relatively long

period of time. For instance, the Staff has estimated that it will take

some 13 hours from the initiating event for the containment to fail.

(Board Findings 1-62 - 1-100). While the Staff's and Licensees' analyses

of containment response differ in certain respects, they do not result in

substantively different release categories. Intervenors did not present

any evidence which would call into question the strength of these two

containments. (Board Findings 1-96 - 1-99).

Intervenors did question the failure pressure used by both the Staff

and Licensees, and Licensees' assertion that the containment would not

fail below 140 psia. However, Intervenors had not done any structural

analyses of the containment, and did not demonstrate an understanding of

the structural analysis performed by the Licensees. The studies cited by

. . . ..
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Intervenors do not contradict the Staff's and Licensees' failure pressure

estimates. (Board Findings 1-85 - 1-88).

The Staff and Licensees engaged in complex analysis of the

consequences of the various types of core melt accidents identified by

the IPPSS. They used two different computer codes and two different

approaches to emergency response. Licensees used the CRACIT code, a

complex proprietary code using more complicated meteorological modeling,

wind trajectory modeling, and evacuation scenarios. The Staff used the

CRAC code developed for use in the Reactor Safety Study and modified to

take account of site-specific problems. This code is simpler than

CRACIT, with less meteorological data required. Though a newer, more

complex code has been developed, the NRC analyst chose not to use it

since it is still in the process of being benchmarked by NRR. However,

O ei, three of these codes were determined to produce comparable resuits.

(Board Findings 1-122 - 1-142).

The Staff and Licensees also differed in their approach to the

modeling of emergency response assumptions. Licensees chose one emer-

gency response assumption. Evacuation trajectories and speeds based on

the actual road network in the vicinity of the site were developed by

Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas Inc. Licensees' consequence

|
analysis contained in the IPPSS assumes that evacuation of the 10-mile

EPZ would take place in accordance with the evacuation plan developed by ,

!

Parsons, Brinckerhoff, and allowed for delays in the start of evacuation.

Licensees assumed that beyond 10 miles, 90% of the population was

sheltered for 24 hours. Licensees modified their base case delay time

i O

|
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.

before evacuation by probability-weighted increments to account for

unfavorable conditions. (Board Finding 1-142.)'

The Staff, on the other hand, chose to model three different

emergency response scenarios. The first emergency response scenario -

! assumed evacuation of the population within the 10 mile EPZ. The delay

time before evacuation and the effective evacuation speed were based on

evaluations made by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, and by CONSAD Research

Corporation, a contractor for FEMA. The population beyond 10 miles was,

assumed to be relocated from highly contaminated areas 12 hours after
' passage of the radioactive plume. The remaining emergency response

scenarios reflected the increasing difficulty of evacuation. The second

scenario reflects the hypothesis that the planned evacuation would not or

could not take place for reasons such as a short warning time or adverse

| site conditions which would cause a long delay time before evacuation.

The scenario assumed that people residing in the footprint of the plume

I within 10 miles of the facilities would leave the area (relocate) eight

hours after plume passage. Beyond 10 miles relocation was assumed to

occur 12 hours after plume passage. The third emergency response

assumption developed by the Staff was geared to those accidents initiated

by what they called " regional disasters" such as earthquakes or hurri-

canes. In that scenario no one evacuates, and relocation does not begin

until 24 hours after plume passage. The Staff also assumed lower

shielding factors to account for the possibility that sheltering would i

-
-

|
' O

;

!-
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not be available for earthquake or hurricane triggered accidents.8/ The

Board views this as representing a reasonably conservative set of

assumptions to account for the uncertainties surrounding accidents

initiated by such large external events. The use of reasonable but

conservative assumptions is warranted since the Board was not presented

with any evidence to support Licensees' theory that during a disaster

people would be able to leave the area within a shorter time than that

proposed by the Staff. The Licensees believe that the evacuation times

assumed in their analysis were ample to account for such external events.

(Board Finding 1-142).-

In their consequence analyses both the Licensees and Staff took

account of the probability of occurrence of a given accident, and the

probabilities associated with weather conditions, wind direction, and

health effects given exposure. They also used plant-specific data. The

Staff portrayed the results of its consequence analysis in terms of the

individual and societal risk of a given consequence. Both Licensees and

Staff portrayed the results of the risk analysis as a graph that displays

the severity of an accident in terms of the number of casualties versus

the likelihood or frequency of an outcome of at least that severity or

greater severity. These are the CCDF curves found in both Staff's and

Licensees' testimony. The Staff also portrayed the results of its risk

'-1/ The Staff also provided risk curves using this assumption for all
release categories, whether initiated by regional disasters or other
accident initiators. These curves represent a clearly conservative
upper bound estimate of risk. The Staff used the evac /reloc-late
reloc or early/reloc-late reloc curves for its best estimate of risk
rather than the upper bound risk curves. ,

,

|

;
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|

Q analysis by a single number known as the expected value of risk. This

number represents the annual average consequences of accidents. (Board

Findings 1-10,1-129). These representations of consequence and risk
i

results provided us with a large amount of infonnation concerning the

estimated risk of severe accidents posed by the Indian Point facilities.

The Intervenors' approach to the analysis of accident consequences

was somewhat less rigorous than that taken by the Licensees and the

Staff. None of the Intervenors' witnesses who presented accident

consequence analyses related the analyses to accidents likely to occur at

Indian Point. For example, Ors. Pisselo and Piccioni and Dr. Beyea and

Mr. Palenik all used a PWR2 release as the starting point for their

analyses. They did not attempt to determine the probability of such a

release at Indian Point. It was the position of Dr. Beyea and

Mr. Palenik that such a probability was too uncertain to be used as part

of a consequences analysis. (Board Findings 1-157,1-159,1-162-1-64).

There also appeared to be no treatment of the probability of a given

set of weather conditions in the consequence analyses. Rather, Dr. Beyea

and Mr. Palenik assumed two time invarient weather scenarios but did not

weigh them probabilistically. They assumed that the wind blew either to

the north or to the south, not varying in speed or direction. Drs.

Pisselo and Piccioni chose four consequence scenarios without regard to

their probability of occurrence at Indian Point. Both these consequence

analyses predicted only latent fatalities in terms of population dose,

and did not attempt to predict early fatalities. Drs. Pisselo and

Piccioni did predict land contamination in the event of one specific

O

|

|
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f

scenario, again without regard to its probability of occurrence at Indian
O

Point. (Board Findings 1-158,1-161,1-163,1-164).

Drs. Geiger and Seidel, witnesses for Intervenors F0E/Audubon took

yet another approach to discussing consequences of an accident at Indian

Point. They did not perform a traditional consequence analysis. They
'

assume that a large number of people would be seeking medical care after

such an accident, whether or not they had been exposed to radiation, and

thus would overwhelm the medical care system in the area of the
.

facilities and New York City. They made no attempt either to calculate

the consequences of a particular accident at Indian Point or to calculate

the probability of occurrence of the situation they envision. They made

no attempt to establish either qualitatively or quantitatively the effect

on risk of the predicted state of the area medical facilities. The
, ,

O Sta u , on ene other hand, presented the resuits of an anaiys4s for

minimal medical treatment, meaning unavailability of those medical

procedures necessary to provide supportive medical treatment to a

population. The Staff's analysis demonstrated that the unavailability of

supportive medical treatment would increase the risk of early fatalities

by less than a factor of 5. (Board Findings 1-166 - 1-169).

Intervenors also leveled criticisms at the Licensees' and Staff's

consequence analyses and pointed out uncertainties in the analyses.

These uncertainties were readily acknowledged by the Staff's testimony

and, according to the Licensees, taken into account in their risk curves.
1

These uncertainties in the consequence analyses include uncertainties |
about the availability of supportive treatment, the amount of

meteorological data used, the dose response curves used in the analysis

- _ - - - _ _ - _ - - _ _ -
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of health affects, and the adequacy of the economic modeling and

parameters in both analyses. Intervenors' assertion that the IPPSS did

not model economic consequences of accidents may be correct. However,

Licensees did so in their testimony. (Board Findings 1-153, 1-155 -

1-156).

Intervenors did not quantify the effect on risk of the uncertainties

and weaknesses they perceived in the Staff's and Licensees' analyses.

The Staff did attempt some qualitative estimates of these particular

uncertainties. (Board Findings 1-213 - 1-225). While we agree with

Intervenors and with the Staff that there are uncertainties in these

analyses and in the rest of the risk analysis, we believe that decisions

may be made about risk bearing such uncertainties in mind.
-

.

The Staff made a separate assessment of the consequences of

O accidents at Indian Point on the liquid oathway eeth from groundwater

releases to the Hudson River and atmospheric contamination of the New

York City drinking water supplies. Drs. Pisello and Piccioni attempted

to address this point in one of the scenarios in their testimony. The

Licensees detennined that accidents which have the potential for release

into ground water would be low in frequency and less severe in conse-

quences than accidents which could result in atmospheric releases. The

Staff concluded that the risk contribution of the liquid pathway is small

compared with that from airborne releases. Drs. Pisello and Piccioni do
,

not show that their scenario bears any resemblence to the actual liquid

pathway situation in the area of Indian Point. (Board Findings 1-163,

1-171-1-181).

O
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The Licensees conclude that there is a low probability (about 1 x:

10-8) per year that any early fatality would occur at Indian Point Unit

2, and a probability of once in 140 million years that an early fatality

would occur at Indian Point Unit 3. The Staff's conclusion with regard -

(
to early fatalities is generally higher. The Board believes this is

principally due to two things. First, the Licensees have taken credit

for a reanalysis of the seismic fragility of the Indian Point Unit 2

containment which greatly reduces the probability of Release Category

Z1Q, which involves very high consequences. Second, the difference'

between the emergency response assumptions results in a large difference

in early fatalities, especially in the Staff's Release Category C and

IPPSS Release Category 2RW situations. The results of the two analyses

with regard to latent cancer fatalities are quite close. The Staff

concludes that the annual average threat posed by the Indian Point

facilities is approximately one health affect per year, and one million

dollars in property damage per year. (BoardFindings 1-238 - 1-300).

Licensees pointed out, and the Staff agreed, that the risk of early

fatalities, latent fatalities nad property damage would be even smaller
'

i if the source tems used in the risk analyses were reduced. Licensees
|maintained that such reductions are justified at this time. The Staff

,

took the position that since the source tem research is not yet I

completed, it would be premature to conduct a risk analysis using a lower

source tem. .4e agree with the Staff. Since the source tem research is

- still under way, and since' the Staff could not present a quantitative

; reduction factor which it believed should be used in a risk analysis, it

O " "'d '' ""'''*""" ' " "" ' 'd '' ' "'d"c'd ' ""c" '' " '" ''''"'''"'
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i
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'
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the risk of severe accidents posed by the Indian Point facilities.

(Board Findings 1-101 1-120).
'

These results are relatively insensitive to the expeditious

evacuation of the population surrounding the Indian Point facilities.

The Staff's sensitivity analysis demonstrates that early relocation is

very nearly as effective in limiting the expected health risks as

evacuation / relocation. The two cases differ by 4 percent or less in each

risk category analyzed, though not all accidents are modeled as having a
,

J

different emergency response in the two cases. The cost of property
1

damage is higher for the evacuation-relocation model because of the

inclusion in that case of the costs of evacuation, costs not present with

early relocation to the same extent. Since person-rem and latent effects
,

are long-range effects, they are only modestly influenced by what occurs

O in the plume exposure pathway. The Staff's analysis indicates that most

of the latent cancer comitments originate from exposures at distances'

greater than 10 miles.

In the area of early fatalities, the Staff concluded that 90% of the'

i

expected early fatality risk posed by severe reactor accidents at the

Indian Point site can be traced to earthquakes and hurricanes. For such
:

accidents the Staff assumed that evacuation could not take place.

Therefore, in the Staff's analysis anticipatory evacuation would only be

applicable to 10% of the risk. The Staff's analysis also demonstrates

that evacuation is not an effective strategy for the high-consequence

accidents, but would be an effective strategy for the lower-consequence

accidents. The high consequence events proceed very quickly. The
-

warnir.3 time for these accidents is modeled by the Staff to be one hour,

?
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.

whereas the delay time between notification and the start of evacuation<

is modeled by the Staff to be two hours. Thus, the plume will emerge

: from the plant one hour ahead of the start of evacuation as the Staff

modeled it. It is clear that we cannot count on evacuation to reliably

| precede plume arrival for these quickly developing releases. The Staff

believes that the finding that the risk with an anticipatory evacuation

emergency response is not, on the average, appreciably lower than the

risk with early relocation, is one of the more reliable insights into

risk to be drawn from the PRA. The Board finds the Staff's evidence on

this matter persuasive.

The Board concludes that the risks of severe accidents posed by the
,

; Indian Point facilities are small compared to other, non-nuclear
!

| background risks of both early fatalities and latent cancer fatalities.

O The Board a,so concludes that the Indian goint piants are consistent with

the health risk design objectives adopted by the Comission as part of

its safety goal. Both Licensees and Staff testified that the risk of

early fatalities at Indian Point was below the Connission's early
,

fatality risk design objective. However, in its testimony the Staff

stated the margin by which the early fatality risk was below the design

| objective was not sufficient to account for uncertainties in the risk

analysis. (Board Finding 1-261). However, the Staff did not take
;

account in its analysis of the seismic reanalysis of the Indian Point'

Unit 2 containment which greatly reduces the risk from the I1Q release

category. This release category is a release category with severe

consequences. Both the Licensees and the Staff also agree that the

projected risk of cancer fatalities falls far below the Comission's

s
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design objective for individual and societal mortality risks of latent

cancer. The Staff views it as extremely unlikely that the Indian Point
1

units operating together would pose anywhere near .1 percent of the

background risk to an average individual within fifty miles of the Indian

Point site. (Board Findings 1-52, 1-262 - 1-264).

The Board recognizes that the overall core melt frequencies

estimated by both Staff and Licensees for both units do not meet the
,

particular design objective in the Comission Safety Goal. However, we

agree with the Staff and Licensees that the overall core melt frequency

does not seem to be an appropriate measure to use when judging the off-
'

site radiological risks posed by a plant. It is, however, an important'

indication of plant vulnerability. The Licensees point out that the

largest contributor to the risk of early fatalities, the interfacing

O systems LOCA, contributes only a small part of the core melt frequency.

The Staff believes it is more appropriate to look at the frequency of

severe releases as a risk measure. The large majority of core melt

accidents fall into the category of accidents which are well contained.4

The Staff points out that the frequency of the three release categories

involving severe releases at Indian Point is well below the Comission's .

'

l

plant perfomance design objective set forth in its Policy Statement on )

Safety Goals for the Operation of Nuclear Power Plants, dated March 14,

1982. (Board Findings 5-23,1-248). Even the Comission policy

statement indicates that this design objective is subordinate to the

design objectives for individual and society mortality risks. The . -

Comission stated that only if one of those objectives were not met -

|
|

should the core melt frequency be considered in making a decision whether

,
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to take action concerning a given facility. Policy Statement on Safety

Goals for the Operation of Nuclear Power Plants, 48 Fed. Reg.10772

(March 14,1983).

The Board does not believe it is necessary or appropriate to derive

a number which depicts the absolute risk of severe accidents posed by the

Indian Point facilities. All parties to this proceeding have agreed that

there are uncertainties inherent in any risk analysis. Where the parties

differ is how large these uncertainties may be, how successfully they can

be quantified, and what the affect of the existence of such uncertainties

should be on the reliability of PRAs as predictors of absolute risk.

The Licensees have maintained throughout this proceeding that the
,

uncertainties involved in a risk analysis are reflected in the state of

knowledge of the analyst. Therefore, the risk curves presented

incorporate these uncertainties. (Board Finding 1-188).

The Staff, on the other hand, does not claim that their estimates of

risk incorporate uncertainties. The Staff stated that there are some

uncertainties that cannot be quantified. Staff witnesses described to

i the Board the uncertainties in the Staff's risk analysis and their

affects on the risk analysis. In addition, in some areas the Staff

perfonned sensitivity analyses to show the effect of particular

uncertainties on the Staff's analysis. A Staff witness provided us with

his judgments as to the range of uncertainty for each of the three major

contributors to uncertainty in the Staff's risk analysis. He multiplied
~' these estimates, and judged that the bottom line risk estimates could be

too low by a factor of 40 or too high by a factor of 400. (Board
-

Findings 1-191 - 1-225, 1-237).

-
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|

|

| The Intervenors cataloged what they believed to be uncertainties in

PRAs in general, and in the IPPSS and Staff analyses in particular. They

do not attempt to quantify these uncertainties, and appear to doubt

whether they could be quantified. It is the existence o# these uncer-

tainties which leads the Intervenors to their belief that PRA cannot be

used to quantify absolute risk at any facility. (Board Findings 1-226 -

1-236).

The, Staff and Intervenors both agree that PRA is a valuable tool in

gaining insights into plant design and performance that would be benefi-

cial to regulatory decision making. The Staff also believes that PRA can

give one a valuable perspective on the accident susceptibility of a given

facility. We believe that PRA's can provide us with valuable inferences

on how to improve reactor safety. (Board Finding 1-12).

O wnn e the Board does not beiieve 4t can provide a number to describe

the risks posed by these facilities, we do believe that the analyses

presented show us a range of risks which all appear to be low. The

Staff's estimates of early fatality risk are generally higher than the

Licensees' estimates. The Staff estimated that the annual average early

fatality risk posed by the Indian Point site, after the fixes implemented

as a result of insights gained from the PRA, is 0.019 early fatalities

per year. Licensees' and the Staff's estimates of latent cancer fatality

risk are quite close. The Staff estimated that the annual average risk

of doses which would ultimately lead to cancer fatalities due to severe

reactor accidents at Indian Point amounts to 0.32 cancer fatalities per

site year. The Staff also provided us with a comparison of the estimated

risk of early and latent cancer fatalities with the background

!

I

i

'
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non-nuclear risk in the area surrounding the Indian Point facilities.

While we have not investigated the analyses which lead to the background

risk estimates, the estimates were not contradicted by any other

witnesses. They served to provide a perspective on the Indian Point

risk. That is, these plants do not represent a large share of the

background risk in the area of the Indian Point plants. (Board Findings

1.1-5 - 1.1-13).

The IPPSS and Staff analyses have also told us a good deal about the

design and perfomance of the Indian Point facilities and their

vulnerabilities. The PRA indicated the existence of certain seismic

vulnerabilities which presented a situation which both the Licensees and

| Staff considered serious enouah to warrant corrective action. Actions

were-taken which significantly reduced the contribution of these

vulnerabilities to the risks posed by severe accidents at both units. ,

(Board Findings 1-48 - 1-61).

Certain plant vulnerabilities were also found in the area of fire.

Licensees again took corrective action to reduce the contribution of

these~ vulnerabilities to the frequency of core melt at both units. In

addition, the Staff believed that compliance with Appendix R to 10 CFR,

Part 50 would further reduce the fire risk at both units and fire would )
.

no longer be a dominant contributor to the risk posed by these
i

l facilities. (Board Findings 1-48, 1-53 - 1-55, 1-59 - 1-60).
!

! The Board recomends to the Commission that it not look at a

particular number, but look at the range of risks shown by the Licensees'

and Staff's analyses and also at' the physical factors surrounding the
1

Indian Point plants to determine what action should be taken regarding

,
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!

: these facilities. The Indian Point containments, as mentioned above, areO
strong and effective in mitigating the effects of most kinds of severe'

accident scenarios. The plants have redundant power supply systems which

make them less vulnerable to accidents due to loss of off-site and

on-site power than other plants without so many diesel generators or gas

turbines. The Indian Point units are well protected against the

; interfacing systems LOCA, an accident with potentially severe

consequences. All of these factors lead the Board to believe that from a !

physical standpoint, there is nothing in the design of the plants
i

themselves as modified by the fixes discussed above which makes them

extremely vulnerable to accidents with severe consequences. (Board

Findings 5-24 - 5-28).

The answer to Commission Question One is not a simple one. However,

O based on the forego 4ns, the Board believes that the r4sks posed by the

Indian Point units are low. We do not believe they warrant taking any

further action affecting the continued operation of the Indian Point

facilities.

As a result of its risk analysis the Staff reconsnended the

implementation by both Licensees of a safety assurance program. Although

the Staff did not believe that a detailed program should be developed

without the Licensees' cooperation, it did provide a broad outline of the

features which should be incorporated into the program. This program

should entail: 1) review and, when warranted, revision of procedures for

maintenance, surveillance testing, operations, technical specifications,

and personnel training to make use of the insights that can be obtained

| from the PRA's for better conduct of operations; 2) the review of the

. _ _ - - - .- - - _. - -.. - - _-. -
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PRA's as an evaluation tool to identify the importance to risk of

patterns in failure data obtained at Indian Point and to evaluate the

relevance to Indian Point of severe accident precursors at other plants;

3) continued maintenance and use of the IPPSS as an operations management i

1
|and design evaluation tool, including the implementation of

cost-effective risk reduction concepts; and 4) integration of the Safety |

Assurance Program into the conduct of operations. (Board Findings 1-288

- 1-293).

We believe that the safety assurance program reconinended by the

Staff should be implemented. It would provide a continued vehicle for

oversight by the Licensees and the Conunission of these plants due to

their location in a region of high populaticn density. This program

would increase the awareness of plant personnel of the risk importance of

O their respons4biiities, end wooid eliow the era to serve 4ts best use es

a management and operations tool. It would also insure that these

plants, which are well understood due to the detailed analyses they have

received, can benefit from their own operating experience and the

operating experience at other facilities when appropriate. Licensees

must be responsible for the detailed development of this program, since

they are the ones best able to fit the program into their existing

management structure in the most effective way.

J

Conclusion

Based on the evidence presented in this proceeding, the Board finds:

1) the risks posed by the Indian Point facilities is low; 2) the risks

n posed by the Indian Point facilities are a small part of the background,
; V
|

|
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non-nuclear risk to the population surrounding Indian Point; 3) the

j probabilities and consequences of severe accidents at Indian Point were

presented in a state-of-the-art probabilistic risk analysis conducted by

the Licensees, and reviewed by the Staff; and 4) Indian Point should -

continue to operate, with the condition that a safety assurance program

be implemented (and designed) by both Licensees in accordance with the

general outline described above.

2. Board Question 1.2

What bearing, if any, do the results repoirted in
N'JREG/CR-2497, '' Precursors to Potential Severe Core Damage
Accidents: 1969-79, A Status Report" (1982), have upon the
reliability of the IPPSS? For example, are there specific
accident scenarios at Indian Point whose probability may have
been inaccurately estimated in light of the real-life date
reported and analyzed in NUREG/CR-2497?

O Since tne presursor study NuREG,CR-24,7 was published during the

course of this proceeding, we deemed it important to know whether it

could tell us anything about the reliability of the analyses with which

we were presented. The Staff and the Licensees were directed to respond

to this question. Other parties were invited to do so but no one else
|

j presented testimony on the question.

The answer to the question provided by the Staff and Licensees,

! although they approached it in different fashions, is that the precursor

( studies numerical results are not relevent to the reliability of the

Staff's and Licensees' analyses. The Licensees said that the precursor

study data was known to them, and that the review of their accident

sequence frequencies, taking into account the precursor study identifi- -

0

|
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Q cation of the importance of human errors, did not cause them to change

their results. (Board Findings 1.2-16, 1.2-18 - 1.2-19). !

The Staff, on the other hand, believed that the precursor study had

little bearing on the reliability of the IPPSS because that study did not

reflect the situation at the Indian Point Units. Therefore, the study j

could not be used to say that the IPPSS results were either right or

wrong. Both the Staff and Licensees' pointed out that Indian Point would

be less vulnerable to the TMI accident, one of the three major

precursors. The Staff also pointed out that Indian Point would be less

vulnerable to the Rancho Seco precursor, and that the IPPSS had treated
I fire which was the third major precursor. The other categories of

precursors had also been well treated in the IPPSS. The precursors

identified as having occurred at the Indian Point units were also

considered in the IPPSS. (BoardFindings 1.2-5, 1.2-8 - 1.2-15, 1.2-20).

While the precursor study could provide some information as to the

completeness of the IPPSS in dealing with previous operating experience

at Indian Point and at other plants, we believe it does not give any real ;

insight into the reliability of the IPPSS results. We agree with the '

Staff on this point. What we have gleaned from the precursor study is

that the IPPSS did indeed take account of important events throughout the

industry. However, we believe that the lack of plant specific

information for Indian Point in the precursor study causes it to have

little information for us as to the reliability of the numerical results

~presented in the IPPSS.
,

f O
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Conclusion

For the reasons stated above, the Board finds that the Precursor

Study has little bearing on the reliability of the results of the IPPSS.

| 3. Board Question 1.3
1

(Probabilities Associated with the Beyea Analysis)

What are the probabilities associated with the consequences
i

|
presented in the testimony of Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik?

!
Pursuant to the Comission's guidance in its Order of July 27, 1982,'

we asked the parties to present testimony giving an estimate of the

probabilty of the consequences predicted by Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik.

Only the Licensees and Staff presented such testimony.

Both Licensees and Staff agreed that the Beyea/Palenik analysis

predicted consequences that could occur only from very low probability

events. The Staff believed that it was difficult to assign a probability

to Dr. Beyea's consequences, since he had not used the same parameters

used by the Staff in its analysis. The Staff's predicted probabilities

were somewhat higher than those predicted by the Licensees. This is due

to differences in the accident sequence likelihoods used in the two

analyses. It is also due to differences between the Staff's best

estimate consequence analysis, and the Licensees' level 2 consequence

analysis. The Staff testified that Dr. Beyea's PWR2 release was roughly

equivalent to the Staff's Release Category A. Licensees chose to compare

Dr. Beyea's release category with their Release Categories 2 and 2RW,

although Licensees did not indicate that these were comparable to a PWR2

release. (BoardFindings 1.3-1 - 1.3-13).

O
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O The Staff detemined from its CCDF curves that 6 thonand to 50

thousand latent cancer fatalities would occur at a probability of 1 x

10-5 to 1 x 10-9 for Unit 2, and 5 x 10-6 to below 1 x 10~9 for Unit 3.

We agree with the Staff's estimates. We recognize that these estimates -

do not take account of the differences between the analysis perfomed by

Dr. Beyea, and the analyses performed by the Licensees and the Staff.

4. Board Question 1.4

(Pressurized Themal Shock)

What risk to public health and safety is presented by the
Indian Point plants through a chain of events including
pressurized thermal shock to the reactor pressure vessels?

Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) refers to an accidental rapid

cooldown of the water in a reactor vessel while the system pressure is

maintained at a high enough level to cause concern for those vessels that

have experienced a significant degree of radiation damage. Such rapid

cooldown of the inner surface of the vessel may cause pre-existing cracks

to grow larger. The measure of radiation damage is called " delta RT "

NDT

(RT is a reference temperature representing the temperature at which
NDT

the material toughness (resistance to fracture) begins to increase

rapidly with increases in temperature.) (Board Findings 1.4-1 and

1.4-2).

NRC Screening Criteria

Witnesses for the NRC' Staff testified that they have conducted a

generic bounding analysis to detemine specific P.T values for reactor
NDT

Q pressure vessel materials such that operation of reactors that have

,
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Q values below these specified levels is acceptable. These RT values
~

NDT

are called the NRC staff screening criteria values. These values were

based on detenninistic and probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations

for the most severe PTS events experienced during 350 reactor-years of *

domestic PWR operation, and on extensive probabilistic risk analysis

studies of more severe events done by Westinghouse and revised by the

Staff. Based on these analyses and studies, the Staff testified that

plants whose RT is at the screening criteria will have a frequency of
NDT

through-wall crack penetration without arrest between 10-5 and 10-6 per

reactor year. (Board Findings 1.4-10,1.4-12and1.4-13).

The Staff witness testified that the screening criteria is 1

conservative because not all cracks resulting from growth of an initial

flaw due to a severe PTS event would necessarily result in core melt

since some crack sizes and shapes and locations would not preclude the

ability of the emergency system to cool the core. (Board Finding

1.4-14).

With regard to the RT f r Indian Point Units 2 and 3, the
NDT's

witnesses for the Staff testified that their values are sufficiently

below the screening criteria to present a PTS risk 10 to 100 times less :

than plants at the screening criterion. (Board Finding 15). Witnesses ,

for both Con Ed and the Power Authority testified that future radiation

damage to the pressure vessels for both units would be reduced by the use
l

of core low leakage loading patterns. This will result in longer

operation below the NRC Staff screening criterion. (BoardFindings

1.4-18 - 1.4-22).
i

O! -
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Conclusion

The Board finds that the testimony of the Licensees and Staff was

not refuted. The Board further fin 6 that the NRC Staff's screening
.

criterion analyses was conservative and that the risk of operation of
.

Indian Point Units 2 and 3, which are well below the screening criterion,

is low and will not jeopardize the public health and safety.

5. Commission Question 2

(Risk Reduction Afforded By Director's Order)

What improvements in the level of safety will result from
measures required or referenced in the Director's Order to the
licensee, dated February 11, 1980? (A contention by a party
that one or more specific safety measures, in addition to those
identied or referenced by the Director, should be required as a
condition of operation would be within the scope of this ,

inquiry if, according to the Licensing Board, admission of the i

O contentions seems likely to be important to resolving whether:d (a) there exists a significant risk to public health and
safety, notwithstanding the Director's measures, and (b) the
additional proposed mehsures would result in a significant
reduction in that risk).

In Question 2 the Comission asked this Board to assess the risk

reduction achieved by the Director's Order of February 11, 1980. Once

again, an exact numerical answer to this question is not achievable.

Both the Staff and Licensees presented testimony on this question.

Although they were invited to do so, no other parties presented such I
,

testimony.

Both the Staff and Licensees agreed that the Director's Order was

beneficial from a risk standpoint. Licensees did not attempt to quantify
~

the overall benefit. The Staff, re1ying on the quantification perfomed

by the Comission's Task Force in 1980 and allowing for changes from
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Q sources other than the Director's Order which have taken place since that )
time, said the risk reduction would be somewhat less than a factor of 3,

due to certain operational requirements such as increased survellience

and testing of the deisel generator, and improvements in auxilliary

feedwater system reliability. (Board Findings 2-7 - 2-10).

However both the Staff and Licensees pointed out that the Order

provided some benefits which could not be quantified. This was

especially true of those requirements that call for increased technical

support on site, increased operator training and increased staffing.

Intervenors during their cross-examination attempted to show that

the risk reduction potential of the Order was limited at best, and that

the risk reduction potential of most of the requirements imposed on

Licensees had not been considered. While it appears that there has not

been any rigorous attempt to quantify the reduction in risk from the

requirements imposed by the Director, it is also clear that a number of

these requirements cre beneficial on their face. We believe that it can

be said that the Directors Order had a positive benefit in terms of

providing an increased capability to operate the Indian Point plants

safely, and has decreased the likelihood of faulty emergency response by

plant personnel. To the extent that it is responsible for an increase in

the safe operation of the Indian Point units, it has been of some, albeit

unquantifiable, benefit from a risk standpoint.

-

_

O
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Conclusion

Based on the record of this proceeding, the Board finds that the

Director's Order of February 11, 1980 has improved the capability of the

Indian Point units to operate safety.

6. Contention 2.1(a) and (d)

(Mitigation Features)

2.1(a) A filtered vented containment system for
each unit must be installed.

2.1(d) A separate containment structure must be
provided into which excess pressure from accidents
and transients can be relieved without necessitating
releases to the environment, thereby reducing the
risk of containment failure by overpressurization.

In Contention 2.1(a) and (d) Intervenors contend that either a

filtered vented containment system (FVCS) or a separate containment
,

structure (SCS) must be installed at Indian Point to mitigate the

consequences of core melt accidents. All parties agreed that it is core

melt accidents which are of concern, since they have the potential for
.

causing releases which would affect the public health and safety.

The Intervenors argued that all that can be done has been done in

the area of prevention, which is the reduction of the probability of

accident sequences, and that the probability of core melt is still high.

The Intervenors suggested that it is necessary to deal with the conse-

quences of core melt accidents through the mitigation of these conse-

quences. They would have this Board recomend the installation of a
.

( mitigation feature, which is an engineered safety feature designed to
:

mitigate the consequences of severe accidents. (Board Findings 2.1-5 -'

2.1-9).

| -
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| The Staff believes that in any case both mitigation and prevention

options could be viable. They point out, in fact, that a large risk
i

reduction has been accomplished at Indian Point through prevention fixes.
:

; The Staff believes that the decision whether or not to require the

installation of a mitigation feature is a complex one involving five

] factors. Theses five factors are: the engineering feasibility of the '

proposed feature, the risk reduction afforded by the proposed feature,

the cost of the feature, a determination of whether a plant is safe
i

enough without the feature, and the cost benefit tradeoffs among the

options to accomplish risk reduction. In the case of Indian Point the

Staff and Licensees believe, after considering these elements, that the
!

] plant is safe enough without mitigation features. The plants are now

{ safe enough. (Board Findings 2.1-47 - 2.1-58).

)O Intervenors support their contention that these two part4cuiar
f

: mitigation features should be installed by references to the literature

on the subject of filtered vented containment system, separate contain-

ment structures, or compartment vents. They point to the risk reduction

i factors and to the reduction in probability of late overpressurization
'

failure afforded by these mitigation features. These studies, however,

! are not Indian Point specific. (Board Findings 2.1-13 - 2.1-18).

All parties agree that either of the mitigation features proposed by

| Intervenors would have what we will call attendant risks. Attendant

risks are risks which are caused by the mitigation feature itself. There

are also accident sequences whose consequences would not be mitigated by

an FVCS or an SCS. For example, Licensees, Staff and Intervenors agree

that an FVCS or SCS would not reduce the risk of the Interfacing System

. _ __ ._- __ _ - -
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LOCA or the steam generator tube rupture with a stuck open secondary

safety valve. (Board Findings 2.1-23 - 2.1-43, 2.1-50).

The attendant risks discussed by all parties include the possibility

of inadvertant opening of the vent, failure of the comunicating valve

between the containment and the systems, failure of the system itself due

to an external event, and the possibility of hydrogen explosions causing

failure of the system. The Staff and Intervenors believe that an FVCS or

SCS could be designed to account for these attendant risks. Licensees

believe that the state of the technology is too imature to know if this

can be accomplished. They stated that they had not done studies to

determine even how much effort it would take to design a system which

would not be vulnerable to these attendant risks. (Board Findings

2.1-18,2.1-44).

The Staff and Intervenors agree that it would be feasible to install

either an FVCS or an SCS at Indian Point. Licensees say that its

feasibility cannot be determined without a detailed plant specific

analysis with the plant incorporating that system. This would be an

analysis, as the Board understands it, which is not presently e~ncompassed

by the IPPSS. (Board Findings 2.1-11, 2.1-37, 2.1-39 - 2.1-40, 2.1-48).

With rep rd to risk reduction, the Intervenors do not have

independent risk reduction estimates, nor do the Licensees. However, the
!
I Intervenor site studies arrive at risk reduction factors for early

fatalities of a factor of 12, and for latent fatalities of a factor of

16. These estimates do not account for attendant risks nor are they
'specific to Indian Point. The Staff has estimated that, based on the

risk analysis perfonned in response to Comission Question 1, the FVCS or

_ _ _ . .. . - _ - . . - , . -_ __ -
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SCS would have the potential for reducing the risk of latent fatalities

by a factor of five at each unit. The risk of early fatalities would be

reduced by factors of two and four for Units 2 and 3 respectively. These

estimates attempt to take into account some of the attendant risks and

are Indian Point specific and therefore are more detailed than the

analyses cited by intervenors. (Board Findings 2.1-50 - 2.1-51).

The Staff and Intervenors discussed the costs of these systems. The

Licensees' did not. Intervenors believe that, bas,ed on their review of

the literature, an FVCS could be installed for between 10 and 50 million

; dollars. In any event they believe that either an FVCS or an SCS could

be installed at the Indian Point units for a cost of less than 100

million dollars per unit. The Staff estimates for the FVCS are also

based on the literature. The Staff points out, however, that the esti-

mates arrived at in the literature do not include the cost of down time

to install the system, or the cost of qualifying the system to withstand

the external events which dominate the risk at Indian Point. For the

FVCS, the Staff quotes estimates from 12 to 32 million dollars. It is

the Staff's position that detailed designs and cost estimates would have

to be developed by the Licensees before the actual cost of the proposed

mitigation feature could be detennined. As far as the SCS is concerned,

thc Staff concluded that it would cost approximately 100 million dollars

per unit to install such a system. This estimate was based on actual

costs of constructing containments at new facilities. (Board Findings

2.1-29, 2.1-53 - 2.1-54). -

Both the Staff and Licensees agree that the plants are safe enough

without the addition of those proposed mitigation features. Intervenors,

.
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O as ady cates f the features, d n t agree with this conclusion. Based

on the risk analyses perfonned by the Staff and Licensees as described in

this Board's response to Consnission Question 1, we agree with the
,

;

Licensees and Staff that the plant is safe enough even without these

mitigation features.

The Staff also believed that there appear to be less costly ways of I

improving the capabilities of the plants to mitigate severe reactor

accidents, than those proposed by the Intervenors. Further, the Staff,

Licensees and Intervenors agreed that further design and development

would be necessary before a decision could be made to order the installa-

tion of a particular mitigation feature, should one be desired. We agree

with the parties' assessment of this matter.
.

The fifth factor in the desicion making process is the tradeoffs

i between prevention and mitigation. The Staff's analysis using the bene-

fit cost guidelines in the Commission's Safety Goal Policy Statement

concluded that, since it would be worth only 27 million dollars to reduce

the risk at Unit 2 and 14 million dollars to reduce the risk at Unit 3,

assuming the risk could be completely eliminated, prevention measures

look more attractive than mitigation options due to their lower cost.

(Board Findings 1-266 - 1-267, 1-294). Neither Intervenors nor Licensees

have performed such an analysis. Based on the Staff's analysis we agree

in this case that prevention tends to look more attractive. than

mitigation. It is not to say, however, that mitigation should be
~

abandoned.

Based on the foregoing we conclude that the plant is safe enough as

O it stands t day and that the proposed mitigation features are too costly

. _ - _ . _ _ _ _. _
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to warrant installation to reduce the risk of these plants. We agree

with the Staff's recommend'ation that mitigation features be studied in a

generic context along with preventior.. Therefore we believe that neither

a filtered vented containment system nor a separate containment structure

should be required as a condition of continmi operation of the Indian

Point facilities.

In our Order of November 15, 1982, we admitted this contention as a

matter in controversy in this proceeding. We said we would judge whether

the proposed mitigation feature met the Comissions two-prong test, based

on the evidence presented to us. Memorandum and Order (Formulating Final

Contentions and Setting Schedule) at 8 (November 15,1982). Under that

two-prong test the mitigation feature would remain viable if: 1) there

remained a significant risk to the health and safety of the public

despite the Director's Order of February 11, 1980; and 2) the proposed

mitigation feature would significantly reduce that risk. As we stated

above, the plants do not present an undue risk to the health and safety

of the public. Therefore, under this test as well as the Staff's five

factors the mitigation features proposed by the Intervenors should not be

installed at the Indian Point facilities.

The Staff in its response to Comission Question One presented some

testimony concerning a mitigation strategy which it had been studying as!

part of its overall analysis of the Indian Point facilities. Although;

the Staff presented the results of this analysis the Staff witnesses did
'

not recommend its installation at Indian Point. This was_due to the

|
Staff's conclusion that the plants were already safe enough, and to the

i fact that the mitigation strategy looked to be more costly than

._ . ._
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O originally assumed. We agree with the Staff's conclusion on this matter

and do not recomend the installation of that mitigation strategy as a

condition of continued operation at Indian Point.

Conclusion ;

Based on the record in this proceeding, the Board finds that neither

a filtered vented containment system nor a separate containment structure

should be installed at Indian Point as a condition of the continued

operation of those facilities.

7. Contention 2.2(a)

(Brackish Hudson River Water)

The cooling system at the plants should be changed so that it

O ao leaser uses br ckish auasoa niver water. This en ase is
-

needed to combat safety-related corrosion problems.

The sponsor of Contention 2.2(a) questions the use of brackish water

inside containment and asserts that a system using highly purified water

in a closed circuit should be used in place of the brackish water.

Witnesses for the Staff and Licensees disagree with this assertion,

testifying that there would be no safety advantage gained by using pure

instead of brackish water. (Board Finding 2.2(a)-28).

The Licensees' experts testified that the service water systems for

Indian Point Units 2 and 3, including the containment air coolers with

their fan motor coolers, are constructed of materials which are corrosion

resistant. The Board agre6s. (BoardFindings2.2(a)-11and2.2(a)-23).
,

The Licensees' witnesses testified that there is nothing unusual

O about the use of brackish water for coo 14a9 s ioas s proper ateriais

. - - . . - - . _. _ .. - .-
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are used. Cooling using brackish water is used in ships, industrial

plants, and fossil power plants as well as a significant percentage of

nuclear power plants. (Board Finding 2.2(a)-18).

A witness for Con Edison testified that the types of corrosion that

caused leaking in the service water system (that due to voids in the

braised joints and that due to silt deposits) has been corrected by

elimination of the braised joints and an increase in the flow rate

through the containment coolers. A witness for the Power Authority

| testified that the flow rate in Unit 3's containment coolers was also
1

increased to eliminate corrosion. The Board finds that these remedial

measures will help prevent further corrosion of the service water systems

of the Indian Point Units. (Board Findings 2.2(a)-19 - 2.2(a)-21 and

| 2.2(a)-26).

A witness for the NRC staff testified that due to modifications to

the Indian Point Units, detection equipment and new surveillance

requirements, any significant leakage that would occur in the service

water system would be detected in a timely manner, and not jeopardize

safe plant shutdown. (Board Findings 2.2(a)-31 and 2.2(a)-35).

A witness for the Staff testified that failure of the service water

system was considered in both the IPPSS as well as the Staff's PRA and |

that failures of components such as the service water system's contain-

ment air coolers is of negligible importance to risk. A witness for the

Licensees agreed. The Staff's witness testified that the risk from

operation of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 is dominated by accident

mechanisms that defeat all the active safety functions at once (i.e.,

earthquakesorin-plantfires). Random occurring failures due to

|| .
.
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,

({])
corrosion of components in the service water system alone would not cause

a severe accident. The Board agrees (Board Findings 2.2(a)-3 -

2.2(a)-5).
.

Conclusion

The Board finds the testimony of the Licensees' witnesses and the

Staff's witnesses consistent and unrefuted. Accordingly, the Board

finds: 1) that due to the technical specifications for Unit 2 and 3,

replacement in key systems with corrosive resistant materials as well as

replacements allowing easier access for repair and surveillance, modified

detection equipment and surveillance requirements, there is little

concern that a sudden catastrophic failure of the service water system

due to corrosion could prevent safe plant shutdown; 2) that a closed

O system inside containment using pure water or control would not be

advantageous in terms of public health and safety to the present system

design at Units 2 and 3; and 3) that risk at Units 2 and 3 is dominated

by accident mechanisms that defeat almost all of the active safety

functions at once and not random failures of service water components

such as the containment air coolers. Randomly occurring failures in

individual safety components of the wind that might be caused by

corrosion in the heat exchangers served by the Hud:on River water, have

negligible importance to risk because a great many safety failures and

others as well would have to occur at the same time to cause a severe

accident. -

.

O

.
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8. Board Question 2.2.1

(ProposedSteamGeneratorGenericRequirements)

Should any of the requirements proposed at the July 29, 1982,
meeting of the NRC staff and members of the SGOG be required
for Indian Point Units 2 and/or 3, considering the risk of a
steam generator tube rupture in this high population area?

On July 29, 1982, the NRC staff met with the Steam Generator Owners

Group (SG0G) to discuss proposed steam generator generic requirements.

The Staff testified that evaluation of these requirements is still

ongoing and that the proposed SG0G requirements should not be required

for Indian Point Units 2 and 3 at this time. (BoardFinding2.1.1-31).

Witnesses for the Licensees have testified that many of the proposed

SGOG requirements have already been implemented at Indian Point Units ?

and 3. (BoardFindings 2.2.1-6 - 2.2.1-29).

The witnesses for the NRC Staff testified that core melt accidents
'

entailing steam generator tube rupture present roughly only one percent

of the offsite radiological risk. Accordingly, even if the proposed SGOG

requirements were 100% effective the resulting risk reduction is small

relative to other core melt risks at the Indian Point Units. (Board

Findings 2.2.1-30 and 2.2.1-31).

This Staff testimony is consistent with the Licensees' testimony

that implementation of the proposed SGOG requirements would not

perceptibly change the risk posed by Indian Point Units 2 and 3. (Board

Finding 2.2.1-32).

The Board finds that the percentage of the offsite radiological risk'

due to core melt accidents entailing steam generator tube rupture is

extremely small and that accordingly the potential risk reduction by

O
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implementation of the proposed SGOG requirements would also be extremely

small.

|

Conclusion

The Board finds the testimony of the Licensees and the Staff

consistent and unrefuted regarding steam generator generic requirements

and the offsite radiological risk due to core melt accidents entailing

steam generator tube rupture. The Board further funds: 1) that the

evaluation of generic requirements is still ongoing; 2) that the offsite

radiological risk due to core melt accidents entailing steam generator

tube rupture is small; and 3) that the potential risk reduction by

implementation of the proposed SGOG requirements appears to be extremely

small. 'Accordingly, the SGOG requirements need not be required for

O indian goint un4ts 2 and 3 at this t4me.

Consnission Question 3

What is the current status and degree of confonnance with
NRC/ FEMA guidelines of state and local emergency planning
within a 10-mile radius of the site, and of the extent that it
is relevant to risks posed by the two plants, beyond a 10-mile
radius? In this context, an effort should be made to establish
what the minimum number of hours warning for an effective
evacuation of a 10-mile quadrant at Indian Point would be. The
FEMA position should be taken as a rebuttable presumption for
this estimate.

Contention 3.1

(Emergency Planning at Indian Point)

Emergency planning for Indian-Point Units 2 and 3 is inadequate
in that the present plans do not meet any of the sixteen manda-
tory standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b), nor do they meet the stand- '

ards of Appendix E, 10 CFR Part 50.

O

!
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1

Contention 3.1 was sponsored by the Union of Concerned Scientists

and the New York Public Interest Research Group (UCS/NYPIRG), the

Westchester Peoples' Action Coalition (WESPAC), and the Rockland Citizens

for Safe Energy (RCSE), and was based on the New York State and

Westchester, Rockland, Putnam and Orange County Radiological Emergency

Response Plans (RERP's) filed in 1981. Substantial revision of these

plans took place during 1982 and revisions to these plans were filed

during the evidentiary hearing in January 1983. (Davidoff/ Czech

Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 11313 at pp. 6-7). In addition to

revisions to the State, Westchester, Putnam and Orange County plans,

Rockland County chose to make a major revision of its original plan, and

while not completed during the hearing, a draft of the new plan was filed

as of February 17, 1983. ( Id_. ) The State of New York plan provides that

the State shall provide compensating measures for counties that cannot

respond to an emergency, and this draft Rockland County Plan was adopted

by the State of New York as its compensating measures related to

emergency planning and preparedness for Rockland County. The allegations

of this contention are thus evaluated against the current plans,

including the New York State compensating measures for Rockland County.

Testimony was submitted by the Licensees, the Staff, the State of

New York, Westchester County, Rockland County, and by the Intervenors.

In reaching our findings on the status of emergency planning and

preparedness at Indian Point, the Board has given considerable weight to

the findings submitted by FEMA regarding offsite preparedness. (See ..

10CFR50.54(s)(3).) As the Commission has emphasized in other context,

heavy reliance is placed on FEMA findings due to FEMA's responsibility

.
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;

and expertise in assessing the adequacy of offsite emergency planning.

(Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point Station, Units 2),

Power Authority of the State of New York (Indian Point Station, Unit 3),

CLI-83-16, NRC (June 9, 1983), Slip. 0 , at p. 12.)
|2

FEMA issued its initial interim findings on the status of offsite

emergency preparedness at Indian Point on August 2,1982 as a result of,

its evaluation of the March 3,1982 emergency planning exercise at Indian
:

Point. These findings noted deficiencies in five of the sixteen planning

standards set forth in 10 C.F.R. 1 50.47(b) and Appendix E t'o 10 C.F.R.

Part 50. Subsequently, at the request of the Connission, FEMA issued

additional interim findings on December 17, 1982 noting sufficient

corrective action had been taken on all but two of the planning standards

previously rated deficient in the August 2, 1982 interim findings.

O Finally, FEMA submitted an evaluation of the March 9, 1983 emergency

planning exercise in a post-exercise assessment dated April 14, 1983.

Each of the sixteen planning standards of 50.47(b) will be addressed

separately below.-

A. Assignment of Responsibility

The Licensees' onsite emergency plans each describe the responsi-

bilities and actions required by plant personnel for establishing an

On-Site Emergency Organization end provide for continuous operation and

staffing of such response organizations. (Board Findings 3.1-5,3.1-7.)

The responsibilities and actions of offsite emergency response
i
' organizations is provided in the New York State and four County RERP's at

i Indian Point. 24 hour staffing capability is also provided in each of -

|~
these plans. (Board Findings 3.1-6,3.1-8.)

(

|

|
'

./
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There was no controversy regarding this planning standard and the

i Board finds that planning standard 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(1) and

Appendix E.IV.A of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 has been met.

B. On-Site Emergency Organization

The licensees' plans provide for adequate staffing and timely
-

augmentation of staffing to provide facility accident response capability

; at all times, in,accordance with Table B-1 of NUREG-0654. Additionally,

interfaces between various onsite response organizations with offsite

response organizations is specified. (Board Finding 3.1-12.)

.

C. Emergency Response Support and Resources,
:

! The Licensees' on-site and the State and four County offsite plans

each provide for the identification and arrangements for requesting
i

assistance of resources to augment the initial emergency response

organizations. Additionally, the Licensees have provided space to
;

| accommodate State and local staff at the Buchanan Service Center Building
,

; of Con Edison, which has been designated as the Emergency Operations
s

Facility (EOF). (Board Findings 3.1-15,3.1-17,3.1-19.)'

D. Emergency Classification System

The Licensees' on-site and the State and four County off-site plans

each provide an emergency classification and emergency action level

i scheme for detennining initial response consistent with the classifica-

tion and emergency action level scheme set forth in Appendix 1 of

O NUREG-0654, FEMA-Rep-1, Rev. 1 (Board Findings 3.1-22,3.1-23.)

!
|

|
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No testimony was filed to controvert the NRC Staff firdings and the
O

FEMA findings of adequacy of planning standards 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(1),

(2), (3) and (4) and Appendix E.IV.A, B & C of 10 C.F.R. Part 50. Conse-

quently, this Board finds each of these standards are fully satisfied by

the emergency planning for Indian Point.

E. Notification Methods and Procedures

The primary means of notification to the public is through a system

of sirens throughout the 10-mile EPZ. FEMA initially found this system

deficient as a result of the March 3,1982 exercise and noted this in its '

interim findings of August 2,1982. However, this system has been

revised and upgraded, including installation of additional sirens and
'

relocation of some sirens, and all sirens in the 10-mile EPZ are now

O fuliy operational. (Board Findin9s 3.1-31, 3.1-33, 3.1-34.)

In addition to the siren system, tone alert radios have been

supplied to institutions such as schools and hospitais, and the off-site

plans provide for a back-up route alerting system. The uncontroverted

findings by FEMA and by this Board, are the siren system at Indian Point

is now adequate. (BoardFindings 3.1-35,3.1-36,3.1-37.)

There was', however, controversy over the content of the emergency

broadcast system (EBS) messages, and the content of the public education j
!

brochure that was distributed throughout the 10-mile EPZ by the Licen- '

sees. The Intervenor's witness, professor Donald Smith, pointed out that

the EBS messages he reviewed were "models of logic" but that this alone

was insufficient to adequately infonn the public. Dr. Smith also found

the brochure one-dimensional and insufficiently tailored to individual
O ,

d
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Q segments of the population. While we find merit in Dr. Smith's view that

the idea is to reach each person with an individualized message tailored

to his own understanding, we cannot find the current materials insuffi-

cient enough to warrant a negative finding. The materials meet the cri-

teria established in NUREG-0654 and contain the infonnation necessary to

alert the public. Indeed, Dr. Smith conceded that it is not possible to

reach each person with an individualized message, and we find the

relative homogeneity in the population of the 10-mile EPZ should mitigate

Dr. Smith's concerns. (Board Findings 3.1-38,3.1-39,3.1-40.)

However, it is the Staff's position, and we concur, that one element

under this standard is insufficiently addressed in the off-site emergency

plans for Indian Point. The most important provision of off-site emer-

gency response planning is the ability of State and local officials to
O make a public notification decision prompt.ly on being informed by the

Licensees that an emergency situation is in progress. The siren system

and tone-alert radios are in place and fully operational, but it is the

local officials who must make the decision to activate the public alert

system. While at some other reactors there is a provision for the

reactor operators to activate the system from the control room if off-

site officials fail to do so within 10 minutes of notification, there is

no such provision in the plans for Indian Point. Although the ability of

State and local officials to make a public notification decision promptly

was clearly demonstrated during the March 9,1983 emergency planning

exercise, the off-site-plans do not require the 1ccal officials to make a

prompt decision to notify the public. (BoardFindings 3.1-29 - 3.1-30.)

O
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The Board finds that the public notification system, including the

siren system, tone-alert radios, EBS messages and the public education

brochure are all adegaate at Indiant Point, and when appropriate revi-

sions are made to the County plans requiring County officials to make a -

prompt decision to notify the public, the basic elements of planning

standard 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(5) and Appendix E.IV.D.3 will be met.

F. Emergency Comunication

The on-site emergency plans for the Licensees provide an adequate

comunications systems to insure prompt comunication among the principal

response organizations, including the Radiological Emergency Communica-

tions Systems (RECS) which is the primary means of notification between

the two reactor control rooms, emergency response facilities and the

State and County warning points. (Board Findings 3.1-44,3.1-45.)

In addition to the RECS, the offsite comunications capability

includes a dedicated hotline between the State and County Emergency

Operations Centers (EOCs), backed up by a radio system operated by the

Radio Amatuer Civil Emergency Services (RACES) volunteers. A number of

police officials of both Rockland and Westchester Counties suggested that

lack of a comon radio frequency outside their respective jurisdictions

hampered effective comunications, but in fact during the March 9,1983

exercise all comunications functioned adequately and smoothly. (Board

Findings 3.1-47,3.1-48.)

The Board finds that the emergency comunications system in place at

Indian Point is adequate to support our finding that planning standard

O
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Q 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(6) and Appendix E.IV.E of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 are met

for the emergency plans at Indian Point.

G. Public Infonnation and Education
|A public education brochure was mailed to all residents in the

10-mile EPZ at Indian Point prior to the March 3,1982 exercise. While

there was conflicting testimony from various residents indicating they

had not received this brochure, a massive public education campaign has

been undemay utilizing newspaper and radio 'public service announcements

to inform the public how to obtain the brochure. Posters to be placed in

public areas and telephone book inserts containing emergency information

have been developed by New York State for distribution. (Board Find-

ings3.1-51,3.1-52,3.1-53,3.1-54,3.1-56,3.1-88.)

However, the Board notes that while brochures were disseminated in

Putnam and Orange Counties prior to the March 9,1983 emergency planning

exercise, new brochures for Westchester and Rockland County are still

under development and we cannot find this planning standard satisfied

until all residents in the 10-mile EPZ at Indian Point are provided with

the basic infonnation the brochures are designed to provide. (Board

Findings 3.1-54,3.1-55.)

A Joint Media Center has been established at the Verplanck Fire

Protection Association headquarters, and negotiations are unde may to

move this to outside the EPZ. State and County officials have designated

Public Information Officers to comunicate with the Joint Media Center

and this media comunication proved effective during the March 9,1983

Q emergency planning exercise. (BoardFindings 3.1-57,3.1-58,3.1-59.)

- -
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Thus, while the Board commends the actions taken to insure public

information and education is available to all residents of the 10-mile

EPZ at Indian Point, we believe that distribution of brochures to resi-i
:

dents in Westchester and Rockland County must take place prior to a -

finding of adequacy for planning standard 50.47(b)(7) for these two
,

Counties in the plume EPZ.

H. Emergency Facilities and Equipment
,

Facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are

adequately provided in the onsite plans of the Licensees. Offsite

monitoring and acquisition of meterological data is provided by theJ

Licensees. (BoardFindings 3.1-62,3.1-63,3.1-64.)

The off-site plans of New York State and the four County RERP's

provide for Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) and New York State has

undertaken the distribution of radiological monitoring equipment

throughout the 10-mile EPZ. While it is clear to the Board that such

equipment was not sufficiently distributed in the EPZ prior to the

March 3,1982 exercise, nevertheless we find the current program in place

by New York State sufficient to support a finding that this deficiency

has been and continues to be addressed. (BoardFindings 3.1-66, 3.1-67,

3.1-68.)

: The Board finds that planning standard i 50.47(b)(8) and Appendix

E.IV.E & G are adequately met in the emergency planning at Indian Point.

.

|
'
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The Licensees' Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) is equipped with

a MIDAS (Meterological Information Dose Assessment System) which is a

computerized system for calculating live-time dose rates based on input

from radiological monitors and meteorological instrumentation. Each

County has an Apple computer which allows them to gain access to the

information output from MIDAS. (Board Findings 3.1-71,3.1-72.)

Offsite monitoring equipment and the ability to use such equipment

was in evidence in the March 9, 1983 emergency planning exercise. (Board

Firiding 3.1-73.)

The Board finds that planning standard 5 50.47(b)(9) and Appendix

E.IV.B & E of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 are adequately satisfied in the emergency

plans for Indian Point.

J. Protective Response

Protective actions within the 10-mile EPZ plume exposure EPZ include

evacuation, sheltering and radiation monitoring. Within the 50 mile

ingestion EPZ, protective actions include monitoring water and food, and

procedures for placing farm animals on stored feed.

Substantial controversy surrounded this particular planning standard

and many of the contentions under Commission Question 3 related speci-

fically to protective actions. These contentions include Contention 3.3

(evacuationtimeestimates),3.2(humanresponsefactors),3.7(evacua-

tion of school children), 3.9 (traffic capacity), 3.10 (provisions for

! theevacuationofthemobilityimpaired),and4.2(impedimentssuchas

Q seasonal conditions and the adequacy of sheltering). Each of these

issues is treated separately under the appropriate contention.

|

|
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Q It is our finding here, however, that the onsite emergency plans of

the Licensees adequately address the range of protective actions

necessary for emergency workers and onsite personnel. (Board
{Findings 3.1-76,3.1-79.) j
,

During the March 9,1983 emergency planning exercise, FEMA evaluated

the status of offsite planning and preparedness in relation to this plan-

ning standard. Relocation centers were identified and personnel were

trained and equipped to process evacuees. (Board Findings 3.1-80,

3.1-81,3.1-82,3.1-83,3.1-84,3.1-85,3.1-86.) Field monitoring capa-

bility was also adequately demonstrated. (Board Findings 3.1-73,

3.1-91.)

Concerns related to public notification we have addressed above in

regard to planning standards 50.47(b)(5) and (7), (See Findings 3.1-87,

O 3.1-88 also.) New York State adequately provided procedures for appro-

priate protective response within the 50-mile ingestion EPZ in the New

York State Plan. (BoardFindings 3.1-77,3.1-89.)

While the evacuation of school children and the mobility impaired

will be addressed in relation to Contentions 3.7 and 3.10, we will note

here that the capability to implement such evacuation was nevertheless

successfully demonstrated during the March 9,1983 emergency planning

exercise. However, FEMA detennined that the lack of evacuation comit-

ments from bus operators in Westchester County remains a deficiency in

regard to this planning standard. Also, the lack of a written plan in

Rockland County renders this standard deficient. We note here that

efforts are undenvay to redress these deficiencies identified by FEMA in

Q that Rockland County is still developing its RERP, and Westchester County

!

.
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Q has conmissioned a new transportation study to address this issue

specifically. (Board Finding 3.1-90.)

1he Board finds that the elements of planning standard 10 C.F.R.

950.47(b)(10)andAppendixE.IV.D&EareaddressedintheStateand -

County plans for Putnam and Orange County. However, based on the record
|before us, while we believe substantial effort is undenvay to redress

deficiencies in this standard to provide reasonable assurance that this

standard will be met in the future, we cannet find that this is so with !

regard to the current status of emergency planning and prepardness for

Rockland and Westchester Counties.

K. Radiological Exposure Control

Means for controlling radiological exposures have been established

O for the Licensees' emergency personnel, including 24-hour telephone

emergency dosimetry service and an onsite TLD processor with health

physics technicians trained in its use. (BoardFinding3.1-94.)

Training in radiation monitoring, and distribution of equipment for

this monitoring, has been undertaken by New York State and in the four

Counties in the 10-mile EPZ. FEMA evaluated the offsite emergency

planning and preparedness in this connection during the March 9,1983

exercise and found most emergency workers equipped and knowledgeable.

(Board Findings 3.1-95,3.1-96,3.1-97,3.1-98,3.1-99,3.1-100.)

The Board finds that planning standard i 50.47(b)(11) and Appen-

dix E.IV.E of 10 CFR Part 50, is adequately met in the emergency plans

for Indian Point.

! O
i
|

|
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Q L. Medical and Public Health Support

The Licensees have adequate first aid capability onsite and have

letters of agreement with the Peekskill Comunity Hospital for treatment
i

| of an injured and contaminated patient, as well as letters of agreement -

for 24-hour ambulance service with the Verplanck Ambulance Association.
i

(BoardFinding3.1-103.)

The New York State and County plans each have procedures for

transport of victims to medical support facilities. However, Intervenors

raised the question of the adequacy of this medical support, based on a

survey done by James L. Murphy which identified deficiencies in the

emergency response for a number of hospitals in the four Counties
,

! surrounding Indian Point. The survey revealed that while the capability
i
' to treat contaminated injured patients exists at all these hospitals, the

O capacity is limited. However, the New York State Department of Health

has canvassed every nursing home and hospital within the EPZ alerting

them to their responsibility in this regard. (BoardFinding3.1-104.)

In view of the Comission's Decision of April 4,1983 concerning the

requirements for arrangements for medical services to be provided to the

public in the event of a nuclear plant accident under planning standard

10C.F.R.I50.47(b)(12),theidentificationintheoffisteplansof

medical support facilities which have the capability to provide appro-
|

priate medical treatment for radiation exposure and the arrangements

provided in the Licensees' onsite plans for medical support for injured

and contaminated individuals fully satisfy the Connission's regulation
,

and guidance. (Southern California Edison Company, et al., (San Onofre

O
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| Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 & 3) Memorandum and Order, CLI-83-10,

NRC (April 4,1983).

Thus the Board concludes that planning standard 50.47(b)(12) and

Appendix E.IV.E of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 are met. .

M. Recovery and Reentry and Post Accident Operations

Both the onsite plans for the Licensees and the off-site plans for

New York State and the County RERPs provide plans for recovery of the

contaminated area and reentry. The findings by the NRC Staff and FEMA in

j this regard were uncontroverted by any witnesses. (Board Findings

3.1-107,3.1-108,3.1-109,3.1-110,3.1-111,3.1-112.)

i The Board therefore finds that planning standard 10 C.F.R.
;

i 50.47(b) (13) and Appendix E.IV.H of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 are met.t

O
N. Exercise and Drills

!

; Periodic exercises and drills are prescribed in the onsite plans of

the Licensees and the off-site plans for New York State and the four

County 10-mile EPZ. The NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement assures
,

that problem areas identified during these exercises are corrected

through its onsite inspection process. (BoardFindings 3.1-115, 3.1-116,

3.1-117.)

New York State and each of the four Counties in the 10-mile EPZ

(Orange, Putnam, Westchester and Rockland) participated in the March 3,

1982 exercise and all but'Rockland County (which did, however, have ,_

limited participation) took part in the March 9, 1983 exercise at Indian -

-

,

I

!

!
I
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Point. FEMA's evaluation of this exercise indicated it was good trainingQ
and experience for all participants. (BoardFindings 3.1-118 - 3.1-125.)

Planning standard i 50.47(b)(14) and Appendix I.IV.F of 10 C.F.R.
I

Part 50 are met in the emergency planning for Indian Point.

O. Radiological Emergency Response Training

There was no dispute regarding the training provisions in the

Licensees' on-site plans and the off-site plans for New York State and

Putnam and Orange Counties. (BoardFindings 3.1-128, 3.1-29,

3.1-30,-131.) However, substantial controversy surrounded this aspect of

emergency planning in connection with Rockland and Westchester County, in

that a number of witnesses presented by the intervenors indicated there

was insufficient training of emergency response personnel prior to the

O March 3,1982 drill. New York State has undertaken a massive training

effort for emergency response personnel in both Rockland and Westchester

County since the March 3, 1982 emergency planning exercise, and County

officials from both Rockland and Westchester Counties presented evidence

that such training is indeed taking place within their respective

counties. (Board Findings 3.1-129,3.1-132.)

Training is an on-going dynamic process and the record before us

presents substantial evidence to show that a massive effort and

consnitment by New York State has been rade to provide training for

emergency workers throughout the 10-mile EPZ. (Board Finding 3.1-132.)

TheBoardfindsthatplanningstandardi50.47(b)(15)andAppendix
/

E.IV.F of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 are met.

O

I
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O P. Responsibility for the Planning Effort: Development, Review &
Distribution of Emergency Plans

Adequate provisions for plan development, review and distribution

are embodied in the onsite emergency plans for the Licensees by the )
i

designation of an Emergency Planning coordinator and an annual inde- |

pendent review. (BoardFinding3.1-135.)

New York State, Orange and Putnam Counties also provide for review

and imp 1 mentation of corrective measures on at least an annual basis.

Additionally, Westche' ster County is obviously currently engaged in such a

process as the record contains evidence of a new transportation study

being undertaken in the County, funded by the State. (Board Finding

3.1-136.)

However, while Rockland County is engaged in the development of an

O emergency response plan, and New York State has provisions in its state

plan to supplement a county which cannot respond, we cannot find that

this planning standard is fully satisfied by the current status of emer-

gency planning at Indian Point. New York State successfully demonstrated

its capacity to substitute state personnel for County emergency response

personnel during the March 9, 1983 emergency planning exercise. (Board

Findings 3.1-137,3.1-138.) Nevertheless, the compensating measures in

the New York State plan are for supplementation, not substitution of

County resources. Hence, this Board must find that until such time as

Rockland County has finalized and adopted an emergency response plan, or

New York State provides a fully sufficient compensatory capability in its

plan this standard remains unmet in the emergency planning and prepared-

ness for Rockland County.

1

.
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Our examination of the record does not disclose that any party

provided a sound basis for us to make a meaningful detennination of what

the minimum warning time would be for an effective evacuation of a

10-mile quandrant at Indian Point.
i

1

Conclusion

We have considered in detail each of the planning standards cited in

5 50.47(b)(1) through (16) and Appendix E of 10 C.F.R. Part 50. We find

that the onsite emergency planning for Indian Point meets each of these

standards in sufficient measure to allow us to find that the plans are

adequate and capable of being impic a nted.

Several major deficiencies exist in the offsite plans with regard to

- these standards, however, and the Board finds that there must be adequate

corrective actions taken to correct these deficiencies prior to such a

! finding with regard to offsite protective response. These deficiencies

are: a provision in the off-site plans to insure local officials will
! make a prompt decision to notify and alert the public within 15 minutes

) of notification by the Licensees that an emergency is in progress

(i 50.47(b)(5)); distribution of public education materials in

Westchester and Rockland Counties to insure the public is adequately

informedofappropriateprotectiveactions(i50.47(b)(7));lackof
;

evacuation comitments in Westchester County to insure adequate protec-

tive response can be taken in the event of an emergency (i 50.47(b)

(10)); and completion and adoption of a Radiological Emergency Response

Plan in Rockland County, or provisions in the New York State Plan for the

O

|
|
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Q State to substitute its personnel and resources for any County which

cannot respond (5 50.47(b)(16)).

While we are aware, and the record confinns, that substantive effort

is being devoted by the Licensees, the State and the respective four

Counties in the 10-mile EPZ to correct and adequately address these

deficiencies, until these corrective actions are complete we cannot find

reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures to protect the
,

public can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency at

Indian Point.

Contention 3.2

(Human Response to Emergencies)

3.2 The emergency plans for Indian Point Units 2 and 3 do not
conform with NRC/ FEMA guidelines because the assumptionsO made therein with respect to human response factors during
a radiological emergency are erroneous. Hence, the
estimates of evacuation times and of the feasibility of
timely evacuation for certain areas are incorrect.

This contention was sponsored by the Union of Concerned Scientists,

the New York Public Interest Research Group, the Westchester Peoples
.

.

Action Coalition and Parents Concerned About Indian Point. Testimony was

provided by the Licensees, the Intervenors and the NRC Staff.

There was substantial controversy during the hearing concerning what
,

human response assumptions are appropriate for a radiological emergency.

The principal allegations made by Intervenors were that the emergency

plans for Indian Point make the following two unfounded assumptions: ;

(1) residents would follow directions durint, an emergency regardless of

their location; and (2) emergency workers will report to assigned posts

4
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regardless of their responsibilities as members of families.

Intervenors' expert witnesses argue that these assumptions are unfounded I

since a radiological emergency differs from other disasters due to the

invisible nature of the threat. As a consequence, human response in a

non-radiological emergency has limited relevance for projecting human

response in a radiological emergency. (Board Findings 3.2-13, 3.2-21;

See also Testimony, ff. 10459.) To begin we note that none of the

Intervenors' expert witnesses who provided testimony supporting these

Intervenors' arguments had shown that they were familiar with the

Comission's emergency planning regulations or guidance. (Board Findings

3.2-14,3.2-21,3.2-22.) Three of Intervenors' expert witnesses (i.e.,

Dr. Erikson, Dr. Lifton and Dr. Melbin) were not familiar enough with the

emergency response plans at Indian Point to provide an opinion on how

these plans compare with the Comission's emergency planning regulations

or guidance. (BoardFindings 3,2-14,3.2-21,3.2-22.) ,

With respect to whether residents would follow directions during a
,

radiological emergency, Intervenors' witness, Dr. Erikson, points to the

ThreeMileIsland(TMI)experiencewhere,heclaims,thatmanymore

people evacuated than were advised to, and those who did so generally

drove more miles than necessary. (Board Finding 3.2-13.) However,

Dr. Erikson acknowledged during cross-examination that the evacuation at

TMI did not involve a situation where a number of people disobeyed an

instruction to evacuate and then evacuated. He also conceded that the

great majority of people who evacuated during the TMI incident had
i

,

received no instruction on whether to evacuate or stay in place. (Board

Finding 3.2-15.) FEMA provided testimony indicating that the evidence of

1
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Q thirty years of research shows that a negligible proportion of persons

panic during disaster situations including massive strategic bombing in

Europe, fires, floods, earthquakes, the TMI accident and the erruption of
'Mount St. Helens. (Board Finding 3.2-2.) Moreover, licensees'

witnesse!., Dr. Dynes and Dr. Lecker, confinn FEMA's view that there is no

historical evidence of panic during any of the mass evacuations which

have taken place. (Board Finding 3.2-3.) Intervenors' witness,

Dr. Erikson, admitted that the evacuation at TMI was entirely orderly as

opposed to panicky. He also acknowledged that in emergencies that panic

is more often observed in movie films than in everyday life. (Board

Findings 3.2-14,3.2-15.)

With regard to the claim that human respone to radiological

emergencies in different than non-radiological emergencies because

radiation cannot be detected by the human senses, the Licensees' witness,

Dr. Lecker testified that he had never seen any empirical evidence to

support the distinction that human response to radiological and i

non-radiological emergencies are different since radiation cannot be f

detected. Moreover, Intervenors' witness, Dr. Erikson, asserted he was

unaware of whether a study had been done to determine how important the

invisibility of the hazard is to people's response where it was necessary

to respond quickly and evacuate. (Board Finding 3.2-17.)

For emergency workers, Intervenors' witnesses suggested that

emergency workers could not be relied on since they would experience a

conflict due to concern for the safety of their families. (Board

Findings 3.2-13,3.2-21.) With respect to traditional emergency workers
i

i O (plice fficers, firemen, and traffic c ntr 1 fficers), FEMA testified

-

e
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that the history of disaster response has consistently shown that

emergency workers more than meet their responsibilities when confronted !

with emergency situations. The Licensees' witnesses, Dr. Lecker and

Dr. Dynes, agreed with FEMA. It is FEMA's view that this is a strong

general planning assumption. (Board Finding 3.2-4.) Intervenors'

witness, Dr. Erikson acknowledged that it is reasonable to assume that

police officers, physicians, nurses, and other medical personnel can be

expegted to report for their duties. (Board Finding 3.2-14.) For other

emergency workers, such as teachers, FEMA also testified that the history

! of disaster response has consistently shown that these workers will also

more than meet their responsibilities when faced with emergency

situations. Licensees' witnesses, Dr. Lecker and Dr. Dynes, agreed with

FEMA. This is also a strong general planning assumption according to .

FEMA. (BoardFinding3.2-5.) Dr. Erikson agrees with Dr. Lecker that

during the TMI incident there was no evidence of staff or teacher panic,

but only evidence of teachers remaining at their posts. (Board Finding
,

3.2-16.) A number of other Intervenor and interested States' witnesses,

expressed doubt about whether emergency workers (traditional and

volunteers) would perfonn their duties in the event of a radiological
|

emergency. For the traditional emergency workers, these witnesses j
; generally acknowledged they had not observed such workers abandon their

duties. (Board Finding 3.2-16.) There was also testimony that the major

problem in most emergencies is too much manpower. This testimony was
i

uncontradicted. (Board Fihding 3.2-10.) l

Intervenors' witnesses, Dr. Erikson and Dr. Solnit also express '

Q concern about parents evacuating separately from their children without

.
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first hand assurances that their offspring are safe. (Board Findings

3.2-13,3.2-23.) Dr. Solnit doubts that a young child in good condition

would suffer pennanent psychological damage if separated from their

parents unless the period of separation lasted more than a day or two.

He also indicated that public information about evacuation plans

available to parents and transmitted to children by teachers or others j

caring for them reduces the uncertainty about the time children would be

separated from their parents and would mitigate any psychological trauma |

experienced by children due to separation because of an evacuation.

(Board Finding 3.2-24.) With respect to major revision to the plan

calling for early dismissal of school children to sand them home to

parents or guardians in the event of a radiological emergency at Indian
,

Point after contacting parents or guardians to assure someone is home to

receive them, Dr. Solnit believes this would go a long way toward

overcoming the disadvantages he believes are associated with the plan.

(Board Findings 3.2-24,3.2-25.)

A number of Intervenors' witnesses testified that they would not

follow the evacuation plan for Indian Point. FEMA testified that

experience shows that non-cooperative behavior during an evacuation is

almost always an isolated matter. (Board Findings 3.2-3,3.2-19.)

Licensees' witness, Dr. Dupont testified that when dealing with

emergencies, the experience has been that people behave competently,

responsibly, and sensibly. Dr. Lecker also testified that peoples'

predictions on how they would respond to a radiological emergency are of

limited value. He explained that when an emergency begins, the human

O "'"d ""d ' d' = '"''* '"d * "*" ***''"d* **""S*'- Eva" ''d'"' c"'''c'
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of an evacuation plan can be expected to follow that plan, if for no

other reason than because it exists. (Board Findings 3.2-3,3.2-19.)

Intervenors' witness, Dr. Lifton, raised a concern about a new

medical condition he tenned " Radiation Response Syndrome" (RRS) which -

occurs over the course of one's life time. He explained that RRS could

begin insnediately after exposure to radiation but he did not know at what

level of exposure RRS would manifest itself. Dr. Lifton was unaware

whether the radiological emergency response plan for any reactor in the

United States adequately accounts for the RRS. Consequently, we found

Dr. Lifton's testimony unconvincing particularly since he lacked any

familiarity with (1) the emergency response plans for Indian Point, and

(2) the Comission's emergency planning regulations. (Board Finding

3.2-21.)

O Interveners w4tness, Dr. Meibin, suggested snat the performaece of

individuals awakened at night is impaired and this should be accounted

for in the emergency plans at Indian Point. However, Dr. Melbin had no

infonnation contrasting the success of an evacuation conducted in the

evening as compared to an evacuation conducted during the daytime.

Moreover, Dr. Melbin was not aware whether his suggestion had been

incorporated in the emergency response plans for any other nuclear power

plant. He was also not familiar with the emergency plans at Indian Point

or the Comission's emergency planning regulations. (Board Finding

3.2-22.) Accordingly, we do not find Dr. Melbin's testimony very

material to the issues before this Board.j

In evaluating emergency planning, FEMA uses the studies of human

response in past emergencies. For FEMA's evaluation technique, it looks

|
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Q at past behavior. Thus FEMA's approach in evaluating emergency planning

is to assume that people will respond to a radiological emergency in a

manner that is similar to their response in other disasters or

emergencies. (BoardFinding3.2-7.) FEMA's approach is consistent with

other testimony in this proceeding. (Board Findings 3.2-4, 3.2-8,

3.2-12.)

Conclusion

Our examination of the record does not disclose any mandatory

requirements concerning the contingencies raised by Intervenors'

witnesses one way or another. We note that the weight of the evidence

shows that emergency workers can be expected to respond in the event of a

radiological emergency. The possibility of role conflict exists among

emergency workers. We are convinced, however, that most responsible

workers would resolve their conflicts regrading their families safety in

a comon-sense manner by looking to their families' safety and then

reporting for duty. We believe the evidence supports a finding that the

human response assumptions employed by FEMA in evaluating emergency

planning for Indian Point are reasonable.

Contention 3.3

(EvacuationTimeEstimates)

3.3 The present estimates of evacuation times, based on
NUREG-0654 and studies by CONSAD Research Corporaton and
by Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc., are>

reliable. They are based on unproven assumptions, utilize
unverified methodologies, and do not reflect the actual
emergency plans.

_ . . . _ .
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I This contention was sponsored by the Union of Concerned Scientists,

the New York Public Interest Research Group, the West Branch Conservation

; Association, and Rockland Citizens for Safe Energy. Testimony was

submitted by the Licensees, the New York State Energy Office, the

Intervenors (UCS/NYPIRG), and the NRC staff.

Time estimates for evacuation, which are required by 10 CFR Part 50,

Appendix E.IV, are used for two principal purposes: (1) to identify

those transportation routes, areas or facilities in the vicinity of a

site for which special traffic controls or other special plans would be

desirable during an emergency; (2) to provide decisionmakers during an

emergency, knowledge of the length of time required to detect evacuation

under various conditions, which allows an informed choice of protective
!

actions. The criteria for judging the acceptability of these estimates

O are NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, II.J and Appendix 4. (Board

Findings 3.3-2,3.3-3.)
4

(a) Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. Study (The
Licensees' Evacuation Time Estimate Study)

The Licensees have provided an evacuation time estimate study for

i the Indian Point plume exposure pathway EPZ prepared by Parsons,

Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. entitled " Methodology to Calculate

i Evacuation Travel Time Estimates for the Indian Point Emergency Planning

Zone" (hereafter " Licensees' evacuation time estimate study"). (Board

Finding 3.3-4.)

:\
The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study calculated the roadway

-

travel times required to evacuate pemanent resident, transient and

O
i

-
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Q special facilities populations in the counties of Westchester, Rockland,

Orange, and Putnam within the plume exposure pathway EPZ was divided into

46 discrete emergency response planning areas (ERPA's) whose boundaries

were defined to coincide with political and geographical boundaries

familiar to the public. Primary evacuation routes were identified for

each ERPA and backup evacuation routes were detemined for those portions

of the primary evacuation roadway network which are likely to become

extremely congested. These evacuation routes were developed assuming.

traffic would operate in a nomal two-way pattern, except for one-way

streets. (Board Findings 3.3-5,3.3-6,3.3-8,3.3-9,3.9-7,3.3-67.)

The primary and backup evacuation routes were travelled to assess

their adequacy for evacuation. For the primary routes infomation was

collected concerning their physical makeup (e.g. number of lanes, lane .

width, etc.) and operating restrictions for use in detemining the

evacuation capacity of each roadway. (Board Finding 3.3-13.) Also, bus

routes to be used during an evacuation were established so that persons

could be within one-half to one mile from of a bus stop. They were also

examined to detemined physical characteristics and operating

restrictions. (BoardFindings 3.3-14,3.3-15.)

For each primary evacuation route, the Licensees' evacuation time

estimate study calculated evacuation capacities based on the actual

physical roadway configuration. Thus traffic-inhibiting factors, such as

narrow lanes and no shoulders, have been accounted for in calculating

evacuation capacity. (BoardFinding3.3-16.)

To characterize the shifts in population, the Licensees' study

Q considered several different time periods which covered all significantly

-- l
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different patterns of population distribution and transportation

availability. (Board Findings 3.3-18,3.3-19.) Moreover, the evacuation

travel time estimates were determir.ed separately for nomal and adverse

weather conditions for each segment of the evacuation roadway network.

In order to satisfy NUREG-0654, Appendix 4 guidance, the study considered

the effects of adverse weather conditions typically found in the 10 mile

EPZ on the evacuation capacities of the roadways and reduced those
.

,

capacities to account for adverse weather. The study also considered the

modes of transportation to be used by the population evacuating the 10

mile plume exposure pathway EPZ. (Board Findings 3.3-20, 3.3-26,

3.3-27.)

The evacuation capacities used to calculate evacuation travel times
.

.

were substantiated by actual traffic volumes obtained from the New York

Department of Transportation. The New York Department of Transportation

thoroughly reviewed the Licensees' evacuation time estimates and the

basis for those estimates and found the estimates acceptable. Thus the

New York State Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group incorporated

these estimates into the RERPs of the Counties. The methodology used in

the study has also been reviewed by the New York State Department of

Health and the New York State Police. (Board Findings 3.3-17, 3.3-28,

3.3-35,3.3-47.)
'

Dr. Urbanik, who is the expert that the NRC staff relies on to

review evacuation time estimate studies for nuclear facilities, has

evaluated the Licensees' study for compliance with Appendix 4 of
;

NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1. He verified the evacuation time

estimates by driving the principal roadways within and around the 10 mile

:

i
|

|
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! plume EPZ for Indian Point and performing several independent

calculations of volume-to-capacity ratios to determine whether longer

times were required for any parts of the evacuation roadway network.

These calculations led Dr. Urbanik to conclude that the analyses in the

Licensees' study are reasonable. Both the demand estimates and traffic

capacities were evaluated and found to be reasonable. The study's used a

sequential method for computing total evacuation time and identified

primary and secondary evacuation routes as called for by Appendix 4 of

NUREG-0654. (Board Findings 3.3-34,3.3-40,3.3-41,3.3-42.)

The standard reference document in the field of transportation

engineering for determining highway capacities is the Highway Capacity

Manual, which is perhaps the most widely used document in the field, was

used by the Licensees in developing its evacuation time estimates study.

Dr. Urbanik found that the Licensees' study employed methodologies that

use accepted and proven transportation planning techniques. These

methodologies represent years of experience in transportation planning,

modeling and operating transportation systems, and are consistent with

NUREG-0654, Appendix 4. Dr. Urbanik determined that the Licensees' study

used reasonable assumptions, addressed all the details in NUREG-0654,

Appendix 4, and complies with Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654. (Board Findings

3.3-36,3.3-38,3.3-39,3.3-44.)

The NRC staff reviewed the Licensees' study and Dr. Urbanik's

evaluation of that study and concluded that the study covers all the

- elements of Appendix 4, NUREG-0654. Moreover, FEMA has reviewed the

study and concluded that the evacuation time estimates are reasonable.

(Board Findings 3.3-45,3.3-46.)

I
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The principal challenge to the Licensees' evacuation time estimate

study came from Intervenors' technical witnesse who disputed the study's

methodology and claimed that it ignored certain important matters.

(BoardFindings 3.3-49,3.3-55,3.3-60,3.3-62,3.3-64.) However, we did

not find Mr. Morris' arguments to be convincing for the following |

'

; reasons: (1) the evacuation speed fannula used in the study in

supporting his claims; (2) he claimed that the study ignored matters

which he acknowledged during cross-examination were considered on the

matters were shown by other evidence to have been addressed in the study;

(3) he suggested that the study use a methodology which the evidence

shows is clearly inappropriate; (4) he was unfamiliar with the
,

Commission's emergency planning regulations and Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654;

(5) he provided no basis for certain suggestions he considered

O significant; and (6) he was unable to provide an opinion on whether the

Licensees' study complies with NUREG-0654. (BoardFindings3.3-50,

3.3-51, 3.3-52, 3.3-54, 3.3-55, 3.3-56, 3.3-57, 3.3-58, 3.3-59, 3.3-60,

3.3-61,3.3-62,3.3-63,3.3-64,3.3-65,3.3-67.)

Intervenors also raised a concern about the failure of the

| Licensees' study to consider " spontaneous evacuation" beyond the plume

exposure pathway EPZ for Indian Point. While the Licensees' study did

not explicitly model the effects on evacuation inside the 10-mile EPZ of

a spontaneous evacuation outside the 10-mile EPI, the effects of

spontaneous evacuation outside the 10-mile EPZ were considered.

Spontaneous evacuation (i.e., absent official directive to evacuate) from

within the 10-mile EPZ could reduce the Licensees' evacuation time -

estimates since the total nunber of persons and cars would be reduced.

| -

,
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f''T Moreover, we note that there are provisions in the Counties RERPs fort

V
expediting traffic flow beyond the plume exposure pathway EPZ for Indian

.,

Point. The Licensees' study asumes the implementation of traffic control

beyond the 10-mile EPZ.

Conclusion

The Board believes the evidence in the record supports a finding

| that the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study is based on reasonable

assumptions, utilized verified methodologies, reflect the actual radio-

logical emergency plan, and is reliable. Furthermore, the record

supports a finding that the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study

complies with NUREG-0654, Appendix 4.

( (b) CONSAD Research Corporation|
' Evacuation Time Study

The NRC staff's expert, Dr. Urbanik, has reviewed an independent

assessment of evacuation time around Indian Point which was prepared for

FEMA by CONSAD Research Corporation entitled "An Assessment of Evacuation

Time Around The Indian Point Nuclear Power Station" (hereafter "CONSAD

Study"). The Intervenors did not provide any direct testimony concerning

this study. (BoardFinding3.3-70.)

Dr. Urbanik found that the CONSAD Study used methodologies that are

based on accepted and proven transportation planning techniques that are

consistent with NUREG-0654, Appendix 4. Dr. Urbanik also found that the

CONSAD Study addressed adverse weather but it was deficient in not

| reducing capacity due to adverse weather conditions. The CONSAD Study

O

_# -
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Q was used an evacuation roadway network that considers the principal road-'

ways that would be used in an evacuation. (Board Findings 3.3-72,

3.3-73,3.3-77,3.3-78.)

All population components were considered by the CONSAD Study in'

arriving at demand estimates. However, the study does not contain |
'

current population data. The CONSAD Study did use the Highway Capacity

i Manual. Dr. Urbanik noted that the CONSAD Study was prepared prior to

the issuance of NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1; consequently, the study

does not reflect some aspects of that guidance. Nonetheless, while the

CONSAD Study is deficient in some minor areas (e.g., fomat for

presenting data, Dr. Urbanik found that the overall methodolg; and

! assumptions are consistent with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1.) This

study, Dr. Urbanik observed, does provide an independent basis for

O confiming the validity of the Licensees' study since the overall

I methodology and assumptions are consistent with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, '

Rev. 1. (Board Findings 3.3-75, 3.3-76. 3.3-79, 3.3-80.)

! Conclusion

i The Board finds that the CONSAD Study is based on reasonable assump-

tions, utilized verified methodologies, and is reliable. However, the

study does not contain current population data and is deficient in some

minor aspects when measured against NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1.
.

These deficiencies, however, we find are not material since the evacua-
l

tion estimates of the CONSAD Study are r.ot used in the emergency plans l

'

for Indian Point.>

O
|

.
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Contention 3.4

(Notification Procedures At Indian Point)
- 3.4 The administrative control of notification procedures at

Indian Point Units 2 and 3 is so deficient that the
Licensees cannot be depended on to notify the proper -

: authorities of an emergency promptly and accurately enough
' to assure effective response.
,

This contention was sponsored by Rockland Citizens for Safe Energy

(RCSE) and the Westchester Peoples Action Coalition (WESPAC). Testimony

' was submitted by the Licensees, the New York State Energy Office, the

Intervenors (RCSE, NYPIRG), and the NRC Staff.

The Commission's requirements and guidance concerning the provisions

for notifying appropriate offsite authorities are set forth in 10 C.F.R.

Sections 50.47(b)(5)(6), Section IV.D.3 of Appendix E, 10 C.F.R..Part 50

and NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, Appendix 1.

A News Director for a local radio station alleged that the station's

ability to provide prompt infomation to the public may have been com-

prised because the station's recordt showed a delay in time between the

dates when certain leaks occurred at the Indian Point plants and the
:

dates'when the station broadcast reports of those incidents. However,

the radio station does not maintain records of when the news items it

broadcasts are received and its license only pennits broadcasting during

daylight hours. Also, the News Director did not know when or if the

events he spoke of were reported to the NRC, and he .was unfamiliar with

I the Connission's emergency planning requirements and guidance concerning

licensees' responsibility for notification in the event of an emergency.

(BoardFinding3.4-14.) Accordingly, the Board finds the testimony of

the News Director to be unconvincing.

-_- . - _ _ .. - - - - . -
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! Other Intervenor witnesses raised a concern about Con Edison's delay

O'

in notifying NRC of the containment flooding incident at Indian Point
1

Unit 2 in October 1980 and Power Authority's supposed (2 hour) delay in

notifying the Westchester County Executive Office of a radioactive leak

in late March 1982. (Board Finding 3.4-15.)

There was testimony that an " unusual event" was declared at Indian

Point Unit 3 on March 24, 1982 following a minor leak in a steam genera-

tor. The plant operator took appropriate action to bring the plant to a

safe shutdown, and appropriate notification was made. (Board Finding

3.4-18.)

With respect to the delay in reporting the Indian Point Unit 2

containment flooding incident in October 1980, it was pointed out that

the key infonnation was the amount of water that entered the lower

O eievation of the containmeat buildins Particuiarly the reactor cavity.
'

At the time of the incident, Indian Point Unit 2 did not have indicators

or level alarms showing that water had entered into that area. Subse-

quent to the containment flooding incident, con Edison has installed

additional equipment inside the Indian Point Unit 2 containment building

which consists of level alarms and indicators in the reactor cavity,

containment sump, and for the recirculation pump located on the basement

of the containment building. Also, two cameras were installed to permit

viewing of (1) the water level in the containment sump from the control

room, and (2) one of the entry paths to the reactor cavity. (Board Find-

ing3.4-15.)

After the Indian Point Unit 2 containment flooding incident, con

Edison took corrective action by changing its procedures for notification

,

. . . . . . - - . . .. -
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O of offsite authorities. The administrative controls for reporting were
'

completely revised with new station administrative orders which require

the reporting of items that might be of interest to local governments.

These procedures require a much lower threshold of prompt reporting of |

events including notification of the NRC, which has resulted in an ;

i

increase in the level of frequency of notification to offsite officials

all operating personnel have been retrained in these new administrative
i

controls. (Board Finding 3.4-16.)

Since the effective date of the new classification system for the

reporting of incidents, the State experience with the reporting of inci-

dents from the Licensees has been acceptable. Over the past two years

the Licensees' , record has shown a consistent improvement in the attempt

to report necessary infomation to the State and Counties. (Board

O Finding 3.4-17.)

The NRC staff has reviewed the log books of the past three years

that are kept by reactor engineers in NRC's Incident Response Center to

determine the status of Licensees' reporting of events and occurrences.

That review showed that the reports from the Licensees to NRC's Incident

Response Center for the Indian Point Power Plants are done more quickly

and completely than for any other nuclear power plant in the country.

(BoardFinding3.4-19.) We believe that the record demonstrates that the

Licensees have taken adequate steps to address the concerns raised about

providing prompt notification. Moreover, the Licensees' record of the

past three years regarding notification to offsite authorities confims

our belief that the Licensees have developed adequate measures to remedy

O eny past deficiencies coacernino prompt notification.

.- .. - - _ _. . ._ - _. . - - - - . - .
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The Licensees have established a primary and backup means for com-

municating between the Indian Point plants, the Licensees' near-site

Emergency Operations Facility (E0F) and governmental Emergency Operations

Centers. Specific procedures have been established which identify steps

to be taken to provide initial and follow-up notifications to Federal, j

State, local and company offsite emergency organizations when any of the i

four emergency classes is declared. Initial message foms contain a

statement on whether there has been a release of radioactivity, recom-

mended protective actions and meteorological infomation. Follow-up

messages include estimates of the quantity, time and duration of release;

the chemical and physical form; the iodine, particulate and noble gas

quantity; meteorological data; and prognosis for escalation or temina-

tion of the incident. (Board Findings 3.4-7,3.4-8,3.4-11,3.4-12.)

O 4 copy of the inc4 dent report fo m used by the NaC Incident aesponsej

Center is used by the Licensees to assist in providing the information

requested by the NRC. One of the questions on this fom is: "Have you

infomed local officials about this incident"? This is designed as a

reminder to Licensees to notify local offsite officials if they have not

done so. (Board Finding 3.4-20.)

| The NRC staff has interviewed the Licensees' Shift Supervisors and

detemined that they understood the procedures for prompt notification '

and their responsibility for implementing those procedures. Furthemore,

the NRC Staff has examined the Licensees' procedures for notification of

State, Local and other governmental response organizations and their
1

provisions for prompt communications with principal offsite response
-

organizations. These procedures and provisions were determined to be in

- _. -. ._ - - - .
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compliance with 10 CFR Sections 50.47(b)(5),(6), the requirements of

Appendix E of 10 CFR Part 50, and the guidance of NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1,
.

Revision 1, Appendix L. (Board Findings 3.4-13,3.4-21.)

Conclusion

Based on the evidence in the record, the Licensing Board finds that

the administrative control of notification procedures at Indian Point

Units 2 and 3 is adequate. Moreover, the weight of the evidence supports

a finding that the Licensees can be depended on to notify the appropriate

offsite authorities of an emergency promptly and accurately enough to

assure effective response.

f
:

Contention 3.6;

(Meteorological Capability)

3.6 The emergency plans and proposed protective actions do not
adequately take into account the full range of
meteorological conditions for Indian Point Units 2 and 3.

This contention was sponsored by the Union of Concerned Scientists

and the New York Public Interest Research Group. Testimony was provided

by the Licensees, the Intervenors (UCS/NYPIRG) and New York City Council

Members, and the NRC Staff.

NRC's emergency planning regulations require that adequate methods,

systems and equipment be in use for assessing and monitoring actual or

potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency condition.

(10 CFR 9 50.47(b)(9)). The applicable guidance in NUREG-0654,

FEMA-REP-1, Revision I calls for each licensee to have the capability of

O
.
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acquiring and evaluating meteorological infonnation sufficient to meet

| the criteria of Appendix 2 of NUREG-0654. (Board Finding 3.6-2.)
1

There are two meteorological towers located on the site of the

Indian Point plants. One is a 122 meter tower which provides the Control

Room of the Indian Point plants real-time meteorological readouts of wind

speed, wind direction and stability (Pasquill Stability Company). The

other tower is a 10 meter meteorological tower that serves as a backup

tower and it provides real time meteorological data, consisting of wind

speed and direction which are continuously recorded. Both of these

towers are supported by emergency power, provide on-site real time

meteorological data to ancillary systems and are instrumented in

accordance with the criteria in NRC Regulatory guide 1.23 " Meteorological

Programt in Support of Nuclear Power Plants" and NUREG-0654. (Board

O riadia9s 3.s-3. 3 s-4. 3.e-5. 3.8-8.)
The Licensees have also activated a third meteorological tower which

functions as the backup to the primary meteorological tower (122 meter

tower), to enhance the availability of real-time, on-site meteorological

information. This tower also complies with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.23 and

NUREG-0654. (Board Findings 3.6-4,3.6-7.)

Predicting and tracking the path of a radioactive release beyond the

plant boundary is primarily accomplished by using meteorological data in

conjunction with plume overlays. Transparent diffusion overlays

depecting the relative dispersion around the Indian Point site are

available. These overlays were developed using real meteorological data

from the Indian Point area, considering the effect of wind direction,

atmospheric stability, and topography. (BoardFinding3.s-8.)
O

-
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The Licensees' Emergency Operations Facility is equipped with a
'

Meteorological Information Dose Assessment System (MIDAS), which is a

computer system that uses input data from radiological monitors and

meteorological instrumentation offsite and calculates live-time dose

rates for the plume-covered territory downwind from the source. l

i

Meteorological data from the Licensees' meteorological towers are !

continuously transmitted to MIDAS, providing a real-time data base, in

accordance with Appendix 2 of NUREG-0654. Real-time offsite wind speed.

and direction are provided to MIDAS by a windset, capable of monitoring

and recording wind direction and speed, which is located in each of the

sixteen meteorological wind sectors at distances ranging from one half to

two miles from Indian Point. A 24-hour weather forcast from an

independent weather service provides hourly wind speed, wind direction, . .

atmospheric stability and precipitation forecasts for the Indian Point

area which are input into MIDAS every three hours. MIDAS has the

capability to perform diffusion calculations and representations of the

plume for use during a radiological emergency. (BoardFindings3.6-9,

3.6-10,3.6-11,3.6-12,3.6-16.)

Real-time offsite meteorological data can be obtained by telephone

from a 100-meter meteorological tower, located at the Orange and Rockland

utilities Bowline plant in Haverstraw, N. Y. approximately four miles

south of the Indian Point Plant. Emergency personnel also have access to

meteorological data from the National Weather Service stations within a

fifty mile radius of Indiah Point. (Board Findings 3.6-13,3.6-14.)

The control rooms at the Indian Point plants are continuously
~

provided through MIDAS meteorological data. Moreover, the Emergency

. _ - - - -_ __ _ - - _ _ - -
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Operations Centers for the counties have been provided computers which

permit access to the meteorological and plume representation infomationi

generated by MIDAS. This provides the counties an independent means for

dose assessment during an emergency response. Also the NRC and New York

State can gain access to actual meteorological data through telephone and

comunication interfaces with MIDAS. (Board Findings 3.6-16, 3.6-17,

3.6-18.)

Various studies show that the Indian Point area in the Hudson Valley

is influenced by a valley flow wind system. The results of these studies

and site representative meteorological data have been incorporated into

the Licensees' emergency planning activities. (Board Findings 3.6-22,

3.6-23.)
.

One of the studies was perfomed by the Licensee.s to document the

wind flow patterns in the area by deploying 13 wind sets (sensors) up and

down the Hudson Valley, and examining the concurrent hourly readings.

According to a senior meteorologist for Con Edison the meteorological

data collected by the study reinforced previous studies concerning the

valley flow, that is, that the valley flow will go down towards

Haverstraw Bay (south of Indian Point) and then it will return--sometimes

reversing or staying in the Bay and coming back up the valley at sunrise.

(Board Finding 3.6-25.) Intervenors disputed whether the Licensees'

study that those meteorological conditions would prevail south of the

Indian Point site by claiming that the study shows releases beyond the

southern boundary of the study. Thus they agree that there is a

substantial probability that a low level release at Indian Point will

reach lower Westchester County or New York City. (BoardFinding3.6-26.)

. -- - _. ___- _ ._ _ . . _ _ _ . . . . . , .
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However, Intervenors' witness had no information on how many releases he
'claimed travelled south of the southern boundary of the study dipped

below the southern boundary and then travelled back north above that

boundary because of a change in wind direction resulting from the valley

flow system. The evidence was uncontradicted that the Indian Point area

is influenced more by the valley wind system and less by northerly

synoptic high level winds which Intervenors' witness claimed made it more

likely that releases would reach lower Westchester County or New York

City. (BoardFindings 3.6-26,3.6-28.) Furthermore, meteorological data

from upper air stations in the New York City area showed that winds from

the north only occur to 6% of the time annually. Directly in the path of

straight line drawn due south from the Indian Point site is High Tor

Mountain, which wculd increase the diffusion of a plume headed in that

direction. With the wind patterns that do exist in the Indian Point area

and the dispersion that takes place, the chances of a plume getting by

such a barrier is highly remote. (Board Findings 3.6-28,3.6-29.)

Regarding Intervenors' witness speculation that northerly synoptic

high level winds may be more likely to reach New York, we note that the

witness did not provide any meteorological data to support such an

assertion. (BoardFinding3.6-28.) We are convinced that Licensees have

a good handle on synoptic meteorology from offsite reports since they

have access to every weather station within a 50-mile radius of Indian

Point. (Board Finding 3.6-30.)

- The NRC Staff has examined the Licensees' means for obtaining and

evaluating meteorological infonnation, and determined that it meets the
|

Commission's regulatory requirements. (Board Finding 3.6-34.) '

|
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Conclusion

Accordingly, the Board finds that the emergency plans and proposed I

protective actions can adequately account for the full range of

meteorological conditions that can reasonably be expected in the Indian

Point area. Although there is some question about the extent to which

high level synoptic winds from a northerly direction may travel below

Piermont (approximately 20 miles south of Indian Point), the evidence

shows that such an occurrence is highly unlikely, and should it occur,

there is adequate meteorological capability in place for any proposed

protective action to account for such an unlikely event.

Contention 3.7

(EvacuationofChildren)

3.7 The problems of evacuating children from threatened areas
| have not been adequately addressed in the present

'emergency plans.'

Contention 3.7 was sponsored by Parents Concerned About Indian Point

(Parents) and was based on the New York State and Westchester, Rockland,

Orange and Putnam Counties' plans filed in 1981. Substantial revision of

these plans took place in 1982 and the allegations of this contention are |
'

evaluated against the current plans. (Davidoff/ Czech Supplemental

Testimony ff. Tr. 11313 at pp. 6-7.) Testimony was submitted by the |

Licensees, the Staff, the State of New York, Westchester County, Rockland

County, and by the Intervenoes.

Developments related to the plan-procedures for the evacuation of

schools took place during "he evidentiary hearing and should be noted H
|

here. Prior to the hearing, Rockland County disavowed its earlier plan |Q
,
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and undertook the development of its own radiological emergency response

O plan. Subsequently, New York State undertook the development of State
,

compensating measures to provide response procedures for counties that

could not respond to an emergency. Westchester County proposed substan-

tial revision to the mass transit component of its emergency response
,

plan which encompasses the evacuation of children in schools.

During the hearing there was substantial cross examination parti-

cipated in by representatives of Parents, and by counsel for the County

of Rockland, the County of Westchester, the State, the Licensees, the

Staff, and by the Board.

There was substantial disagreement over the adequacy of the Response

Procedures for Schools in Westchester and Rockland Counties, while the

adequacy of these procedures was not contested for Orange or Putnam

O couaties-

Westchester County

During the hearing Westchester County proposed a revision to its

plan incorporating the existing plan for early dismissal of schools into
,

its radiological emergency response plan. This proposal would make it

possible to send children home to parents or guardians at an early stage

of any accident, rather than wait for the evacuation of the general

population. This revision in the Westchester County plan will also help

alleviate some of the concerns of parents, teachers and bus operators

associated with the earlier two-wave approach in the original plan.

(Board Finding 3.7-10.) -

O
:

-
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This early dismissal plan is not new. It has existed in the school |
'

O
'

system for sometime and the specifics of the plan call for means to

notify parents and guardians to assure that someone is available to

receive the children. (Board Finding 3.7-11.) -

Testimony was presented by the owner of one of the bus companies

j that would be responsibile for carrying out this procedure that

! incorporation of this proposal into the emergency plan would be feasible.

(Board Finding 3.7-14.)

The State's witness indicated that this revision to the Westchester

County plan would be an improvement in the ability to evacuate children

and would make evacuation for the general population more efficient. -

(Board Finding 3.7-18.)

The transportation study underway in Westchester County wi11
, ,

O incorporate the needs of speciaiized inst 4tutions, such as day care

| centers and recreational areas. (Board Finding 3.7-19.)

Rockland County

The Draft Rockland County plan, adopted by New York State as its

compensating measure for Rockland County, does not provide for procedures

for schools, but such procedures are under development in Rockland County

using funds from the State of New York. (Board Findings 3.7-20,3.7-21.)

In New York State school districts are required to have plans and

procedures for coping with emergencies, including go-home drills, and

incorporating this early dismissal option into the plan provisions for

evacuation of schools would be implementable in Rockland County. (Board
~

Findings 3.7-23,3.7-24.)'

.
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In addition to developing procedures dealing specifically with

schools, Reckland County has expressed interest in a transportation study

to review general evacuation procedures for the County, and funds will be-

provided from New York State for such a study. (BoardFinding3.7-22.)

This study will incorporate transportation needs of specialized facili- |

ties, such as day care centers and recreational areas. (BoardFinding

3.7-23.)

FEMA Evaluation

FEMA evaluated the State and County RERP's dealing with evacuation

of children and found that relocation and congregate care centers

designated in the plans have adequate equipment and ability to handle ,

evacuees. (BoardFinding3.7-26.)

An emergency planning exercise was held on March 9, 1983 and it was

FEMA's position that adequate capability to evacuate children was

simulated in all four counties in the 10 mile EPZ at Indian Point.

(Board Findings 3.7-27,3.7-28,3.7-29,3.7-30.)

Conclusion

Based on the evidence in the record, the Board finds that the

problems of evacuating children from threatened areas is being addressed
;

in the planning for New vork State and the four counties in the plume

exposure EPZ at Indian Point. The counties are engaged in intensive

| efforts, supported and funded by the State, which convince us that the
l

|
problems of evacuating children from threatened areas have been

1
l adeaquately addressed.

|
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! Contention 3.9

(RoadSystem)

3.9 The road system in the vicinity of the Indian Point plant
is inadequate for timely evacuation.

This contention was sponsored by the Westchester Peoples Action
.

Coalition and the West Branch Conservation Association. Testimony was

submitted by the Licensees, the County of Rockland, the County of

Westchester, the Intervenors (WBCA/NYPIRG), the New York State Energy

Office, and the NRC staff.

We have decided to treat Contention 4.2(d) here since the issue of

whether the road system is adequate (Contention 3.9) is ' inextricably tied

to the question of whether that road system should be upgraded to pennit

f successful evacuation of all residents in the EPZ (Contention 4.2(d)).

The Intervenors and the Counties of Rockland and Westchester

presented a number of witnesses who disputed the adequacy of the road

system in the vicinity of Indian Point. A number of witnesses made

general assertions that the road system is inadequate because a number of

roads are narrow, hilly, windy and two-laned which would result in a lot

of traffic congestion in the event of an evacuation. (Board Finding

3.9-28.) For these assertions we note that the evacuation time estimates ;

were based on an evacuation roadway network that considers the actual

physical nature of the roads. Roadways that are more restricted were

assigned lower vehicular capacities, thus resulting in longer evacuation

times for vehicles using them. Although limited access roadways were in
|
>

some cases included as primary evacuation routes, these roadways were

supplemented by many local high quality roadways due to anticipated

i O ';

|

|
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|
traffic volume and because of the limitations associated with parkway |

O
on-ramp capacities. In developing the evacuation time estimates, each

primary evacuation route and bus route was field checked to determine

such matters as tight turns, narrow or congested streets, number of

lanes, lane width, etc. Consequently, the evacuation time estimates

explicitly accounted for the physical characteristics of the evacuation

routes. (Board Findings 3.9-11,3.9-12,3.9-13,3.9-33.) During an

evacuation due to an accident at Indian Point, there would clearly be

very slow speeds and lots of congestion which has been considered in

developing the evacuation time estimates. Since the evacuation travel

time estimates do not include every road in the area, the potential

congestion will be lessened to the extent evacuees travel on roads not

identified as primary evacuation routes. (Board Findings 3.9-33.)

O There were concerns reised about whether the road system wouid be

adequate due to the increase in traffic on area roads resulting from

thousands of persons visiting area parks during the summertime. (Board

Finding 3.9-29.) This concern has been addressed in the evacuation time

estimates the roadway network in the 10-mile EPZ. Estimates of the

resident population, special facilities population, and the transient

population were made. These estimates include people employed, people

staying at hotels and motels, visitors to parks and recreation areas, and

day and resident camps. Occupancy figures for hotels and motels were l
1

obtained through telephone interviews and park attendance infonnation for

major parks and recreation' areas was obtained through various parks'
,

officials. For each of the population categories, estimates were made of '

the number and location of the group for six different time periodsO

. - -
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including weekend, holiday-summer daytime and weekend, holiday-winter

daytime. We are convinced that these concerns have been adequately

considered and addressed in the development of evacuation travel time

estimates for the actual evacuation roadway network for the 10-mile EPZ.

(Board Finding 3.9-34.)

Certain Intervenor witnesses from Rockland County raised the

concern that the road system which was built many years ago had not kept

pace with the population growth in the area. (Board Finding 3.9-30.)

This concern has been adequately addressed since the evacuation time

estimates explicitly account for such growth by using current available

data to determine the number and location of the population during

different time periods. (Board Findings 3.9-17,3.9-35.)

Other Intervenor witnesses testified about the difficulty they

O beiieved emergency vehicies wouid have in ga4ning access to roads dur4ng

an evacuation given the present road system. (Board Finding 3.9-31.)

The evacuation time estimates reflect evacuation routes which were

developed assuming traffic would operate in a normal two-way pattern,

except for any one-way streets, to permit emergency vehicles and buses to

enter the area. This also minimizes the possibility of a total blockage

due to an incident such as an automobile accident by allowing traffic to

be directed to the opposing travel lane (s). (Board Finding 3.9-36.)

Several of the Intervenors' and interested States' witnesses also

asserted that the evacuation roadway network was inadequate because it

failed to account for construction and adverse weather conditions.
1

(Board findi g 2.9-32.) The effects of adverse weather were explicitly'

accounted for in the development of the evacuation time estimates.

I

j -
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Weather conditions typical of those frequently experienced in the EPZ,
O

| including slippery road surfaces due to snow or ice as well as reduced

visibility due to fog or heavy rains, have been factored into the~

estimates of evacuation time. Evacuation capacities of the evacuation ;i

I 1

| roadway network were reduced to reflect these adverse weather conditions. |

|

| Furthermore, as Dr. Urbanik explained, the adverse weather estimates can
! be used by the decision maker under more severe weather conditions by

adding the amount of time necessary to clear the roads. Evacuation time

estimates were also developed using reduced evacuation capacities for the

evacuation roadway network to account for the occurrence of events that

might reduce the capacity of roadways to accomodate evacuating traffic.

Also, backup evacuation routes have been detennined for portions of the

primary evacuation network likely to become, extremely congested or

O imPassabie. Moreover, in the eveat it became necessary to aiter an

evacuation route at the time of an evacuation, the chief law enforcement

official in each county has the authority to activate back-up routes.

Procedures have also been established in the County radiological
,

emergency response plans to facilitate the flow of traffic (e.g.,

removing impediments to traffic flow), which include the deployment of

tow trucks to predesignated locations. The County plans also assign

priorities to traffic control points to facilitate the manning of the

most important locations. (Board Finding 3.9-37.)
i

|

Based on evaluation of the Licensees' evacuation time estimates

study conducted by the New York State Department of Transportation, it is

the position of New York State that evacuation of the EPZ for Indian *

Point is feasible based on the capability of the road network. Thus', it
O

-
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|

1s New York State's position that there is no need to upgrade the

evacuation roadway network. (BoardFinding3.9-38.)

Actual travel volumes obtained from the New York State Department of

| Transportatin substantiated the evacuation capacities used to detemine -

evacuation travel times. (Board Finding 3.9-15.)

The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study based on the actual ,

roadway network within the 10-mile EPZ has been evaluated for compliance'

| with Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. I by Dr. Thomas Urbanik

II, who is the expert in transportation engineering that the NRC staff

relies on to review evacuation time estimate studies for nuclear
'

facilities. Independent verification _ of the Licensees' evacuation time

estimates was made by (1) systematically driving and examining the

principal roadways and some of the local feeder routes within and around
1

the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ for Indian Point, and (2) perfoming

several independent calculations of volume-to-capacity ratios toi

i detemine whether longer times appeared to be required for any parts of

the evacuation roadway network. This examination of the roads included

taking measurements and recording problem locations such as narrow

| underpasses, narrow bridges, absence of shoulders and restricted distance

i to the side. The independent calculations that were conducted resulted

in the conclusion that the analyses in the evacuation time estimate study

| was reasonable. Estimates of the number of people to be evacuated from

the plume exposure pathway EPZ that were used in developing the

evacuation time estimates for the existing roadway network were examined

and detemined to be reasonable. (BoardFindings 3.9-20, 3.9-23,

3.9-24.)

.-

#
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The evacuation roadway network used in the Licensees' evacuation

time estimate study was examined and determined to be reasonable since it

considers the principal roadways that would be used in evacuation. After

evaluating the road system for the counties of Putnam, Orange, Rockland

and Westchester, the NRC staff expert, Dr. Urbanik, detennined that

(1) the evacuation times estimates accounted for the nature of the actual

evacuation roadways, and (2) the road system was adequate to evacuate

persons within the plume exposure pathway EPZ. (Board Findings 3.9-25,

3.9-26.)

Conclusion

Based on the foregoing, the Licensing Board finds that the road

system in the vicinity of the Indian Point plant is adequate for timely , ,

O evacuation. Moreover, the Board finds that the Intervenors and

interested State have not demonstrated that the residents within the EPZ

cannot be successfully evacuated without upgrading the evacuation roadway

network.

Contention 3.10

(Protection of Mobility-Impaired Persons)

3.10 The emergency plan fails to conform to NUREG-0654
in that, contrary to Evaluation Criterion
II.J.10.d., proper means for protecting persons
whose mobility may be impaired have not been deve-
loped. Specifically, adequate provisions have not
been made for groups named in the bases submitted
by the following contentions:

WESPAC 6
Parents I, basis (22) and II, basis (7)

O

|
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NYPIRGI(BV)(2), basis (6)andI(A), basis

It is important in emergency planning to account for the special

problems presented in protecting the mobility-impaired populations.

Contention 3.10 questions the adequacy with respect to Criterion

II.J.10.d. of NUREG-0654 of provisions in the State and County RERP's

dealing with protecting mobility-impaired persons.

The issues involved in evaluating such provisions are (1) whether

from a planning standpoint the plan contains provisions for taking

protective actions for the mobility-impaired, and (2) whether from a

preparedness standpoint there is the capability to carry out the

protective actions.

The Licensees' position is that the State and County plans

adequately address the issues related to mobility-impaired persons

because (1) the plans identify special facilities with mobility-impaired

residents (i.e., institutionalized mobility-impaired persons), and

arrangements have been made to evacuate or shelter those persons; and

(2) the plans contain provisions to identify non-institutionalized

mobility-impaired persons, and arrangements have been made to evacuate or

shelter them. (Board Finding 3.10-3.)

No challenge was made by the Intervenors to the adequacy of the

RERP's developed by Putnam and Orange Counties. FEMA found those coun-

ties' RERP's contained adequate means to protect the mobility-impaired.

However, FEMA's finding with respect to Orange County was conditioned

upon the county correcting a deficiency in its reception centers. We.

O
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.

also find Putnam and Orange Counties RERP's adequate subject to the
O condition noted for Orange County. (Board Findings 3.10-18 and 3.10-30.)

With respect to Westchester County, the State and the Licensees4

agree that the plan and procedures are adequate. The Intervenors, County .

officials and FEMA are of the opinion that more needs to be done with

respect to identifying and arranging for the evacuation of mobility- :
a

! impaired persons. We agree. Although provisions are in place for iden-

tifying and evacuating the non-institutionalized mobility-impaired, and

progress has been made toward actually implementing those provisions, at

this time it appears that the list of mobility-impaired persons is not

fully complete and that the County's transportation capability with

respect to non-institutionalized mobility-impaired persons is deficient.

(BoardFindings 3.10-39, 3.10-40, 3.10-42, 3.10-44, 3.10-45, 3.10-46,

O 3.10-47.) From a preparedness standpoint, we are not convinced that

I Westchester County can adequately protect its mobility-impaired in the

event of a radiological emergency at Indian Point. (Board Findings

3.10-54.)

Currently, the Radiological Response Plan for Rockland County is a

Draft County Plan still undergoing revision and completion. Rockland

County, as discussed above, has not completed a radiological emergency

response plan. The State of New York has decided to implement

" Compensating Measures" to assure adequate protection of the public in

Rockland County during a radiological emergency. N.Y. State Ex. 10 (New

York Stat _e Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plan - Compensating

! Measures for Rockland County). Thus, the Board's evaluation of the

adequacy of Rockland County's provisions to protect the mobility-impaired

|
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is largely an evaluation of the State of New York's " Compensating
O

Measures."

FEMA found the State's compensating measures adequate with respect

to protective actions for purposes of the March 9, 1983 exercise, but -

because of the absence of detailed evacuation plans for the

transit-dependent population FEMA was not convinced that the State could

adequately respond in an actual emergency. (Board Findings 3.10-56.)

The Intervenors presented evidence suggesting inadequacies with respect

to evacuating special facilities and their mobility-impaired residents in

Rockland County. We find no inadequacies; the evidence presented by the

Licensees and the State on arrangements that have been made to implement

the RERP provisions is convincing. (BoardFinding 3.10-59, 3.10-60,
!

3.10-61,3.10-67.)

O County officials asserted that the process of identifyins aad

arranging transportation for non-institutionalized mobility-impaired

persons was not complete. The State and Licensees presented evidence

that sufficient progress has been made in these areas. (Board Findings

3.10-65,3.10-66.)

The Board finds that the plans for transporting non-institutional-

ized mobility-impaired persons in Rockland County are inadequate due to

the absence of detailed plans in the State Compensating Measures. From a

preparedness standpoint, the Board finds that although progress has been

made with respect to establishing means for protecting the non-institu-

tionalized mobility-impaired, those neans are_at this time inadequate.

(BoardFinding3.10-67.)

[

O'
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Conclusion

The Board finds that for Putnam and Orange Counties, planning and

preparedness to protect the mobility-impaired are adequate subject to

Orange County taking corrective action to address the deficiency for

reception centers. The Board finds Westchester County's planning to

protect the mobility-impaired adequate, but finds their preparedness

deficient to the extent that (1) non-institutionalized mobility-impaired

persons have not yet been fully identified, and (2) adequate means of

transporting these persons have not been fully developed. While Rockland

County has established means to protect the mobility-impaired, the Board

finds these means are deficient to the extent that the

non-institutionalized mobility-impaired have not yet been fully

identified. Given the absence of detailed plans and procedures in the

O state's compensating plan for evacuating the transit-dependent

population, the Board finds that, at this time, there has not been

adequate planning for transporting the non-institutionalized

mobility-impaired population in Rockland County.

.

Ccmmission Question 4

What improvements in the level of emergency planning can be
expected in the near future, and on what time schedule, and are
there other specific offsite emergency procedures that are
feasible and should be taken to protect the public?

Contention 4.1

(Size of the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ)

4.1 The plume exposure pathway EPZ should be expanded from its
present 10-mile radius in order to meet local emergency
needs and capabilities as they are affected by such

O

|
/
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conditions as demography, topography, land characteris-O tics, access routes, and jurisdictional boundaries.

Contention 4.1 was sponsored by the Union of Concerned Scientists

(UCS),theNewYorkPublicInterestResearchGroup(NYPIRG),andParents
.

Concerned About Indian Point (Parents). In our Memorandum and Order of

February 7,1983, we noted that the Comission had stated in its July 27,

1983 order that this issue should be litigated under Comission

Question 3. While we considered reformulating Contention 4.1 to make it

a contention under Comission Question 3, we decided not to do so because

(1) the substance would be the same under either Comission Question, and

(2) testimony had already been received and thus the record would be less
~

confused if the contention retained its original number. Testimony was

submitted by the Licensees, the Staff, the Attorney General State of New
' '

York, New York City Council Members, and by the Intervenors.O
NUREG-0396, EPA 520/1-78-016, " Planning Basis For The Development of

State And Local Government Radiological Emergency Response Plans In

Support of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants" (December 1978) (hereafter

"NUREG-0396) was issued by an NRC/ EPA tasy force and it constitutes the

technicalbasisfortheestabliahmenIb[theNRCoftheplumeexposure

pathway EPZ of about 10 miles in its emergency planning regulations.

(Board Findings 4.1-2,4.1-6.)

The Task Force concluded that no single accident should be singled

out as the planning basis because of the variety of conditions and acci-

dent possibilities. (Board Finding 4.1-4.) In NUREG-0396, the Task

Force identified emergency planning zones along with guidance on time

frames and types of radionuclides which should be considered in develop-

O

.
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ing radiological emergency response plans. (Board Finding 4.1-5.) The

size of the plume exposure pathway EPZ (about a 10-mile radius) was

determined based on the following considerations: (1) projected doses

from the traditional design basis accidents and worst core melt accident

sequences would not exceed Protective Action Guide levels outside the

zone; (2) for the worst core melt accident sequences, imediate life

threatening doses would provide a substantial base for expansion of

response efforts if this proved necessary. (Board Finding 4.1-5.)

The Licensees, in consultation with the State of New York, the four

counties and consultants, determined that a unifomly defined 10-mile

radius plume exposure pathway EPZ for Indian Point should not be used.

(Board Finding 4.1-7.) Instead, the Indian Point plume exposure pathway
,

( EPZ was modified to: (1) preserve or group major population areas;

O (2) simpiify boundary ,ines to the extent possibie by usin, poi 4t4cai

divisions or major roads; and (3) recognize important topographic fea-

tures, including rivers, hills, and valleys, and use them as boundaries

when practical. (BoardFinding4.1-7.)

The NRC staff has reviewed the plume exposure EPZ established at

Indian Point taking into account population and topography, and concluded

that it was appropriately drawn in this case. (BoardFinding4.1-9.)

The Intervenors and the Attorney General claim, based on the testi-

many of their experts Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik, that the 10-mile plume

exposure pathway EPZ for Indian Point should be expanded to pemit

planned evacuation for the 10-20 mile zone to avoid the consequences

their experts' analysis shows would result beyond the 10-mile EPZ from a

hypothetical PWR-2 type release at Indian Point. (BoardFinding4.1-10.)

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Astuming no sabotage, their experts acknowledge that the likelihood of a

PWR-2 release at a specific plant is at least a function of the specific

plant design and operating procedures. (BoardFinding4.1-10.) However,

the Intervenors' and Attorney General's experts did not do a probability

analysis that was site specific for Indian Point, nor did they calculate

the likelihood of occurrence of those consequences they estimate would

result from their hypothetical PWR-2 type release from Indian Point.

(Board Findings 4.1-10,4.1-12.) Moreover, they select an assumption

which maximizes the consequences without consideration of the likelihood

of their occurrence. (Board Finding 4.1-11.)

Accordingly, the Board finds the.t Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik's

testimony was unconvincing in that they did not provide a sound basis for

expanding the 10 mile plume exposure pathway at Indian Point.

New York City Council Members presented witnesses who were to

address the following issue:

In the event that a radiological accident at Indian Point could
necessitate an evacuation or a relocation beyond the EPZ, the
off-site emergency plans for the facility are inadequate.
(Board Finding 4.1-14.)

NYC Council's witness, Inspector Robert Littlejohn, Deppty Director of

Civil Preparedness for New York City, testified that New York City does'

not have a radiological emergency response plan for Indian Point because

it is not required by MRC/ FEMA guidelines for radiological emergency

response. Furthermore, he indicated that he was not aware of any way in
,

which emergency planning in New York City does not conform to applicable |

NRC/ FEMA guidelines for the City. (Board Findings 4.1-21,4.1-33.) This<

testimony was uncontradicted The other New York City Council Members

O
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witnesses were unfamiliar with the NRC/ FEMA emergency planning

regulations and guidelines, and did not allege that the off-site radio-

logical emergency response plans for Indian Point were inadequata.'

(BoardFindings, 4.1-34,4.1-36,4.1-37,4.1-38,4.1-39,4.1-40.) |
1

Conclusion

The Board finds that the plume exposure EPZ for Indian Point has

been appropriately drawn to reflect demography, topography, land charac-,

teristics, access routes, and jurisdictional boundaries. As a conse-

quence, there is no sound basis in this record for requiring expansion of
~

the plume EPZ to meet local emergency needs and capabilities as they are

affected by those conditions.

O Content 4en 4.2

(Feasible Off-site Procedures)

4.2 The following specific, feasible off-site procedures
,

should be taken to protect the public:

a) Potassium iodide should be provided in an appropriate
form for all residents in the EPZ.

b) Adequate sheltering capability should be provided for
all residents in the EPZ.

c) License conditions should prohibit power operation of
| Units 2 and 3 when the roadway network becomes
! degraded because of adverse weather conditions.

d) The roadway network should be upgraded to permit
successful evacuation of all resideats in the EPZ
before the plume arrival time.

~'

. Contention 4.2 was sponsored by UCS and NYPIRG. Testimony was
_

submitted by the Licensees, the Staff, and the Intervenors.

O
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There was controversy during the hearing regarding: (1) the

provision of potassium iodide to all residents in the EPZ; (2) the

provision of an adequate sheltering capability for all residents in the

EPZ/; and (3) the adequacy of the roadway network to pennit successful

evacuation of c11 residents. The Intervenors and interested States did

not give direct testimony concerning Contention 4.2(c).

(a) Potassium Iodide

Intervenors' contend that potassium iodide would be extremely helpful

in those situations where they claim evacuation would not be rapid enough

to prevent inhalation of radiciodine during plume passage after a PWR-2

type release. (ff. Tr. 2900 at p. 66.)

In June 1982, FEMA noted that New York State did not intend to use

potassium iodide for emergency workers or the general public under the

State plan. (ff. Tr.1307 at p. 37.) The State of New York has adopted

the position that the potential medical benefit of providing potassium

iodide to all residents within the plume exposure pathway EPZ is out-

weighed by the potential adverse effects. However, since June 1982 the

State has adopted the policy that emergency workers and other persons

(prisoners, patients, etc.) who cannot leave the plume exposure pathway

EPZ will receive an adequate supply of potassium iodide for possible use

in the event of an emergency. This policy is being disseminated to all

facilities within the EPZ so arrangements can be made to acquire the

necessary supplies of the thyroid blocking agent. (BoardFindings4.2-2,

4.2-3.)

O
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|The New York Academy of Medicine opposes the stockpiling at the

present time of potassium iodide for the purpose of potentially protect-

ing the population in New York City against accidental exposure to radio-

active iodine. (Power Authority Ex. 30, p. 4.)

In view of the positiions of the State of New York and the New York

Academy of Medicine, the Board is not convinced that potassium iodide

should be provided to all residents in the EPZ. The State of New York's

policy regarding the use potassium iodide for emergency workers and other
<

persons confined to hospitals, and prisons, etc., appears consistent with

NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, II.J.e. which calls for provisions

for using radioactive drugs particularly for emergency workers and,

institutionalized persons whose imediate evacuation may be infeasible or

very difficult.
. .

O
(b) Adequate Sheltering Capability

NUREG-0396, " Planning Basis For The Development of State and Local

Government Radiological Emergency Response Plans In Support of Light

Water Nuclear Power Plants" recomended that no specific fallout shelters

be constructed for radiological emergencies. (Board Finding 4.2-4.) The

radiological emergency response plans for the counties provide for most

of the sheltering for the general population to take place in residences

and businesses. These plans also provide for the use of public fallout

shelters to supplement sheltering in houses, places of work, schools and

similar facilities. FEMA has determined that there are sufficient

structures to shelter the general population residing within the 10-mile |

plume exposure pathway EPZ for Indian Point. (Board Finding 4.2-6.)

1

,
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A sheltering directive would include a recomendation for venti-
'

lation control. For a radiological emergency at Indian Point, civil

defense / nuclear attack type shelters with their blast and fallout protec-*

tion are not required. (Board Findings 4.2-10,4.2-11.)

There was controversy regarding the extent to which sheltering is

effective as a protective response. FEMA noted that the Environmental

Protection Agency has concluded that about two hours is the maximum time

for sheltering in residential type structures under average conditions.

After that time period, sheltering begins to lose its effectiveness

because of the inward diffusion of radionuclides. (Board Finding 4.2-8.)

Intervenors' witness, Dr. Beyea, took issue with the amount of time that

the EPA concludes protection is afforded by sheltering. However,
i

| Dr. Beyea did not offer any specific time period for which sheltering

would be effective. Moreover, Dr. Beyea conceded that sheltering makes
,

sense and provides some degree of protection if there is no other option.

(Board Finding 4.2-13.)

Two other Intervenor witnesses raised concerns about whether the

homes'in Rockland and Westchester counties would provide adequate pro-

tection in the event of a radiological emergency at Indian Point.

Neither of these witnesses could identify what portion of the residences I

in those counties would be unsuitable for sheltering. (Board Findings

|4.2-14,4.2-15.)

All of the witnesses except one agreed that sheltering can provide

|
some degree of protection in the event of a radiological emergency at

Indian Point. (Board Findings 4.2-8,4.2-13,4.2-15.)
|

O l
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The Board finds that there are sufficient shelters for the general
O population within the 10 mile plume exposure pathway EPZ which would

provide protection. However, the effectiveness of sheltering is limited

depending on the nature and duration of a radioactive release and the -

nature of the sheltering involved.

(c) Operation of Plants During Adverse Weather

Adverse weather conditions may have the effect of increasing the

time necessary to evacuate an area within the plume exposure pathway EPZ.

The estimates of evacuation time include estimates for adverse weather

and these factors would be accounted for in the local officials' decision

in making a recomendation to shelter. (Board Findings 4.2-19,4.2-20.)

There would be some reduction in risk to the public for those

O periods whea the reactors are aot in operat4on 4f power operations were
-

prohibited when the roads became degraded due to adverse weather

conditions. This risk, however, may be offset by frequent startups and

shutdown transients, and the reduction in grid reliability for delivery

of electricity under adverse weather conditions. (Board Finding 4.2-22.)

The reduction in individual risk from shutting down the plants in

anticipation of adverse weather degrading the roadway network would not

depend on evacuation time estimates. This is the case because the

preferred protective action for severe, fast release scenarios is

sheltering until after plume passage and subsequent relocation from areas

of ground contamination. (BoardFinding4.2-23.)

It is the view of the NRC Staff that during adverse weather which

degrades the roadway, a more significant incrcase in overall protection
O

__ . . . . . . .
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of the public would be afforded by the Licensees making recommendations,

based on plant conditions, to alert the general public at the site area

emergency level instead of the general emergency level for accidents

warranting these classifications. This would provide the public more

timetotakeeffectiveaction(e.g.,tomakepreparationsforany

|precautionary evacuation that may be ordered by offsite authorities).

(Board Finding 4.2-24.)

The Board finds that there may not be a reduction in overall risk to

the public from imposing a license condition prohibiting power operation

of the Indian Point plants when the roadway becomes degraded because of

adverse weather conditions. However, the Board finds that there would be

a more significant increase in overall protection of the public during a

severe, fast release accident scenario if the Licensees made

O reconnendations to alert the general public at the site area emergency

level rather than the general emergency level for accidents which warrant

these classifications.

(d) Upgrading the Roadway Network

This portion of the opinion is treated under Contention 3.9 since

the findings for this part of the contention were considered under

Contention 3.9 because of the necessary interrelationship of the evidence'

for these two contentions.

Conclusion--

,

Based on the evidence of record the Board is of the view that
|

potassium iodide should not be provided to all residents in the EPZ.

.. . .- ___- -- - - - - --
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Although the effectiveness of sheltering may be limited under certain
O conditions, adequate sheltering is available for all residents in the

!
EPZ. As a feasible offsite procedure the Board recomends that the

;

Licensees should recomend alerting the public at the site area emergency
r

level rather than the general emergency level during any accident

warranting these classifications.

Contention 4.7

(Alerting and Nofication of Disadvantaged Persons)

4.7 Emergency plans should be upgraded to provide more
adequate methods for alerting and informing persons who
are deaf, blind, too young to understand the instructions,
or who do not speak English.

Contention 4.7 was sponsored by Parents Concerned About Indian Point

(Parents) and Westchester People's Action Coalition (WESPAC). Testimony
O

was submitted by Consolidated Edison (Licensee), the Staff, the State of

New York, Rockland County, and by the Intervenors.

During the hearing, there was substantial cross-examination parti-

cipated in by representatives of Parents, WESPAC, and by Counsel for the

County of Rockland, the State, the Licensee, the Staff, the Intervenors

and by the Board.

The primary means of notification to the public of an emergency at

Indian Point is a system of sirens throughout the EPZ and utilization of

the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) to provide the public with detailed

instructions regarding appropriate action to be taken. (Board Findings

4.7-2,4.7-3.)

O

- -

amm
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This alerting system is supplemented by a public education campaign

aimed at infonning the public in advance of an emergency what procedures

should be followed. Annual distribution of a public information brochure
,

!

to residents within the EPZ is coupled with newspaper and rcdio adver- .

tisements advising the public how to obtain a brochure. Additionally,
l

posters and telephone book inserts are available to put transients on

notice of the necessary information. (Board Finding 4.7-14.)

The brochures contain mail-in cards for use by persons who have

disabilities who may need additional assistance in such an emergency so

that the proper officials will be on notice of such persons and may

develop procedures to address the special need's of the deaf, blind, or

non-English speaking people. (Board Finding 4.7-4.)

A survey of non-English speaking p.ersons residing in the 10-mile EPZ

O et indian Point was conducted by the State of new verk and reveaied that

while there are several relatively small non-English speaking comunities

in the area, it would be impractical to develop brochures in languages

other than English, considering the small numbers involved. The Board

agrees with the State and County recomendation that a more effective way

to reach these persons is through the use of comunity social and reli-

gious leaders. (Board Finding 4.7-6.)

Special assistance for the disabled is required in any type of
i

emergency situation, and even though the federal government continues to

address the problems of the disabled through the development of

regulations, this is an area that is largely the responsibility of family

and comunity members. However, a concerted effort is underway on the

State and County level to identify these people and establish procedures

. _- . _ -
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to provide assistance to family and comunity members in coping with the

problems of the disabled. Use of the mail-in card provided in the

brochures is the primary method of identifyit a these people. (Boarding

Finding 4.7-4.)

Infomation regarding emergency planning for Indian Point is

provided in both written and spoken fom (brochures, newspaper ads, EBS

messages and public forums). The Intervenor's witness, Professor Donald

Smith, suggested that the brochure was inadequate in that it was too

sophisticated for the general population, since it assumed a map reading

capability and contained instructions that could be conflicting on a

single page. (Board Finding 4.7-13.)

Testimony was also presented regarding the , inadequacies of the mail-

in card in that it was difficult to use because of its placement in the

O brocnure and the instructioes for its use were imprecise. However, the

1982 brochure was revised and a new 1983 version was distributed prior to

the March 9, 1983 emergency planning exercise which meets the criteria

established by FEMA for a finding of adequacy in the public infomation

materials. (Board Findings 4.7-3,4.7-12,4.7-14.) -

Alerting and informing persons too young to understand, or perhaps

too old to comprehend readily, the instructions is again the responsibi-

lity of family and comunity members. Parents not only should, but

indeed, the brochure itself encourages families to discuss the

infomation and make arrangements to insure that understanding of what to

| do in an emergency is facilitated. Parents who both work and entrust

| their child with a key to family home (" latch-key children") have

presumably made arrangements to cope with standard emergencies, but even

.. . . - -. -- . _ . -. . _. .
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if this were not so, the mail-in card in the brochure can be used to
O

identify these children and alert officials of special needs for these

children. (BoardFinding4.7-15.)

.

|Conclusion

While the Board notes that there is merit to Dr. Smith's view that

personalized and individualized messages are perhaps a better guarantee
'

of perfect understanding, nevertheless, the Board cannot find any need to

go beyond the regulation here. Children, the elderly, and the disabled

rarely exist in a vaccum, but are an integrated segment of our society

and we believe intensive efforts are ongoing to reach all segments of the '

public in the 10-mile EPZ at the Indian Point sufficient to assure every-

one is alerted and informed.

O '

Cenmission Question 5

(Comparative Risk)

Based on the foregoing, how do the risks posed by Indian Point
Units 2 and 3 compare woth the range of risks posed by other
nuclear power plants licensed to operate by the Commission?
(The Board should limit its inquiry to generic examination of
the range of risks and not go into any site-specific
examination other than for Indian Point itself, except to the
extent raised by the Task Force.)

In this question the Consnission asked us to determine how the risks

of severe accidents posed by the Indian Point facilities compare with the

range of risks posed by other nuclear power plants licensed to operate by

the Connission. The Licensees, the Staff, and UCS/NYPIRG provided us

with answers to this question.

| O
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All of the parties involved in this question agreed that a com-
!

parison of plants based on the results of the previous PRAs which have

been perfomed is difficult to make, and must be used with caution. This

is due to differences in the methodologies of those PRAs, their scope. -

and the data bases they used. The Staff and Licensees believe that the

comparisons could be made keeping these difficulties in mind, and they

proceeded to make such a comparison. Intervenors contended that any such

comparison would be invalid. (Board Findings 5-6,5-12,5-14,5-19).

Intervenors believed, however, that some comparison, although

incomplete, could be made of the Indian Point site with the rest of the

sites in the country. Licensees did not believe such a comparison could

be made, and used by itself to detemine the risk at existing nuclear

power plants. They believe that the only document available in which

O such a comparison had been attempted, Technical Guidance for Siting

Criteria Development (NUREG/CR-2239), was inappropriate for this purpose

due to the assumptions it made about source tems and emergency response.

The Staff perfomed the comparison using NUREG/CR-2239, but noted the .

generic rather than plant specific applicability of this document.

(Board Findings 5-35, 5-38 - 5-55).

As far as the design and operation of the Indian Point units are

concerned, the Staff performed both a quantitative comparison with other

plants using published PRA results and a qualitative comparison based on

design features and the knowledge gained from these PRAs. The Staff did

not attempt to adjust any of the PRAs for changes that have taken place

since their publication. To be consistent, the Staff did not take into

! account any of the fixes which have been implemented since the IPPSS was

!

|,
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i

! published and which have been discussed during this proceeding. The
O!

Staff detennined that the Indian Point facilities were average as far asi

; core melt frequency from internally intitiated events was concerned.
,

Although they presented a comparison of those PRAs which have studied -

external events, the Staff believed that such a comparison was to be

viewed with extreme caution due to the large uncertainties existing in

j the analysis of external events. The Indian Point units were below

average in the frequency of severe releases due to internal events. The
1

Staff believes that the frequency of severe releases is the more
i

j appropriate measure of public health risk. The Staff also compared the

ranges of uncertainties in the various PRAs an'd found the uncertainty

bands in the Indian Point analysis to be within the range of those for

other PRAs. (Board Findings 5-19 - 5-23). F

O rrom a qualitative stand oint the Staff conciuded that the IndianP

Point plants were less vulnerable than other plants to the three types of

accidents which had been shown to contribute significantly to risk in

previous PRAs. First they are less likely than other plants to suffer an

interfacing systems LOCA. They are also less vulnerable than other

plants to core melt accidents resulting from loss of offsite and onsite

| power. Next, the analysis which was a thorough one did not turn up any

important plant specific vulnerabilities in the area of internally

initiated events. The Staff also believes that the containments are!

among the better plants in their ability to respond to early overpres-

surization sequences, pressure spikes, and late overpressurization

scenarios. The Staff tempered this conclusion, however, with the note -

that the containment analyses perfonned on these other plants may be lessO

|
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thorough and more pessimistic than that done for Indian Point. (Board

| Findings 5-24 - 5-29).
.

Licensees agreed that the containments for Indian Point are more

) effective than those at many other plants. The design and construction
'

of these containments as a feature which they believe reduces the

likelihood of severe releases at Indian Point. They also list a number,

i !

of other features at the facilities such as diverse containment cooling '

;

capability and gas turbines, which have a similar effect on the likeli-

i hood of severe releases. In general they did not present a quantifica-
1 tion of the risk reduction afforded by the features they mentioned.

However, they have been taken into account in the PRA explicitly or
!

implicitly, and so have been accounted for in the risk estimates set

forth in the IPPSS. Licensees' comparison of the results of previous

O enas is nothins more than the repetition of a tabie prepared by the sac
'

Staff. (Board Findings 5-12 - 5-13).;

i

Intervenors did not believe that such a comparison of plant design

and operation was valid because they believe that the uncertainties !

involvSd in the accident sequence likelihood portion of a risk analysis

are not very well understood. Therefore, they did not provide any such

comparison. (Board Findings 5-14 - 5-15).

In comparing the Indian Point site with the other sites of nuclear'

power plants in this country, all of the parties who presented evidence

on this question addressed the Sandia Siting Study, NUREG/CR-2239. This
,

is a study which was aimed.at the developement of information to be used
;

in the development and comparison of siting criteria for nuclear power -

plants. The study evaluated, among other things, the consequences of

.

|

!
!

'
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hypothetical accidents at 91 sites. The study used generic source tems
O

and what the authors considered to be representative probabilities of the l
j

occurrence of such a release. It combined the generic source terms with

site specific meteorology and site specific population data. (Board

Finding 5-30).

Intervenors point cut that the mean estimates of the consequences

measured for the source tem resulting in the most severe consequences

showed Indian Point to be the highest site in the country or very nearly

the highest site in the country. (Board Finding 5-37). The Staff in

making the same comparison looked at the early fatalities, early injuries

and latent cancers and pointed out that, although Indian Point was the

highest in these consequence categories, the differences between Indian

Point and the median sites were not extremely large. The Staff also

O pointed out that if the SST2 or SST3 source terms hed been used for the

comparison there would be much less variation among sites. (Board

Findings 5-42-5-44).

Licensees pointed out the reasons why the siting study was

inapplicable to the Indian Point units. They focused on the generic

nature of the study. They pointed out that the most likely release

category, release category 2RW in the IPPSS, had no counterpart in the

siting study. Therefore, in the Licensees view the siting study

considerably overestimated the early fatalities which would occur at

Indian Point. They believe that the emergency response assumptions used

in the siting study beyond 10 miles from the site contribute to this

overestimate. They believe that the emergency response assumption is too

conservative. They noted that the authors of the study agreed that the

-
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1

!

| assumption could result in overestimates of peak early fatalities. The

| study essentially assumes no emergency response beyond 10 miles for 24

hours. Licensees view it as inconceivable that no emergency response
~

would be initiated in the event of potentially life threatening doses to ..

|
|

1arge numbers of people. (Board Findings 5-31 - 5-35).>

(

While we too agree with the parties that all of these comparisons1

must be viewed with caution, we do believe they provide some perspective

| as to the risk situation of the Indian Point plants. While we are aware -

there are differences in methodology, scope, and data which make the PRAs

done to date difficult to compare specifically, we do believe they show-.

,

in general the range of risks from plants arou'nd the country. As with

risk the comparison is not an absolute one. It merely provides us with a

general idea of where the Indian Point plants fit into the , scheme of

O nuclear power plants throughout the country. The design and operations

comparison shows us that they are not unique in their frequency of severe

i releases and they are not unique in their core melt frequencies for - '

; internally initiated events. We do not view it as a valid comparison to -

| compare those studies perfonned using external events since they are so
| -

'

few and the methodology is still so uncertain. However, we agree with .

the Staff's assessment, due to the prevention fixes discussed above, the

Indian Point facilities are less likely to pose a disproportionate share

of the risk from external initiating events in the future, than in the

j past. They cluster with many of the other plants on which PRAs have been

: perfonned. We believe that were these PRAs to be redone to consider

external events, for example, the risks they estimate would be very
,

likely to increase. Therefore, we believe it fair to say that the Indian
O

.
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Point plants fall within the range of risk posed by those plants licensed
O to operate in the United States.

The Indian Point site does have one of the lcrgest numbers of people.

of any site in the country. However, there are other sites comparable to -

Indian Point in absolute numbers of people. The Indian Point site does

have the potential for severe consequences. However, the record shows

that there are sites with larger calculated consequences. Based on the

foregoing, we cannot say that Indian Point is truly a unique site which

presents a risk well outside the range of risks posed by other power

plants. While we believe Indian Point is at the upper end of this range,

it is not beyond the range. Therefore the answer to the Comission's

Question is that the risk of severe accidents posed by the Indian Point,

facility is within the range of risks. posed by other nuclear power plants

O licensed to operate by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

Conclusion

Based on the record in this proceeding, the Board finds that the

risk of severe reactor accidents posed by the Indian Point facilities is

within the range of risks posed by other nuclear power plants licensed to

operate by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

Comission Question 6

(Energy, Environmental, Economic,and
Other Costs of Shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and/or 3)

What would be the energy, environmental, economic or other
consequences of a shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/or -

Unit 3?

O
|
r
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| O !
Energy Reliability <

Indian Point Unit 2 is a pressurized water reactor (PWR) built by

Westinghouse with a net maximum dependable capacity of 849 h in the

sumer and 864 % in the winter. Indian Point Unit 3 owned by the Power

Authority is also a Westinghouse PWR rated at 965 N . The licenses for,

Units 2 and 3 expire in 2006 and 2009, respectively. Con Ed and the

Power Authority are members of the highly integrated New York Power Pool

(NYPP) whose other members include Central Hudson Gas & Electric

Corporation, Long Island Lighting Company, New York State Electric & Gas

Corporation, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, Orange & Rockland

Utilities, and Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation. (BoardFinding

6-1).

O A witness.for the NRC steff test 4fied inat a,thougn a shutdown of

the two Indian Point Units could have some measurable impact on the

reliability of the pool as a whole, the pool could probably sustain the

shutdown of both Indian Point Units 2 and 3. (Board Findings 6-1, 6-2,

6-3).

A witness for the licensees essentially agreed testifying that the

New York Power Pool has a r'tstantial reserve margin over its peak

requirements. Hoe vec, of /rattsville were deferred or cancelled the

NYPP would run below its reserve margin in 1990 without the Indian Point

Units. (Board Finding 6-5).

_

O |

1
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Replacement Energy Cost
O

The principal economic impact of a shutdown of Indian Point Units 2

and 3 is the replacement energy cost. A decision to tenninate operation

of the Indian Point Units would necessitate increased reliance on

alternative energy sources to meet the electrical energy needs of New

York City and its environs. The differential in operating costs between

the energy that could have been expected to be produced at Indian Point

versus its replacement constitutes the replacement energy costs. The key

elements for assessing this replacement energy cost include: capacity

factors assumed for the Indian Point Units, the source of replacement

energy including fuel type, projected costs associated with operation of

. Indian Point as well as the replacement power, and other factors such as
|

| fuel escalation costs and assumed period of operation of the Indian Point

O units. A aumber of est4 mates of the pena,1y costs of shutdown of Indian

Point Units 2 and 3 were presented. The range of these estimates (for

the reference, or best estimate cases) varied between that of 9 billion

dollars (1982 discounted dollars) presented by the licensees to a low

estimate of .746 billion (in 1981 discounted dollars) presented by GNYCE.

(Board Findings 6-25 and 6-67).

Estimates of the penalty cost of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 made by

the other participants in this proceeding range between 3 and 5 billion

dollars. Each participant's estimate of the Indian Point Units 2 and 3

shutdown cost peralty as well as their major assumptions are briefly
,

| suninarized below: _

.

a. Licensees (Meehan/Streiter) -

l

Reference case estimate of $9 billion (1982 discounted !

O
-

dollars).
1

.
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Capacity factor for the reference case of 63%.-

3% real discount rate (10% discount rate /7% inflation-

I

rate).

Total production cost penalty of shutdown from 1984 - 1999-

computed by Meehan (with up to 7% escalation in oil costs

depending on the year and oil sulfur content); then

assumes 2% per year increase in per kWh replacement energy-

costs from 1999 to 2009. (Board Findings 6-25 - 6-42).

b. NRC Staff (Feld)

Costs penalty of approximately $4.4 billion (1983-

discounteddollars).
4

50% capacity factor.-

5% per year real discount rate (13% discount rate /8%-
3

inflation).
No real escalation of fuel prices.-

Optimistic coal conversion schedule and replacement; -

*

initially oil then substituting coal.

Estimate based on operation of Unit 2 from 1983 to 2003-
,

and Unit 3 from 1983 to 2006. (Board Findings 6-10 -

6-24),

c. Union of Concerned Scientists (Taylor)

Cost penalty estimate of $4.1 billion and $4.2 billion.-

(1980 discounted dollars). !

Real discount rate 5%.-

Capacity factor of 57%.-

O
!

/

-
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Based upon period of operation of 1980 through 2005.-

O
Replacement energy initially oil then substituting coal.-

(Board Findings 6-43-6-47).
)

d. New York City Council (Schlissel/Mavretich)

Cost penalty estimate of shutdown between $2.918 and-
j

$4.729 billion.

Real discount rate of 4% (11% discount rate /7% per annum-

inflation rate).
Capacity factor for Unit 2 of 53.77% and 48.08% for-

Unit 3.

Period of operation for both Units 2 and 3 from 1984-

through the year 2006 and Indian Point Unit 3 operating

additionally until the year 2,009., (Board Findings 6-48 -

O s-52).

e. State of New York (Parmelee).

Cost penalty estimate of 2.3 billion dollars (1982-

discounted dollars).

Assumed short period of operation for both Units,1984-

through 1996.

Capacity factor of 57.7%-

Used discount rate of 10.35% - did not know effective real-

discount rate.

Used differential escalation rates for fuels. (Board-

Findings 6-53 - 6-60).

.

O
I
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f. Greater New York Council on Energy (GNYCE) (Rosen).

O Midrange case estimate for estimated cost penalty of shut--

down $.746 billion (1981 discounted dollars).

Real discount rate of 4%. (12% discount rate /8% .-

inflation). j

Capacity factors decreasing for both units from-

approximately 55% in 1983 to 20% in 1997.
,

Inconsistent combination of assumptions to define-

scenarios including the midrange scenario. (Increased

Canadian purchases available for shutdown cases / cost to

upstate New York not included / conversion of Ravenswood 1

and 2 only in shutdown cases). (Board Findings 6-61 -'

6-80).

O The soard finds based on the rev4ew of aii the test 4 mony that the

Staff's cost penalty estimate of the shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and

3 of 4.4 billion dollars (5.2 billion dollar cost penalty minus the 800

million dollar nonrecurring costs) is the best estimate of the economic

costs of the shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3. This finding is

based on the fact that two separate detailed models (ENTEX and ANL) run

by the Staff substantiate this 4.4 billion dollar figure and the fact

that the Staff's estimate is relatively consistent with the estimate of
i the Union of Concerned Scientists (4.1 to 4.2 billion dollars), falls

within the range of the estimates presented by New York City Council (2.9,

| to 4.7 billion dollars), and is not inconsistent with the cost estimate

presented by the State of New York (Parmelee/2.4 billion dollars for a

shortened period of replacement of 1984 - 1996).
O

:
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Due to the inconsistencies in the combinations of assumptions that
O were used by GNYCE to define its scenarios and ultimately arrive at its

cost penalty estimates, the Board has given little weight to GNYCE's {

estimates. An example of these inconsistencies appears in GNYCE's best

estimate, the midrange scenario. GNYCE assumes: 1) No coal-conversion

of Ravenswood 1 or 2 with Indian Point operating but conversion of

Ravenswood 1 and 2 if Indian Point is shutdown; 2) Increased availability

of Canadian imports when Indian Point is shutdown (42% with Indian Point

operating and 52% with Indian Point shutdown). (Board Finding 6-63).

Further GNYCE presents the results of each scenario.in terms of

additional revenues required from the downstat'e rate payers and did not

give consideration to economic impacts on a statewide basis, even if it

meant that measures used to mitigate the cost of a shutdown of Indian

O Point Units 2 and 3 result in a cost to the upstate rate payers. (Board

Finding 6-61). Finally, there was little or no support for the use of ,

l

rapidly decreasing capacity factors and the assumption that a utility

would continue to operate a unit despite the fact that such operation
,

would be conducted at a significant economic penalty. (BoardFindings

6-74 - 6-80).

With regard to GNYCE's capacity factor regression equation which it

relied on to support the general trend of decline in plant capacity

i factor, the Staff testified that it ran the GNYCE regression equation to

compare the results of the GNYCE regression equation with the actual

experience for the year 1982. GNYCE testified that 1982 would be the-

most accurate year in terms of the equation's predictive validi+v Using

the 14 salt-water (PWR) reactors selected by GNYCE, the Staff's results

<
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showed that the GNYCE regression equation consistently underestimated the

capacity factors for 1982. The average error was -13.9%. It was

detemined that the 14 reactors' average capacity factor (adjusted per

the GNYCE regression equation) was 75.67% versus a predicted value of

61.6%. The Board finds that the GNYCE regression equation was clearly

biased towards underestimating capacity factors. (Board Findings 6-74 -

6-76).

This finding is supported by a later affidavit of GNYCE wherein
O

GNYCE with even additional adjustments still computes that the GNYCE

regression equation underestimates actual capacity factors in 1982. The|

j Board gives no weight to GNYCE's case of 1981 capacity factors to support

the predictive ability of the regression equation since 1981 data was an

integral part of the model itself. (Board Findings 6-78 and 6-79).

O witnesses for the ticensees and the Staff aise discounted any

capacity factor penalties due to age or the use of salt water for

cooling. Nuclear reactor operating difficulties experienced by PWRs in

1980 and 1981 were not specifically due to age or use of salt water but

due to shutdowns for steam generator problems and seismic related

improvements (Board Findings 6-31,6-32,and6-77).

At the other end of the range of cost penalty estimates was the

estimate of the licensees' reference case (9 billion dollars). The NRC

Staff estimate is selected over the licensees' estimate for the reason

that the Staff estimate appears to be more conservative. Examples of

this conservatism include the selection of capacity factor (50% versus

63%), the Staff's assumption that less expensive coal replacement energy

will eventually be substituted for oil-fired replacement energy and the

-
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Staff's assumption of no real escalation of replacement fuel costs. The

Licensees' and the Staff's estimate may not be that inconsistent. With )
respect to capacity factor alone, the Licensees' witness testified that

1

roughly 6 percentage points of capacity factors is equivalent to'

$1.5 billion dollars of replacement cost impact. (Board Findings 6-7,

6-18,and6-34).

Environmental Impacts

The Board finds based upon the testimony of the NRC Staff, the only

participant in this proceeding presenting testimony on environmental

aspects of the shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3, that no air

quality standards are predicted to be violated, that the yield of the

most susceptible crop plants might be slightly reduced and local trees

O may show miid fo14ar sym, toms due to po,1utants reieased by the

replacement power, that the increase in " acid rain" or " greenhouse
|

effect" due to the replacement power would not be discernable, that 400

acres for 20 years of plant operation would be required for storage and

disposal of coal combustion and pollution abatement waste, and any

decision to construct coal replacement power would involve an impact

analysis to identify any endangered species in the ininediate area.

(Board Findings 6-81-6-94).

A witness for the staff testified that although a shutdown of the

Indian Point Units would eliminate any impacts on aquatic resource of the

Hudson River due to the Units' once through cooling, such reduction, on

balance, must be weighed against the impacts from operation of any

n replacement power facility. (Roard Finding 6-82).
U |s
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Socioeconomic Impacts

O The NRC Staff's expert on socioeconomic impacts of shutting down

Indian Point Units 2 and 3 testified that a substantial portion of local

revenues due to the facilities would be lost and local efforts to make up

such loss would work a hardship on all residents, particularly those on

fixed incomes. The Staff's witness noted that the annual payroll for

Indian Point Units 2 and 3 is $17.5 million and $14.7 million,

respectively, and that for 1980 Con Ed purcnases of materials and

services amout.ted to $24 million in Westchester County and $5 million in

New York City, and that Power Authority purchases of materials and

services in 1980 amounted to $2.9 million in Westchester County and $11.4

million in New York City. The evidence indicated that an additional
,

major benefit of operation of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 is the

O contribution to the local tax base and the payment of local property

taxes in the case of Indian Point Unit 2 and payment of state aid and

Power Authority donations in the case of Indian Point 3. A Staff witness

testified that the result of shutdown of both Indian Point Units 2 and 3

would result in an increase in the local tax rates of between 50 and

1,000% depending on the jurisdiction. Buchanan's tax rate would increase

1,000% as would the Verplanck Fire District. The Staff witness testified
1

that, once constructed, any coal-fired or other replacement facility

would make substantial payments to local jurisdictions and that these

payments would then relieve local residents of a substantial part of

their tax burdens. (Board. Finding 6-94).

The licensees' witnesses testified that as a res. ult of the shutdown

of Indian Point Units 2 and 3, the MTA would probably raise fares by

)

. . -
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6 cents per ride and New York City culd be forced to raise taxes or
O

reduce spending in order to pay an additional $68,000,000.00 for the

extra cost of electricity. The Port Authority would need to raise an

additional $24,000,000.00. The licensees also testified that as a result

of these costs 14,800 people would be unemployed. Another witness for

the licensees testified that due to the fact that oil represents the

majority of the total replacement fuel for the Indian Point Units 2 and 3

we would be even more reliant on imported oil contrary to the national

interest. (Board Finding 6-99,6-106and6-107).

Conclusion

The Board finds that although, due to the substantial reserve

margins, a shutdown of the Indian Point Units would not have a signifi-

O cent impect oa the reiiebility of the Nyee, inis couid chense with the

cancellation or deferral of planned facility additions.

The Board finds that the most significant direct cost of the

shutdown of the Indian Point units is the cost penalty for energy

replacement. This cost will approximate $4 to $5 billion (in 1983

dollars) taking account for cost savings from the shutdown as well as

efforts of conservation and cogeneration.

The Board finds that there will also be other significant secondary

and socioeconomic impacts that will particularly affect residents in the

vicinity of the Indian Point Units.

Finally, the Board finds that while replacement energy will

significantly increase the emission of pollutants into the air, the

impacts from such emissions do not appear to be discernable.O

_
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Contention 6.1

(BenefitofIndianPointShutdowntoRocklandCounty)

An economic consequence of the shutdown of Indian Point Units 2
and 3 would be an economic benefit accruing to Rockland County
through the sale of replacement power. .

The Intervenor, WBCA, proposed Contention 6.1 to litigate the issue

of whether or not an economic benefit would accrue to Rockland County

from the sale of replacement power by Orange and Rockland Utilities

(0RU), should Indian Point Units 2 and 3 be shut down.

A witness for the Intervenor testified that for approximately

10 years ORU has had excess capacity approximating 300 MW of electricity

that could be made available for sale, even if some or all of this excess

consists of capacity required for the 18 percent reserve. (Board

Findings 6.1-1and6.1-2).

O ORu is primariiy a purchaser of economic eneroy. Remova, of Indian

Point Units 2 and 3 increases the cost of the economic energy available

to ORU. Accordingly, a shutdown of the Indian Point Units would result

in a cost not a benefit to Rockland County (Board Finding 6.1-3).

Even if ORU had excess capacity it could sell, due to ORU'.s pro-

jected reliance on oil-fired capacity, there would be no incentive to

purchase such power as replacement for Indian Point production. More

competitive energy would be available from other New York Power Pool

members. (BoardFinding6.1-6).

Finally, what WBCA envisions as a potential benefit to Rockland

County from the sale of any excess capacity is simply nothing more than a

transfer of a cost. Whatever benefit ORU received from revenues from

O
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such sales would result in a corresponding cost to Ccr Ed and PASNY.

(BoardFinding6.1-7). I

Conclusion

Based on the evidence in the record, the Board finds that contrary

to the Intervenor's contention, even if excess ORU capacity is available

for sale and purchased, due to the fact that any revenue from such sale

is a cost to con Ed and Power Authority and the fact that ORU is

primarily a purchaser of economic energy, the shutdown of Indian Point

Units would not result in an eccnomic benefit to Rockland County.

Contention 6.2

(Health Effects Impact on Children From
Normal Operation of Indian Point, Units 2 and 3)

A benefit would accrue from the shutdown of Indian Point
Units 2 and 3 because the environment of children in the
vicinity would be improved by a decrease in the release of
radioactive material.

The sponsors of Contention 6.2 expressed concern with the threat of-

radiation to the health of humans, particularly children. However, one

sponsor's answer during cross-examination, that the contribution to back-

ground radiation dose for children surrounding the Indian Point Units

from operation of the units is " absolutely miniscule" does not support
l the Intervenors' concern (Board Finding 6.2-4).

1

|

Assessment of Doses and Health Effects

The Staff's expert witness presented testimony indicating that the -

doses to a maximally exposed child in the vicinity of the Indian Point

.
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Units (due to the routine operation of these units) are small fractions

O of the doses from exposure to natural background radiation. The average

doses to an individual within 50 miles of the site would be three or more

orders of magnitude less than the doses to a maximally exposed child.

(Board Findings 6.2-5 and 6.2-11).

To compute the risk of cancer from exposure to children from normal

plant operation, the Staff used risk models described in the BEIR I, a

report of the National Academy of Sciences. Adjusting for age factors

(children are less sensitive to certain fatal cancers than the general

population but more sensitive to other cancers--taken together, however,

the whole body irradiation of a child is about 0.7 times the risk esti-

mator for whole body irradiation of a population composed of all age

groups), the Staff determined that the risk (of potential premature death

Q due to cancer) to a child maximally exposed to radioactive materials

released from one reactor-year of routine operations at Indian Point is

about one chance in one million. This estimate was based on a conserva-

tive estimate of the doses to a maximally exposed child. (BoardFindings

6.2-6 - 6.2-9 and 6.2-11).

The Board finds that this risk is much less than the risk from

exposure to any of the major sources of radiation, such as that due to

medical exposure and natural background, and within the same range as the

risks from exposure to many other common sources of enhanced radiation

exposure, such as that due to airline travel or watching television.

(Board Finding 6.2-11). Finally, the risk is small when compared with

the current incidence of actius canc er fatalities. (Ibid.)

O
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Potential Genetic Disorders From Nonnal Operation

Q of Indian Point Units 2 and 3

The Staff's expert witness computed the potential genetic impacts

that might occur as a result of exposure to radioactive effluents from
1

nonnal operations of Units 2 and 3 by first estimating the population

dose within 50 miles of the units and then multiplying this dose by a !

genetic risk estimator. The risk estimator used by the Staff was based

on BEIR I which is consistent with the values reconnended by the major

radiation protection organizations (Board Finding 6.2-13).

Using this risk estimator, the Staff calculated a value of 0.005

which represents the sum of the number of potential genetic disorders

that may occur over all future generations of the population exposed

within 50 miles to radioactive effluents during one reactor year of

operation. The Board finds that this value is very small, in fact, less
O than one part in a billion of the estimated normal incidence of genetic

abnormalities in the first five generations of the 1980 population (Board

Finding 6.2-17).

Conclusion

The Board finds that the testimony of the NRC Staff is unrefuted.

While parents raise a general concern about the health effects to

children from radiation in the vicinity of the Indian Point Units, no

calculations or other supporting bases were presented indicating that

nonnal operation of the Indian Point Units would jeopardize the

children's health.

O |
|

|
1
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I
The Board finds that the risk estimators used by the Staff to

O calculate the potential risk of cancers to the individual child as well

as the risk of potential genetic disorders to the 50-mile population

surrounding the Indian Point Units are appropriate and consistent with

values recommended by the major radiation protection organizations.

Further, the Board finds that the potential risk to the individual child

in the vicinity of the Indian Point Units as well as the risk of -

potential genetic disorders to the 50-mile population from nonnal

operation of the Indian Point Units is not significant.

Contention 6.3

(Effect of Conservation, Cogeneration and Savings from
Shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 on the Shutdown Cost Penalty)

Considering the savings in operating expense which would result
O from shuttias do a radiea eoiat uaits 2 ead 3. ad en o ia9 for

the ways in which cogeneration and conservation can mitigate
the costs of replacement power, the net costs of shutdown are
small; in fact, they are smaller than previous studies by UCS,
GAO, or Rand suggest, and are entirely acceptable.

The supporters of this contention testified that conservation based

on accelerated replacement of certain appliances (refrigerators, air

conditioners and light bulbs) and introduction of small-scale

cogenerators can replace the power of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 and that

other savings will result from the shutdown of Indian Point Units which

will mitigate the cost penalty of the shutdown. (Board Findings 6.3-17,

6.3-40, 6.3-86 - 6.3-92). j

O
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:

Cogeneration
O

Cogeneration is a technique for utilizing heat rejected during the

electricity production process. Substantial savings using cogeneration

are technically feasible but the actual cogeneration expected (market

penetration) will lag behind those technically feasible applications that

are even economically attractive (economic potential). This occurs for :

many reasons including: (1) Lead times for construction (Board Findings

|
6.3-15 and 6.3-16); (2) Lack of discretionary capital funds (Ibid.);

(3) Uncertainty in legislation (current policies reimburse cogenerators

for 100 percent of the avoided cost associated with the supply of

cogenerated electricity. Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA)

has been contested) (Ibid.); (4) Regulatory barriers such as local permit
I requirements (Board Finding 6.3-5); (5) Potential violation of air

O queiity restrictions (Board Findin9s 6.3-32 - 6.3-37); (6) unw4114n9 ness

ta enter energy sales business (Board Finding 6.3-5); (7) Lack of knowl-

edge of available technologies and energy sales provisions (Ibid);

(8) Physical space limits for introduction of cogeneration and costs

associated with architectural expansion or modifications (Board Finding

6.3-12); (9) Costs of reworking existing heating, plumbing and/or wiring

(Board Finding 6.3-13); and (10) Increase in property taxes (Board

Finding 6.3-20).

|i In fact, the actual levels of cogeneration conversions are far below

the level of estimated economic potential (i.e., in 1982 the estimated

economic potential for cogeneration conversions within Con Ed service
,

area was 72 customers with 296 megawatts of load, while the actual

experience was one customer with 0.1 megawatt of load) (Board Findings

i 6.3-23and6.3-38).

i -

i |

! - I.
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Conservation

Energy conservation can result from a tempering of demand to reduce

use of electricity by improved energy efficiency or changes in consumer j

behavior. Energy efficiency can be obtained by improving the efficiency

of converting energy to useful work or by utilizing the energy more

efficiently. (Board Finding 6.3-55).

New York City Council's proposal is one of using converted energy

more efficiently by accelerating the replacement of certain appliances

with more energy efficient appliances. The Board finds that the proposal

is unrealistic. The proposal assumes that 75 percent of the

refrigerators and air conditioners in the service area will be replaced

with more efficient, more expensive units over a five-year period. The

average life of refrigerators is 16 years and the average life of air

O c nditi ners is ab ut 2 years. It is unlikely that such appliances

would be replaced and disgarded. (Board Findings 6.3-42,6.3-44).

Further, the cost of the proposal is significant. The cost of the

replacement refrigerators approximates $1.5 billion. The cost of the air

conditioners is about $600 million. The cost of the replacement of light

bulbs is $11.5 million. The witness for New York City Council testified

that this proposal would be financed by the creation of a mechanism

through legislation which allows utilities to spend money through zero

interest loans and pass these costs on to their ratepayers. Even if such

legislation were passed, which is speculation, we agree with the

testimony of the Licensees. that to a large degree the proposal simply

transfers one cost for another - the cost of energy production for the

O
l
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,

| costs of the purchase of more efficient appliances. (Board Finding

O|

6.3-54).

Con-Ed and the Power Authority have been and are invcived in a

number of major conservation programs, including a home energy audit

program and a themoscan program. Moreover, conservation is included in
i

Con-Ed and the Power Authority's energy forecasts by assuming the use of

more efficient appliances. (Board Findings 6.3-59 - 6.3-63).

'

Combined Effect of Conservation and Cogeneration

A witness for the NRC Staff using two separate detailed simulation

models quantified the impact of extensive cogeneration and conservation.

One of the models developed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) called

RELCOMP is a non-optimizing model which calculates reliability para-

O meters, expected energy generation from each unit, detailed energy costs,

f generating-system energy cost and fuel uses. The other model, ENTEK,

allows capacity expansion to optimize future capacity additions. With

these models the Staff witness estimated the impact of conservation and

cogeneration assuming several different levels of conservation and
,

cogeneration and also estimated the impact of additional conservation and

cogeneration to reflect the incremental incentives due to the increase in

price caused by an Indian Point shutdown. (Board Findings 6.3-71 -

6.3-85).

The Board finds the computations and calculations presented by the

Staff convincing and supportive of the conclusion that, even assuming

extensive amounts of combined conservation and cogeneration
,

(substantially above the expected market penetration), there remains a l
;

O .

1
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significant cost penalty from a shutdown of the Indian Point units.
O Replacement power costs are still in the range of $4.1 billion to $4.4

billion, down from 4,5 (using ENTEK) and 5.0 (using RELCOMP (ANL)).

(Board Findings 6.3-75 - 6.3-81).

Further the Staff, using its detailed models, took into account
I payments by the utility to the cogenerators for the electrical generation

supplied to the electrical system by the cogenerators and additiona,

contributions from cogeneration and conservation that result from incre-

mental incentives of an Indian Point shutdown. The Staff witness testi-

fied based on these detailed analyses that even accounting for these

avoided cost payments and increased conservation and cogeneration due to

increase in electricity prices (from a shutdown of the Indian Point

units), the replacement power cost penalties for such shutdown in the

O staff's reference case would stii, de ePProximately $4 billion dollars

($3.8 to $4.0 billion for the ENTEK model depending on the use of the 75%

or 100% avoided cost assumption and $4.0 billion to $4.3 billion for the

ANL model depending on the use of the avoided cost assumptions used).

(Board Finding 6.3-82).

The Board finds, based on all the evidence presented, that

conservation and cogeneration, even if vigorously encouraged or

implemented, would not replace and could not significantly mitigate the

cost penalty of replacement energy for Indian Point Units 2 or 3.

Furthennore, any additional incentive for conservation and cogeneration

,

due to price increases of electricity caused by the shutdown of Indian
!

Point would be insignificant and only accomplished at the cost of reduced
i
L

O ;i

;
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|

usage and satisfaction or expenses to achieve further efficiency. (Board |

Findings 6.3-52 - 6.3-58, 6.3-84, and 6.3-85).

Cost Savings From Shutdown

Estimates of cost savings from shutdown of the Indian Point Units

were pr'esented by the Intervenors, the Licensees and the Staff. Areas of

potential savings included: operating and maintenance costs, nuclear

fuel costs, nuclear fuel disposal costs, decommissioning costs, liability

and property insurance costs and large one-time capital expenditures.

The most significant of these costs, in comparison with the cost penalty

of the shutdown itself, are the operating and maintenance costs and the
- large one-time capital expenditures. The evidence shows that even with

these cost savings the penalty for shutdown is extensive. (Board

O rindin9s s.3-9s - 8.3-99. end 8.3-1o4).

While significant savings due to forgone operating and maintenance

| costs and capital expenditures were estimated by the Intervenor GNYCE,
I

-

j the cost estimates were not based on analyses of the specific components

and their operating experience at either Indian Point Units 2 or 3.

(BoardFinding6.3-87).
:

.

Conclusion

The Board finds that conservation and cogeneration will not replace

the power generated from the Indian Point Units or significantly mitigate

the cost penalty resulting from the shutdown of these units.

The Board finds that, although there would be cost savings due to a

O
shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 due to decreased fuel costs,

.
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insurance costs as well as foregone operating and maintenance costs and
)

large capital expenditures, the cost penalty for shutdown of the Indian

Point Units would still be extensive.

The Board finds that even when consideration is given to conserva-

tion and cogeneration as well as cost savings due to the shutdown itself, !

the cost penalty of such shutdown will be in the range of $4 to

$5 billion (in 1983 dollars).

.

:
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FINDINGS OF FACTg
,

Q)*
IV. Commission Questions and Related Contentions

COMMISSION QUESTION 1 AND BOARD QUESTION 1.1 !

(Risks Posed By The Indian Point Units)

1-1. Commission Question 1 was originally set forth in the

Commission's Order of January 8,1981. Consolidated Edison Company of

New York (Indian Point Unit No. 2) and Power Authority of the State of

New York (Indian Point Unit No. 3), CLI-81-1, 13 NRC 1 (1981). This*

i

question was revised by the Commission in its Order of September 18,

1981. Consolidated Edison Company of New York (Indian Point Unit No. 2)
_

and Power Authority of the State of New York, (Indian Point Unit No. 3),

CLI-81-23, 14 NRC 610 (1981).

1-2. Commission Question 1, as litigated, states as follows:
V ,

"What risk may be posed by serious accidents at Indian Point 2 and )
3, including accidents not considered in the plants' design basis, (pending and after any improvements described in (2) and (4) below?

- Although not requiring the preparation of an Environmental Impact
Statement, the Commission intends that the review with respect to
this question be conducted consistent with the guidance provided the
Staff in the Statement of Interim Policy on ' Nuclear Power Plant
Accident Considerations Under the National Environmental Policy Act

-of 1969', 44 FR 40101 - (June 13, 1980)[:]
'

5/ In particular, that policy statement indicates that: Attention'

shall be given both to the probability of occurrence of releases and
- to the environmental consequences of such releases; the reviews

shall include a reasoned consideration of the environmental risks
(impacts) attributable to accidents at the particular facility or
facilities...' 'Approximately equal attention should be given to

| the probability of occurrence of releases and to the probability of
occurrence of the environmental consequences...'; and, such studies'

'will take into account significant site and plant specific
features', 'Thus, a description of a release scenario must include a
discussion of the probability of such a release for the specific
Indian Point plants." CLI-81-23 supra, 14 NRC at 612.

O-
..
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1-3. Board Question 1.1 was originally proposed in the Board's
O Memorandum and Order (Restating Contentions and Establishing Procedures

Based on Commission Guidance), dated October 1, 1982. This question was-

subsequently modified to take account of certain Staff concerns. .

Memorandum and Order (Formulating Final Contentions and Setting Schedule)

at 5-6 (November 15,1982).

1-4. Board Question 1.1, as litigated, states as follows:

"What are the consequences of serious accidents at Indian Point and
what is the probability of occurrence of such accidents?' In
answering this question the parties shall address at least the
following documents: (a) The Indian Point Probabilistic Safety
Study (IPPSS) prepared by the Licensees; (b) The Sandia National
Laboratory ' Letter Report on Review and Evaluation of the Indian
Point Probabilistic Safety Study' (LetterReport),datedAugust25,
1982; and (c) any other reviews or studies of the IPPSS prepared by

, or for the Licensees, theNRC staff, or the Intervenors, or any other'

'

document which addresses the accuracy of the IPPSS." (Id.at
Appendix p .2).

'

Evideace was Preseated on taese two questions by the Staff.?'O 1-5.
,

--9/ The Staff's witnesses on Commission Question I were: Sarbeswar
Acharya, Ph.D., Senior Radiological Engineer, Radiological Analysis
Section, Accident Evaluation Branch, Division of Systems
Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; Robert M.
Bernero, Director, Accident Source Term Program Office, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research, and Roger M. Blond, Section Leader, ,

Accident Risk Branch, Division of Risk Analysis, Office of Nuclear '

Regulatory Research; Benjamin Buchbinder, Chief, Transportation and
Materials Risk Branch, Division of Risk Analysis, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research; Robert J. Budnitz, Ph.D., President, Future
Resources Associates, Inc.; Richard Codell, Ph.D., Senior Hydraulic
Engineer, Hydrologic and Geotechnical Engineering Branch, Division
of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; Robert G.
Easterling, Ph.D., Staff Member, Reliability Department, Sandia
National Laboratories; Jack Hickman, Supervisor, Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Systems, Safety Division, Sandia National Laboratories; Sanford.

Israel, Risk Analyst, Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch,
Division of Safety Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation;
Gregory Kolb, Technical Staff Member, Nuclear Fuel Cycle Systems,
Safety Division, Sandia National Laboratories; Dennis J. Kubicki,
Fire Protection Engineer, Chemical Engineering Branch, Division of

O Ea94neerin9. 0ffice of Nuciear Reactor Re9uiationi James F. Meyer.
Ph.D., Senior Engineer, Reactor Systems Branch, Division of Systems
Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; Ronald J.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE),

|

|

|
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Licensees,b UCS/NYPIRG, $ and F0E/Audubon.I2_/-

9/ (F0OTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) Nesse, Research Economist,
Energy Systems Department, Pacific Northwest Laboratory; W. Trevor
Pratt, Ph.D., Group Leader, Accident Evaluation Group, Division of i

Engineering and Risk Assessment, Brookhaven National Laboratory; i
'

John W. Reed, Ph.D., President, Jack R. Benjamin and Associates,
Inc.; Frank H. Rowsome, Assistant Director for Technology, Division ;

'

of Systems Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; Leonard
Soffer, Section Leader, Site Analysis Section, Siting Analysis
Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation; and Alan D. Swain, Ph.D., Technical Staff Member, Human
Factors Division, Sandia National Laboratories.

10/ Licensees' witnesses on Comission Question 1 were: Dennis Bley,
Ph.D., Consultant, Pickard Lowe and Garrick, Inc.; B. John Garrick,-

j Ph.D., Principal, Pickard Lowe and Garrick, Inc.; David K. Goeser, '

! Manager of Marketing, Nuclear Technology Division, Westinghouse
Electric Corporation; Robert E. Henry, Ph.D., Vice President, Fauske
& Associates, Inc.; Stanley Kaplan, Ph.D., Associate Consultant,
Pickard Lowe and Garrick, Inc.; Nicholas J. Laparulo, Group Manager.
Risk Assessment Technology Group, Nuclear Safety Department, Nuclear
Technology , Division, Westinghouse Electric Corporation; Harold F.
Perla, Consultant, Pickard Lowe and Garrick, Inc.; Thomas E. Potter,

O Consultant, Pickard Lowe and Garrick, Inc.; Dennis C. Richardson,
Risk Assessment Technology Manager, Nuclear Safety Department,
Nuclear Technology Division, Westinghouse Electric Corporation;
Walton A. Rodger, Ph.D., Chairman, OTHA, Incorporated; William R.
Stratton, Ph.D., Stratton and Associates; Richard H. Toland, Ph.D.,

.

Manager, Structural Analysis Group, United Engineers and'

Constructors, Inc.; Dee H. Walker, Ph.D., Manager, Nuclear
Engineering, Nuclear Safety Department, Nuclear Technology Division
of the Water Reactor Divisions, Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

-11/ UCS/NYPIRG's witnesses on Comission Question 1 were: Steven C.
Sholly, Technical Research Associate, Union of Concerned Scientists;
Robert K. Weatherwax, President Seirra Energy and Risk Assessment.

'-12/ F0E/Audubon's witnesses on Comission Question 1 were: H. Jack Geiger,
M.D., Professor of Comunity Medicine, School of Biomedical Education,
City College of New York; Issac Levi, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy,
Columbia University; Charles Perrow, Pd.D., Professor of Sociology,
Yale University; Dr. Richard G. Piccioni, Assistant Professor,
Department of Biological Sciences. Hunter College of the City
University of New York; Dr. Daniel M. Pisello, Assistant Professor
of Physics, New York Institute of Technology; Victor W. Sidel,

i M.D., Chairperson, Department of Social Medicine, Montefiore Medical
Center, Professor of Comunity Health, CMirperson, Department of'

_

Comunity Health (West Campus), Albert Einstein College of Medicine;

1
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1-6. Risk is defined as a measure of danger that is proportional to
O both the likelihood of accidents, and the severity of their consequences.

(Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169, at 6). I

1-7. The probability portion of risk includes the probability of

accident occurrences, the probability associated with the magnitude of

the radioactive material released to the environment, and the

probabilities associated with the magnitude of the consequences.

(Blond /Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8771 at 3).

1-8. Accident occurrence probabilities are calculated by obtaining

the product of the probabilities of the initiating event, the probability

of system failures, and the probability of containment failure. (M.).
1-9. The probabilities included in the magnitude of the radioactive

.

,
, material released to the environment are the probabilities associated

O with specific containment failure mechanisms, as well as the likelihood

of these accidents leading to that containment failure mechanism. (M.
at 4).

1-10. The probabilities included in the magnitude of accident

consequences are the probabilities associated with weather conditions,

wind direction, emergency response and health effects given exposure.

(M. at 5).
1-11. Risk assessment is the discipline of constructing

| mathematical models that estimate risk. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at

7).

1-12. A probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is the only known fonn

of safety analysis that can treat multiple component failures, systems

interactions, and human error in an integrated fashion. It is unique in

=_._ __z _ =w - --
-
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providing a comprehensive context for each aspect of reactor accident

susceptibility. PRAs are very successful at identifying many of the ways '

in which a reactor may be vulberable enough to severe accidents to -

:

warrant remedial action. (Id. at 12-13).

1-13. A risk assessment is composed of three major parts. First,

accident sequences are identified and the likelihood of occurrence of

each sequence is estimated. Next, estimates are made of the damage to

reactor fuel, the success or failure of containment systems, and the

i quantity of radioactive material which is released to the atmosphere or

groundwater. In the third stage, estimates are made of the consequences

beyond the site boundary of the radioactivity released. (Id. at 6-7).
1-14. In order to assess the risks posed by the Indian Point Units,

the Licensees conducted a probabilistic risk assessment of the Indian

O eoint fec411 ties. (ticensees,ff.Tr.6961). This ris* assessment is
-

knownastheIndianPointProbabilisticSafetyStudy(IPPSS).EI

1-15. A review of the IPPSS core melt analysis was conducted for

the Staff by Sandia National Laboratories. (Israel, et al . , ff. Tr. 7391

at 6; Reed, ff. Tr. 7492; Buchbinder/Kubicki, ff. Tr. 7577).

1-16. Based on the results of its review, Sandia recalculated the

likelihood of the dominant accident sequences. (Israel,e_t_al.,ff.
Tr. 7391 at 11). The IPPSS, other Staff research, and the Sandia work

was used to derive the core melt frequencies to be used in the Staff's

risk analysis. (Id. at 14; Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489 at 11; Buchbinder/Kubicki,

ff. Tr. 7577 at 14-15'; Rowsome, ff. Tr. 7597). Using these core melt

13/ The IPPSS was attached as an Exhibit to Licensees' Question OneO -

Testimony. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at 6, note 1).,

. - - - - - - . . ..
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,

I frequencies, the Staff conducted containment and consequence analyses
O which were independent of the IPPSS analyses in these areas. (Rowsome/

Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 23; Rowsome, Tr. 7207). .

Accident Sequence Likelihood

1-17. Serious accidents are those accidents which result in severe

core damage or core melt. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 4; Israel, e_t_

al. , ff. Tr. 7391 at 6). Because a " core melt" accident has the

potential to release large quantities of radioactivity, it is the

principal cause for concern among potential nuclear reactor accidents.

(Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 4; See, Sholly/ Thompson, ff. Tr. 6147 at

2-4).

1-18. In order to identify those accidents which involve the

O reactor core iaitiatins events must be catalosed. (Rowsome/Biond,ff.

Tr. 7169 at 7).

1-19. Initiating events are plant occurrences which require a rapid

reactor shutdown and subsequent safety system operation to prevent core

melt. (Israel, et al. , ff. Tr. 7391 at 8).

1-20. Event trees are then constructed to catalog the accident

sequences resulting from initiating events and to evaluate their likeli-

i hood. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 7). An event tree is a logic

model which delineates the various combinations of safety system failures

following an initiating event which may lead to core melt and/or contain-

ment failure. (Israel, et al., ff. Tr. 7391 at 9). These combinations

are known as accident sequences. (Id.).

O

i
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1-21. Accident sequences are classified according to whether or not
O systems that can affect the course of the accident operate successfully.

(Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 7). There is generally one event tree

for each class of initiating event. (M.).
1-22. Next, models of system reliability are constructed. This is

done through the use of fault trees that trace the origin of system

failures to discreet component failures or human errors. (M.at8).
Fault trees are logic models which describe the various ways safety

systems can fail. (Israel, et al., ff. Tr. 7391 at 8). A fault tree

catalogs the variety of ways in which a system or group of systems can be

disabled. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 8). Fault trees can also be

translated into mathematical models which calculate the probability of

system failure as a function of the probabilities of the many potentially

O contributia9 compoaeat fei1 ores or humaa errors. (Id.).d

1-23. A sequence analysis is then perfomed which is the logical

combination and quantification of the initiating event and fault trees

for each accident sequence defined by the event trees. (Israel,etal.,

ff.Tr.7391at11). This analysis detemines the accident sequence

likelihoods calculated by using initiating event frequencies and

component failure rates and human error rates. (Rowsome/ Blond,ff.

Tr. 7169 at 8).

1-24. Accident sequences are grouped into plant damage states.

(Israel, et al., ff. Tr. 7391 at 6; Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at 63). A

plant damage state is a group of accident sequences which result in core

melt and have a particular containment condition in comon, such as the

availability of containment cooling following core melt. (Israel,et

O,

1

:

I
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al. , ff. Tr. 7391 at 5). These damage states are used as input to the
O containment analysis. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at 3).

1-25. Both internal events and external events were analyzed.

(Israel, et al., ff. Tr. 7391; Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489; Buchbinder/Kubicki, -

ff. Tr. 7577; Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961).

1-26. External events include earthquakes, stoms, floods, aircraft

impacts, barge accidents, gas transmission line hazards, and fires,

including inplant fires and floods. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr.12834 at 6;,

Budnitz, ff. f r. 7489). Internal events are spontaneous loss-of-coolant

accidents, spontaneous transients, and loss-of-coolant accidents induced

by spontaneous transients. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 12834 at 6). Loss-

of-off-site pcwer is also included as an internal event. ( Id.. ) .

1-27. Licensees performed their accident sequence likelihood

O analysis using Bayesian Methodology. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at 60).

In this methodology an analyst expresses probabilistically his prior

beliefs about the probabilities of interest and modifies them using
1

I historical. plant specific data. (NRC Staff Ex. 6 at 2.6-1).
1-28. Sandia National Laboratories reviewed the internal and

external events components of the analysis. (Israel , et al . , ff. Tr.

7391; Reed, ff. Tr. 7492).
,

s

1-29. In reviewing the internal event analysis Sandia concentrated

upon the subset of accident sequences which dominate the internal event

core melt frequency or the important plant damage state frequencies.

(Israel, et, a_1_. , ff. Tr. 7391 at 7).

1-30. Sandia relied heavily on past PRA experience to search for -

subtle methodological problem areas, potential omissions and important

I

_ - ---
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analytical assumptions which could have a significant impact on the
O sequence frequency estimates. (M.at7-8).

1-31. Sandia then calculated revised estimates of the dominant

internally initiated accident sequence frequencies based on alternative

modeling or calculational techniques. (M. at 8) .
1-32. Sandia also evaluated the basic building blocks of the IPPSS

internal event analysis. These are: initiating events, fault trees,

event trees, human errors, data, comon cause and sequence analysis.

These building blocks were reviewed to detennine if possible errors,

unrealistic assumptions, or omissions made by the IPPSS analysts cculd

allow additional sequences to the 18 dominant sequences to become

important. (H.at7).
1-33. Sandia found the initiating events covered in the IPPSS to be

O relatively complete, and their frequency estimates to be reasonable

compared to those addressed in previous PRAs. However, Sandia found no

indication that the IPPSS considered an initiating event caused by a pipe

break in the component cooling water system. This event was found by,

Sandia to be an important contributor to core melt frequency. (M. at
8).

1-34. Sandia reviewed all the fault trees presented in the IPPSS

and found them in general to be a reasonable representation of the Indian

Point safety systems. However, they believed some changes in the logic

structure of the fault trees for the service water system, auxiliary

feedwater system, and fan coolers were appropriate. They factored these

changes into their plant damage state frequencies. (M.).
I

l
1

I
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1-35. They reviewed all of the event trees in the IPPSS and found
O

the structure of most to be appropriate. However, Sandia made changes in

the event trees for steam generator tube rupture, loss of service water, |
loss of component cooling water, and anticipated transients without scram -

(ATWS) for purposes of calculating their revised estimates. (Id.at9).
1-36. Sandia focused its human error review on those activities

identified in the IPPSS to have a major impact on the dominant accident

sequences. This was due to the very large number of human activities

possible in a nuclear power plant. Their investigation revealed that

either no procedures or limited procedures existed for feed and bleed

core cooling, loss of component cooling water. In their revised esti-

mates they assigned bounding human error probabilities for these

situations. Four activities which were important and identified as

O having emergency procedures were reviewed in some depth. These

activities dealt with switchover from injection to recirculation

following a LOCA. Of the four, their revised estimates resulted in

higher human error probability estimates for two of them and lower

estimates for two of them. (M.at9-10).
1-37. In the area of system failure probabilities Sandia compared

IPPSS Bayesian estimates with estimates based primarily on IPPSS reported

data. (M.at10). Sandia concluded that the IPPSS point estimates were

reasonable. (M.).
1-38. Intervenor F0E/Audubon criticized the IPPSS methodology which

used a single probability distribution rather than a range of probability

distributions. (Levi, ff. Tr. 7716 at 4).

O
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m 1-39. Intervenors' position is that the prior distributions chosen
,

,

by the IPPSS study team were arbitrary, and that recalculation using4

Bayes theorem is necessary using available data against a broad spectrum

of priors. (Id.).
1-40. Intervenors contend that one can only achieve an adequate

posterior distribution for failure rates by having a definite prior

distribution relative to generic infomation. Intervenors' witness sees

this as a problem for the risk analyst even supposing that there are

precise likelihoods. (H.at25).
1-41. As far as the system failure probabilities are concerned,

Intervenor F0E/Audubon claims in order for the failure probability to be

justified, the evidence must be ample. (M.at24-26).
1-42. Intervenors' witness admits that he lacks the engineering

O knowiedse to eveiuate the event and fauit tree anaiysis 4n IeeSS. (m.

at15). Intervenors' witness also does not know whether plant-specific

data availble to the IPPSS analysts would yield likelihoods which swamp

all pemissible priors. (Id.at26).
1-43. Intervenors' witness developed a worst possible prior and

computed a range of probability for a given failure using the approach

described in his testimony. (Id. at 39-40). The difference in results

between the IPPSS and intervenors for that particular failure was a

factor of 2 to 3. (Levi,Tr.7827).

1-44. Sandia conducted a reanalysis of the dominant accident

sequences using yet another statistical approach which eliminated prior

distributions altogether. (Easterling, Tr. 7424). Sandia concluded

O

|
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after such a reanalysis that the point estimates given in the IPPSS were

consistent with what the data indicated. (Easterling, Tr. 7429).

1-45. External event analysis consists of four parts. First, the

expected probability that the Indian Point Plants might experience a -

particular external event is quantified. Second, the effects of the

external event on specific pieces of equipment, components, and operation

command and control functions are determined. The coupled likelihood of

comon cause failures in which several systems experience failure or

degradation in a correlated way must be detennined. Third, the effects

of degraded or failed systems on the ability of the entire plant to reach
~

a safe, stable shutdown condition are evaluated. Finally, the phenomena

and consequences associated with those rare accident sequences that might

lead to undesirable outcomes are analyzed. This portion of an external

O event aneiysis is identicei to an analys4s conducted for 4nternai events.

(Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489 at 6).

1-46. The IPPSS external event analysis is a state-of-the-art

analysis and follows these four steps. (M.). However, all external

event analyses have certain limitations. The likelihood of external

events cannot always be detemined from historical data. The effects of

such events on plant equipment are not well understood. The ability to

analyze common cause failures is limited. (M. at 8) . These limitations
result in large uncertainties in the area of external event analysis.

(M.). The differences between the external event likelihood estimates

presented by Staff consultants and those presented in the IPPSS are

small. (M.at10).

O
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1-47. In the area of fire analysis the uncertainties include a lack
O of understanding of fire phenomenology compared to that of internal

events, and a lack of adequate fire data. (Buchbinder/Kubicki, ff.

Tr. 7577 at 5). -

1-48. Both the fire analysis and the analysis of other external

events serve to point out particular vulnerabilities of Indian Point,

Units 2 and 3. The plants were discovered to be vulnerable to some types

of fires, seismic events and high winds. (Buchbinder/Kubicki, ff.

Tr. 7577 at 7; Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489 at 16-19; Licensees ff. Tr. 6961 at

33-34).

1-49. Other external events such as aircraft impacts, floods, barge

accidents, and gas transmission line hazards were omitted from full scale

quantitative risk analysis since they are small contributors to risk

O compared with the core melt risk from other sources. (Budnitz,ff.

Tr. 7489 at 48, 53, 59, 63. See, Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at 67).

1-50. At Unit 2, three important areas of seismic vulnerability

were discovered which the Staff believed deserved particular attention.

An accident could occur involving impact between the Unit 1 superheater

building and the Unit 2 control building at a median ground acceleration

of 0.27 g, causing loss of roof integrity. Such impact would cause

falling debris in the control room, failure of control instrumentation,,

and possible core melt due to loss of effective control room function.

(Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489 at 16). The second area concerned the Unit 2 con-

tainment building. Due to the presence of soil backfill on one side of

the containment building the soil structure interaction resulting from a

seismic event could cause failure of that containment wall at a median
i 9
!

_
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ground acceleration of 1.1 g. (Id ). The third area of seismic

vulnerability was the fragility of the Unit 2 control room ceiling

panels. (Id.at15).
1-51. Con Edison has improved the welds and widened the clearance -

at the roofline between the Unit 1 Super Heater Building and the Unit 2

Control Building, and installed rubber padding in that space to reduce

the seismic vulnerability noted above. (Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489 at 18-19;

Bley, Tr. 7084; Bley/ Wesley / Perla, Tr. 13050-52).
.

1-52. Licensees reanalyzed the vulnerability of the Unit 2

containment to soil structure interaction and concluded that this

vulnerability had

been substantially overestimated. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961, exhibit).b

The letter from Dr. Donald A. Wesley dated 12/30/82 to Mr. H.F. Perla,

O was admitted as an exh4 bit to ticensees ouestion one test 4 mony, aithou h

it was the subject of cross-examination later in this proceeding.

(Tr. 12989) . The third area of vulnerability was corrected by

modification to the Indian Point Unit 2 Control Room ceiling. The Staff

has not completed its review of Licensee's reanalysis. (Rowsome/ Blond

ff. Tr.12834, Appendix 2 at 26).

1-53. Unit 2 has also been found to be vulnerable to fires in the

the switchgear room and the electrical tunnel. (Buchbinder/Kubicki, ff.

Tr. 7577 at 7). To reduce this vulnerability Con Edison proposed the

provision of hardwire connections from local junction boxes to: 1)the

14/ This analysis was not reviewed by the Staff. (Rowsome/ Blond,ff.
--~

Tr. 12834, Appendix 2, at 26).

O

.
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Q service water pump for secondary cooling of the component cooling water

pump; 2) the component cooling water pump for cooling of the RCP seals;

and 3) the charging pump for the reactor coolant pump seal injection and

primary system makeup and boration. (Id. at 20).

1-54. The principle area of vulnerability for Indian Point Unit 3

was from fire in the switchgear room and the electrical tunnel. (M.at
7). The Power Authority agreed to provide a new or an alternate means of

power to essential equipment such as the component cooling pumps,

charging pumps, and instrumentation power cabinet in the penetration area

to reduce this vulnerability. (M. at 24; Bley, Tr. 8393). The Power

Authority comitted to have this modification installed prior to the

restart of Unit 3. (Bley, Tr. 8393).

1-55. The Staff is also in the process of reviewing both Indian

Point units to detennine whether they comply with 10 C.F.R. Part 50

Appendix R of the Comission's regulations. (Buchbinder/Kubicki, ff.

Tr. 7577 at 16-24). Appendix R requires the Licensees to reassess the

adequacy of the fire protection in all those fire areas of the plant

where redundant trains of systems necessary to achieve and maintain safe

(Id. at 17). The Staff believes that thesedshutdown are located.

current regulatory efforts will reduce the fire risk at Indian Point so

(Id. at 27).dthat fire will no longer be a dominant risk contributor.

1-56. Indian Point Unit 2 was also found to have a certain vulner-

ability to a particularly severe hurricane. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at

33). Such a hurricane is assumed to cause loss of ac power which, with-

out recovery, would lead to late core melt and gradual containment over-

Q pressurization. (M.).

_ _-_ _ _ _ _ -
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t-57- ^ 14 cease a ead eat is ao* <a 91 ce at tadiaa Poiat uait 2O
which requires shutdown of the unit in the event a hurricane threatens

the plant. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 7597 at 5). The criteria for the

anticipatory shutdown are set forth in a plant technical specification.
1

(,I_d . ) .

1-58. A further analysis was also conducted of the fragility of the

Unit 3 Control Room ceiling panels. (Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489 at 19-20;

Perla, Tr. 13016-18). The Power Authority made a comitment to

strengthen that ceiling prior to the restart of Unit 3. (Bley,Tr.

8393).

1-59. In their testimony the Licensees took credit for the fire

modifications, the modifications to the control room ceilings of both

I units and the modifications made to avoid serious seismic interaction
O between the Unit I superheater building and the Unit 2 control building.4

(Kaplan,Tr. 7142-43).

1-60. The Staff in its risk analysis gave credit to the fire fixes,

the seismic fix for the Unit 2 control building, and a technical
,

specification requiring the anticipatory shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2

in the event of a hurricane. (Buchbinder/Kubicki, ff. Tr. 7577 at 23;'

Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489 at 11; Rowsome, ff. Tr. 7597, Appendix).

1-61. The Staff did not consider the reanalysis of the fragility of

the Unit 2 containment in its risk analysis. (Budnitz,Tr. 7528-32).

The Staff also did not consider the effect on risk of the modifications |

l

tb the control room ceilings at Units 2 and 3. (Budnitz, Tr. 7525). |

O
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i Containment Analysis

1-62. The purpose of the containment analysis is to determine the

performance capability and failure characteristics of the Indian Point

containment buildings under severe accident conditions, and to generate

data describing the radionuclide releases from the containment buildings

for incorporation in the consequence analysis. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.

12492at2).

1-63. In the first step of its containment analysis the Staff's

j plant damage states were combined into one set of damage states

characterized by the time of core melt, the condition of the containment

building, and the status of containment cooling capability. (M. at 3).

| 1-64. In performing the containment analysis, the damage states for
+

1
' accidents initiated t,y external events and internal events were combined.

O Such a combination is appropriate, since once the status of the contain-

ment is determined, the accident progression inside containment is

relatively insensitive to the manner in which the accident was initiated.

(Id.at7).
1-65. The damage states for Indian Point Unit 2 derived for the

Staff's containment analysis and their associated frequencies are as

follows: containment failure prior to core melt (Z) with a frequency of

7(-7); containment bypass via interfacing systems LOCA (V) with a

frequency of 4(-7); early core melt: with no containment cooling (E)

with a frequency for internal events of 2.4(-5), loss of offsite power

1.6(-5), and regional disasters 4.3(-5); early core melt: sprays and
4

coolers operational (EFC) with a frequency for internal events of

1.3(-4), loss of offsite power 2(-5), and regional disasters 6(-9); early

.
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core melt: only coolers operational'(EF) with a frequency of 6.4(-7);

late core melt: (with failure of the ECCS in the recirculation mode)

with coolers operational) (LF) with a frequency of 1(-4); early core

melt: only sprays operational (EC) with a frequency of 1.1( 's); and

containment bypass via steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) with a

frequency of 2(-6).

1-66. The damage states and their associated frequencies for Unit 3

, derived by the Staff are as follows: containment failure prior to core

melt (Z) with a frequency of 3.5(-8); containment bypass via interfacing

systems LOCA (V) with a probability of 4(-7); early core melt with no

containment cooling (E) with a frequency for internal events of 2.5(-5),

loss of offsite power 1.5(-6), and regional disasters 1.2(-5); early core

, melt: with only sprays operational (EC) with a negligible frequency; . .

LO early core melt with only coolers operational (EF) with a negligible

frequency; early core melt: sprays and coolers operational (EFC) with a

frequency for internal events of 2.0(-4), loss of offsite power 3(-6),

and regional disasters 1.2(-6); late core melt: (failure of ECCS in

recirculation mode) with coolers operational (LF) with a frequency of

1(-4); containment bypass via steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) with a

frequency of 2(-6).

1-67. In step two these damage states were analyzed using the MARCH

1.1 computer code to determine the accident core melt progression, and

containment loading and failure characteristics. (Id.;Pratt,

Tr. 12538-39).

O
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|i 1-68. In step three containment event trees were established to
O

catalog the key events occurring as the core melt accident proceeded.

(Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at 3)..

1-69. In step four based on the MARCH analysis and the independent -

evaluation of parameters such as~ the containment failure pressure, split

fractions were assigned to the various branch points on the containment

event trees. (Id.).
1-70. The output of event trees is a set of conditional

probabilities associated with various containment failure modes for a'

given core-melt accident sequence. (Id.).
'

1-71. Eight containment failure modes were considered by the Staff.

(_Id. at 3-5). These failure modes fall into two categories. The first

category consists of those where the containment is initially effective.
,

O The second catesory inciudes those failure modes where the containment is -

t

| either bypassed or its function is significantly compromised. (M.at
3).

1-72. The Alpha containment failure mode is a steam explosion

(Id.). The probability of the Alpha failure mode isinduced failure. d

over 100 times smaller than the probability assigned to it in WASH-1400.

(M.at15).
1-73. The ganna containment failure mode includes hydrogen burn

induced failures which result in overpressurization. (Id.at4).
1-74. The delta failure mode is overpressurization from the release i

of steam and non-condensible gases. (M.).
1-75. The epsilon failure mode is basemat penetration. (M.). -

O
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1-76. The beta failure mode is a failure of the containment to

( I_d . ) .disolate.

1-77. Event V. is an event which bypasses the containment
,

completely. It is known as the interfacing system LOCA. (M.).

i 1-78. The (Beta prime) failure mode is a core melt accident and

concurrent containment failure due to an external event. (Id.at5).1

1-79. The TR failure mode is a bypass of containment by means of a

steam generator tube failure core melt accident characterized by multiple

steam generator tube ruptures and a stuck open secondary relief valve.

(M.).
1-80. The conditional prob vilities depicted in the containment

event trees are multiplied by the probabilities of a given accident

sequence to determine the probability pf f,ailure by each of the failure

O modes considered. (Id.at16-17).
1-81. For any determination as to the time of containment failure,r

it is necessary to calculate the pressure at which containment failure

would occur. (M.at19).
1-82. The dominant containment failure modes in tenns of

probability of containment failure are the no-failure, epsilon, delta and |

ganna failure modes for both units. (M.at38-39). !

1-83. From a risk standpoint the dominant containment failure mode

is the delta failure mode. (Blond /Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8771 at Figure

IV.A.2). This failure mode results in containment failure approximately

13 hours after the initiation of a core melt accident. (Meyer/Pratt,ff.

Tr. 12492 at 26).

O
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1-84. The containment failure pressure for both Indian Point Unit 2Q
and Indian Point Unit 3 is 126 psig or 141 psia. (Meyer/Pratt, ff.

Tr.12492 at 19; Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at 77).

1-85. Witnesses for Intervenors UCS/NYPIRG testified that there is

a great deal of uncertainty in the Licensees' analysis of containment

failure pressure. (Sholly/ Thompson, ff. Tr. 6147 at 8-9; Thompson, I

containment failure pressure is too high compared with other analyses,

and compared to the pressure at which these containments have been

tested. (Weathemax, ff. Tr. 7918 at 14; Weathemax, Tr. 7968.

1-86. Intervenors also testified that uncertainty exists as to the

place in the containment at which it will fail. (Thompson, Tr. 6255).

It is their view that one shou?d be very cautious in accepting a single

|
failure pressure or a single place in containment where failure will

occur. (H.). They base this belief on the fact that various studies

have given ranges of failure estimates. (Sholly/ Thompson, ff. Tr. 6147

at8-9; Thompson,Tr.6255).

1-87. None of Intervenors' witnesses have perfomed an analysis of

the design of the Indian Point containments. (Thompson, Tr. 6206;

Weatherwax,Tr.7983). Witness Thompson stated that he had not reviewed

the IPPSS methodology. (Tr. 6206).

1-88. Witness Weatherwax testified that Licensees' analysis used

unverified codes. (Weathemax, ff. Tr. 7918 at 14). In addition,

Tr.6255).E/ Another UCS/NYPIRG witness testified that the predicted

---15/ Although witnesses Sholly and Thompson presented their testimony
concerning containment failure pressure under Commission Question 2,

Q it is more appropriate for discussion under Comission Question 1.

,
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witnesses Sholly and Thompson testified that containment failure pressure
O

must be detennined using either a conservative analysis or scale model
,

'

testing. (Tr. 6193). However, witness Thompson agreed that the onset of

yielding, the point which both Licensees and Staff used as the

containment failure pressure, is more susceptible of analysis than the

ultimate failure pressure. (Tr.6197).

1-89. The containment failure pressure was determined through

structural analysis done for the IPPSS and supported by independent

evaluations. (Licensees, ff. Tr, 6961 at 77, Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492

at19).
1-90. This pressure is not the point at which the containment

structure is actually expected to fail. Rather, it is the point at which
.

extensive yielding of the reinforcing steel rebar in the containment wall

O takes Piace. (n.).
1-91. Licensees assume this failure pressure to be a lower bound

failure pressure based on their knowledge of the properties of the

materials used in the containment, and on their understanding of the

structural response at that pressure. (Toland, Tr. 7341). Licensees

also assumed that at 126 psig the failure mode would be in the fann of

leakage through the containment rather than a hole in the containment

structure. (Toland,Tr.7346).

1-92. The Staff, on the other hand, believed that there could be
~ ;

1

strain on the liner at the intersection of the cylinder wall and

foundation basemat at 118 psig which could result in local liner failure.

Such a failure could result in leakage to the environment. Therefore the

O |
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Staff derived probabilities of failure at lower pressures to account for
O this source of uncertainty. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at 19-20).

1-93. In step five of the Staff's containment analysis the CORRAL -

code was used to provide the radiological release values at the point of

containment failure for each failure mode. (M.at5). For the no

failure cases the CORRAL analysis produced the radiological release

values at a leak rate of 1% of the containment volume per day. (_I_d . ) .

It is this step which detemines the appropriate release categories.

( I_d . ) . The Staff defined nine release categories as representative of

the large number of potential releases from accidents at Indian Point.

(M. at 24; Meyer, Tr. 12493-94). The release categories range in tems

of decreasing severity from (A) to (I). Release category (A) is a direct

failure of the containment due to a seismic event. Release category (I)

O is ao coat iameat failure- (" eyer /erett, ff. Tr.12492 at 2s; Meyer,

Tr. 12494) . The Staff's judoment in putting the many accident sequences

into these release categories was based on its past experience and on

analyses done to ensure that there would not he large variations in the

containment analysis results due to possible differences in the large

number of potential releases which on their face appear to be similar.

(Meyer,Tr. 12494-96). The IPPSS identified six release categories, the

most severe being release category Z-1Q. ( Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 38;

IPPSS Table 6.2-16; IPPSS Table 6.2-17).

1-94. The CORRAL computer code used by the Licensees and the Staff

in the development of their release categories determines the

radiological release fractions based on physical processes occurring in

the containment building. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at 23). The code

- -
- _ _ - _ _ _
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follows the release from core uncovery to containment blowdown at the
O time of containment failure. (M.). It calculates integrated release

fractions of eight radionuclide release groups as a function of time.

(Id.). The procedures and assumptions described in step 5 of the Staff's

containment analysis for determining radionuclide release values are

essentially those used in WASH 1400 and in the IPPSS. (M.at24).
1-95. More recent calculations with more mechanistic aerosol

behavior codes have demonstrated that the CORRAL code, with standard

input assumptions, does not fully consider the amount of aerosol

agglomeration in the containment building atmosphere. (Id.). In

addition, CORRAL does not address retention of aerosols in the primary

system. ( Id,. ) . The Staff does not believe there is a basis for

Licensees' attempt to quantify these effects by assigning probability

O distributicas to various source tea #s. The sub3ect of source terms wiii,

l
! be discussed below.

1-96. The Staff's and Licensees' assessment of containment failure

modes differ in several respects. The first difference is in the area of

the amount of hydrogen generated and its burning phenomenology.

(Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at 51). The Staff assumes a higher percent-

age of metal / water reaction once the core slumps into the vessel and then

onto the containment floor than do the Licensees. (Id.at53).
1-97. Licensees postulate that the behavior of silver contained in

the fuel rods will reduce this metal / water interaction. (M.). It is

the Staff's position that the IPPSS scenerio is only one possible
i

scenario, and a limiting one at that. (Id. at 54; Pratt, Tr. 12496-97).

! O

|
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1-98. The Staff and Licensees also differ in their treatment of the

probability of basemat penetration. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at 58).

Licensees suggest that there will be no basemat penetration if a coolable

debris bed is maintained, and that the debris at Indian Point would be

coolable. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at 76-77). The Staff does not

believe that a coolable debris bed can be guaranteed. (Meyer/Pratt, ff.
|

| Tr.12492 at 58). The Staff uses probabilities of basemat penetration of

10 to 20% when the containment is flooded. (Pratt,Tr. 12552-57). In

the dry cavity case, the Staff assumed much higher probabilities of

containment failure by basemat penetration. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492

at 32).

1-99. There are also some differences in source term

characteristics between the Staff's release categories and those release

j categories found in the IPPSS. ( Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 38). Higher

energy releases are associated with several of the Staff identified

release categories. ( I_d . ) . However, for IPPSS release categories Z-1Q,

Z1, and release category 2 energy releases are higher than for the

Staff's equivalent release cateqories RC-A and RC-B. (_Id . ) . Release

fractions of Cs-Rb and Te-Sb groups of radionuclides in RC-A are

considerably higher than in IPPSS Z-1Q. (Id.). There are no substantive
j

differences between the Staff analysis and the IPPSS analysis pertaining
|

I to the largest three release categories. Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at

58).

1-100. It is difficult to determine the impact of using the IPPSS

failure pressure values in place of the Staff's values. However, it is

c'''' ^^* '"' '' " ''rar'''"ri'''' " "''"'' " "'d cc"" ' ***"** ''''"O
~
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Q in the IPPSS analysis than in the Staff's analysis, and fewer hydrogen

burns would result in containment building failure according to the IPPSS

(_I_d.at62).analysis. d

.

Source Tems

1-101. The source tem is the amount and chemical composition of

the core inventory which may be released to the environment. (Stratten,

ff. Tr. 8190 at 15; Bernero, ff. Tr.12581 at 2). The source. tem used

in the Staff's risk analysis was calculated using the same methods

employed in WASH-1400. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at 24). The IPPSS

also used a source tem related to WASH-1400. (Stratton, et al . , ff.

Tr. 8190 at 9).

1-102. Both Licensees and the Staff agree that the Reactor Safety

O Study neglected certain physical processes that cause retention of

materials within the nuclear facility. (Bernero, ff. Tr. 12581 at 3;

Stratton, et,al , ff. Tr. 8190 at 9). Both Licensees and the Staff agree

that the RSS methodology results in conservative predictions of the

quantity of fission products released to the environment. (Bernero,ff.

Tr.12581 at 3; Stratton, et al., ff. Tr. 8190 at 5). This would lead to

an overestimate of the consequences of severe reactor accidents.

(Stratton, et al., ff. Tr. 8190 at 5).

1-103. Licensees believe that the quantities of various isotopes

should be reduced by factors from 0.9 for noble gases, to a factor of 300

for Te-Sb. (M.atTable1A). These reductions would eliminate the risk
of early fatalities from the Indian Point Units. (H.at6). The risk

Q of latent fatalities would be very small, and the consequences of even

..
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the worst case accidents would be similar to other large scale industrial

accidents. (H.at6). Property damage would be reduced by an order of

magnitude. (M.). The risk reduction gained from mitigating devices

would be reduced by a factor of 10. (Id.). Finally, with a lower source -

(ld.).dtem a smaller EPZ might be justified.,

1-104. The Staff was unable to agree with the estimates of source

term reduction put forth by the Licensees. (Bernero,ff.Tr.12581at

! 3). The Staff viewed the estimates of source term reductions as
;

quantitative estimates of a partial list of the physical processes ,

affecting radionuclides release and transport. (I_d.. at 3-4). Licensees'.

estimates do not necessarily follow from the technical consensus

surrounding the known conservatisms in the Reactor Safety Study

| methodology. (H.at4).
1-105. It is the Staff's position tha'., in light of the continuing

research effort in this area to develop new models and better data, the

use of a reduced source term would be premature. (M.at4,11).

1-106. Licensees point to the Three Mile Island accident as one of

their bases for advocating the use of lower source tems. (Stratton,e_t,t

j _a_1,. , ff. Tr. 8190 at 15). Licensees compared the releases from the TMI

accident with those calculated for WASH-1400 PWR-1 and PWR-2 release

categories. (M. at 16; Bernero, ff. Tr.12581 at 5). The Staff

disagrees with this use of the data from the TMI accident. (Bernero,ff.
'

Tr. 12581 at 5).

1-107. Licensees point out that although there was agreement

between the release from the core predicted in WASH-1400 for the PWR-1

and PWR-2 categories and the TMI observations, they note that there is no

, _ . . _ _ ._ . _ _ _ .,. . ..__ _ _ _ ,_ ..
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such agreement between the releases from containment in the two

instances. (Stratton, et al., ff. Tr. 8190 at 15; Bernero, ff. Tr.12581

at5).
I

1-108. The Staff does not believe that such a comparison provides -

| meaningful insights. (Bernero, ff. Tr.12581 at 5-6). The PWR-1 and

PWR-2 accidents involve catastrophic containment failure within a few

hours of the initiation of the accident. (M.at15). The release at
TMI occurred through the let down and make up systems and the auxilary

,

building vent header, hours or even days after the initiation of the

accident. (M.; Bernero, Tr. 12641-42). The TMI data is expected to be

useful in improving transport modeling, but an examination of the TMI

core, among other things, is necessary to achieve such usefulness.,

(Bernero, ff. Tr.12581 at 6). Such an examination is not expected to be

O completed for two years. (M.).
1-109. Licensees also claim that since cesium iodide is the

dominant chemical form of iodine released from the core, there will be a

reduction in the quantity of iodine released to the atmosphere.

(Stratton, et al., ff. Tr. 8190 at 22). -

1-110. The Staff believes that the basis for the Licensees'

assumption with regard to the reduction in the release of iodine is the

Licensees' understanding of the solubility of cesium iodide and the other

metallic iodides, as opposed to the lesser insolubility of I-2 which is

contained in the RSS model. (Bernero, ff. Tr.12581 at 6).

1-111. It is the Staff's position that the RSS model attributes

very high soluability to I-2. (M. at 7; Bernero, Tr. 12645-46).

O

.
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1-112. The Licensees' next basis for their source term reduction I

O
estimates is that the RSS methodology does not account for agglomeration

and deposition of aerosols in the primary system. (Stratton, et al., ff.

Tr. 8190 at 30 M seq).

1-113. The Staff agrees that this is a known conservatism in the

RSS methodology. (Bernero,ff.Tr.12581at7). However, the Staff does

not agree with the data used by the Licensees to estimate the reduction

in source terms due to the elimination of this conservatism. (M.at
7-8). Licensees' estimates are based on data from a design basis loss of

coolant accident which does not result in any substantial fuel degrada-
'

tion. (Stratton, et al., ff. Tr. 8190 at 34-35; Bernero ff. Tr.12581 at

7-8). The Staff believes that a more appropriate basis for estimating

primary system retention is the TRAPMELT code, a code which addresses

O core meit conditions. (8ernero,ff.Tr.12581at8).
1-114. Preliminary results of calculations now in progress indicate

that the degree of primary system retention is highly dependent on the

specific accident sequence and on the specific reactor design. (_Id . ) .

Therefore, it is too early to assume generic reduction factors. ( I_d . ) .d

1-115. The Staff testified that Licensees appear to have rejected

the CORRAL code assumptions concerning fission product behavior based on

containment systems experiments conducted in the 1960's. (I_d. at 8-9;

Bernero, Tr. 12647-48). However, the Staff points out that these

experiments were empirically fitted into the CORRAL code. (,I_d . ) .

1-116. The Staff also points out that better predictors of fission

product behavior are being validated. (M.at9).

! O
,

!
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1-117. Licensees' witnesses discussed several reactor accidents

which they believe provide additional insights into the difference

between the radioactive inventory in the core and what is actually

released to the environment. (Stratton, e_t_ al . , ff. Tr. 8190 at 46).

The Staff pointed out the limited value of data gathered from the

Windscale and SL1 accidents as a basis for source term reduction

estimates. (Bernero,Tr. 12635-39).

1-118. One Staff witness testified that it was his personal opinion

that an overall factor of ten reduction in the source tenn is likely, but

that more research is needed to validate that opinion. (Bernero,

Tr.12589-90). The witness made it clear that it would be premature to

use this personal prognosis. (Bernero, Tr.12590).

1-119. The Staff expects to advise the Comisssion later this year,

O based on an evaiuation of severai reports scheduied to be issued 4n the

sununer and fall, as to whether there should be source term changes at

that time. (Bernero, ff. Tr.12581 at 11). However, the Staff's source

term research program will not be completed until 1985. (Bernero,

Tr. 12598-99).

1-120. The Board finds that, in light of the remaining research to

be completed and the complexity of this subject area, it is premature to

adopt any source tenn reduction factors at this time.

Accident Consequences

1-121. Using the results of the accident sequence likelihood

analysis and the containment analysis, the Staff and Licensees performed

O
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independent consequence analyses. (Licensees, ff. Tr, 6961 at 91;

Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566).

1-122. The Staff in its consequence analysis predicted offsite

consequences by means of the CRAC computer code, a code developed for use *

in the Reactor Safety Study. (Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 2). The Staff

chose the CRAC code because of its availability, and because of its use

over a number of years as a licensing tool. While there are other codes

which have been cjeveloped such as CRAC 2, the office responsible for

conducting the Indian Point analysis has not detennined that this code

should be used for licensing purposes. ( Acharya, Tr. 8620). Both of

these codes, as well as the CRACIT code, were compared in an interna-

tional benchmark exercise, and compared reasonably well within expected

uncertainties for benchmark prnblems not involving evacuation. CRACIT

treats evacuation in a complicated manner, and very differently from CRAC

or CRAC 2. However, no benchmark comparisons are available involving

evacuation. ( Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 35-36).

1-123. The CRAC code is a series of mathematical and statistical

models used to describe the movement of radioactive material released to

the atmosphere from the reactor as it disperses into the area around the

power plant, and the effects of the dispersed material on man and the

environment. The code does not assess the impact of the dispersion of

the radioactive material in liquid pathways. (Acharya/ Blond, ff.

Tr. 8566 at 2).,

1-124. The CRAC code' evaluated twelve risk measures. (Acharya, ff.

Tr. 8566 at 3). These measures are: Early fatalities with and without

Q supportive medical treatment; population receiving in excess of 200 rem

I

!
1
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to the total bone marrow from each exposure; early injuries; delayed

cancer fatalities from early exposure (excluding thyroid); delayed cancer

fatalities (excluding thyroid) from early and chronic exposures; delayed

thyroid cancer fatalities from early exposure; delayed thyroid cancer -

fatalities from early and chronic exposures, population dose (person rem)

to the exposed generations from early and chronic exposures and genetic

effects on succeeding generations; cost of off-site mitigation measures;

,

land area for long tenn interdiction; and risk to an individual as a

function of distance from the reactor of early fatality, early injury,

and delayed cancer fatality from early exposure. (Id.)..

1-125. Early fatalities are defined as the total nunber of
,

fatalities which would probably result within a year following the ,1

<

accident after acute radiation exposure primarily to the total bone

marrow,. (Acharya/ Blond, ff. Tr. 8568 at 7).

1-126. Supportive medical treatment is the special treatment to be

given to those people receiving potentially lethal doses to the bone

marrow from early exposure (greater than about 175 rem) to minimize early

fatalities. (Acharya,ff.Tr.8566at4). Such treatment includes

reverse isolation, barrier nursing, copious antibiotics, and transfusions

of whole blood, packed cells, or platelets. (Id.). Such treatment

should start within 20 days of exposure to be effective. (H.).
1-127. In the Staff's analysis, early exposure results from

exposure to external ganna radiation from the plume, from internal doses I

from inhalation, and exposure to external gamma radiation accumulated for

up to seven days from ground contamination. (M.at4).
i

i O
1
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1-128. Chronic exposure is received from the use of contaminated

milk and crops and the long-tenn use of the environment. (H.).
1-129. The results of the consequence analysis are portrayed in

terms of individual and societal risk of a given consequence. ( Id. at -

14-19). Risk may be portrayed as a graph that displays the severity of

an accident in terms of the number of casualties, versus the likelihood

or frequency of an outcome of at least that severity or greater severity.

(Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 6). These graphs are called

Complimentary Cumulative Distribution Functions (CCDF). (M.).
Another, simpler way to portray risk is by a single number known as the

expected value of risk. (Id.). This is the annual average consequence

of accidents. (H.). The staff has presented risk in both fashions for

a number of the consequence categories it evaluated. (Acharya, ff.

O Tr. es66 at 14-19).

1-130. The CRAC code makes use of the following plant specific and

site specific data: reactor power level, prohbility of an atmospheric

release, fraction of the core inventory of radionuclides released, the

time from shutdown to the beginning of release, duration of the release,

energy of the release, height of the release above ground, warning time

for off-site emergency response, meteorological data, land use

statistics, population, habitable land area, and emergency response

scenarios. (M.at5-7). The code divides the area within 500 miles of

the plant into sixteen sectors and thirty four concentric rings with the

plant at the center. (Id. at 6).
1-131. For the purposes of its analysis, the Staff has defined

warning time as the estimated interval from the time the operators
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predict the occurrence of a release until the time of the release. (M.

at5).
1-132. The Staff perfonned CRAC calculations using three emergency

response scenarios. (Id_. at 7).
"

1-133. The first scenario involved the evacuation of the population

within ten miles of the plant; and relocation of people from highly

contaminated areas beyond ten miles from the plant,12 hours after plume

passage. (Id.at9). The delay time before evacuation and the effective

evacuation speed were based on evaluations made by Parsons, Brinckerhoff,

Quade and Douglas, and by CONSAD Research Corporation, a contractor for

FEMA. (Id.).
1-134. Evacuation is defined as the early and expeditious movement

of people from the site region to avoid exposure from the radioactive

plume and acute ground contamination. (Jd. ) . Relocation, on the other

hand, is the movement of people from contaminated areas to avoid further

exposure after the plume has passed. ( Id,. ) .

1-135. In the second emergency response scenario (the early reloc

model) the assumption was made that evacuation could not be accomplished.

(Id at 9). People within the footprint of the plume and within tend

miles of the reactor were assumed to leave eight hours after plume

passage. (M.at9). Those people beyond ten miles within the footprint

of the plume were relocated twelve hours after plume passage. (Id.at
9-10).

1-136. The third scenario (the late reloc model) encompassed t,he

adverse conditions occurring as a result of those accidents initiated by

regional disasters that could compromise both 3heltering and evacuation,

-

.
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such as severe earthquakes and hurricanes. (Id. at 10). Under this

scenario people were assumed to be without shelter and to relocate

twenty-four hours after plume passage from highly contaminated areas

extending outward from the site exclusion area boundary. (Id. at 10;

TableIII.C.2).
1-137. The Staff used a stratified meteorological sampling

technique with ninety-one start times for the accident over a one year

period to be consistent with the one year of meteorological data required

by the code. (I_d.at13).
1-138. The Staff reviewed the population data set forth in the

IPPSS. The Staff used the 1980 census to verify whether the estimated

population in the IPPSS was consistent with the 1980 figures. In

addition, the Staff applied appropriate county and regional projected

growth factors to arrive at an estimate of the population for the year

1990. (Soffer, ff. Tr. 8571 at 3). The estimated year 1990 population

was used in the CRAC code. (Soffer, ff. Tr. 8571 at 2).

1-139. The Staff's data concerning property values, costs of

evacuation and decontamination and agricultural costs were obtained from

local and national sources. (Nesse, ff. Tr. 8575).

1-140. The Licensees in their consequence analysis used a

proprietary computer code known as CRACIT. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at

95; Acharya ff. Tr. 8566 at 34-35). CRACIT as well as the CRAC code used

by the Staff and a more recent code known as CRAC 2, were all evaluated

in the international benchmark study. (Blond,Tr.8604).

1-141. CRACIT is a more complex code than CRAC using a larger

amount of meteorological data, modeling evacuation trajectories and plume

- -
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! dispersion and variable wind directions. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at

94-95; Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 34). The model can account for variable

terrain. (Id.at97)._

1-142. Licensees used one emergency response scenario. That is

evacuation of the people within ten miles of the site with a base case

delay time of one hour. (Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 36; Potter,

Tr. 12692). The delay time was modified by probability weighted factors j

to reflect adverse conditions. (Potter, Tr. 12692). Evacuation

trajectories and speeds based on the actual road network in the vicinity

of the site were developed by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas.

Licensees consequence analysis contained in the IPPSS assumes that

evacuation of the 10 mile EPZ would take place in accordance with the

evacuation plan developed by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas.

Beyond 10 miles 90% of the population was assumed to shelter for

24 hours. For the unsheltered population, shielding factors were as

would be appropriate for normal activities. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at

106, 120; Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 36).

1-143. The Staff does not believe that this emergency response

assumption takes account of those accidents initiated by non-nuclear

regional disasters, and the emergency response assumption does not relate

in its entirety to an existing off-site emergency response strategy.

(Id.; see Acharya, Tr. 8645-46). Licensees testified that their emer- -d

gency response assumption was adequate to account for accidents initiated

by, for example, severe earthquakes. They believe that it would be from

12 to 24 hours before a release from containment occurred. They believe

Q this constitutes ample time for evacuation. (Bley,Tr. 7035-36). These

- _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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differences in emergency response scenarios between the Staff's and

Licensees' analyses are very important for early fatality and early

% jury consequence estimates. (Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 36-37). .

1-144. There are also differences between the Licensees' and

Staff's analysis in other areas such as the population data used, the

character of the release assumed for release cateogry 2RW, and the
.

fa'ilure of the Licensees to display risk curves for the unavailability of
,

supportive medical treatment. (Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at 36, 40). In

release category 2RW the Licensees used a multi-phase release over a

period of time, rather than a single puff release as used by the Staff.

(I_d. at 38; Potter, Tr. 7684). Such a multi-phase release reduces early

health consequences from that release category. (Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566
.

at 38).

O 145. In the area of supportive medical treatment, Licensees do not

l present results for the case where there is no supportive medical treat-

ment available. (M. at 40). The availability or unavailability of

supportive medical treatment is considered very important for low

probability scenarios with large early fatality potential. (H.).
1-146. Licensees have performed a two level consequence analysis.

(H.at39). The Level 2 portion of tne analysis represents some judge

mental or subjective variance of the estimates. (M.). The Staff
analysis uses best estimates. Due to this two level approach the Staff's

and Licensees' analyses are not directly comparable. (M.at44-45).
1-147. However, in general the differences between the two analyses

:

result in higher estimates of early fatalities by the staff. (M. at

41). The results for latent effects are quite close. (M.).

!
:
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1-148. Intervenor UCS/NYPIRG criticized the assumptions used in the

IPPSS and Staff consequence analyses. (Sholly, ff. Tr. 8398).
,

|
| 1-149. UCS/NYPIRG's main criticism concerns the failure of the

IPPSS to consider the impacts of external events, including an areawide -'

power failure, on emergency response. (Id. at 8).

1-150. Intervenor claims that in the event of such a blackout,

sirens would not function, thus reducing the effectiveness of public

notification. (M.at10). This, according to UCS/NYPIRG, would

increase the delay time, which is an important parameter in a consequence
1

analysis. (Id.). '

1-151. UCS/NYPIRG points to the possibility that, due to an

external event, evacuation routes could be degraded and the availability

of sheltering may be limited. (M.atkO-11).
O 152. UCS/NYeIRG aiso questions the IeeSS use of a snorter time for

evacuation than that proposed by Parsons, Brinkerhoff, upon whom the

IPPSS claims to rely. (M.at13-14).
1-153. UCS/NYPIRG criticizes the IPPSS assumption that supportive

medical treatment will be available in the event of an accident at Indian

Point. (M.at13,16). Intervenors claim that according to the Staff

testimony, at a probability level of 10-6 , ten thousand people would need

supportive medical treatment in the event of an accident at Indian Point

Unit 2. (M.at18). According to the estimates provided in

NUREG/CR-2300, if more than five thousand people needed treatment, some

would receive less than supportive treatment. (,I_d . ) .

O
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1-154. UCS/NYPIRG believes that the warning time used in the IPPSS

is too conservative, and that a warning time of nine hours would be more

realistic for release category 2RW. (ld. 3t 20).

1-155. UCS/NYPIRG claims that neither the Licensees' nor the

Staff's population estimates reflect the possibility that the population '

or spatial distribution of the population in the area might change by the

end of the lifetime of the Indian Point facilities. (Id. at 24).

However, Intervenors' witness did not review recent population data to

determine whether such changes are expected. (Sho11y, Tr. 8446).

1-156. UCS/NYPIRG claims that the financial consequences are

ignored in the IPPSS, and underestimated in the Staff analysis. (Sholly,

ff. Tr. 8398 at 28, 31). Licensees did analyze certain financial

consequences. Licensees have presented an estimate of property damage in

their testimony. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at 28).

1-157. Witnesses for UCS/NYPIRG also presented an estimate of the

consequences of a particular accident at Indian Point. (Beyea/Palenik,

ff. Tr. 2900). The purpose of Intervenors analysis was to discuss the

adequacy of the Indian Point emergency plans. The accident chosen was

not an Indian Point specific scenario. Rather, the witnesses analyzed

the consequences from a hypothetical accident which resulted in a PWR2

release. (M. at 7, 9).
1-158. The witnesses did not model time-varying weather. They used

a D. Pasquill stability class with a windspeed of 4m/sec. This windspeed

is equivalent to a windspeed of 8 to 12 miles per hour. No changes in

windspeed or turbulence were modeled. The wind was modeled blowing

either to the north or the south of the reactors. (M.at30,33-36).

.
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1-159. The PWR2 release modeled by Intervenors is roughly

equivalent to release Category A in the Staff's risk analysis. (Blond,

ff. Tr. 8369 at 2). Release Category A is the release category with the

largest source term in the Staff's analysis. (M.). Intervenors'

witnesses did not consider the probability of occurrence of a PWR2

release at Indian Point. The basis for not analyzing such a probability

was, according to these witnesses, that the real probability of

catastrophic accidents is not known with enough certainty to be used in

regulatory decision-making. These witnesses testified that they believe

new sequences could be found. They testified that the probability of '

sabotage is so uncertain that no one has attempted its calculation.

(Beyea/Palenik, ff. Tr. 2900 at 67).
,

1-160. Intervenors' witnesses in their illustrative example assumed

that evacuation of a sector from 10 to 20 miles from the reactor would

take one day, evacuation of a sector 20 to 35 miles from the plant would

take 2 days, and evacuation from 30 to 50 miles would take 3 days. ( I_d .d

at28). Using these assumptions Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik estimated the

number of delayed cancer fatalities and thyroid nodules which would occur

for the first sector. There were estimated to be 85 to 850 latent cancer

fatalities. In the second sector it was estimated that from 950 to 9500
|

fatalities would occur. In the third sector there would be from 1425 to

14250 latent fatalities. Intervenors' witnesses added their estimated

number of thyroid deaths to the total number of latent cancer fatalities,

and estimated that from 6,000 to 50,000 cancer deaths would occur from a

PWR2 release at Indian Point. (H.).

O
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1-161. Witnesses Beyea and Palenik did not calculate the number of

early fatalities from a PWR2 release. They gave as their reason for this

omission the difficulty of calculating the dose to someone moving through

areas of different radionuclide concentration. (H.at80). The risk-
dominant sequences at Indian Point, however, are those initiated by

earthquakes or hurricanes. Evacuation was not assumed to be feasible for

such sequences in the Staff's risk analysis. ( Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at

10; Blond /Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8771 at 8).

1-162. Intervenors' witnesses Beyea and Palenik made no attempt to

calculate the probability of occurrence of the consequences they

estimated would occur at or near the Indian Point site. Therefore the

Board requested the Staff and Licensees to provide such calculations..

(Blond, ff. Tr. 8369; Potter, ff. Tr. 8346).

1-163. Intervenors F0E/Audubon presented witnesses who estimated

the consequences of a PWR2 release at Indian Point. (Pisello/Piccioni,

ff. Tr. 8086. These witnesses used a simplified wedge model, and assumed

that for the purposes of their analysis that the wind was blowing toward

New York City. They also presented a scenario involving a release during

an extended period of calm, also using a wedge model. The third scenario

considered is one involving a release in the direction of New York City's

water supply and a rainstorm in that area. The fourth and final scenario

is one involving a release in the direction which keeps the plume over

land for an extended period of time. (M.at4-6). Their analysis
i

predicts large consequences beyond a 50 mile radius of the plant. (M. |

at7).

O
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1-164. No attempt was made either to use Indian Point specific

data, or to calculate the probability of the accidents analyzed at Indian

Point. (Pisello,Tr. 8098-99).

1-165. The model used in this analysis has not been the subject of

a benchmark exercise. (Pisello, Tr. 8155).

1-166. Intervenors F0E/Audubon also claims that the medical care

system would be overwhelmed by a core melt with early containment failure

at Indian Point. (Geiger /Sidell, ff. Tr. 8481 at 8-9).

1-167. Intervenors' witnesses claim that it would be impossible to

distinguish those people needing medical treatment due to radiation

(Id. at 6).dexposure from those suffering from stress.

1-168. Intervenors' witnesses claim that the, situation would be

compounded in the event an accident at Indian Point were accompanied by
G
V an external event. (I_d. at 8)._

1-169. These F0E/Audubon witnesses made no attempt to describe the

type of accident which would cause the results they envision. (Sidel,

Tr. 8491-92). They made no estimate of the probability of such an

accident. (Geiger /Sidel, ff. Tr. 8481 at 3).

1-170. Their analysis is based on their general knowledge as

physicians rather than on any special knowledge of the speciality of

treatment of radiation injuries. (Geiger, Tr. 8496).

1-171. The Staff also analyzed the consequences of releases both to

ground water and to water bodies due to atmospheric pathways and surface

deposition, considering subsequent leaching of ground contamination into

rivers or reservoirs. (Codell, ff. Tr. 8578). Licensees concluded that

Om
accidents which have the potential for releases into ground water were
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low in frequency and would result in smaller consequences than accidents

which could result in atmospheric releases. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at

91). Liquid pathways are routes by which people can be exposed to

radiation through surface and ground water. (Codell, ff. Tr. 8578 at 2).

1-172. The Staff reviewed Licensees' analysis of two ground water

release cases. The first was a release of core debris into the ground

through basemat penetration. The second was a release of contaminated

sump water to the ground through the failed basemat. (M.at5). The
Staff assumed the sump water release to be the more serious of the two

releases, since the sump water would be readily available for transport

to the Hudson River. The heat of the core debris could effectively keep

the radionuclides from reaching ground water for perhaps a year in the

case of the first identified type of ground water release. The radio-

nuclides would, once they contacted the ground water, leach into it and

migrate to the Hudson River. (H.at5-6).
1-173. The Staff determined that in the event of a sump water

release, the Atlantic Ocean beaches such as Coney Island and the

Rockaways would be very much less affected than the Hudson River and New

York Harbor. The Staff estimated that, due to the nature of the sand on

these beaches and the net direction of the transport of sediment from the

ocean to the harbor, the beaches would be two to three orders of

magnitude less contaminated than the harbor or the Hudson River. (M.at
17).

1-174. The Staff concluded with respect to these ground water

releases that the consequences of such releases to the Hudson River would

be relatively small compared to the consequences of airborne releases,

.
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and that the risk posed by such releases would be lower. This is due to

the lower probability of the basemat penetration release category, and

the possibility of a long travel time for the ground water to reach the

i Hudson River, thus allowing time for interdiction. (Id.at18). It is -

not likely that this liquid pathway risk would contribute significantly

to the overall health or economic risks posed by the Indian Point;

facilities. (Id.at19).
1-175. The Staff analyzed the airborne contamination of the liquid

pathway which the Staff believes to be more important than releases to

the ground water. The Staff performed this analysis by evaluating the

contamination of the New York City water supply by Strontium 90 in the

event of a Belease Category C release. The Staff chose the New York City

water supply because it is the most heavily used an'd vulnerable system

which could be affected by an accident at Indian Point. Strontium 90 was

used in the analysis because in drinking water it would be responsible

for 80 to 90 percent of the long-tenn dose. Release Category C releases;

were chosen for the analysis because this release category is the

dominant airborne pathway release. It alone would account for

approximately 98 percent of the liquid pathway risk. (Id. at 20-28).

1-176. New York City is supplied with water by a complicated system

of reservoirs and aqueducts, as well as by a rarely used intake on the

Hudson River upstream from Indian Point. The three main reservoir system

which supply water to New York City are the Croton system, the Delaware
.

system, and the Catskill system. The Croton system is the smallest _

system, but it is the closest to Indian Point. The Delaware system is

the largest system, but is also the furthest away from the Indian Point

.. - ._- . .- - -- . __ -
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! site. (Id.at25-26). Within New York City itself there is a compli-

cated system of holding reservoirs and underground tunnels which receive

the water from these systems via aqueducts. (M.at26).
1-177. The Staff used the Maximum Pennissible Concentrations (MPC)

found in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix B of the Comission's regulations to

provide a perspective on the effects of contamination of drinking water.

(M.at29).
1-178. The Staff concluded that there would be an 11 percent

probability of exceeding the MPC in the water in the Croton system within

one year after the occurrence of an accident at Indian Point resulting in
,

a release Category C release. There would be a 5 percent' probability

that the MPC would still be exceeded five years after the accident.
,

(H.). The probability of exceeding MPC in the other two systems would

O be smaiier, s4nce eney are further away from indian eo4nt than the Croton

System. (M.).
1-179. The Staff also evaluated combinations of the three systems.

In the first year after a Release Category C release at Indian Point

there would be a 1.1 percent chance that the water from the Catskill and

Delaware Sy*tems combined, which provide about 91 percent of New York

City's water, would exceed the MPC. Considering all three systems

together, contamination by Strontium 90 would be well below the levels
;

I
' necessary to cause prompt health effects or early fatalities. (H.at

31-32). The levels of contamination of the water would vary in different

areas of the City, since the Crora, system water does not mix with that

of the other two systems. (M.at31).

O
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1-180. Many of the ur. certainties in this analysis are the same as

those in the CRAC analysis of airborne release consequences. For the

analysis of airborne contamination of the liquid pathway, the atmospheric

dispersion modeling and deposition rate are the important contributors to

uncertainty. (M.at36-37).
1-181. In the event of airborne contamination of the liquid

pathway, the Staff testified that population doses would be accumulated

at very low levels below protective action guides. The Staff.also

testified that contaminated water could be interdicted to reduce doses.

(H.at37-39). The Staff concluded that the risk from contamination of
the liquid pathway by airborne releases would be a small fraction of the

population doses and risk which would be accumulated by the more comonly

analyzed airborne pathways. (M.).

Uncertainties

1-182. Both the staff and licensees have discussed the

uncertainties present in their risk analyses. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961

at 15, 50-51, 62, 108; Rowsome ff. Tr. 8778).

1-183. Licensees have propagated the uncertainties in their

analysis by means of numerical integration using discrete probability

distributions. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at 15).

1-184. In the area of accident sequence likelihoods, Licensees

believe that the probability of the existence of unidentified accident

scenarios would be low because they perfonned a comprehensive analysis

and took into account those scenarios uncovered by operating experience,

studies, and peer review. (M.at50).

__- _- _ _ _ _ _ _
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1-185. Licensees maintain that it is likely that the consequences
O of unidentified scenarios, should they exist, would be no more, and

probably less severe, than those of scenarios already studied. (M.at
)

51).

1-186. Licensees testified that each analyst developed a dependent

human error model that was compatible with the specific testing, main-

tenance or operator action scenarios. As far as this modeling of

dependence is concerned, Licensees believe that their analysis takes

account of the uncertainties in the state of knowledge in this area and

is neither optimistic nor pessimistic. (M.at62).
1-187. In its consequence analysis, Licensees took account of

uncertainties by improving their consequence model to factor in more

meteorological data and more realistic evacuation scenarios. (M. at

O to7)-

1-188. In the Licensees' methodology the state of the knowledge of

the analyst is synonomous with uncertainty bands or level of confidence.

This state of knowledge is expressed in the probability curves. (Kaplan ,

Tr. 7055). Licensees' witnesses testified that in looking at the results

of their analysis, it is important to examine the whole curve they have

presented, rather than just a given point estimate either in the case of

probability or risk. (Bley/Garrick, Tr. 7062; Kaplan, Tr. 7256-57).

1-189. Licensees claim that in their probability analysis they

investigated a number of probability distributions for a given failure
:

rate and incorporated them into their probability curves. (Kaplan, |
_

Tr.7105-7106).
(
! O
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1-190. Licensees' uncertainty analysis contains a subjective
O component which is part of the analysts state of knowledge. (Kaplan,Tr.

7011;7053).

1-191. The Staff, on the other hand, chose not to fonnally -

calculate uncertainties. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 3). It is the

Staff's view that there are many sources of uncertainty, such as modeling

uncertainties and completeness uncertainties, which cannot be

mathematically derived. (M.). Therefore, the Staff provided a

qualitative discussion of the sources of uncertainty and their effects on

risk supported by many sensitivity studies on the effects of uncertain

features of the analysis. (M.at2-3).
1-192. The Staff conducted sensitivity studies in some cases to

i gauge the effect on the Staff's calculations of specific sources of

O uacert 4aty. (tsraei et 1. ff. Tr. 7391 et lai aeyer/Pratt. ff.

Tr. 12492 at 46-51).

1-193. The Staff believe that the IPPSS contains the most

comprehensive assessment of uncertainties of any PRA to date, but that

the risk could be outside the range of risks identified in the IPPSS.

(Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 4).

1-194. In the area of external events and fire analysis, the Staff

believed that the IPPSS uncertainty range is too narrow.

(Buchbinder/Kubicki, ff. Tr. 7577 at 7; Budnitz, ff. Tr. 7489 at 8;

Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 4). This is due in part to the limitations in
,

the methodology for analyzing external events and fire, and to the lack

of understanding of the sensitivity of the external event frequency i

calculations. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 4).

|
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1-195. In a risk analysis, it is the Staff's position that the

sources of uncertainty are to be found in the areas of statistical

uncertainties, modeling uncertainties, completeness uncertainties, and

arithmetic errors. (Id. at 5; Israel et al. ff. Tr. 7391 at 11-14).

1-196. Statistical uncertainties arise from the inability to

measure probability such as human error probabilities or component

failure probabilities with precision. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 5).

However, this source of uncertainty is no more likely to overestimate

risk than it is to underestimate risk. (M.at6).
;

1-197. In the case of the IPPSS analysis, the choice of the

statistical methodology did not result in a large source of uncertainty,

or in a large potential error in most accident sequence likelihood

estimates. (Id.). Sandia recalculated statistical confidence levels

O using a different statistical methodology than used in the IPPSS, and the

IPPSS point estimates generally fell within that recalculated range.

(Israel, et al., ff. Tr. 7391 at 10).

1-198. There were some sequences where the calculations were

sensitive to the choice of statistical methodology or to the choice of

data. The most important example of this was the estimate of double

valve failure probability involved in the interfacing systems LOCA.

(Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 6).

1-199. Modeling uncertainties arise from the inadequacy of the

logic model in representing reality. (Israel, et al., ff. Tr. 7391 at

13). Modeling approximations almost always are made in the pessimistic

: direction. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 6-7). Examples of such pessimistic

assumptions can be found in the treatment of partial failures as outright

,
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failures, and in the treatment of severe core damage as a full core melt.

(Id. at 7). Such approximations would tend to exaggerate the risk. The

belief that modeling approximations compensate for errors of omission is

plausible but is not always or precisely true. (M.). *

1-200. The Staff does not believe the influence of this area of

uncertainty can be formally calculated. However, the Staff points out
!

that there is much experience with refining the modeling approximations

in PRAs which helps to illuminate the issue. (M.).
1-201. Completeness uncertainties arise from the inability of the

analyst to evaluate exhaustively all contributors to risk due to a lack

of knowledge or due to a limited scope of the analysis. (Israel,etal.,

ff. Tr. 7391 at 13). Sandia oelieved that the review in the IPPSS was a

state-of-the-art review as far as completeness was concerned. (Id. at
O .

13-14).

1-202. Omissions or lack of completeness ger,erally lead to under-

estimates of accident sequence likelihoods, and thus to underestimates of

risk. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 7). Some examples of omissions are

sabotage, and design errors not revealed by documentation or operating

experience. (M.). Other omissions center around those contributors to
risk which are not treated reliably as of yet. Such an area is operator

misdiagnosis of an accident in progress. (H.). There are also
omissions which could lead to overestimates of risk, such as operator

innovation to recover from an event. (M.).
1-203. Licensees' consultants consider sabotage as an event which

is beyond the scope of the analysis they were asked to perform. (Kaplan,
|

] Tr.7031). They believe that PRA methodology is capable of estimating

|
,
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the risk of sabotage, but that it involves matters best not discussed in

a public study. (Garrick,Tr. 7043-7045).

1-204. The Staff does not believe that the state of the PRA

methodology can acc0unt for the likelihood of sabotage attempts.

(Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 12).

1-205. Other omissions are not likely to affect risk predictions

for two reasons. First, great care has been taken in modeling the most

likely or the most severe accidents, so that errors of omission are more

likely to appear in those accidents which are less important contributors

to risk. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 8). These omissions might raise the

likelihood of a few sequences from very small levels to a level that is

still very small in terms of its contribution to core melt or to risk.

Secondly, there are only a few accident sequences which fail all of the

systems at the same time whose failure is necessary to cause severe

offsite consquences. (M.). Errors of omission are likely to occur in

those accidents which are well contained, since there are many more such

accidents. (Id.at8-9).
1-206. It is the Staff's position that the vast majority of

accident sequences have been analyzed and that their likelihood has been

reasonably estimated. (M.at12).
1-207. Arithmetic errors, which are errors in computation, could

grossly distort the results of a risk analysis. However, such errors

would have been conspicuous in the review of the IPPSS by Sandia. (M.).
-1-208. The Staff believes that there are significant uncertainties

in the containment analysis in containment failure characteristics,

G
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phenomenology, and accident progressions. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr. 12492 at
O

46).

1-209. The Staff conducted sensitivity studies in the areas of the

ability of hydrogen burns to fail containment, failure by overpressuri-

zation, the ability of the flooded cavity to establish a coolable debris

bed, and perfonnance by the fan coolers of their function in the adverse

environment of a severe accident to determine the effect of these

uncertainties on risk. (M. at 46-47).
1-210. Large variations in the hydrogen burn failure mode only

change the overall risk of the Indian Point facilities by a factor of

two. (M.at48).
1-211. The effect on risk of increasing the probability of

overpressurization failure to account for the phenomonological and

O feilure Pressure uacertainties only effects r4sk by e factor of two or

less. (M.).
1-212. Uncertainties in the ability to estabish a coolable debris

bed changes risk by less than 10%. Therefore the risk at Indian Point is

insensitive to basemat penetration. (M. at 49). Fan coolers are

important to risk. However, the design of the cooler is such that the

potential for their failure is small. (M.). It is the Staff's

conclusion that even if all of the radioactive material available for

release in the core were to be released in every core melt accident, the

risk posed by the Indian Point facilities would not be more than a factor

of ten higher than the staff's risk analysis suggests. (Rowsome,ff.

Tr. 8778 at 17).
|
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1-213. Uncertainties in the consequence analysis arise from
O approximations in the calculational models, and lack of definite

knowledge about the numerical values of many input parameters. ( Acharya ,

ff. Tr. 8566 at 20). -

1-214. The most important uncertainties affecting the consequence

analysis are within the areas of probability of the release category, the

quantity and chemical fom of the release, and the dispersion modeling.

(Id.at20-21).
1-215. An order of magnitude increase in a release categories

probability results in an order of magnitude increase in societal risk.

(M.at20).
1-216. Variations in source tems could lead to substantially lower

health effects, particularly in the area of early fatalities. (M.at
O 21) H'

~

1-217. Dispersion modeling can result in substantial underestimates

or overestimates of early and latent health effects, and of property

damage. (M.).
1-218. There are also uncertainties, according to the Staff, in the

areas of duration and energy of the release, warning time before evacua-

tion, time of the release and the accident progression, meteorological

sampling, emergency response effectiveness, dose conversion factors and

dose-response relationships, decontamination of exposure pathways and

16/ The subject of source term reduction is discussed further in
Findings of Fact 1-101. - 1-120.

O
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deposition effects, and economic parameters and modeling. (M.at
21-25).

1-219. Duration of the release affects the width of the plume. If

the release is longer the air and ground concentrations are lowered, but

the area of contamination is greater. The thermal energy of the release

affects plume rise. The greater the energy of the release, the larger

the distance from the reactor at which early health effects are projected

for large radionuclide releases. (M.).
1-220. The warning time before evacuation has a considerable

influence on the effectiveness of offsite emergency response. The longer

the warning time the more effective the emergency response. (M.at
22-23).

1-221. The time of the release in the accident progression affects

O the amount of depletion of radionuclides.

1-222. The uncertainty surrounding the meteorological sampling

scheme used in the Staff's analysis relates to the possibility that the

meteorological sequences used with the selected 91 start times may not

adequately represent all meteorological variables during the year. This

factor contributes to greater uncertainty for early effects, and less

uncertainty for latent effects. (M.).
1-223. Emergency response effectiveness concerns the difference

between modeling assumptions compared with what would happen during an

actual severe reactor accident in reality. It could cause large

uncertainties in early health consequences. The uncertainties in the

area of latent effects would be smaller. (Id.).

O
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1-224. Uncertainties in the dose response relationships for early

fatalities surround the availability of supportive medical treatment.

Its influence on early fatalities is less than a factor of 5. (Id_. at

24). Latent effect dose response relationship uncertainties could result

in small underestimates but large overestimates of consequences. (M.).
1-225. There are large uncertainties in the areas of

decontamination of the exposure pathway and deposition effects.

Uncertainties as to decontamination relate to possible differences

between the protective action guide levels for interdiction and

decontamination used in the Staff analysis, and those which would be used

in a given accident situation. Further uncertainty arises due to lack of

precise knowledge about the fate of the radionuclides in the environment

as influenced by natural processes such as runoff and weathering.

O uncertainty also exists regarding the economic parameters used in the

Staff's analysis. (Id. at 24-25).

1-226. UCS/NYPIRG criticizes the use of PRAs as determiners of

absolute risk, due to the large number of uncertainties they believe to

be present in PRA analysis. These uncertainties occur particularly in

the area of omissions. (Weatherwax, ff. Tr. 7918).

1-227. UCS/NYPIRG listed omissions in the areas of sabotage, the

assessment of wearout of equipment, accelerated equipment failure in

' extreme environments, willful violation of NRC regulations, and

construction errors. (Id.at6-8).
i

1-228. In the area of sabotage UCS/NYPIRG's witness admitted that'

he had no way of quantifying the contribution of sabotage to the risk at |

the Indian Point facilities. (Weatherwax,Tr. 7946-47).
l

l

I
|
i
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1-229. Mr. Weathemax testified that he believed that there would

be an incentive for plant operators to keep equipment running, even in

violation of NRC regulations. (Tr. 7949). However, he was unable to

point to any Indian Point-specific instances of such willful violations.

(Tr.7953).

1-230. Intervenors' witness in discussing the omission of

consideration of wear-out, agreed that no PRA to date had attempted to
~

model such an effect for a nuclear power plant. (Weathemax, Tr. 7953).

Intervenors do not contend that the data base used in the IPPSS does not

adequately represent the age of the equipment at Indian Point.

(Weatherwax, Tr. 7954). Rather, Intervenors' witness believes that there

is no data base in existence which would show the relevance of aging

effects. (H.). Intervenors' witness was not aware of the replacement

O program in effect at the Indian Point facilities. (Weathemax,

Tr. 7955). He was concerned about those items which could not be

replaced. The only piece of equipment he was able to identify in this

category was the pressure vessel itself. (Weathemax, Tr. 7957-58). The

state of the Indian Point pressure vessels has been addressed both by the

Staff and by the Licensees in response to Board Question 1.4.

(Woods /Klecker, ff. Tr. 8700; Bley/ Richardson, ff. Tr. 8382).

Intervenors' witness identified the containment sprays and fan coolers as

the type of equipment he believed world have to operate in a severe

environment. He agreed that these pisces of eqiupment would be designed
:

, to operate in accident environments. (Weathemax, Tr. 7960). It was his'

contention that, nevertheless, the failure rate used in the IPPSS for

this equipment was probably not high enough. (Weatherwax, Tr. 7%1). He

|
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acknowledged that Sandia in its review had followed the tendency in other
O'

PRAs not to assume a particular failure rate for such equipment, but

rather to assume that the equipment fails. (Weatherwax,Tr.7959). He |

believed this *.ype of an assumption to be a conservative one.

(Weathemax, Tr. 7973).

i 1-231. Intervenors' witness criticized the lack of consideration of
! design and construction errors. However, he was unable to identify any

such errors which occurred during the construction of the Indian Point

facilities. (Weatherwax, Tr. 7967). He was also unfamiliar with the

Quality Assurance program in effect during construction, or with the

surveillance and testing program in effect now that the plants are

operating. (Weathemax, Tr. 7966).

| 1-232. UCS/NYPIRG also believes that there are non-conservatisms in

O the area of fire modeling, such as a lack of consideration of the hot gas

mode, and lack of consideration of control room fires. (Weathemax, ff.

Tr.7918at15). The Staff considered the high temperature degradation

of cable insulation caused by a nearby exposure fire, without cable .

ignition (hot gas mode), and estimated its effect on core melt frequency.
,

The Staff determined that such a failure mode would have an impact of a

factor of 2 to 4 on overall coremelt frequency estimates for Units 2 and

3 respectively. Staff witnesses testified that, since these factors are

far below the range of uncertainty in the overall core melt frequency

estimates, they do not represent a significant change in the estimated

frequencies. (Buchbinder/Kubicki, ff. Tr. 7577 at 10). The Staff also

addressed the subject of the absence of consideration of control room

fires in the IPPSS. They detemined that, although comprehensive

- _ - __
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analysis should include the consideration of such fires due to their
O

possible in-plant consequences, there were no data to support a high

frequency of occurrence of control room fires. (M.). The Staff also
concluded that there were conservatisms in the areas of fire locations,

propagation pattern and damage, fire growth, and spread modeling and

modeling of fire extinguishment effectiveness. (Id. at 13).
1-233. Intervenors' witness testimony does not purport to provide

either a quantitative or a qualitative estimate of the effects of these

omissions and nonconservatisms on the IPPSS results. (Veatherwax,ff.

Tr. 7918 at 2). Mr. Weatherwax has not perfonned any Indian Point

specific systems performance analysis, apart from his review of the

IPPSS. (Tr. 7934.)

1-234. Intervenors F0E/Audubon's witness claims that the

O predesiiity estimates in the IreSS ere 4ncorrect decause of the

susceptibility of nuclear power plants to accidents which design

engineers could not anticipate. (Perrow, ff. Tr. 7843 at 2). It is Dr.

Perrow's position that a designer cannot anticipate the interactions of

complex systems, and that operators cannot comprehend them wherr they

occur. (M.at3).
1-235. It is F0E/Audubon's position that only after one thousand

years of experience with each type of reactor could one then say that

eveything unexpected had happened, and even then " systems accidents"

would occur. (Id.at6). This is because experience does not mean much,
- since one change in the plant might cause a new difficulty. (Id. at

6-7).

O
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1-236. Dr. Perrow was unfamiliar with the workings of the Indian

Point units, and with the field of risk assessment in general.

(Tr. 7848). He stated that he had not analyzed the Indian Point units at

all. (Perrow,Tr. 7847-48). He did not provide any quantitative

estimates of the probability of occurrence of what he calls a " system

accident", and did not describe any scenario of this type at Indian

Point. (Perrow, ff. Tr. 7843).

1-237. Staff witness Rowsome testified as to his judgment

concerning the possible ranges of error for each of the main contributors

to uncertainty. He then multiplied these estimates to arrive at a

judgment of the range of possible error in the bottom-line risk

predictions. He judged that the likelihood of the more severe releases

of radiation which drive the offsite radiological risk could be in error

O by a factor of 30 (higher) or 1/30 (lower). Likewise, the quantity of

fission products that might be released to the atmosphere in these

accidents might range from three times the Staff's estimate to 1/30 of

the Staff's estimate. He believed that most of the consequences are

predicted within a factor of 10 of the correct value, or better. He

judged that the uncertainty of the Staff's bottom-line risk predictions

could be too low by a factor of 40, or too high by a factor of 400.

(Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8778 at 19).

Results

1-238. The Staff's risk analysis shows that the most probable

accident, given that a core melt occurs, is either the case in which the

containment retains its integrity, (release category I) or the case in

..~ , . .. - , ,. - . . ..
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which there is an eventual release through the containment basemat. This
O,

accident is release category H. (Blond /Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8771 at 6).

1-239. Both of these categories of accidents result in minimal

(_I_d . ) . They do not result in anydoffsite health and safety impacts.

early health effects. (1d.). The contamination is so low that offsite
emergency response would probably not be warranted. (M.).:

1-240. The most probable accident, given a core melt, resulting in

large releases is the case in which the containment fails by gradual

overpressurization. (Id.). Such accident sequences would fall into
i

release Category C in the Staff analysis.

1-241. Although release Categories A and B have large releases, l

they also have a lower probability than release Category C. Thus, the
!

risk importance of these scenarios is significantly reduced. (M.).

O 1-242. The Staff conciudes that more than 90t of the r4sk Posed by

the Indian Point facilities comes from small-break loss-of-coolant

accidents. Included in this class of events are those transients which

cause small breaks in the pump seals of the reactor coolant pumps. This

chain of events is a dominant contributor to the risk at Indian Point.,

(M.at7).
1-243. These dominant accidents are initiated by external events

| such as earthquakes, hurricanes, and fires. (H.at8).
1-244. The Staff's estimates of the societal risks posed by Indian

Point Unit 2 per reactor year are as follows: early fatalities with

| supportive medical treatment 1.48(-2) persons; early fatalities without

supportive medical treatment 3.60(-2) persons; early injuries 1.15(-1)

persons with supportive medical treatment; 9.48(-2) persons without

._ . . --
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1

supportive medical treatment; delayed cancer fatalities (excluding

thyroid) from early exposures 7.54(-2) persons; delayed cancer fatalities

(excluding thyroid) from early and chronic exposures 1.66(-1) persons; 4

1
'

delayed thyroid cancer fatalities from early exposure 3.88(-2) persons;

delayed thyroid cancer fatalities from early and chronic exposures

4.29(-2) persons; total person / rem 2.61(+3); genetic effects 6.78(-1)

cases; cost of offsite mitigation measures in 1981 dollars 2.81(+5); land

area for long-term interdiction 3.66(+3) square meters. ( Acharya, ff.

Tr. 8566 at Table III.C.6).

1-245. The Staff's estimates of the expected societal risk per

reactor year posed by Indian Point Unit 3 are as follows: early

fatalities with supportive medical treatment 3.75(-3) persons; early

fatalities without supportive medical treatment 1.11(-2) persons; early

injuries persons with supportive medical treatment 4.09(-2) persons;

early injuries without supportive medical treatment 3.41(-2) persons;

delayed cancer fatalities (excluding thyroid) from early exposure

3.86(-2) persons; delayed cancer fatalities (excluding thyroid) from

early and chronic exposures 9.02(-2) persons; delayed thyroid cancer

fatalities from early exposure 2.12(-2) persons; delayed thyroid cancer

fatalities from early and chronic exposures 2.36(-2) persons; total

person / rem 1.43(+3);geneticeffects3.72(-1) cases;costofoffsite

mitigation measures in 1981 dollars 1.65(+5) dollars; land area for

long-tenn interdiction 2.06(+3) square meters. (Id_. at Table III.C.7).

| 1-246. A Staff witness stated that the expected risk associated
i
' with all health effects at Indian Point is approximately one health

effect per reactor year. (Blond /Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8771 at 9).
Ov

H
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1-247. The overall risk of property damage is approximately one

million dollars per year. (Id.). These risks represent the annual

threat the Indian Point plants pose to the public. (M.).
1-248. The most important internally initiated event at either

Indian Point unit is the interfacing system LOCA. (Licensees,ff.

Tr. 6961 at 33).

1-249. It is the Staff's position that there is a low absolute

probability, 10-6 to 10-11 per year, of an individual receiving a lethal

dose of radiation from an accident at Indian Poirit. (Blond /Rowsome,ff.

Tr. 8771 at 11).

1-250. A yearly cancer fatality rate due to a reactor accident may

be calculated by dividing the total latent cancers by 30 years, which is

the period during which most of the cancers will be occurring. This

O calcuietion leeds to the conclusion that there would pro 8ebiy not be a

statistically significant increase in the cancer fatality rate of the

population at risk even if a severe accident were to occur at Indian
i

Point. (M.at12). There is a two order of magnitude decrease in the

latent cancer fatality risk to an individual from one to fifty miles from

the Indian Point plants. (M.).
1-251. Less than one square mile of land would probably be subject

to interdiction for the projected accidents at Indian Point. (M.at
15).

1-252. The Staff concluded that even for those severe accidents

with a possibility of causing lethal exposures, such exposures would

generally be limited to within a couple of miles of the Indian Point

facility. (M.at9).

-
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1-253. In the case of the Indian Point containment, the Staff

concluded that both the containment sprays and the fan coolers must fail

) in order to fail the containment directly to the atmosphere for initially

contained core melt accidents. (Id.at7). Therefore, if either system

is operable the risk posed by these two units is very small. (M.).i

;
'

1-254. The Staff analysis also shows that there is little

difference in the effectiveness of evacuation and early relocation in

! preventing health risks at Indian Point. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 8775 at
;

j 7). There is a 4% or less difference in risk between the early reloc and

the evac reloc emergency response modeled in the Staff analysis in each

j risk category. (M.). The analysis also indicates that property damage

estimates are higher in the scenario involving evacuation is not assumed

j to occur. (Id. at 7). The latent cancer fatality and person rem risks

O for evecuationereiocation modei 4s very close to the vaiue for the eariy
.

relocation model. Person-rem, and the latent casualty risk that are2

, thought to be very roughly proportioned to person-rem, are only modestly
,

influenced by what happens in the plume exposure EPZ. Most of the latent
i

; cancer commitments originate from exposures at distances greater than 10

j miles. The two emergency response models evac /reloc and early reloc are

identified in their portrayal of emergency response beyond 10 miles.

| (M.at7-8).
i |

| 1-255. Anticipatory evacuation is an effective risk reduction '

i strategy for accidents resulting in Release Categories C, D, E, F, and G.
i

| This is due to the long time before the occurrence of the release in

these categories. (M.at11). For the more severe accidents there is

not enough time for evacuation to be significantly more effective than
O~
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applicable for 10% of the early fatality risk posed by Indian Point.

(M.at9).
1-256. Supportive medical treatment, if available to those

receiving high doses, can substantially reduce the risk of early

fatalities at Indian Point. (Id at 7).
1-257. On March 14, 1983, the Connission issued a Policy Statement

regarding safety goals for nuclear reactors. (Rowsome/ Blond,.ff.

Tr. 12834 at B8).

1-258. The first design objective in this Policy Statement is that

the risk to an average individual in the vicinity of a nuclear power

plant of early fatalities which might result from an accident should not

> exceed one-tenth of one percent of the non-nuclear background risk. (M.

atB-11).

1-259. The non-nuclear risk to an average individual in the U.S. is

a probability of 5 x 10-4 accidental death per year. (M.).
Approximately 4,642 people reside within 1.25 miles of the Indian Point

plants. (M.). Therefore the expected average non-nuclear fatality rate

within one mile of the Indian Point site is 2.32 accidental deaths per

year. (M.).
1-260. After fixes inspired by the PRAs for the Staff's evac

reloc/ late reloc case without supportive medical treatment, the expected

early fatality risk is 47% of the design objective. The early reloc/ late

reloc case without supportive medical treatment is 49% of the design

objective. (Id,.atB-12). The case using no supportive medical

r] treatment is a limiting case, since the Staff believes that even if

- - __
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| supportive medical treatment would not be available for all those in need
!

of it, it will be available for some. (H.atB-13). The early fatality

rates for the case of supportive medical treatment are respectively 32%

and 34% of the design objective. (M.atB-12).
1-261. Using the after fix case, since it reflects the plants as

operating today, the Indian Point plants are consistently below the

design objective for early fatalities. (H.atB-13). The uncertainties
in the risk analysis are larger than the margins by which the risk of

(Id.). Therefore thedearly fatalities falls below the design objective.

staff cannot be certain the risk is below this design objective. (H. at
B-14). However, if it does rise it will still' be only a few tenths of

one percent of the non-nuclear background risk. (H.).
1-262. The design objective for societal risks of latent cancer to

the population in the area near a nuclear power plant is that the risk of

latent cancer fatalites that might result from operation should not

exceed one-tenth of one percent of the sum of risks of cancer fatalities

resulting from all other causes. (M.). The Staff used as its frame of
reference the biologically average individual within 50 miles of the

site. (_Id.atB-15).
1-263. The Staff estimates that 15,480,000 people iisc ' thin 50

miles of the Indian Point plants. The cancer fatality rate of the U.S.

is 1.9 x 10-3 fatalities per person per year. (M.). Therefore, the

cancer fatality rate is roughly 29,000 cancer fatalities per year within

50 miles of the Indian Point site. One-tenth of one percent of this rate

is 29 cancer fatalities per year. (M.).

O
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1-264. Again using the after fix case with the evac reloc/ late

reloc model, the expected cancer risk from early and chronic exposure

within 50 miles of the site is 0.84% of the design objective. For the

early reloc/ late reloc case, the expected cancer risk of the site is -

0.85% of the design objective. The projected risk of cancer fatalities

falls far below this design objective. It is very unlikely that, even

considering the uncertainties in the risk analysis, the Indian Point

units would pose anywhere near one-tenth of one percent of the background
,

risk of latent cancer fatalities for the average individual within 50

miles of the site. (H.atB-16). .

,

1-265. According to the Comission's benefit / cost guideline also

incorporated into the Safety Goal Policy Statement, the benefit of an

incremental reduction in societal mortality risk should be compared with

the associated costs on the basis of $1,000 per person-rem averted. (M.

atB-18).

1-266. According to this guideline the Staff has estimated that it

would be worth $1.8 million per year to eliminate the risk of severe

accidents from Indian Point Unit 2, and $1 million per year to eliminate

the risk of accidents at Indian Point Unit 3. (Id. at B-22). Over the

lifetime of these plants, using a 5% discount rate, the present worth

calculations show that the public health and safety concerns might j

warrant spending up to $27 million at Indian Point Unit 2 and

$14.8 million at Indian Point Unit 3 to eliminate the risk of severe

accidents. (M.atC-11).-
1-267. The Staff witnesses also monetized the risks of these two

facilitics and reached essentially the same conclusions concerning the

i -
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expense to eliminate severe risk at Indian Point as did the safety goal

benefit-cost guideline analysis for prevention fixes. (H.atB-22).
! 1-268. The fourth design objective states that the likelihood of a

nuclear reactor accident that results in large-scale core m'lt should

nomally be less than one in 10,000 per year of reactor operation. (M.

atB-18).

1-269. According to the Staff's estimates, the core melt frequency

for Indian Point Unit 2 for the after fix case is 3.5 x 10-4 petyear.

The estimated core melt frequency for unit 3 is also 3.5 x 10-4 per year

in the after fix case. (Id.). These estimates are above the design

objective. (M.).
1-270. When the uncertainties in risk analysis are considered, it

is the Staff's conclusion that the core melt frequencies are roughly in

(Id. atdthe high side of the neighborhood of the design objective.

B-19).

1-271. It is the Staff's position that the frequency of the three

release categories which give rise to nearly all the offsite radiological

risk is a far better measure of risk than the overall core melt

frequency. (M.atB-20). This frequency is well below the design

objective. (M.at19). The Staff points out that the largest part of

the residual (after fix) core melt frequency is attributable to the very

well mitigated release categories H and I. Since these categoriet result

in minor offsite consequences they do not present an issue of public

health and safety. (M.).-

O
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1-272. Licensees have also concluded that the health risks posed by

the Indian Point units are extremely small. (Licensees, ff. Tr. 6961 at

22).

1-273. Licensees state that the frequency of accidents causing any

early fatalities is about 1 x 10-8 per reactor year, that is, once in

100 million reactor years for Unit 2. For Unit 3 the frequency of acci-

dents causing early fatalities is once in 140 million years. (M.at27,

30). The ' corresponding Staff estimates the frequency of accidents

causing one or more early fatalities are 9 x 10-6 per year (Unit 2) and

5 x 10-6 per year (Unit 3). (Acharya, ff. Tr. 8566 at Figures III.C.1

and III.C.12).

1-274. Licensees' risk curves show that for latent effects, the

frequency of an accident causing an increase of 0.1% or more above the

O natura, cancer fatai4ty rate is roughiy 3 x 10-6 for unit 3 and once in

50,000 years for unit 2. (Id,.at27,29).

1-275. For property damage the Licensees' best estimate curves show

that the frequency of occurrence of any offsite radiological property

damage is no greater than once in 6700 reactor years for Unit 2, and once

in 17,000 years for Unit 3. (H.at28).
1-276. They conclude that the Indian Point units represent a very

small increase in the cancer rate of the regions surrounding the

facilities. Licensees have concluded that both Indian Point units have

health risks smaller than those adopted by the Commission's preliminary

safety goals. (Bley, et al., ff. Tr.12663 at 4).
.

O
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1-277. Licensees argue that the uncertainties in the risk analysis

are offset by the large margins between the calculated risk and the |

preliminary safety goals. (M.at4-5).
1-278. Licensees testified that the average early fatality risk *

within one mile of the Indian Point facilities as a fraction of other

accident risks within one mile is 1.4 x 10-5 for Unit 2 and 1.3 x 10-5

for Unit 3. The design objective expressed in the same manner would be 1

x 10-3 (M.at7).. .

1-279. For latent fatalities the risk expressed at a fraction of

the cancer fatality rate within 50 miles of the plant is 6.0 x 10-6 for

Unit 2, and 1.4 x 10-6 for Unit 3. The NRC design objective is 1 x 10-3 ,

(M.). The core melt frequency at Indian Point Unit 2 is 1.4 x 10-4 and

for Unit 3 is 5.0 x 10 -5 The core melt frequency in the safety goals.

O established by the NRC is 1 x 10~4 (M.)..

1-280. If the core melt frequency from only. internally initiated

events is considered, the core melt frequency for Unit 2 would be 5.0 x

10-5 and for Unit 3 would be 3.0 x 10-5 (Id.)..

1-281. These estimates show that the Indian Point units are below

the early fatalities design objective by factors of 70 and 75

respectively. (Id.at6). They are below the design objective for

latent cancer risk by factors of 165 and 710 respectively. (Id.).
1-282. Licensees have found the dominant contributors for both

units to be the interfacing systems LOCA with a probability of 4.6 x 10-7

per year. (Licensees, ff.'Tr. 6961 at 33).

1-283. The Licensees testified that latent cancer fatalities that

could result from an accident at Indian Point represent only a slight

|
|
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Q increase above the naturally occurring cancer fatality rate. For the

purpose of estimating the cancer fatality rate, these latent fatalities

are assumed to occur over a 30-year period and within a 50-mile radius of

the plant site. (M.at27). There are three dominant contributors to

the latent cancer risk at Indian Point 2. The first contributor is a

large hurricane which causes overpressurization after loss of AC power.

(Id.. at 34). The second contributor to latent cancer risk at Unit 2 is a
tornado which causes loss of offsite and onsite power and other plant

equipment. This accident sequence has an estimated probabilty of 1.6 x

10-5 per year. The next contributor is a seismic event leading to a

complete loss of power and thus to late overpressurization. This acci-

dent has an estimated probabilty of 6.9 x 10-8 per reactor year. (M.at
34). .

1-284. For Indian Point Unit 3 the two dominant contributors to the

latent cancer risk are: 1) a fire in the switchgear or cable spreading

room leading to a late core melt with a probability of 6.9 x 10-6 and

2) a seismic event causing loss of AC power and leading to late melt and

overpressurization. This accident sequence has an estimated probability

of 2.4 x 10-6 per reactor year. (H.).
1-285. Licensees also conclude that if the fan coolers or one of

the containment sprays is working, containment will not fail at either

unit by overpressurization. (H.at24).
1-286. Licensees concluded that because more than 95 percent of the

early fatality risk is within four miles of the plant, evacuation of

areas beyond the 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) is at best of

O
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marginal overall societal benefit. Based on this and reductions in the

source term, a smaller EPZ may be justified. (M.at25).
1-287. The Staff's analysis determined that no further design

changes were necessary at the Indian Point facilities to reduce the -

residual risk. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr.12834 at C-23).

1-288. The Staff also concluded that the Indian Point facilities do

not present an undue risk to the health and safety of the public. (H.).
The Staff concluded that no mitigation features should be required at the

(Id.atC-13). Finally, the Staff concludedIndian Point facilities. d

that a safety assurance program should be implemented at Indian Point to

insure that the conduct of operation and lessons learned from operating

experience remain consistent with the severe accident risk posed by the

plants as estimated by the Staff. (M.atC-16). .

1-289. This program would substantially lower the likelihood,

according to the Staff, that the risk posed by the Indian Point

facilities might be substantially higher than the Staff's best estimates

suggest. It would also substantially lower the likelihood that the risks

might grow in the future. (M.atC-17).
1-290. The Staff testified that the IPPSS takes credit for operator

actions beyond those existing in written procedures or in operator

training at Indian Point. The Staff believes that under this program the

procedures and operator training would be updated to reflect this credit.

(Id.at17)._

1-291. The Staff testified that this program should involve:

1) the review of existing procedures and technical specifications; 2) the

use of PRA to evaluate future failure data at Indian Point and to

. .- .-
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evaluate the significance of precursors at other plants; and 3) the

continued use of the IPPSS as an operations management and design tool.

The program would involve the training of plant personnel as to the

importance of their responsibilities with respect to risk. (Id.at *

C-18-20).

1-292. The Staff testified that the maintenance and updating of the i

IPPSS would help insure that lessons learned in the future would be |
{

understood and acted upon when appropriate. (Id.atC-18). j

1-293. The Staff testified that the prospects for the cost-
| 1

| effectiveness of this program are excellent. A Staff witness gave it as |

|
his opinion that after large start-up. costs, the program would cost !

approximately 100 to 300 thousand dollars per year to maintain in place.

(Id.). .

O 1-294 The Staff conciuded that whiie its mitigetion stretegy was
,

feasible and did provide risk reduction, the plant was safe enough as it

is and the cost of the strategy was over and above the amount which the

staff estimated it was worth spending to reduce the residual risk at

Indian Point. Only relatively inexpensive features or strategies in the

range of 1 to 10 million dollars would be potentially attractive for

further risk reduction under the benefit cost guidelines presented in the

Comission's safety goal. (Id. at C-15).

1-295. The Board finds that the risk posed by the Indian Point

facilities is small.

1-296. The Board finds that the Indian Point facilities fall below

the Comission's design objectives both for early and latent fatalities.

) O

,
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1-297. The Board finds that as far as the core melt frequency fori

O<

each unit is concerned, they do not satisfy the design objectives for
|
!

overall core melt frequency. However, the Board finds that, since the '

overall core melt frequency is largely made up of accidents which do not

constitute a risk to public health and safety, in judging the risk

attention should be given to those three severe release categories which
;

result in nearly all of the public health and safety consequences, rather

than to the overall core melt frequency.

1-298. The Board finds that the frequency of these three release

categories is below the core-melt frequency design objective.'

1-299. The Board finds that the risk posed by the Indian Point

facitilities is, not significantly affected by the ability to engage in

evacuation rather than relocation.

O 1-300. The Board finds that the Staff and Licensees have conducted

state-of-the-art risk analyses which attempt to take account of the

uncertainties inherent in such analyses.

Contention 1.1

(Comparison With Non-Nuclear Background Risks)

1.1-1. Contention 1.1 was first admitted by the Board in its Order

of April 23, 1982. (Memorandum and Order (formulating contentions,

assigningintervenors,andsettingschedule)at3).*

1.1-2. It was reformulated in the Board's Order of October 1,1982,
_

and admitted as a contention in this proceding in its present form by

Order of November 15, 1982. (Memorandum and Order (restating conten-

. - _. - ._ - . .. , _ _ _ . -
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tions and establishing procedures bated on Comission guidance) at 8;

Memorandum and Order (formulating final contentions and setting schedule)

at5,Appendixat1).

1.1-3. Contention 1.1 as litigated states:

The probabilities and consequences of accidents at
Indian Point Units 2 and 3 combine to produce high risks
of health and property damage not only within the plume
exposure EPZ but also beyond the plume exposure EPZ as
far as the New York City metropolitan area.

(Memorandum and Order (formulating final contentions and setting

schedule),Appendixat1).

TestimonyonthiscontentionwaspresentedbytheStaff.E1.1-4.

1.1-5. The Staff compared the risk of early fatalities and latent

cancer fatalities from the Indian Point units with the non-nuclear back-.

ground risk of accidentai death and' cancer fatalities in the region of

O the Indien goint units. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8780).

1.1-6. The Staff concluded that the risks posed by severe reactor

accidents by either Indian Point unit are not a large part of the risks

to the people in the area from other causes. (Id. at 4).

1.1-7. Using the results of the risk analysis a staff witness

testified that the annual average risk of early fatalities posed by the

17/ The Staff's witnesses on Contention 1.1 were: Frank H. Rowsome,
Assistant Director for Technology, Division of Systems Technology,-

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; Joseph P. Joyce, Senior
Engineer, Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch (ICSB),
Division of Systems Integration (DSib Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation; and John R. Sears, Senio'. Reactor Safety Engineer,
Emergency Preparedness Licensing Branch, Division of Emergency
Preparedness, Office of Inspection and Enforcement. |

. -. - - . . . _ .
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two Indian Point units after fixes would be 0.19 early fatalities per

year within 50 miles of the Indian Point site. (M.at2).
1.1-8. Fifteen million people live within 50 miles of the Indian

Point site. The average U.S. individual risk from all causes averages 5

x 10~4 per person per year. Thus, the background risk of accidental

death in the region is roughly 7,500 accidental deaths per year. (M.at
2-3).

1.1-9. Therefore Staff witness Rowsome concluded that the risk

posed by Indian Point of early fatalities represents roughly 2.5 parts

per million of the background risk of accidental death averaged over a

50 mile radius of the plant. (M.at3).
1.1-10. The risk of latent cancer fatalities posed by severe

reactor accidents at the Indian Point facilities is 0.32 cancer

fatalities within 50 miles of the site per site year. (Id.).d

1.1-11. Using the cancer rate for the U.S. there would be 28,500

cancer deaths per year within 50 miles of the plant. (M.).
1.1-12. The Indian Point units' risk, therefore, is 11 parts per

million of the background risk per reactor year in the site region.

(M.). The contribution to the area's cancer rate from accidents at

Indian Point would not be large even if a severe accident were to occur.

(Id.at5).
1.1-13. Staff witness Rowsome stated that the frequency of

man-caused multi-fatality accidents is far larger than the accident

frequency discussed in the staff's risk analysis. (Id. at 5). The
_

_

contibution of severe reactor accidents at Indian Point to the man-caused i

accident rate is quite small. (M.).

L- - -
_ c _._ .; :_._.:..._ _
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1.1-14. Many of the accidents evaluated in the Indian Point risk
I

analysis are caused by earthquakes or hurricanes. Earthquakes or hurri-

canes of the severity sufficient to cause a severe reactor accident at

Indian Point would constitute regional disasters far broader in extent
1

than the effects of the radioactive plume. A Staff witness testified |

that evacuation would be impeded in the event of such accidents, not !

! because either the state of Indian Point compliance with Reg Guide 1.97

or the emergency action levels in use at Indian Point but rather from the

regional damage associated with the initiating event. (Id.at6-7).
.

1.1-15. The review of compliance with Reg Guide 1.97, which
'

provides minimum design criteria for pennanentl' . installedy

instrumentation used to provide operators with information to bring the

plants to a safe condition after a design basis accident and to maintain

Q it in such a condition, has not been completed for any plant. (Joyce,

ff.Tr.8692at2,5). However, the Indian Point units were reviewed at'

the time of Licensing against general design criteria which ensure that

the plants could cope with design basis events. (M.at5).
1 1.1-16. The Staff has also concluded that the Licensees' emergency

classification scheme complies with the guidance in the Commission's
' regulations and includes accidents contained in the FSAR. (Sears,ff.

Tr. 8692 at 4-5).

1.1-17. It is the position of the Staff that even impeded

evacuation due to external initiating events does not lead to high risks

being posed by the Indian Point Units. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 8780 at 7).

1.1-18. The Board finds that the risk of severe reactor accidents

posed by the Indian Point facilities is small compared to the non-nuclear

|
1

|

W . .-. - - = --
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.

background risks of both early fatalities and latent cancer fatalities in
01

; the region surrounding Indian Point. I

l
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.

BOARD QUESTION 1.2,

O'

(PrecursorStudy)

1.2-1. Board Question 1.2 was first set forth in the Board's Order
lof October 1, 1982. (Memorandum and Order (Restating contentions and
,

establishing procedures based on Comission guidance) at 10). It

remained unchanged in the Board's Order of November 15, 1982.

(Memorandum and Order (formulating final contentions and setting

schedule) Appendix at 2).
,

1.2-2. Board Question 1.2 as litigated states:

What bearing, if any, do the results reported in
NUREG-CR-2497, " Precursors to Potential Severe Core
Damage Accidents: 1969-1979, AStatusReport."(1982),
have upon the reliability of the IPPSS? For example,
are there specific accident scenarios at Indian Point
whose probability may have been inaccurately estimated

O in light of the real life data reported and analyzed in
NUREG-CR-24977

1.2-3. Testimony was presented by the StaffE and Licensees. E
a

1.2-4. The Staff's response to this question is that the Precursor

Study has little bearing on the reliability of the IPPSS. (Rowsome,ff.

Tr. 8277 at 16).,

1.2-5. The Staff concluded that the Precursor Study gives no clear

indication of whether the accident likelihood analysis in IPPSS is right

(I_d at 2).dor wrong.

18/ The Staff's witness on this Board Question was Frank H. Rowsome,
Assistant Director for Technology, Division of Systems Technology,

|~ Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
.

'
--19/ The witness for the Licensees on this Board Question was Stanley

Kaplan, Ph.D, Associate Consultant, Pickard Lowe and Garrick, Inc.
O

.--.-.-.- - . - - - - .
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1.2-6. The Staff stated that the Precursor Study could be used for

several purposes. Its results concerning industry-wide predictions could

be compared with PRA predictions to check the plausibility of the PRA

result. It could be used to determine whether the PRA treated the

Precursor Study identified accidents. The Precursor Study calculates

industry-average probabilities of failure of some frequently challenged

systems. These predictions could be compared with the PRA predictions.

The Precursor Study lists the causes of system failures for those

precursors in which entire safety systems have been found to be disabled.

A comparison could be made to determine whether a PRA adequately treats

these root causes. Finally, one could examine the treatment in the IPPSS

, of those precursor events which occurred at the plant being analyzed.
|

l (Id. at 5).

Q 1.2-7. The industry-wide average severe core damage accident '

frequency expressed in the Precursor Study is .0045 accidents per reactor

year. (Id.at6). The estimated core melt frequency for each of the

Indian Point units is 3.5 x 10~4 (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 12834 at B-18)..

The difference between the IPPSS predictions of severe accident

likelihood and the industry-average predictions in the Precursor study is

smaller than the uncertainties in either prediction. (Rowsome, ff. Tr.

8277at10).

1.2-8. The three main contributors to the industry-wide average

| frequency of severe core damage accidents identified in the Precursor

| Study are the TMI accident, the Browns Ferry Fire, and the Instrument

Power Supply Failure at Rancho Seco. (_Id.at6).
i

O

- .
.-- =.. . . . . . . = - - . . ~.-.
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1.2-9. The Staff has concluded that the Indian Point facilities are
!

less likely to be subject to any of those three incidents than the

estimates in the Precursor Study would suggest. (M.at11-13).
1.2-10. The Staff has concluded that the Indian Point facilities

are less likely to experience a TMI type accident than the

industry-average. This is due to increased operator training and

hardware changes made as a result of the accident, as well as to

differences prevailing before the TMI accident related to the fact that

the Indian Point facilities are Westinghouse rather than Babcock and

Wilcox reactors. (M.at11-12).
1.2-11. The IPPSS did find that in-plant fires would contribute

significantly to risks posed by those facilities. The significance of

the Browns Ferry fire for Indian Point lies in the importance of

O considering in-plant fires in a reactor risk assessment. This was done

in the IPPSS. (M.at12).
1.2-12. The Indian Point plants are less vulnerable to power supply

problems than was Rancho Seco due to the much better separation of power

supplies for satety related and non-safety related instrumentation at

Indian Point. (Id.at13).
1.2-13. The remaining precursors identified in NUREG-CR-2497 entail

either the loss of main feedwater or the loss of offsite power. Both

types of accidents were thoroughly analyzed in the IPPSS. (M.at14).
1.2-14. The Precursor Study identified one event at each Indian

Point unit which met the screening criteria established for an event's

inclusion as a precursor. Neither event was considered to be a major

event in the Precursor Study. (Id.at15). Both events were well |

\

|

____. _ _ __ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'
treated in the IPPSS. (Id.). The first event was a loss of offsite

power in 1977. The second event was the heat tracing circuit failure at
|

Indian Point Unit 2 in 1978. (M.).,

1.2-15. The Staff stated that the estimates found in the Precursor ..
,

Study in General are unduly pessimistic if applied to Indian Point in the

areas of severe accident frequency, loss of main feedwater, and loss of

(Id.at3,13-14).offsite power. d,

|
'

1.2-16. It is the Licensees' position that the Precursor Study did

not shed any new light on the risks posed by the Indian Point facilities.
.

(Kaplan, ff. Tr. 8244 at 4).

1.2-17. Licensees point out that the Precursor Study calculates the

frequency of severe core damage accidents without differentiating between

the different plants or different types of plants. (Id.at1). The
study also did not recognize improv'ements made as a result of the lessons

learned due to the three main precursors identified in the study. (H.
at 4).

1.2-18. Licensees' witness stated that the data reported in the

Precursor Study were known to the IPPSS analysts and that this knowledge

was included in the scenario modeling and frequency calculations included

in the IPPSS. (M.at4). The IPPSS analysts also did their own review

of Licensees' event reports and included that data in their analysis.

( Id,. ) . Finally, the IPPSS analysts took account of Indian Point plant-

specific data in their analysis. (Id.).
1.2-19. In addition, ticensees reexamined the IPPSS scenarios in

light of the Precursor Study's emphasis on the human errors of -

|

O
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consnission, and found that the IPPSS probability curves accurately

O reflected their state of knowledge and needed no changes. (M.at4-5).
1.2-20. To illustrate the importance of plant design, Licensees'

witness pointed out that differences in the Indian Point plant's design

make it much less likely to have a TMI type event at Indian Point. (M.
at5). These differences include steam generators with greater heat

capacity, primary coolant system with a greater heat capacity, and a

reactor trip signal that would respond immediately to a loss of

feedwater. Also, Licensees claim that the relief valve would not open

and so be vulnerable to sticking open and lead to a loss of coolant even

if the use of auxilary feedwater were delayed for 20 to 30 minutes. (Id.

at5-6). In addition, the Indian Point units have direct monitoring of

this valve position so that operators could act to bring the plant to a

Q stable condition'without core damage. (H.).
1.2-21. It is Licensees' position that the core melt frequency can

change when changes in plant design take place. (Id.).
1.2-22. The Board finds that the Precursor Study has little bearing

on the reliability of the IPPSS results.

I

|
|

|

.
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BOARD QUESTION 1.3O
(ProbabilitiesOfBeyeaConsequences)

1.3-1. Pursuant to the Comission's guidance, the Licensing Board

tormulated Board Question 1.3 in its Order of October 1,1982.

(Memorandum and Order (restating contentions and establishing procedures

based on Comission guidance) at 10). This Question remained unchanged

in the Board's Order of November 15, 1982. (Memorandum and Order

(fonnulating final contentions and setting schedule) Appendix at 2).

1.3-2. Board Question 1.3 as litigated states:
,

What are the probabilities associated with the
consequences presented in the testimony of Dr. Beyea and
Mr. Palenik?

1.3-3. Testimony on Board Question 1.3 was presented by the StaffEl

O ~ ead Liceasees. '
1.3-4. The Staff estimated the probability of the latent cancer

consequences predicted by Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik to be within the

range of 1 x 10-5 to 2 x 10-9 for Unit 2, and from 5 x 10-6 to below 1 x

10~9 for Unit 3. (Slond, ff. Tr. 8369 at 3.)

1.3-5. The Staff notes that it is difficult to compare the Beyea

estimates with those of the Staff due to Dr. Beyea's use of a release

category that is not Indian Point specific, and to Dr. Beyea's use of

2_0/ The Staff's witness on Board Question 1.3 was Roger M. Blond,
Section Leader, Reactor Risk Branch, Division of Risk Analysis,
Office of Nuclear Regu.latory Research. -

21/ Licensees' witness on Board Question 1.3 was Thomas Potter.
Consultant, Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc.

O
|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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f

only two time invarient weather conditions and two wind directions. (Id.: o
at 2). The Staff results develop consequences for a spectrum of

| realistic weather conditions and do not necessarily even duplicate the

{ time invariant unrealistic conditions used in the Beyea/Palenik analysis. ..

(H.). '

1.3-6. There are also differences between the Staff and Beyea.

analyses in the areas of emergency response assumptions, distance

truncation and health effects conversion factors. (M.at3).
1.3-7. The Staff equated the PWR2 release used by Dr. Beyea and

Mr. Palenik with the Staff's Release Category A. This is the release

category with the largest source tenn analyzed 'for the Indian Point

units, (I_d.at2). The probability associated with release Category A

as estimated in the Staff testimony is 7 x 10-7 and 3.5 x 10-8 per year

O for un4ts 2 and 3 respectively.

1.3-8. The Licensees' witness states that in the area of latent

cancer fatalities using release Categories 2 and 2RW, the probability of

Dr. Beyea's latent fatality results is 5.5 x 10-6 per year total

frequency. (Potter, ff. Tr. 8346 at 1).

1.3-9. Licensees claim that certain of Dr. Beyeas assumptions are

conservative, such as those in the area of dose conversion factors.

(Id.). Dr. Beyea uses a dose conversion factor which is a factor of five
'

higher than the mid-range estimates endorsed by the majority of the

committee on the biological effects of ionizing radiation (BEIR

Conunittee). (Id.at2). _

.

|

I

O
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1.3-10. The estimated frequency of the lowest number of thyroid

nodules predicted by Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik is 5 x 10-8 for both units

combined. (H.at3).
1.3-11. The likelihood of their highest consequence estimates is -

much lower, because they use dose-to-health-effect conversion factors

that are too high. (M.at3-4).
1.3-12. The Board finds that the latent fatality consequences

predicted by Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik are estimated to occur with a

frequency in the range of 1 x 10-5 to 2 x 10-9 for Unit 2, and from 5 x

10-6 to below 1 x 10-9 for Unit 3.

1.3-13. The Board finds that the thyroid nodules predicted by

Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik are estimated to occur with a frequency of 5 x

10-8 per year for both units combined. This amounts to an occurrence
,

O rate of one in 20 miiiion years for both units.

;

-

,

O
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BOARDQUESTION1.45O
(Pressurized Thermal Shock) i

|

What risk to the public health and safety is presented
by the Indian Point Plants, through a chain of events
including pressurized thermal shock to the reactor
pressure vessels?

1.4-1. Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) refers to an accidental

rapid cooldown of the water in a reactor vessel while the system pressure

is maintained at a high enough level to cause concern for those vessels

that have experienced a significant degree of radiation damage. A rapid

cooldown of the inner surface of a reactor vess.el causes thermal stresses

in the vessel wall. These stresses combined with pressure stresses may

cause any pre-existing small cracks to grow larger. The likelihood of

crack growth under PTS conditions increases with radiation damage, aO
phenomenon that is understood and monitored. It means that reactor

vessel materials lose some of their initial toughness or resistance to

cracking due to neutron irradiation. (Woods and Klecker, ff., Tr. 8700

at2).

2y The Licensees presented testimony of Dennis C. Richardson, the
Assessment Technology Manager in the Nuclear Safety Department of
the Nuclear Technology Division of Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

' ,

'

tion; Dennis C. Bley, Ph.D., a consultant at Pickard, Lowe and ;

Garrick, Inc. Licensee, con Ed, presented testimony of Min L. Lee,
Chief Nuclear Engineer at Con Ed. Power Authority presented
testimony of Theodore A. Meyer, Manager of the Division of Reactor
Vessel Integrity Group of the Nuclear Technology Division of
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. TheNRC staff presented testimony
of Hugh W. (Roy) Woods Ph.D., the NRC Task Manager for the
Pressurized Thermal Shock Unresolved Safety Issue; Raymond W.-

Klecker, Section Leader, Materials Engineering Branch, Division of -

Engineering, Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

O
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1.4-2. RT is a single reference temperature chosen in a defined
NDT

'

way to represent the temperature at which the material toughness

(resistance to fracture), begins to increase rapidly with increases in |

temperature. At temperatures below RTNDT, the material is significantly .

less tough than at temperatures well above the RT (Ibid.at3).NDT.

1.4-3. The measure of radiation damage is called " delta RTNDT , the !"

increase in the " reference temperature, nil-ductility transition." When
,

values of delta RT for each plate, forging and weld in the reactor
NDT

vessel beltline, are added to their respective initial (as fabricated)

RT values, one can detennine the controlling value of RT for aNDT NDT
,

given reactor vessel. (I_ bid.at3).bi
,

1.4-4. The initial RT of the controlling material is obtained
NDT

from tests run in accordance with ASME code rules at the time of the

Q vessel fabrication. If these results are not available mean values from.

generic data from the material type are used. (Ibid.at4).
i

| 1.4-5. The delta RT is obtained using the neutron fluence
NDT

corresponding to the location in the vessel and the specified time in
,

vessel life, and a trend curve that gives mean values of delta RT as a
NDT

'function of fluence and chemical composition. (Ibid.at3and4).
1.4-6. Based upon information submitted in response to a Staff

request and results of the Licensees' surveillance program to monitor

j changes in fracture toughness of materials in the reactor vessel pursuant

to Appendix H to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, values of RT have been calculatedNDT

for both Indian Point Units 2 and 3. (Ibid at 4 and 5). I

1.4-7. The RT values for Indian Point Units 2.and 3 demonstrateNDT
I that these plants are not among the plants of greatest concern with

.

|

|
t

!
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regard to pressurized thermal shock. Indian Point Units 2 and 3 are more

than ten years behind the plants of greatest concern with regard to the

date at which a plant will exceed the NRC staff screening criterion for

: sensitivity to pressurized thermal shock. (Ibid. at 5). ..

1.4-8. Analysis of surveillance capsules removed from Indian Point

Units 2 and 3 confirm the Staff's calculation of RT f r Indian Point
NDT

Units 2 and 3. (Ibid.at5).
1.4-9. The screening criteria are values selected by the NRC statt

so that pressurized thennal shock risk is acceptable for plants whose

plant specific RT is below this screening criteria values. ForNDT

axially-oriented welds, the criterion is an RT of 270*F. For
NDT

circumferential1y-oriented welds, which are more resistent to crack

propagation due to greater stiffness of the vessel in that direction, the

criterion is an RT of 300'F. For Indian Point Units 2 and 3, however,NDT

the 270*F RT criterion is the governing criterion. (Ibid.at6).NDT

1.4-10. This screening criterion is based on deterministic and

probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations for the most severe PTS

events experienced during 350 reactor-years of domestic PWR operation,

and on probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) studies of more severe events

that have not occurred. The nuclear reactor experience included eight

events in United States PWR's where final fluid temperature (the lowest

water temperature measured in the primary system during the PTS event)

reached 350*F or lower, the range where PTS could be of significant

_

concern if the pressure is high and the cooldown is fast. Using the

actual pressure and temperature histories of those eight events as input

to a detenninistic fracture mechanics code which assumes a presence of a
; O
t

|

,. . . . _ .. . . .. ._
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i

wide range of flaw sizes, a series of calculations were performed
O

assuming a range of RT values. Using this series of calculations, the
NDT

critical RT f r each of the eight events was identified. (Ibid. at 6NDT

and7).

1.4-11. Critical RT is the value of RT such that for a vessel
NDT NDT

with higher RT the most sensitive size flaw would be calculated to
NDT

grow deeper during the event being considered, and for a vessel with

lower RTNDT, none of the flaw sizes would be calculated to grow deeper

during the event. These calculations assume that the RT is exactly
NUT ,

equal to the values stated, that the coldest measured temperature

actually exists at the weld, and that a critical size flaw is present at

the worst location. Assumption of such a crack is conservative. (Ibid,

at7;Tr.8739-40).

O i 4-12- the nac staff study of operatias experieace was

supplemented with probabilistic risk analyses studies including

deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanic vessel analyses. These

studies were conducted by Westinghouse for Westinghouse plants

generically. Indian Point units are Westinghouse plants. (Ibid.at7;

Tr. 8702, 8733).

1.4-13. As a result of this reactcr experience and probabilistic

studies the NRC staff believes that plants whose RT is at the
NDT

screening criteria will have a frequency of through-wall crack

penetration without arrest between 10-5 and 10-0 per reactor year.

(Ibid.at8).
1.4-14. The witness for the Staff testified that although it cannot

exactly quantify the fraction, it is certain that not all through-wall

_ . - . . .
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cracks will result in core melt since some crack sizes and crack shapes
O ,

and crack locations will not preclude the ability of the emergency system

to keep the core cool. Therefora, the core melt frequency due to PTS

events is lower than that stated in the frequency of PTS related crack

extension without arrest. The screening criteria is acceptable and

applicable to the Indian Point plants for the reason that of the eight

significant PTS related events studied by the Staff, five of the events

occurred at plants supplied by the same vendor as the Indian Point units,

(Westinghouse). PTS events characteristic of the Indian Point type

plants are therefore well represented. Additionally, the NRC analysis of

events that have not occurred were largely taken from extensive analyses
i

of Westinghouse plants performed by Westinghouse for the Westinghouse

Owners Group. (Ibid. at 7, 8 and 9; Tr. 8739-40). |'

O 1.4-15. The specific results of application of the. screening

criterion to the pressure vessels at Indian Point Units 2, and 3 show that

as of December 1981, Indian Point Units 2 and 3 5ere at RT values of
NDT

189*F and 212*F respectively. This is 81*F and 58*F, respectively, below

the applicable screening criterion of 270*F. This is sufficiently below

the screening criterion that the NRC staff testified that the PTS risk'of'

Units 2 and 3 is somewhere in the range of 10 to 100 times less than ~

plants at the screening criterion. Stated another way, as of December

1981 the PTS risk at Indian Point is one to two orders of magnitude below;

the previously stated 10-5 to 10-6 frequency of crack extension without

arrest for a plant at the screening criteria. (Ibid. at 9; Tr. 8702-03). y

1.4-16. The Staff testified that no corrective actions are

necessary for Indian Point Units 2 or 3 at this time but noted that

.
.

w
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reduction in flux could prevent Units 2 or 3 from reaching the screening
O criteria through the remaining period of their licensed operation.

(Ibid.at10).
1.4-17. In general, necessary corrective actions may result from

analyses submitted by licensees evaluating their plant specific RT
NDT's

for comparison to the rule when they are projected to be within three

years of exceeding the screening criteria. (Woods at Tr. 8701).

1.4-18. A witness for Con Ed testified that Indian Point 2 is

.

presently using in its core a low leakage fuel loading pattern (LLLP)

designed by Westinghouse to mitigate conditions that might contribute to'

an increased likelihood of pressurized thermal shock. The LLLP reduces

| neutron irradiation of vessel materials and thus reduces the likelihood

of occurrence of vessel cracking due to PTS. This program utilizes a

O fuelloadingpatternwhichstrategicallyplacessomeirradiated(and

therefore less reactive) fuel assemblies at the core periphery. This

reduces the number of neutrons emitted from the core periphery, achieving

lower neutron irradiation of the reactor vessel wall. Based on an Indian

Point 2 specific analysis perfonned by Westinghouse the LLLP design, as

incorporated in cycle six, will reduce fast neutron flux at the point of

peak vessel wall exposure by 44% compared to a standard fuel loading

L pattern. (Lee, ff. Tr.13086 at 1 and 2).

1.4-19. The LLLP design is projected to give approximately the same

peak vessel wall exposure at the end of 32 effective full power years

(EFPYs) of operation as the standard loading design at the end of twenty

| EFPYs. Actual neutron flux measurements made at the beginning of the

cycle 6 operation with the neutron detectors located outside the vessel

.
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wall were found consistent with the analysis. The reduction in vessel

| wall neutron fluence will result in a slower rate of increase of RT
NDT*

(Ibid. at 2 and 3).

1.4-20. Using the NRC's prescribed method of calculating RT '

NDT'

Westinghouse calculated that the RT values at 32 EFPYs, for Indian
NDT

Point 2 LLLP design, will be 274*F and 250*F for the circumferential and'

i
! axial flaws, respectively. The NRC screening criteria are 300*F for the

circumferential flaw and 270*F for the axial flaw. Therefore, the NRC
,
,

screening criteria will not be exceeded for the life of the Indian Point,

!

j 2 plant, assumed to be 32 EFPYs, or 40 calender years at an 80% capacity

factor. (Ibid. at 3).j

1.4-21. A witness for the Power Authority of the State of New York ,

| testified that calculations performed by the Westinghouse Owners Group on

!O Reactor vessei Integrity us4ng generic fluence vaiues have shown thet the

Indian Point unit 3 reactor pressure vessel, before modification to its

| present reload fuel core, would not reach the NRC screening criteria for
i

i approximately 16.5 effective full power years for the most limiting case.

| (Meyer, ff. Tr.13091 at 3).

1.4-22. The Power Authority is currently taking measures to reduce

the neutron irradiation of the reactor pressure vessel. The current
,

|
' reload fuel core, cycle 4, is a modified low leakage core. This is

accomplished by placing spent fuel assemblies at selected locations

around the periphery of the core. This modified core loading pattern I

will reduce the peak neutron flux on the limiting vessel shell plate by a

factor of.1.4. This modification alone will extend the time by which the

pressure vessel will reach the NRC screening criteria to approximately

:
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the year 2005. The expiration of the plant license is 2009. (Ibid. at 3

and4).

1.4-23. A witness for the Licensees testified that the IPPSS stated

mean frequency of 3 x 10-7 per reactor year for all types of pressure -

vessel failures large enough to exceed the capability of the emergency

core cooling system, would include failures induced by transients such as

pressurized thermal shock (PTS). The Licensees' witness further testi-

fied that based on this IPPSS assessment supported by later work done by

the Westinghouse Owners Group'and the Nuclear Regulatory Conunission,

pressurized thereal shock is not a major contributor to risk at Indian

Point. (Richardson and Bley, ff. Tr. 8382 at 2 and 3; Tr. 8389-91).

O
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l
COMMISSION OUESTION 2 |

i (Risk Reduction From Director's Order)

2-1. Comission Question 2 was originally set forth in the

Comission's Order of January 8,1981. Consolidated Edison Company of -

New York (Indian Point, Unit 2), and Power Authority of the State of
.

New York (Indian Point, Unit 3), CLI-81-1, 13 NRC 1, 6 (1981). The

question was revised in the Comission's Order of September 18, 1981.

Consolidated Edision Company of New York (Indian Point, Unit 2) and the

Power Authority of the State of New York (Indian Point, Unit 3),

CLI-81-23, 14 NRC 610 (1981).

2-2. Comission Question Two as litigated states:

What improvements in the level of safety will result from
measures required or referenced in the Director's Order to the
Licens.ee, dated February 11, 1980? (A contention by a party

m that one or more specific safety measures, in addition to those,

U identified or referenced by the Director, should be required as
a condition of operation would be within the scope of this
inquiry if, according to the Licensing Board, admission of the
contention seems likely to be important to resolving whether a)
there exists a significant risk to public health and safety,
notwithstanding the Director's measures, and b) the additional
proposed measures would result in a significant reduction in
that risk.)

2-3. Testimony on Comission Question Two was presented by the

StaffM and by the Licensees.2_/

--1/ The Staff's witnesses on Comission Question Two were John N.
Hannon, Project Manager, Operating Reactors Branch, Division of
Licensing, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and Frank H.
Rowsome, Assistant Director for Technology, Division of Safety
Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

-2/ Licensees' witnesses on Comission Question 2 were: Dennis C. Bley,
Ph.D, Consultant, Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., and Dennis C.
Richardson, Risk Assessment Technology Manager, Nuclear Safety>

Department, Nuclear Technology Division, Westinghouse Electricw
,

Corporation.
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2-4. The Director's Order of February 11, 1980, was an Order issued
O by the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to provide

additional assurance of safe operation of the Indian Point facilities

while studies were under way to investigate the risk posed by these

facilities. (Rowsome/Hannon, ff. Tr. 6563 at 2).

2-5. The Order confirmed the implementation of changes in the

conduct of operations, surveillance testing, maintenance, staffing, staff

training, and engineering margins, and ordered additional specific

studies to be performed. (H.at3).
2-6. The Staff testified that the orders were intended to make

transients less frequent, safety systems more reliable and emergency

response more comprehensive and reliable. (Id.). The Staff believed_

, ,
that these changes, especially those concerning surveillance testing, and

O techaicai specificatioas have decreased the iikelihood of those core-meit

accidents originating in the loss of all AC power, loss of feedwater and

some interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accidents. (M.at4-5).
2-7. A Staff witness stated that in NUREG-0715 the reduction in

risk due to improvements in safety system design, surveillance tests and

technical specifications was estimated to be roughly a factor of three.

(IJ,.at5). The newer Staff analysis is consistent with this estimate,

although the analysis identified other accidents for which these changes

(Id ). Therefore, according to the Staff .make little or no difference. d

the overall risk reduction from safety system design changes is less than

a factor of three. (Id.)..

O l
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i
2-8. The Staff believes that changes in staff training, staffing, I

and the specific studies which have been performed have achieved risk

reduction, but was unable to quantify the difference in risk. (M. a-t
4). There are two reasons for this inability to quantify the risk

reduction achieved from such mechanisms. First, the relationship of the

likelihood of operator error under accident conditions to the details of

staffing or staff training cannot be evaluated by existing risk assess-

ment techniques. (Id.). Second, there have been improvements due to

other sources implemented at the Indian Point facilities not contained in

the Director's Order. (M.). However, it was the Staff's judgement that

improvements in staff training, the requirement that specific studies be

performed, and the increased presence of technical experts onsite have

improved the capability of the Indian Point facilities to operate safely.

O (Id. at 4-s).
2-9. Licensees also testified that the Director's Order had some

positive impact on the risk posed by the Indian Point facilities.

(Licensees, ff. Tr. 6442 at 3).

2-10. Licensees testified that the order focused on reducing the

risk of internal events. (H.at2). Licensees point to the

improvements in testing of the diesel generators, improvements in the
'reliability of the auxilliary feedwater system and the use of gas

turbines as all contributing to this positive risk reduction, as well as

to increased training and to the increased availability of onsite

technical support. (H.at2-3). The diesel generator testing

O
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requirements will, according to the Licensees, enhance the reliability of
O.

such equipment should such failures begin to occur. Qd.at2). The use
i of the gas turbines provides a factor of 40 and 7. reduction in the
' frequency of late overpressurization containment failures from internally -

initiated events at Units 2 and 3, respectively. (M.at2-3).
Licensees stato that the improvements in the auxiliary feedwater system'

reliability are substantial, but that the increased reliability does not

significantly affect the plants' risk because IPPSS found the rare

external events to dominate risk for both units. (H.at3).
2-11. The Board finds that there appears to be a small but positive

improvement in the level of safety of the Indian Point units due to the

measures required in the Director's Order of February 11, 1980. However,
'

j such improvement is not susceptible to quantification.

. Contention 2.1(a) and (d)
|

(Mitigation Features)

2.1-1. Contention 2.1, originally UCS/NYPIRG Contention III(A)d.,
'

f., g., h., was first admitted by the Board as a matter in controversy in

this proceeding on April 23, 1982. (Memorandum and Order (Fonnulating

Contentions Assigning Intervenors and Setting Schedule) at 5). Pursuant

to the Commission's guidance, the Board reviewed this contention and its

subparts and admitted the entire contention again on October 1, 1982.

(Memorandum and Order (Restating Contentions and Establishing Procedures
i

Based On Connission Guidance) at 12). Taking into account Licensees'

_
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objections, the Board rejected subparts (b) and (c) of the contention and

retained subparts (a) and (d) unchanged. (MemorandumandOrder !

; (Formulating Final Contentions Assigning Intervenors and Setting

| Schedule) at 6-11).

2.1-2. Contention 2.1(al as litigated states:

| A filtered vented containment system for each unit must be
installed.

2.1-3. Contention 2.1(d) as litigated states:

A separate containment structure must be provided into which
excess pressure from accidents and transients can be relieved

~

without necessitating releases to the environment, thereby
reducing the risk of containment failure by overpressurization.
(H.Appendixat3).

2.1-4. Testimony was presented on this contention by UCS/NYPIRG_3/2

Licensees,EIandtheStaff.EI

O
-23/ Witnesses for UCS/NYPIRG were: Stephen C. Sholly, Technical

Research Associate, Union of Concerned Scientists, and Gordon R.
Thompson, Ph.D, Senior Staff Scientist, Union of Concerned
Scientists.

24/ Licensees' witnesses on this contention were: Dennis C. Bley, Ph.D,
Consultant, Pickard, Lode and Garrick, Inc., and Dennis C.
Richardson, Risk Assessment Technology Manager, Nuclear Safety
Department, Nuclear Technnipgy Division, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation.

~'-25/ The Staff's witness on Contention 2.1(a) and (d) was James F. Meyer,
Ph.D, Senior Nuclear Engineer, Division of Systems Integration,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

|

|

O
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2.1-5. Intervenors UCS/NYPIRG contends that either a filtered
O vented containment system (FVCS) or a separate containment structure

! (SCS) should be installed at each of the Indian Point Units.

| (Thompson /Sholly, ff. Tr. 6147; Thompson, Tr. 6202). -

2.1-6. It is Intervenors' position, and that of Licensees and

Staff, that core melt accidents dominate the risk to the public posed by 1

i

nuclear reactors. (Thompson /Sholly, ff. Tr. 6147 at 3; Licensees, ff.

Tr. 6280 at 3; Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 7169 at 4). These risks could be

reduced either by prevention, which is the reduction of the probability

of an accident, or by mitigation, which is the reduction.of the

consequences of an accident. (Meyer, ff. Tr. 6692 at 3). A mitigation

feature is an engineered system designed to mitigate the consequences of
'

severe reactor accidents. (Id. at 2). Mitigation is accomplished by

O eiimi#ati 9 oae or several of the coatainmeat hu41 dias failure modes.

(Id.)._

2.1-7. Intervenors contend that to reduce the risks presented by

core melt accidents significantly, the consequences must be addressed.

(Thompson /Sholly, ff. Tr. 6147 at 4). Intervenors contend that despite

an effort which has, in essence, amounted to an accident prevention

program, studies have indicated that accidents involving severe core

damage and core melt have a relatively high probability. (I_d. at 5). In

addition, they note that the Director's Order of February, 1980, imposed

a wide variety of requirements, many of which were aimed at the reduction

of accident probabilities, and that the NRC estimated that this Order

i

O
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only reduced the risks posed by the Indian Point facilities by a factor

of about three. (Id. at 6-7). Therefore, Intervenors claim that

attention must be focused on prevention of containment failure following

a severe accident or the mitigation of the consequences of such

containment failure in order to achieve greater risk reduction. (M. at
3,7).

2.1-8. Intervenors point out that since containment failure cannot

be ruled out in the event of accidents at Indian Point, it is necessary

to examine measures by which containment could be improved to withstand

the stresses of core melt accidents. (M.at9-10).
2.1-9. The two measures chosen by Intervenors for further

examination were a filtered vented containment system, and a separate

containment structure or compartment vent. ( M. at 12-13).
2.1-10. Filtered venting is a concept whereby excess pressure from

the containment is relieved through a variety of filtration and steam

condensation systems for the subsequent release to the environment of

filtered containment gases. The radionuclide portion of this release

would be comprised of mostly noble gases. Such a concept would, in some

cases, prevent catastrophic containment failure and would limit the

release of radioactive materials to the environment. (Id.at11,13).

2.1-11. Intervenors suggest that a gravel FVCS similar to that

proposed for the Barseback facility in Sweden be installed at Indian

Point. (M.at12). Intervenors believe that this concept could be

implemented at Indian Point Units 2 and 3. This concept can be

relatively passive in operatien and can be inherently resistant to

hydrogen explosions. (H.). They recommend that reactor operators be
A
V
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provided with control of the valves connecting the FVCS with containment:
- O to provide flexibility in determining when to initiate venting. They

also recommend that an automatic initiation feature be provided to assure

venting when the containment pressure reaches a predetemined point.

(Id.). Intervenors have put forth no recomendation as to what pressure

should be determined as the setting for this automatic initiation. This
I set point would have to be derived, according to Intervenors, from
'

analysis of the likelihood of early or late containment failures.

(Thompson, Tr. 6210). Intervenors also recommend that an FVCS based on a
:

; pressure suppression pool be investigated further. (Thompson /Sholly,ff.

] Tr.6147at13).

| 2.1-12. Compartment venting is a concept in which excess
!

containment pressure'is relieved using a separate containment structure.
t

O such a structure woula de cap bie of conaeasins steam, coatrollias

hydrogen, and containment of radioactive materials. (Id.at11-12).

| Such a concept both prevents catastrophic containment failure and

| prevents the release to the environment of radioactive materials. (_Id .d

at12).'

!

2.1-13. According to Intervenors, the separate containment

! structure or vent compartment should have a pressure suppression pool and

hydrogen igniters. The operators should also be given control of this

system as well as having control by an automatic feature. (Id.at
12-13). Intervenors believe that there must be a separate vent

compartment for each unit.- (I_d. at 13).
_

2.1-14. Intervenors testified that their review of the literature -

indicated that an FVCS would eliminate the overpressurization containment
V
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:

failure mode, and substantially reduce containment failure due to

hydrogen burns. (Id.). The studi3s they reviewed suggested that basemat

penetration would be increased in likelihood. (M.). Intervenors

testified that a Sandia study concluded that a steam explosion and

containment isolation failure would be unaffected by an FVCS, but that a

Battelle study stated that venting before core melt could be beneficial

in the case of the steam explosion failure mode. (M.13-14). A Sandia
study also concluded that the containment bypass due to an interfacing

system loss-of-coolant accident, and bypass due to a steam generator tube

rupture establish a floor below which an FVCS cannot reduce risk, since

these failure modes would be unaffected by that system. (M.).
2.1-15. Intervenors also point to a study which concludes that an

FVCS provides additonal protection against sabotage, since for a large

Q release to occur a saboteur would both have to initiate a core melt acci-

dent and incapacitate the FVCS or prevent its use by force. (Id. at 15).
2.1-16. According to Intervenors, compartment venting would

eliminate containment failure by overpressurization, substantially reduce

the likelihood of failure by hydrogen burns, and aisc provide protection

against sabotage. (M.).
2.1-17. Intervenors cite studies which reach conclusions concerning

the reduction in consequences due to the use of an FVCS. NUREG/CR-0165

they testify, states that early fatalities will be reduced from 1.00 to

0.08 expected early fatalities, and the maximum calculated early fatali-

ties would be reduced from 1.00 to 0.29 relative to the existing plant.

(H.at16). During cross-examination the number of expected early

fatalities was translated into a risk reduction factor of 12. (Sholly,

,

~~
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Tr. 6233). NUREG/CR-0165 was based on WASH-1400 results. (M.). The
O calculations in NUREG/CR-0165 eliminated the "V" sequences from con-

sideration. (Sholly,Tr.6233). An FVCS would, according to

Intervenors' testimony under cross-examination, ameliorate the "V"

sequence very little. (Sholly, Tr. 6234). The risk reduction factor
I

calculated in NUREG/CR-0165 cited by Intervenors would, therefore, be

aiminished had the "V" sequence been modeled in that study. (Sholly,Tr.

6236). Intervenors' witnesses agree that NUREG/CR-0165 did not include

attendant risks, defined as the risks posed by the FVCS, in its analysis.

(Thompson, Tr. 6251.)

2.1-18. Intervenors were unable to estimate the quantitative effect

on their sited risk reduction factors had such attendant risks been

included. (Thompson,Tr. 6252-53). However, it was their belief that an

O FVCS could be designed so that the benefits of the mitigation feature

would outweigh its attendant risks. (Id.).
2.1-19. Intervenors quoted a study, NUREG/CR-0138, from which it

can be calculated that an FVCS could reduce the probability of

containment failure by over-pressurization by a factor of 100. (Sholly,

Tr. 6240). Intervenors also testified that this NUREG contained an

estimate of consequence reduction in expected early fatalities which

translated to a factor of 16. (Sholly,Tr. 6240-6241).

2.1-20. Neither of the analyses used by the Intervenors' witnesses

! to set forth risk reduction factors were Indian Point specific analyses.

(Sholly, Tr. 6249). Rather they were based on WASH-1400 results. (M.).
2.1-21. Intervenors' witnesses agreed that there would be less risk

reduction from the proposed mitigation features for plants which already

-.
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have containments stronger than those in the literature they had
O reviewed. The higher the containment failure pressure the less the bene-

fit from an FVCS would be. This would be because there would be fewer

circumstances where an FVCS would be useful. (Thompson,Tr.6207).

2.1-22. Intervenors' witnesses testified that to determine whether

an FVCS should be installed, an analysis of containment failure pressure

must be performed. (Thompson, Tr. 6193). However, they agreed that this

analysis must not be too conservative, or venting could begin when it was

unnecessary. (Sho11y, Tr. 6269).

2.1-23. Intervenors agree that both the FVCS and compartment

venting systems would have failure modes of their own. (Thompson /Sholly,

Tr. 6166-6178). These failure modes as identified by Intervenors'

witnesses are: (1) the creation of a negative pressure in the contain-

O ment (Thompson, Tr. 6167); (2) the possible failure of the comunicating

valve between the containment and the filtered vent to either open on

demand or to close (Thompson, Tr. 6168); (3) the failure of the filtered

vent itself during an external event (H.); (4) hydrogen ignition within

the filtered vent system which could lead to failure of the system.

(M.).
2.1-24. Intervenors' witnesses stated that, although they had not

made a specific analysis of the creation of negative pressure in contain-

| ment, they believe that it would contribute little to the probability of

core melt. However, this failure mode could cause failure of the con-

tainment which would lead to a greater number of early fatalities than if

the failure were not to occur. (Thompson, Tr. 6169).

O

|
|
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2.1-25. As far as the failure of the communicating valve is
O

concerned, Intervenors concluded that if the valve were to fail closed,

the result would be the same as if the accident were to occur in the

plants as they exist today. (Sholly, Tr. 6169-6170). However, if the

valve were to fail in the open position, this would mean that it would

continue to function after it was no longer needed and would lead to an

increase in health effects. (Thompson, Tr. 6170). While the failure to

open is not likely to initiate a core melt accident, Intervenors stated

that the failure to close could promote core melt. (Thompson,Tr.6171).

Intervenors also concluded that the inadvertent opening of the filtered

vent system during an accident would increase health effects. (Thompson,

Tr.6172).

2.1-26. Intervenors' witnesses concluded that if the system were to

O feii due to an external eveat in the ciosed position. the plant wouid
'

function as if the system were not present. However, if the failure

caused the valve to open or if it were opened at the time of failure,

this would lead to increased health effects. (Thompson, Tr. 6173). If

the failure occurred while the valves were open, Intervenors' witnesses

concluded that it could initiate a core melt accident due to the flashing

of water in the recirculation pumps. (Thompson, Tr. 6174).

2.1-27. In the case of hydrogen ignition, Intervenors' witnesses
i
l concluded that if the system failed directly to the atmosphere, hecith

effects could be increased. (Thompson, Tr. 6175). If such failure

occurred prior to filtering, the failure would be similar to a direct

| containment failure. (Thompson,Tr.6176).
|

O
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2.1-28. In the case of the compartment venting system, Intervenors'

witnesses concluded that it would have the same failure modes as the FVCS

as well as possible leakage of the suppression pool or failure of the

hydrogen igniters. (Thompson, Tr. 6177). Intervenors' witnesses would

not expect the effects of these failure modes in a compartment venting

system to be significantly different from those of an FVCS. (Thompson,

Tr. 6179).

2.1-29. Intervenors have not done an independent cost estimate for

the design, construction and installation of either an FVCS or an SCS.

(Thompson /Sholly, ff. Tr. 6147 at 18). However, they state that their

review of the literature has indicated that the estimates for an FVCS

range from $10 million in a 1975 Sandia Study, NUREG/CR-0165, to $32

million in NUREG/CR-1410. (M.at18-19). The compartment vent was

O estimeted to cost from $20-40 4,iion. (m. at 18). Intervenors'
~

witnesses concluded that it would cost somewhere from $10-50 million for

construction of an FVCS at each Indian Point unit. (Thompson,Tr.6184).

Intervenors testified that the cost of a compartment vent would be of the

same order of magnitude as an FVCS. (Thompson,Tr. 6184-85). They

pointed out that the estimates in the literature for this system are

somewhat out of date and do not take into account the cost of designing

the system for external events. (Sho11y, Tr. 6185-86). Intervenors

estimate that in any event these systems could be installed at each unit

for less than $100 million. (Thompson,Tr.6190).

2.1-30. These estimates do not include the cost of research and

development, down time, the design for certain external events, and

O

-
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operating and maintenance costs. (Thompson,Tr. 6186-6188; Thompson, Tr.

6219).

2.1-31. Intervenors' witness concluded that the cost of research

and development would be the largest contributor to the cost of the FVCS. -

(Thompson, Tr. 6191). They estimated that depending on whether the work

done in Sweden in preparation for the installation of the FVCS at the

Barseback Reactor could be obtained, the cost for research and

development would run in the tens of millions of dollars. ( Id_. ) .

2.1-32. Intervenors' witnesses do not believe the cost of down time

was specifically included in the cost estimates they cited, but they

believe such down time would be small. (Thompson,Tr.6186). It is

their understanding that with careful preparation the actual installation

could be accomplished during a refueling outage, provided that existing

O penetrations could be used. (Thompson, 'Tr. 6187). However, they have

not made any analysis of the feasibility of using such existing

penetrations at Indian Point. (Thompson, Tr. 6221). The installation

time for such systems would be increased if new penetrations had to be

created. (Thompson,Tr.6187).

2.1-33. Intervenors' witnesses have not perfonned a specific

analysis to determine whether the Swedish design of an FVCS would be

applicable to Indian Point. (Thompson,Tr.6192). Intervenors'

witnesses believe some of the Swedish testing concerning the effect of

gravel on hydrogen could be generally applicable; however, more Indian

Point specific testing may also be required. (Thompson, Tr. 6224). They

estimate that this research and development phase could be accomplished

in less than a year before the design phase could begin. (Thompson,Tr.

- . . .- ... .. . . .. .
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6223). However, they noted that in Sweden the research phase took

approximately two years. (Thompson, Tr. 6225). It is UCS/NYPIRG's

position that the Indian Point plants should be shut down imediately or,

failing that, shut down pending the installation of any mitigation

features. (Sholly,Tr. 6225-6226).

2.1-34. Intervenors' witnesses testified that in the area of

external events the cost estimates reported in the literature do not

include design for the effects of wind. (Sholly, Tr. 6188). They did

include the costs of designing the FVCS to be either NRC seismic category

1 or 2 structures. (H.). Intervenors' witnesses were unable to say

whether a seismic category 1 structure would be sufficient to withstand

the predicted external events at the Indian Point facilities. (Thompson,

Tr. 6189-6190). It is their belief that the system would have to be

designed to withstand a seismic event larger than that for which the

equipment inside the containment was designed in order to continue to

function after that event. (Thompson,Tr.6228). They did not know what

the cost increase would be to accomodate such a standard, but in any

event did not believe the cost would be more than $100 million per unit.

(Thompson, Tr. 6190).

2.1-35. Intervenors were unable to quantify what, if any, the

operating and maintenance costs of either an FVCS or an SCS would be.

(Thompson,Tr.6219).

2.1-36. They agreed that the risk reduction potential for any given

mitigation feature is governed by the dominant risk contributors at a
,

given plant. (Thompson,Tr.6248). In addition, they also agreed that '

as a general rule, the higher the containment failure pressure the less

_ . . -- - . . - -
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benefit would be received from the FVCS, since there would be fewer

circumstance in which the system was useful. (Thompson, Tr. 6207).

| Intervenors' witnesses also agreed that in order to install an FVCS, an
l
j analysis of containment failure pressure is necessary. (Thompson,Tr. j

-

1

6193). Intervenors have not performed such an analysis. (H.). They i

have not reviewed the methodology used in the IPPSS structural analysis.

(Thompson, Tr. 6208).
!

2.1-37. Licensees do not agree that either of these systems should

be installed at the Indian Point facilities. (Bley/ Richardson, ff. Tr.

6280). Licensees have testified that the risks of these operrting plants

are already very low. (M. at 2). They also believe that the

, Intervenors have not done the plant-specific analyses required before a
l

decision can be made whether to install a given mitigation feature. (M.
O at u -14). in effect, ticensees testified that one would have to do a

plant-specific PRA using an event tree analysis, revise the containment

matrix for each mitigation feature, and propagate these revisions through

consequence calculations. Only then could one compare the risk curves

with and without the mitigation features to determine what the risk

i reduction would be. (M.).
2.1-38. It is Licensees' position that the analyses cited by;

Intervenors which used WASH-1400 data are not representative of the
'

i

Indian Point plants. (Id.at7). The risk at Indian Point, according to

Licensees, is dominated by the interfacing systems LOCA, an accident
,

sequence which would bypass the containment, and thus bypass the FVCS. ;

(M.). Unlike the analysis in the RSS, late overpressurization is not,

! O
;

|
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according to Licensees, a major contributor to early fatality risks at

Indian Point. (M.at6).
2.1-39. Licensees believe that, in addition to a PRA, 3 detailed

containment phenomena study and detailed design and test program is

necessary before the FVCS would be viable. (Bley,Tr. 6381-82).

Licensees' witnesses stated that one must understand specifically what

events need to be mitigated, and the conditions under which an FVCS would

be forced to operate successfully. (Bley, Tr. 6381). Until such

analyses are perfonned, Licensees would not recommend the installation of

such a system. (H.).
2.1-40. Licensees' witnesses noted that they believe the FVCS

technology to be immature, even though there have been some conceptual

design studies perfonned for the Zion facility, a facility which also has

O a large dry containment. (Biey,Tr. 6387-88). They also pointed out

that they have not done a design in which the failure modes of an FVCS

could be evaluated successfully. An evaluation has not been made as to

how much effort would be necessary to engineer those failure modes out of

the FVCS. (Bley,Tr.6388).;

2.1-41. Licensees do not believe that the FVCS design for

installation at the Barseback reactor in Sweden would be applicable to

the Indian Point facility. They pointed out that the Barsback plants are

boiling water reactors with containments smaller than those at Indian

Point. (Richardson, Tr. 6380). In addition, they do not believe that

the Swedish work has fully analyzed the functional requirements for a -

filtered vented containment system that will be installed, but rather ~

based the installation on a political decision. (Richardson,Tr.6380).

_ --
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2.1-42. Licensees believe that the installation of an FVCS or SCSO
at Indian Point would be costly, due to the major need for research and

development and to the need to design the system in accordance with a

careful plant specific analysis. (Bley/ Richardson, ff. Tr. 6280 at 11,

19).

2.1-43. They identified several failure modes for the FVCS similar

to those identified by Intervenors. These include the increase in

probability of containment failure by basemat penetration, the potential

for early containment failure should the containment be caused to go

subatmospheric in pressure, the failure of the connecting structure
~

during a seismic event, and the possibility of having explosive hydrogen

mixtures in the FVCS or SCS. (H.at17-18). Licensees claim that the
design proposed by Intervenors would promote the hydrogen problem. (H.

O et 18). Licensees. 14ke latervenors, aiso po4nt to the nossibility of

the failure of the valves to open or the opening of the valves

prematurely. (Id. at 18-19).

2.1-44. Licensees do not believe that either of these systems

should be required because: 1) the risk posed by the Indian Point

facilities is already low; 2) such systems are only useful for the

reduction of latent fatalities, and the Indian Point facilities meet the

Comission's proposed safety goal in that area; 3) the containment

pressure boundaries should not be compromised; 4) the systems would not

reduce the frequency of initiating events; 5) they would not reduce the

frequency of core melt; 6) they would not reduce the risk of early

fatalities; and 7) the technology is immature and unproven. (H.at26).

. O
1

.
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2.1-45. Licensees believe that much can be gained from the
! O

,

|

| reduction of the probability of accidents by prevention rather than by

mitigating the consequences of accicdents. (H.at3).
2.1-46. The Staff has also determined that neither a filtered

vented containment system nor a separate containment structure should be
,

required as a condition of the continued operation of the Indian Point

facilities. (Meyer, if. Tr. 6692 at 21; Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr.12834
'

Appendix 2 at 32-33).

2.1-47. The Staff testified that there are five criteria involved

in the process of deciding whether to install a given mitigation feature.

These are: 1) engineering feasibility; 2) ris' reduction; 3) cost of thek

feature including installation, recovery costs and down times; 4) the

risk of the facilities without the mitigation feature; and 5) the

O tradeoff between mitigation and prevention when both result in similar

risk reduction values. (Meyer, ff. Tr. 6692 at 4-5)..

2.1-48. The Staff concluded that both the FVCS and the SCS would be
,

feasible to install at Indian Point to accomodate a gradual overpressur-

ization of containment provided, however, the systems were qualified to

withstand external events. (H.at12). The Staff does not believe that
a practical FVCS could be designed to accomodate rapid overpressurization

at Indian Point. (M.). An FVCS can be designed to accomodate moderate

overpressurization, but since these pressure rises are not 1.kely to fail

the containment there is no need to provide mitigation for them. (_Id . ) .

While the Staff believes that the design of an FVCS for gradual

overpressurization is feasible, it points out that such a system must be

designed to withstand the external events which dominate the risk at,

O
.

I
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Indian Point. (H.). The Staff pointed out that detailed design work

should be done by the Licensees, and that such design analysis must be

completed before a specific cost estimate for the particular mitigation

in question could be arrived at. (Meyer, Tr. 6786).

2.1-49. Once a mitigation feature is detennined to be feasible and

practical, the Staff testified that the next step in the analysis of a

mitigation feature is to do a containment loading analysis with that

mitigation feature in place. (Meyer,Tr. 6727-28). Then a comparative

consequence analysis is performed to determine the safety benefit of the

mitigation feature. (Meyer,Tr.6730).

2.1-50. In any risk reduction analysis, account must be taken of

the attendant risks of the mitigation feature being evaluated. An

attendant risk is the risk posed by the mitigation feature itself.

(Meyer, Tr. 6733). For the FVCS these attendant risks include adverse

systems interaction which would cause the FVCS to fail, or failure of

other systems and the creation of other accident pathways. (Meyer,ff.

Tr. 6692 at 8). For example, the Staff pointed out premature venting .

could negate the containment spray injection system function or could

I cause a strong vacuum. The rapid depressurization of the containment

building could cause sump water to flash and the containment spray

recirculation system to fail. Such premature venting could affect the

ability of the emergency core injection system to keep water in the core.

The Staff also mentioned those failure modes discussed by Intervenors and

Licensees.-- (H. at 8-9).

2.1-51. The Staff detennined that an FVCS or SCS would be less

effective in reducing the risk of early fatalities than they would be in

|

I
|
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reducing the risk of latent health effects. (Meyer, Tr. 6761). Based on

the results of the Staff's risk analysis of Indian Point, they concluded

that the risk of latent fatalities would be reduced by a factor of five i

for each unit, and that the risk of early fatalities would be reduced at -

Unit 2 by a factor of 2 and at Unit 3 by a factor of 4. (Meyer,ff.

Tr. 6692 at 13).

2.1-52. The Staff concluded that an SCS is feasible, provided there

is space available on site for a separate building for each unit as

proposed by Intervenors. (Id.at16). The risk reduction estimates are

approximately the same as those for the FVCS. The Staff did state that

they have looked at a separate containment structure in much less detail

than at an FVCS. (Meyer, Tr. 6764).

2.1-53. The Staff provided cost estimates for each of these systems

for both an FVCS and an SCS. (Meyer, ff. Tr. 6692 at 13,16). They have
i

estimated that based on the literature, an FVCS would cost between 12 and

32 million dollars, and that this cost would rise considerably to qualify

the system to withstand the aporopriate accidents which are the dominant

contributors to risk at Indian Point. (Id. at 9; Meyer, Tr. 6785-86).

2.1-54. The cost of the separate containment structure was

estimated to be approximately 100 million dollars for each structure.
~

(Meyer, ff. Tr. 6692 at 16). It is the Staff's position that more

detailed cost estimates will be necessary on these proposed features were

they to be adopted. (Meyer,Tr.6785). |

1
- 2.1-55. The Staff concluded that either an FVCS or SCS would be

costly ways of achieving the level of risk reduction that they may

provide. There are better and less expensive ways to achieve the same ;

t

!
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ends in terms of risk reduction. (Meyer, ff. Tr. 6692 at 21). The Staff
O

has also concluded that, based on its present analysis, substantial risk

reduction has already been achieved by virtue of prevention fixes to

decrease plant vulnerabilities to earthquakes, fires, and hurricanes.

(Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 12834, Appendix 2 at 29-30).

2.1-56. The Staff has estimated what the cost of the mitigation

feature would have to be to make it a cost effective way in which to

reduce the remaining risks posed by the Indian Point facility. These

values are mainly for the Staff's release Category C which contains the

slow overpressurization failure for which the FVCS and the SCS would be

most effective. They concluded that the expenditure of up to 20.8

million dollars would be worthwhile for mitigation at Unit 2, and 11.6

million dollars for Unit 3 according to the Commission's benefit cost

| O suidelines. (Rowsome/81ond, ff. Tr. 12834, appendix 2 et 32). sowever,

the Staff noted that this estimate does not take into account the

potential conservatisms in the Staff's risk analysis. It is the Staff's

position that such conservatism should be eliminated prior to detennining

the actual value of risk reduction for mitigation features. (M. at 31).
2.1-57. The Staff has concluded that most of the desirable

attributes of an FVCS or SCS, which lead the Staff to study mitigation

retrofits, have been found to be present in the plant as designed.

First, the containment can avert overpressure failure if one or both

containment heat removal systems function as designed. Second, even when

all containment heat removal systems are disabled, there is a good chance

that overpressure failure will not take place. If it does take place,

enough time will have elapsed before containment failure that the release
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is unlikely to lead to early fatalities. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 12834

atC-13-14).

2.1-58. The Staff has determined that the Indian Point facilities

do not pose an undue risk to the health and safety o'' the public, and

that the residual risk they do pose is small. (H.atC-12-15). The
Staff has not found any fixes either in the area of prevention or mitiga-

tion which are unambiguously cost effective. (Id. at C-12). Therefore,

the Staff does not recommend the installation of either an FVCS or an SCS

at the Indian Point units. (Id. at C-13).

Staff Mitigation Strategy

2.1-59. In addition to those mitigation features proposed by

Intervenors in Contention 2.1 a and d, the Staff, as part of an ongoing

O study of mitigation features, evaluated another mitigation strategy for

Indian Point. (Meyer/Pratt, ff. Tr.12492 at 27-46). This strategy

consisted of a passive containment building heat removal system such as

heat pipes, glow plugs and a system to flood the reactor cavity. (M. at
29). The Staff's risk reduction analysis was done in the same way as

mentioned in Findings of Fact 1-62. and 1-100 above. For latent

fatalities the analysis yielded risk reduction estimates ranging from

factors of 10 for the ideal strategy, to factors of 5 for the strategy

with realistic features considering attendant risks. For early fatali-

ties at Unit 2, the risk reduction estimates range from a factor of

approximately 2.5 for the ideal strategy to a fac+or of 2 for the

strategy with realistic features. For Unit 3 the risk reduction esti-

O

,
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mates range from a factor of 4 for the ideal strategy to a factor of
O approximately 3.3 for the realistic strategy. (Id. at 45).

2.1-60. The Staff determined that, due to the low risk of the

plants and the less promising cost of the mitigation strategy than

previously expected, no mitigation backfits should be recommended. |

(Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr.12834 at C-13, Appendix 2 at 33). The cost will

be in the tens of millions of dollars, and the Staff assessment of the

value of the strategy is likely to be reduced as credit is taken for all

of the installed and expected fixes. (Id.). The Staff proposes to give

further consideration to low-cost mitigation concepts as well as further

prevention fix options in its generic study of severe accidents.

2.1-61. The Board finds that it is unnecessary to impose a filtered

vented containment system or a separate containment structure as a

O condition of continued operat4on of the Indian eoint feciiities.

2.1-62. The Board finds that the Staff's mitigation strategy should

not be imposed as a condition of continued operation of Indian Point.

.

e

O

|
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CONTENTION 2.2(a) '

(Brackish Hudson River Water) '

Contention 2.2 (a), as litigated, reads as follows:E
,s ,i, '

g

The cooling system at the plants sYould be t. hanged'so N
that it no longer uses brackish Hudsen River water., s
This change is needed to combat safets-rdated c'D(rosion ,' '

,

problems, p - ,'-

[\,,.

h. r' e
2.2(a)-1. The service water system ,(both its nu, clear a's d ', ;i

,

i s -,

conventional header) and the circulating water system utilize' Hudson
.

- -

River water to carry off waste heat to;the environment.' (Rplsome,tO.
-

.

,'-
_

Tr. 6890 at 4). N t 1|
3 i

2.2(a)-2. The service water systems provides cooling |YoY;'a. wide

variety of auxiliary equipment throughout the plant. The systems cooled
,

w
by service water relevant to this contention are the corqainmenY air -

,

< : . w. . ^ .' ~

D.coolers with their fan motor coolers. (Ibid. at 7).
- s.,

t **V g
i i

26/ West Branch Conservation Association (WBCA) presented te'stimony of $..,e
Walter L. Fleisher. Con Ed presented ter.timony< pf Sanwel Rothstejt, .C-c_
head of the Chemical and Metallurgical Jngineering Sabsection \ n'the C , 'w :!

Mechanics Studies Section at Con Ed; and Arthur Tuthiti. The hw9rN ''~

Authority presented testimony of John C. Brons, Resident' Manager 'of '

Indian Point Unit No. 3; Kenneth R. Chapple, Acting Director,3 - m
,

Nuclear Operations and Maintenance for Indian Point Unit 3;,Wi'llias
' - 4.

Spataro, Supervisory Metallurgist, Mechanical Design and AaalysisJ s',- .

Department with the Power Authority. Licensees presented testimony
of Dennis C. Bley, a Consultant with Pickard Lowe and Garrick[Inck 'qt

The NRC staff presented testimony of-Frank H. Rowsome, III, Deputy s\ 1

t'Director of the Division of Risk Analysis, Office of Nuclear : ' '

u
Regulatory Research; William T. LeFave, Senior Auxiliary Systems - '

Branch Engineer for the NRC; and Ber' nard Turovl h , Corrosictg[ % ,
' '- j.

Engineer in the Chemical Engineering Branch 6f the Nuclear % g; , J. ,

Regulatory Comission. ?'

w ;N|
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2.2(a)-3. Failure of service water system components was included
O

in the Staff's analysis of risk and the Licensees' IPPSS. (Ibid.).
2.2(a)-4. Random failures of the containment air coolers or the

diesel generators do not contribute significantly to the risk in these -

'

PRA studies. The risk is dominated by accident mechanisms that defeat

i, almost all the ac'tive safety functions at once. These mechanisms include
'

earthquakes and the events that destroy the comunication of the control

building with the rest of the plant (some in-plant fires, and for Unit 2,
' some particularly severe stoms). Randomly occurring failures in indi-

vidual safety components, of the kind that might be caused by corrosion

in the heat exchangers, served by Hudson River water, have negligible
.

importance to risk, because a great many such failures and others as well

would have to occur at the same time to cause a severe accident. (Ibid.,s

O et 7 ead 8).

. 2.2(a)-5. The likelihood of flooding due to service water leaks in

containment was discussed in the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study
'c y x

{ .f 7' }IPPSS) and found to be an insignificant contributor to plant risk.

(Bley; f f. Tr. 6421 at 2-3).L.y 2

Y 2.2(a)-6. The circulating water system provides cooling water to:-
L s

%) \ ., the main condenser. Waste heat from the reactor is dissipated to the
w

environment through the condenser during nomal power generation and in-

m

the early stages of a nomal, gradual shutdown. The circulating water
| . w .-

. , ' system serves to carry off this heat. There is no direct effect and

insignificant indirect effect on safety associated with the use of Hudson

River water in place of other cooling water in the circulating water
.

system.'j(Ib'id. at 4 and 5).

.

.m

~

.-
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Indian Point Units 2 and 3 Service Water Systems Description

2.2(a)-7. The Indian Point Unit 2 fan cooling system has five air

hardling units referred to as the fan cooler units. Each unit consists

of a main heat exchanger fomed by separate heat exchanger units which -

cool the air, a fan to draw the air through the heat exchanger and

circulate it in containment, a demister to remove condensed moisture
:

droplets from the air, and various filters to clean the air. In

addition, each fan motor is cooled by a separate smaller heat exchanger

referred to as 'a motor cooler. (Rothstein and Tuthill, ff. Tr. 6515 at

2).

2.2(a)-8. These main air cooling heat exchangers as 'well as the

smaller motor cooling heat exchangers (motor coolers) are cooled by

Hudson River water provided by the essential service water system. This

O system consists of three 5000 ces service water pumps, each of which has

an automatic self cleaning strainer, that are connected to each of two 24

inch diameter cement-lined pipes which supply the fan coolers units.

( I_ bid. ) .

2.2(a)-9. Each fan cooler unit at Indian Point Unit 2 is then

serviced by a separate ten inch cement-lined supply and discharge pipe.

Each supply and discharge pipe is provided with motor operated shut-off

valves outside containment which allow each cooler to be isolated. Each

motor cooler is supplied with service water through a two inch pipe and a

two inch flexible hose connected directly to the ten inch header of its

respective fan cooler unit inside containment building. Water from each

of the motor coolers is discharged through separate two inch pipes with

shut-off valves outside of containment for isolation. (Ibid at 3).O

|

|
t

- - ..
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2.2(a)-10. The fan coolers have 3750 5/8" diameter 18 gage (0.049");

C70600 alloy (90 copper 10 nickel) "U" tubes with external fins. The
: external fins provide increased surface to better cool the air passing

over the outside. The tubesheets, water-boxes and inlet piping are also

C70600 alloy. The coolers are subdivided into 10 sets, each set with its
r

own inlet and outlet pipe, water-boxes and tube sheets. (Ibid.).
; 2.2(a)-11. At Unit 3 the air recirculation system consists of five

! air handling units. The fan cooler units and associated piping are

manufactured from a family of Iron-Nickel-Chromium-Molybdenum alloys

(23-28% Nickel,19-23% Chromium,4-6% Molybdenum). This alloy gives the

maximum resistence to pitting corrosion. (Brons,ChappleandSpataro,

ff. Tr. 6537 at 3-5; Tr. 6551.4

2.2(a)-12. The water boxes of the fan coolers and the attendant,

O piping are made of an aiioy cailed aiioy 20 modifieo, manufactured byi

Cabbott Corporation. The rest of the piping system is made of an alloy

called 904L. Both 904L and alloy 20 mod have approximately three and a

half to four percent Molybdenum in them. (Ibid. at 6551).

2.2(a)-13. Steel-cement lines run from outside containment through

the containment wall up to each individual fan cooler unit, these are

cement lined. (Chapple,Tr. 6539, 6550, 6553, and 6554).

Corrosiveness of Hudson River Water

2.2(a)-14. Hudson River water at Indian Point is a well aerated

estuarine water of low salinity. The biological oxygen demand (B.O.D.) l

is low, 4.6 ppm maximum. Dissolved oxygen approaches saturation ranging -

from 5.5 to 11.5 ppm. PH fluctuates within a narrow range from 7.1 to

f
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7.5. Salinity during the minimum flow period, August, is about 4,000 ppm

but did reach 7,020 ppm, 20% of seawater during the drought year of 1964.

(Rothstein and Tuthill, ff. Tr. 6515 at 3).

2.2(a)-15. The low B00 indicates minimal organic pollution. The

pH is nonna1, indicating minimal industrial waste pollution. The
,

dissolved oxygen approaches saturation-all indicative of saline water in

which copper alloys exhibit very low corrosion rates of the order of

0.001" per year or less during the first year. After the first. year,

corrosion rates decrease to even lower values of the order of 0.00005"

per year which translates to upwards of 40 years' life for 18 gage

tubing, the standard gage and that in use in the fan and notor toolers at

Indian Point Unit 2. (Ibid.at4).
2.2(a)-16. Carbon steel on the other hand corrodes at low but

significant rates in the same saline waters. The corrosion rates

increase as the flow velocity increases. These corrosion rates for

unprotected carbon steel mcy approach, but would be unlikely to exceed

those for sea water, i.e. 0.006 to 0.622" per year. Although carbon

steel piping will survive several years at these corrosion rates, such

piping is nonnally cement or epoxy lined for brackish or saline water

service as was done at Indian Point Unit 2. (Ibid.).
2.2(a)-17. The salinity during the minimum flow period while low is

still high enough to arouse concern about the possibility of crevice

corrosion of stainless steels, which is why coated carbon steel and

copper base alloys are so widely preferred for brackish and other saline

waters. (Ibid.).

O ,
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2.2(a)-18. There is nothing unusual about the use of brackish or

other saline waters for cooling. In addition to ships, there are

numerous industrial plants as well as power plants that successfully use

brackish and saline waters for cooling, provided, as at Indian Point the -

proper materials for saline waters are used. Fifteen percent of domestic

power plants and thirty-three percent of domestic nuclear plants are on

brackish estuaries or sea coast locations and saline water is routinely

used for cooling purposes. (Ibid.at4-5).
2.2(a)-19. Two types of corrosion caused leaking at Indian Point 2.

The braised joints at Indian point 2 contained significant amounts of

voids or porosity in the joints. Leaks in those braised joints were

essentially due to the corrosion of the braised material along regions of

prior porosity or prior voids. The leak path or the amount of braised

material that had to be corroded away in order to fonn a leak path, was

minimal. The other form of corrosion was a form of pitting resulting

from the deposition of silt on the surface of the tubing. This results

in localized aggravated corrosion. (Rothstein,Tr. 6526-27).

2.2(a)-20. That problem was remedied by eliminating the braised

joints from the containment coolers. (Rothstein, Tr. 6516).

2.2(a)-21. With regard to silting and pitting at Unit 2, the flow

rates of the cooling water through the containment coolers was increased.

The initial rate of flow was approximately one foot per second, which is

adequate to remove the heat from containment, but at that rate of flow

silt is not carried by the river water as it flows through the tubes.

Rather, it deposits on all surfaces. The ficw rate now is approximately

three to four feet per second. At this increased rate silt does not
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deposit. Moreover, errosion at this rate is insignificant.

Copper-nickel can tolerate finw rates well above eight feet per second

safely. (Rothstein,Tr. 6516,6527-28).

2.2(a)-22. The witness for Con Edison also testified that there

was corrosion of the milled steel piping principally at the welded

joints. The milled steel is cement coated and when the weld joints were

made the coating spalled off at the joint and was not replaced, leaving

bare carbon steel exposed to river water. During the outage in 1980-81,

each and every one of the weld joints was examined and where it was found

that the cement coating was incomplete the surface was cleaned, built-up

as necessary with weld deposits, and then coated with cement so as to

protect it against future corrosion. During a more recent refueling

maintainance outage the joints were again examined and found in every

case to be intact with no corrosion taking place. (Rothstein,Tr.

6528-29).

2.2(a)-23. In November 1982 the fan coolers, their piping and the

main condensers were inspected. Based upon that inspection the witness

for Con Ed testified that the Hudson River is not particularly corrosive

and that the remedial measures taken by Con Ed (namely the elimination of

the braised joints from earlier versions of the containment coolers,

increasing the flow rates in the containment coolers, and improvement of

the cement coating of the steel pipe) have been effective in eliminating

and reducing corrosion. (Rothstein, Tr. 6516).

2.2(a)-24. A witness'for the Power Authority testified that the

Molybdenum content coupled with the Nickel in the fan coolers' '

_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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water-boxes and attendant piping is what gives the system pitting

corrosion resistance. (Spataro,Tr. 6551,6552).

2.2(a)-25. The use of high Nickel and high Molybdenum alloys also

prevents inter-granular attack. (Spataro,Tr.6553). -

2.2(a)-26. The witness for the Power Authority also testified that

the flow rates were increased from approximately one foot per second to

1.7 feet per second to prevent and remove silt deposits and eliminate

corrosive pitting due to anaerobic bacteria. (Ibid.,Tr. 6557,6558).

2.2(a)-27. A number of cement lined carbon steel joints in Unit 3

were inspected. Some corrosion was found but such corrosion was not

detrimental to the surface of the alloy. Such a system is designed for

certain corrosion allowances already in the material. The joints

examined have not lost their corrosion allowance. Presently Unit 3 is

O under a monitorin9 system end tne soints 4n the cement lined carbon steei

piping will be periodically checked to determine whether or not

replacement is necessary. (Ibid.,Tr.6554).

2.2(a)-28. A witness for WBCA testified that brackish water should

not be inside containment and that the ideal system should consist of a

closed circuit using highly purified water within containment, isolated

by a heat exchanger from the external cooling source. (Fleisher, ff. Tr.

6492 at 6-7; Tr. 6478).

2.2(a)-29. The witnesses for the Power Authority, con Ed, and NRC

staff testified that there would be no safety advantage in using pure

water instead of brackish water for cooling purposes within containment.
,

(Rothstein, Tr. 6521; Brons, Tr. 6555; Rowsome, LeFave, and Turovlin, Tr.

6912).

-_ -
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2.2(a)-30. A witness for con Ed also testified + hat a hybrid system

involving a closed loop cooling system with a heat exchanger inside

containment and another heat exchanger outside containment is a complex

system. Due to the fact that the closed loop system does not cool as

efficiently as the open loop system (once-through cooling) there would be

required a system of valving that would allow once-through cooling in the

event of a LOCA. Such a valving system is not necessary at present.

(Rothstein,Tr. 6532-33).

2.2(a)-31. A witness for the NRC staff testified that due to the

modified detection equipment, new surveillance requirements, and plant

technical specifications, leakage in the service water system would be

detected in a timely manner and there is little concern that a sudden

catastrophic failure of the service water system due to corrosion could

O prevent safe pient shutdown. Accordingiy, a ciosed ioop design for
'

Indian Point units 2 and 3 is not warranted. (LeFave, ff. Tr. 6890 at

10,14-15).

2.2(a)-32. The NRC staff testified with regard to Unit 2 that the

Licensee has replaced all containment air coolers with improved units

that allow access for tube repairs and tube plugging. The existing water

isolation valves to the containment air coolers have been replaced with

an improved design to eliminate the leakage problem experienced with the

old valves. Magnitrols have been added to control containment sump

pumps' start and stop levels to eliminate problems associated with the

original float-type controls. A remote control station has been added to
,

the control room. Separate independent power supplies have been provided

for the sump pumps and the reactor cavity pumps. Continuous level

|
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i indication with alarm and record has been provided for the containment
O

sump. Instrumentation to monitor discharge flow, discharge water

chemical hardness and temperature has also been added. A flood level

switch in the RHR suction line compartment of the sump has been added and -

the TV camera has been focused to monitor water accumulation on the 46

foot containment floor elevation. The containment floor to the 46 foot

elevation overflows to the reactor cavity when the water reaches 2 to 4

hches above the floor at Unit 2. The recirculation sump in the

containment will now be kept dry instead of flooded allowing the two 4

lowest level lights to be used for alams. Continuous level indication

has also been added to the recirculation sump and to the reactor cavity.

The reactor cavity TV cameras now focus on the low point of the curb to

provide immediate indication of water and an alarm of the lowest switch

O nositioa one of the two pump controis ma9aitrois has beea added. The

reactor cavity pumps have been improved with an open pipe-funnel

anti-syphoning device in the discharge line at the containment sump,

I separate power supplies, and submersible level control switches,

including loss of suction head protection and equalized running hours.

(LeFave, ff. Tr. 6890 at 11-131

2(a)-33. At Unit 3 a new capacitive detector device has been added

to detect approximately one inch of water on the 46 foot containment

floor elevation, with an audible control room alann. This allows early

detection of the sump overflowing to the containment floor. Two new

pumps have been installed in the reactor cavity which will not operate in
,

such a way as to be subject to trips on thermal overload, as might have

been the case with the previous pumps. A column measuring device has

|

1
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been installed in the reactor cavity that will activate two independent

audible alarms in the control room when approximately one inch and 3

inches of water are in the bottom of the cavity. (Ibid. at 13-14).

2.2(a)-34. Both Units 2 and 3 require surveillance leak limitations -

such that any significant leakage occuring would be discovered in a

timely manner and would result in repairs or plant shutdown. (Ibid.at
10and14).

2.2(a)-35. Due to the technical specifications for Units 2 and 3,

replacement in key systems with corrosive resistant materials as well as

replacements allowing easier access for repair and survellience, modified

detection equipment and survellience requirments, there is little concern

that a sudden catastrophic failure of the service water system due.to

corrosion could prevent safe plant shutdown. (Ibid. at 15).
O

..

_

e
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I

BOARD QUESTION 2.2.1O
Board Question 2.2.1, as litigated, reads as follows:E

Should any of the requirements proposed at the July 29, 1982 '

meeting of the NRC staff and members of the SGOG be required
for Indian Point Units 2 and/or 3, considering the risk of a -

steam generator rupture in this high population area?

! 2.2.1-1. The concern relative to steam generator tube degradation
i

| stems from the fact that the steam generator tubes are a part of the
,

reactor coolant system (RCS) boundary and that tube failures result in a

loss of primary coolant. In addition, the steam generator tubes

constitute a particularly important part of the RCS boundary since their
,

'

failure allows primary coolant into the steam generators where its

isolation from the environment is not fully assured. (Holahanand

Rowsome, Tr. 6919 at 2 and 3).

O
---27/ WBCA presented testimony of Walter L. Fleisher, Vice President of

WBCA. The licensees presented testimony of Dennis C. Bley, a4

consultant with Pickard, Lowe & Garrick, Inc., and
Dennis C. Richardson, the Risk Assessment Technology Manager in the

*

Nuclear Safety Department of the Nuclear Technology Division of
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Con Ed presented testimony of

,

Samuel Rothstein, the head of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Engineering Subsection in the Mechanical Study Section of Con Ed.
The Power Authority presented testimony of John C. Brons, Resident
Manager of Indian Point Unit 3 and William Josiger, Superintendent
of Power of the Indian Point Unit 3 nuclear power plant. The NRC
staff presented testimony of Gary M. Holahan, Section Leader, Safety,

Assessment Section, Operating Reactor Assessment Branch of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Frank H. Rowsome, III, Deputy
Director of the Division of Risk Analysis in the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Research, Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

1
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| 2.2.1-2. The release of primary coolant into the environment has

two major safety implications. The first is the direct release of

radioactive fission products and the second is the loss of cooling water

which is needed to cool the core. An extended loss of cooling water

outside of containment could result in the depletion of the initial RCS

inventory and ECCS water without the capability to recirculate the water

as would be the case for any LOCA inside containment. (Ibid.).
2.2.1-3. The major safety concerns are therefore related to events

in which a loss of steam generator tube integrity occurs in combination

with a loss of secondary system integrity. There are two classes of

events with these characteristics: (1) tube ruptures followed by a loss

of coolant through the secondary system due to failure of the steam

generator safety or relief valve or main steamline failure; and (2) a

O secondery system failure (steamiine breax, feedwater iine breau or stuca

open valve) with a consequential failure of previously degraded steam

generator tubes. (Ibid.).
2.2.1-4. In the pressurized water reactor (PWR) system, the steam -

generators isolate the radioactive reactor coolant from the

nonradioactive steam cycle, and serve as the heat exchanger between the

two systems. During operation, high temperature, high pressure reactor

coolant flows from the reactor vessel to the inlet side of the channel

head at the bottom of the steam generator by way of the hot leg, enters

through the inlet nozzel, flows through the U-tubes to the outlet side of

the channel and exits the generator through the outlet nozzel and flows

back to the reactor vessel by way of the cold leg. The inlet and outlet

channels are separated by a partition plate welded to the channel head

|
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,

and the tube sheet. On the secondary side of the steam generators,2

feedwater enters the evaporator section of the steam generator just above

the top of the U-tubes through a feedwater ring. The water flows

downward through an annulus between the tube bundle wrapper and the shell -

and then upward through the tube bundle where a portion of the water is
!

converted to steam. (Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 at 2 and 3).

2.2.1-5. On July 29, 1982, theNRC staff met with the Steam

Generator Owners Group (SGOG) to discuss proposed steam generator generic

requirements. TheNRC staff proposed requirements include:

For steam generator integrity

1) Prevention and detection of loose parts and foreign

objects.

2) Stabilization and monitoring of degraded tubes.

O 3) Tube in-serv 4ce inspection program (151).
.

4) Improved eddy current inspection techniques.

5) Primary to secondary leakage limit.

6) Secondary water chemistry program. -

7) Condenser inservice inspection program.

8) Upper inspection ports.

With regard to plant systems response:

1) Reactor coolant systems (RCS) pressure control during a

SGTR.

2) Safety injection signal reset.

3) Containment isolation and reset.

O

.
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With regard to radiological consequerces; standard technical specifica-

tion limit for coolant iodine activity. (Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055
l

at2-4).
!

.

Prevention and Detection of Loosa Parts

2.2.1-6. With regard to prevention and detection of loose parts,

for Indian Point Unit 2 a continuous online monitoring system capable of

monitoring the steam generator's secondary side as well as the primary

side for loose parts and foreign objects was installed in 1982. This

system meets the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.133. During the most

recent steam generator examination in 1982, the secondary side of the
|

| steam generators was examined using a television camera which was passed
|
'

down the tube lane in such a way as to collect observations of the spaces

O or ianes setween the coiumns of tubes. This examination demonstrated

that there were no significant loose parts or foreign objects in the

steam generators. (Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 at 14).

2.2.1-7. At Indian Point Unit 2, maintenance and quality assurance /

quality control procedures for stecm generator primary and secondary side

maintenance, repair and inspection operations are in effect and are

reviewed continually and revised as necessary to ensure that an effective

system exists to preclude introduction of foreign objects into either the

primary or the secondary side of the steam generator. (Ibid.). I

1

2.2.1-8. For Unit 3, quality assurance and quality control

procedures for steam generator primary and secondary side are always in

effect when maintenance, repairs and/or inspection operations are
|

perfonned. These procedures include accounting for all tools and

I
1
i

.. - - - - . - - - - -
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Q equipment and for all components and parts removed from the internals of

major components. There is presently no secondary side loose parts

monitoring system for Indian Point 3 steam generators. The Power

Authority's witness testified that such a system is unnecessary because

the present program of quality assurance and quality controls during

maintenance, periodic secondary side inspections, and effective follow-up

of eddy current indications are adequate to prevent tube damage due to a

foreign object. (Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055 at 4 and 5).

Stabilization and Monitoring of Degraded Tubes

2.2.1-9. Despite the large number of plugged tubes in the steam

generators throughout the nuclear industry, there has only been one

isolated case of plugged tubes later causing damage to adjacent tubes.
.

In this case, the cause was determined to be the presence of a foreign

part. (Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 at 15; Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055 at

6).
.

In-Service Inspection Program

2.2.1-10. Con Ed has conducted extensive steam generator tube

inspections since the beginning of plant operation. The requirements of

the current Indian Point Unit 2 technical specifications 4.13 for

in-service examination of steam generator tubes exceeds the proposed

draft generic steam generator requirements. The Indian Point Unit 2

technical specifications require each of the four steam generators to be

examined not later than after 16 months of operation with a primary ~

O c lant temperature greater than 5 'F r n t later than 20 calendar
.

. . . . . - ..
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months from the date of restart after the previous examination, whichever

comes first. The technical specifications also require that a minimum of

12% of the tubes in each steam generator hot leg be examined and that a

minimum 3% of the tubes of the steam generator cold leg be examined. -

(Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 at 16).

2.2.1-11. The 12% is 4 times the 3% that is specified in Regulatory

Guide 1.83. The 12% of the tubes examined represents 100% of all the

known difficult areas, areas where other utilities have experienced tube

leaks or tube damage. Because the hot leg is at a higher temperature

than the cold leg, corrosion would be more severe. Accordingly, examina-

tion of the hot leg gives a fair representation of the overall condition

of the steam generators. (Rothstein,Tr.6113).

2.2.1-12. The Power Authority has conducted extensive steam

O generator tube inspections since the beginnieg of p,ent operation. These

inspections have exceeded existing requirements when necessary to

adequately characterize the condition of the tubes. Inspections have

included: 100% eddy current examination of cold leg tubes; extensive

eddy current examination of hot leg tubes; eddy current testing of the

tube U-bends; tube gauging program; profilometry; tube sample

metallurgical analyses; flow slot photography; and independent third

party review of eddy current data. Inspection of the cold leg tubes

included 100% of the tubes up to the second tube support plate and a

sampling of the tubes up to the sixth tube support plate. That

limitation was made because there had been no degradation of tubes i

observed above the second support plate in any of the generators.

(Brons, ff. Tr. 6055 at 6 and 7; Tr. 6081).

;

,

L
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'

2.2.1-13. Residue that accumulates in the steam generator from the

continual evaporation process in the steam generator accumulates in the

cold leg. Indian Point Unit 3 steam generators are operated in a con-

tinuous blowdown process. This inhibits the accumulation of residue. In -

addition, Indian Point 3 has been embarked on a program called sludge

lansing, wherein the sludge is blown out using a special hydraulic-

removal device when the generator is not in operation. (Brons,

Tr. 6082-83).

2.2.1-14. A witness for Condolidated Edison testified that sludge

nonna11y deposits at the base of the tube sheet and that at the middle of

that tube sheet there is a blowdown pipe which is intended to remove the

sludge during operation period. Depending upon the power level that the

| unit is operated at, sludge will tend to favor either the hot leg or the

cold leg side of the bundle. At or near full power level the low

velocity region is principally in the hot leg side of the bundle. Sludge

tends to pile up at a. higher power level at a centrally located region of

the hot leg designated as a kidney-shaped region because the general

shape is similar to a kidney. That is the region where other utilities

have experienced problems with tube cracking and tube wastage. This is

why Regulatory Guide 1.83 specifies hot leg examination of the bundle.

, Cold leg examinations conducted by Con Ed examine a sampling of the tubes
I
! in the region that would be equivalent to that where Indian Point 3 found

their pitting so that if there was pitting or cny other defects in the

tube in that region, it would have been picked up by that sampling.

(Rothstein,Tr. 6114-6116).

O
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Improved Eddy Current Techniques

2.2.1-15. Different operating steam generators have different types

of defects, which justify utilizing differing eddy current techniques.

Wastage, or tube thinning, develops in tubes in steam generators which

are fed with water treated with phospates. Crevice cracking develops in

tubes in steam generators which have a significant amount of experience

with phosphate treatment. Pitting develops in tubes in steam generators

which have had appreciable in-leakage of cooling water or ion-exchange

resins. (Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 'at 17).

2.2.1-16. The only degradation evident in the Indian Point Unit 2

steam generator tubing is denting, which is best detected and quantified

by conventional single-frequency eddy current examination. When

examination for possible special problems such as crevice cracking or

O pitting ere conducted, other techniques are ut4lized as appropr4 ate. ror

example, an absolute eddy current examination technique is used for

crevice cracking and a multi-frequency examination technique is used for

pitting to ensure elimination of any unwanted copper signals. These are

the latest techniques available. Wear or fretting has not been a problem

at Indian Point Unit 2. (Ibid. at 17 and 18).

2.2.1-17. The Power Authority has used multi-frequency testing,
,

sludge heat analysis, and profilometry to inspect the steam generators as

such technology has become available. Eddy current testing techniques

used at Indian Point 3 eliminate tube support plate, tube sheet, denting,

or other similar unwanted signal interferences as well as perfonn both

absolute and differential coil inspection. (Brons and Josiger, ff.

Tr. 6055 at 10).

i
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Primary to Secondary Leakage Limit

2.2.1-18. The current Indian Point Unit 2 Technical Specification -|

3.1.F contains provisions which comply with and is more restrictive than

the proposed requirement, namely, that the technical specifications pro-

vide leakage limits consistent with the latest revision of the applicable

standard technical specifications. The present Indian Point 3 limit of

.30 gallons per minute per Steam Generator (432 gallons per day per SG)

is more restrictive than the NRC's proposed limit of 500 gpd.

(Rothstein, ff.' Tr. 6104 at 18; Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055 at 11).

Secondary Water Chemistry Program

2.2.1-19. The Indian Point Unit 2 operating license already

contains a condition which requires a secondary water chemistry program.

The secondary water chemistry program has been in effect at Indian Point

Unit since its initial operation. The current program requirements

exceed those in the proposed draft requirements. (Rothstein,ff.

Tr.6104at19).
'

2.2.1-20. Indian Point Unit 3 can meet all of the SGOG limits

except those relating to chloride concentration. Measures which would

enable Indian Point 3 to meet the new chloride limits (20 parts per

million chloride concentration) are presently being evaluated by the

Authority and include improvements to the present condenser and

installation of a condensate polisher. (Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055

at 12; Tr. 6093).

O

,
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'

Condenser In-Service Inspection Program
O

2.2.1-21. Indian Point Unit 2 operating license does not contain a

condition to require perfonnance of condenser in-service examination.

However, in-service examination of the condenser is conducted regularly -

at Indian Point Unit 2 during refueling / maintenance outages in accordance

with Consolidated Edison's engineering recomendations. (Rothstein,ff.

Tr. 6104 at 21).

2.2.1-22. A condenser eddy current inspection has been completed at

Indian Point 3. The inspection involved the eddy current testing of more

than 57,000 tubes. (Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055 at 12 and 13).

Upper Inspection Ports

2.2.1-23. At Indian Point Unit 2, two steam generators are equipped

O with 1-iach inspection norts ebove the upper most support piates so that

three flow slots in each of those two steam generators can be examined by

fiber optics. The condition of the remaining two steam generators can be

extrapolated from that of the two examined, as all four steam generators

are exposed to the same environment. (Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 at 22 and

23).
.

2.2.1-24. Indian Point Unit 3 has not proposed an upper inspection

port requirement. (Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055 at 13).

Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control During A Steam
Generator Tube Rupture

2.2.1-25. The steam generator tube rupture procedure at bcth Indian
,

Point Units 2 and 3 is designed to: a) minimize the releases of radio-

O
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active material by identifying and isolating the faulted steam generator,

and by reducing RCS pressure below the steam generator safety valve

settings; b) establish capability to supply feedwater to all steam

generators and to isolate feedwater to the faulted steam generator;

c) maintain the ability to remove the necessary residual heat from the

reactor through the intact steam generators by the condenser steam dump

valves or atmospheric relief valves; d) maintain the RCS in a subcooled

state during the recovery period; e) prevent overflooding of the faulty

steam generator. (Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055 at 13 and 14;

Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 at 23 and 24).
,

Safety Injection Signal Reset

2.2.1-26. With regard to the concern raised at Ginna, that of

O eutometic switchover of sefety in3ection pump suction from the boric acid

storage tanks (BAST) to the refueling water storage tank (RWST), there is

no problem with either Indian Point Unit 2 or 3. With regard to Indian

Point 2 there is no automatic transfer of safety injection pump from the

BAST to the RWST. The BASTS are not used for safety injection at Indian

Unit 2. Indian Point Unit 2 has a separate tank, boron injection tank,

which is aligned and parallel with the RWST to the safety injection pump

suction. A safety injection signal does provide automatic opening

signals to the baron injection tank (BIT) discharge valves such that

safety injection pump suction is preferentially from the BIT first. When

the BIT reaches the low-level set point, the BIT discharge valves receive

an automatic closing signal to isolate the tank, thus permitting the

safety injection pumps to take suction from the RWST. Unlike the situa-

. .
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tion at Ginna, the BIT low-level signal will demand the BIT discharge

valves to close regardless of whether the safety injection signal is

! present or has been reset. With regard to Indian Point 3, the BIT for

Indian Point 3 is on the discharge of the safety injection pumps. -

(Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 at 25 and 26; Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055 at

14).

Containment Isolation And Reset
,

2.2.1-27. In response to the Three Mile Island accident, con Edison

made modifications which prohibit the reopening of containment isolation

valves upon resetting of the containment isolation signal. The Power

Authority also made modifications to the containment reset design deemed
"

necessary as a result of its review of the Three Mile Island accident.

O (aothstein, ff. Tr. 61c4 at 26; crons and Josiger, fr. Tr. 6055 at 15).
I 2.2.1-28. Modifications were also made by the Power Authority and

Con Edison to prevent the specific situation that occurred at Ginna

(Ibid.).

Standard Technical Specification Limit for Coolant Iodine Activity

242.1-29. A witness for the Power Authority testified that Indian

Point 3's present coolant activity liinits are as required by the standard

technical specifications. (Brons and Josiger, ff. Tr. 6055 at 15).

2.2.1-30. Con Edison testified that a uniform technical specifi-

cation may be overly conservative if applied without consideration of

plant specific features. (Rothstein, ff. Tr. 6104 at 27). |

0
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Probability of a Core Melt From Accidental Sequences Associated With
Steam Generator Tube Ruptures and the SGOG Proposed Requirementss

2.2.1-31. A witness for the NRC staff testified that core melt

accidents entailing steam generator tube rupture present roughly only one
..

percent of the offsite radiological risks based on the Staff estimate

that core melt events associated with steam generator tube rupture have a

frequency of 4 x 10-6 per reactor year. This estimate is applicable to

both Indian Point Units 2 and 3. (Rowsome, ff. Tr. 6919 at 7).

2.2.1-32. A witness for the NRC staff also festified that the

requirements proposed at the July 29, 1982 meeting of the NRC staff and

members of the SG0G should not be required for. Indian Point Units 2 or 3

at this time. Further cost benefit analyses regarding their

implementation are ongoing. The witness testified that the risk

reduction associated with these items even if they were 100% effective is

small relative to other core melt risk at the Indian Point plants.

(Holahan and Rowsome, ff. Tr. 6919 at 11 and 12).

2.2.1-33. Witnesses for the Licensees also testified that implemen-

tation of the July 29, 1982 draft of the Proposed Generic Steam Generator

Owners Group Requirements at Indian Point units would not perceptibly

change the risk posed by the units reflected in its IPPSS, nor change in

any way the conclusions of the IPPSS that steam generator tube rupture

events are not dominant risk contributors at these units. (Bleyand

Richardson, Tr. 6442 at 6).

.

|

| O

.
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COMMISSION QUESTION 3

What is the current status and degree of conformance with NRC/ FEMA+

1 guidelines of state and local emergency planning within a 10-mile radius
of the site and, of the extent that it is relevant to risks posed by the"

two plants, beyond a 10-mile radius? In this context, an effort should,

'

be made to establish what the minimum number of hours warning for an -

effective evacuation of a 10-mile quadrant at Indian Point would be. The
i FEMA Position should be taken as a rebuttable presumption for this

estimate.4

.

O

t

)
:
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Q Contention 3.1

(EmergencyPlanningatIndianPointh

28/ The Power Authority of the State of New York (PASNY), presented a
panel of witnesses composed of John C. Brons, Resident Manager at
Indian Point 3, Linda Lomonaco, Assistant to the Radiological &
Environmental Services Superintendent at Indian Point 3, and Dennis
Quinn, Radiological Engineer at Indian Point 3. Con Edison
presented a panel of witnesses composed of Lester A. Cohen, Senior
Meteorologist in the Air & Noise Section of the Environmental
Affairs Department, Charles W. Jackson, Vice President Nuclear,
Mr. George Liebler, Emergency Planning Director, and William Monti,
Nuclear Consultant-Power Generation. The Licensees also presented a
panel composed of Mr. Philip Schmer, Assistant Director of Office of
Natural Disaster Civil Defense for Orange County and Mr. Michael
Scalpi, Civil Defense Director of Putnam County. The Staff's
witnesses were John R. Sears, Senior Reactor Safety Engineer, Emer-
gency Preparedness Licensing Branch, Division of Emergency Prepared-
ness, Office of Inspection & Enforcement, NRC, and Sheldon A.
Schwartz, Deputy Director, Division of Emergency Preparedness and
Engineering Response, Office of Inspection & Enforcement, NRC. The
Staff also presented a panel of witnesses from FEMA, composed of

O Philip McIntire, Acting Chief Natural & Technological Hazards Divi-
sion; Ihor Husar, Program Manager for the Radiological Emergency
Planning Program of FEMA Region II; Joseph Keller, Senior Scientist
with Exxon Nuclear Idaho; and Roger Kowieski, Chairman of the '

Regional Assistance Committee, FEMA Region II. The State of New
York Energy Office presented a panel composed of Mr. Donald B. -

Davidoff, Director, Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group, and
Lawrence B. Czech, Chief, Nuclear Protection Planning, Radiological
Emergency Preparedness Group. The Interested States and intervenor
witnesses also gave testimony, the bulk of which did not explicitly
allege deficiencies in the planning standards concerning matters
required by the regulatory guidelines. To the extent these
witnesses presented relevant, probative and material testimony,
those witnesses are identified in the findings addressed by their
testimony.

3.1-1. This contention, which was based on contentions by

UCS/NYPIRG, WESPAC and RCSE, was admitted by the Board for hearing

purposes in its Memorandum and Order of February 17, 1983. The
,

contention reads as follows:
,

Emergency Planning for Indian Point Units 2 & 3 is inadequate
in that the present plans do not meet any of the sixteen

.
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O mandatory standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b), nor do they meet the
standards of Appendix E 10 CFR Part 50,

3.1-2. At the outset, it should be noted that FEMA findings

relating to the March 1982 exercise indicated initially that eleven of

the sixteen emergency planning standards related to off-site preparedness

were adequate for the 10-mile EPZ at Indian Point. These are 10 C.F.R.

950.47(b)(1),(2),(3),(4),(6),(B),(9),(12),(13),(14),and(15),
and no relevant and material testimony was prssented to controvert these

'

findings. (McIntire/Husar/Keller Testimony, ff. Tr.1307, Attachment C.)

However, in its August 2,1982 Interim Findings, FEMA found deficiencies

in emergency planning standards 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(5), (7), (10), (11),

and(16). (McIntire/Kowieski/Keller Testimony, ff. Tr.14,720,

Attachment 1.) After evaluating the March 9,1983 exercise of the
. .

radiological emergency response plans of New York State and Rockland,

Orange, Putnam and Westchester Counties, FEMA has determined that

sufficient corrective action has been taken for all of these planning

standards except 10 C.F.R. b 50.47(b)(10) and (16). (McIntire, et al.

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 Letter to McLoughlin from

Petrone,14 April 1983, pp.1-3.)

3.1-3. Each of the sixteen emergency planning standards will be

addressed seriatim.

Assignment of Responsibility (Organization Control)

3.1-4. Planningstandard10C.F.R.I50.47(b)(1), states:

Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the nuclear
facility licensee and by State and local organizations within
the Emergency Planning Zones have been assigned, the emergency
responsibilities of the various supporting organizations have

-. _ . - _ - _
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| n been specifically established, and each principal response
V organization has staff to respond and to augment its initial

response on a continuous basis.

3.1-5. Con Edison Emercency Implementation Procedures 1001 and

Power Authority Emergency Plan Procedures, pages VI through XVI describe

the responsibilities and the actions required by plant personnel for

establishing the On-Site Emergency Organization and indicate the

preferred candidates to fill each position. Appendices B to the Con-Ed

Implementation Procedures and to the Power Authority Emergency Plan

Procedures contain a roster of off-site agencies that will be part of the

overall response organization. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at pp. 2,

3.)

3.1-6. The New York State and County plans for Westchester, Putnam,

Orange and Rockland Countie:29/ each identify the emergency response

organizations and their primary responsibilities. (McIntire, et al . , ff.

Tr.1307 at p.12; Davidoff/ Czech Testimony, ff. Tr.11313 at pp. 2, 3.)

3.1-7. Continuous operation and staffing of the response organiza-

tions is provided in the Licensees' on-site plans. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr. 12244 at p. 6.)

29/ Currently, the Radiological Response Plan for Rockland County is a
Draft County Plan still undergoing revision and completion. How-
ever, the New York State Indian Point Site-Specific Radiological
Emergency Preparedness Plan (REPP) provides for compensating
measures to be implemented in counties that are unable to respond.
New York State adopted the Draft Rockland County Plan for use as its
compensating measures (Davidoff, Tr. 11,364) and references herein
are to the FEMA evaluation of the State compensating measures for
Rockland, Post-Exercise Assessment,14 April 1983. Thus, the
Board's evaluation of the Rockland County planning and preparedness

'is largely an evaluation of the New York State compensating
measures.

O

:
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3.1-8. 24-hour continous operation and staffing of the response

organizationsisalsoprovidedfortheoff-siteorganizationsintheNew

York State and County plans. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise '

Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at op.19, 25, 38, 46 a'nd 53.)

3.1-9. The Board finds that the essential elements of emergency

planning standard 5 50.47(b)(1) and Appendix E.IV.A of 10 C.F.R. Part 50

have been adequate addressed.

\

On-Site Emergency Organization
.

3.1-10. Planning Standard 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(2), states:

On-Shift facility licensee responsibilities for emergency
response are unambiguously defined, adequate staffing to

,

provide initial facility accident response in key functional -

areas is maintained at all times, timely augmentation of
response capabilities is available, and the interfaces among -

O various onsite response activities and offsite support and
response activities are specified.

3.1-11. This planning standard relates only to the Licensees'

on-site emergency response plans.

3.1-12. On-site shift responsibility is identified in both the

Con-Ed and Power Authority emergency procedures. Each plant is staffed

24 hours per day, 7 days a week by a shift operating crew, and the plans

provide for augmentation of staffing, satisfying the requirements of

Table B-1 of NUREG-0654. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12,244 at pp. 7, 8).

The plans also provide for the on-site emergency organization to

interface with off-site response organizations and identify the

contractor and private organizations who may be called upon for

assistance for emergencies. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 9; *

~

Brons/Lomonaco/Quinn Testimony, ff. Tr. 11679 at pp. 13-15.)

,

- _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ -_ .
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' h
3.1-13. The Board finds the elements of planning standard

9 50.47(b)(2) and Appendix E.IV.A of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 are therefore |

1 fully sathfied.

l

Emergency Response Support and Resources

3.1-14. Planningstandard10C.F.R.i50.47(b)(3), states:
,

Arrangements for requesting and effectively using assistance
resources have been made, arrangements to accomodate state and

,

local staff at the licensees near-site Emergency Operations
Facility have been made, and other organizations capable of
augmenting the planned response have been identified.

3.1-15. The Licensees' plans each contain appropriate letters of

agreement with offsite organizations for assistance resources, including

federal assistance. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 10.)

3.1-16. There is a provision in each Licensee's plan for a member

of the utility staff to perfonn liaison duties at the offsite Emergency

Operations Center (E0C). (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 11.)

3.1-17. The Licensees have provided space to accomodate state and

local staff at the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) located in the

Buchanan Service Center Building of Con Edison. (SearsTestimony,ff.

Tr. 12244 at p. 11.)

3.1-18. Available for assistance are the laboratories of Teledyne

Isotopes and the Radiological Science Laboratory of the New York State

Department of Health, as well as Westinghouse. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr. 12244 at p. 11.)

3.1-19. FEMA's review of the New York State and County plans found

the identification and arrangements of resources regarding off-site '

. .- _ _ _
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preparedness adequate. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff.

Tr. 14720 at pp. 18, 25, 39, 47 and 53.)

3.1-20. The Board finds the essential elements of planning standard

5 50.47(b)(3) and Appendix E.IV.A of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 are fully adequate

for the 10-mile EPZ at Indian Point.

Emergency Classification System

3.1-21. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(4), states:

A standard emergency classification and action level scheme, |

the bases of which include facility system and effluent
parameters, is in use by the nuclear facility licensee, and
State and local response plans call for reliance on infomation
provided by facility licensees for determinations of minimum
initial offsite response measures.

3.1-22. The Licensees have established procedures for classifying -

'

an event that are consistent with NUREG-0654, Appendix 1, and the postu-

lated accidents analyzed in the Final Safety Analysis Report are ,

encompassed within tite emergency classification scheme. (Sears Testi-

mony, ff. Tr.12244 at p.14.)

3.1-23. The New York State and County Plans for each County

establish an emergency classification and emergency action level scheme

for determining initial response, which is consistent with the

classification scheme established by the facility licensees. (McIntire,

et al . , ff. Tr.1307, Attachment B, p. 2. )
.

3.1-24. The Licensing Board therefore finds that planning standard

5 50.47(b)(4) and Appendix E.IV.B and C of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 has been

met.

_ . . -- - . .
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Notification Methods and Procedures

3.1-25. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(5), states:

Procedures have been established for notification by the -

licensee of State and local response organizations and for
notification of emergency personnel by all organizations; the
content of initial and followup messages to response
organizations and the public has been established; and means to
provide early notification within the plume exposure pathway
Emergency Planning Zone have been established.

,

3.1-26. The Licensees have established specific procedures which

describe the steps to be taken to provide initial and follow-up notifi-

cations to federal, state, local and company offsite emergency organi-

zations. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p.14.)

3.1-27. The content of the initial and followup messages to the

public has been established, using a message form which is nearly

identical with the New York State Radiological Emergency Preparedness

O Plan message form. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 16.)

3.1-28. An Early Warning System consisting of sirens throughout the
i

10-mile EPZ has been installed by the licensees. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr. 12244 at p. 17.)

3.1-29. The ability of State and local officials to make a public

notification decision promptly on being informed by the Licensees of an

emergency is the most important provision of offsite emergency response
i planning (Sears,Tr. 12357,12262,12269,122333), and was clearly

demonstrated in the exercise of March 1983. (Sears,Tr. 12240-42;

12327-28.) However, the single most important provision of offsite

emergency response planning is the ability of local officials to make

such a prompt public notification decision, and the current State and

four County RERP's do not contain provisions to insure the officials will

.. ._. _ _
_ . .
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promptly decide to net.ify the public. (Sears _Id.) At some other

reactors the offsite emergency response plans provide for the reactor

operator to activate the siren system from the control room if the local

officials fail to do so within 10 minutes of notification by the

Licensee, but no such provision is contained in the County RERPs at

Indian Point. (Sears,Tr.12338.)

3.1-30. The Intervenors contested the Licensees' administrative

control of notification procedures and this issue will be addressed in

findings regarding Contention 3.4 infra.

3.1-31. The initial exercise drill held in March 1982 demonstrated

significant deficiencies in the siren system, in that a number of sirens

failed to function properly. (McIntire, et al. ff. Tr.1307 at p.15.)

The Intervenors also presented a number of witnesses to support this

initial finding by FEMA, including Richard Altschuler, who had conducted

| a survey, and various residents within the 10-mile EPZ. (Altschuler

| Testimony, ff. Tr.10880; Gochman Testimony, ff. Tr.10436 at p.1;

Puglisi Testimony, ff. Tr.10702 at p. 2; Helbraun Testimony, ff.

Tr.10702 at p. 2; Ziegler Testimony, ff. Tr.10702 at p. 2; and Goldfarb

Testimony, ff. Tr. 9820 at p.1.)

3.1-32. A survey was presented by The Honorable Richard L.

Brodsky's witness, Roger Seasonwein, which indicated a significant number

j of residents within the EPZ were unaware of stic sirens. (Seasonwein

Tesimony,ff.Tr.10586.)

3.1-33. Subsequent to the March 1982 exercise, the Licensees over-

hauled and upgraded the entire siren system, including the relocation of

O s me f the original 58 sirens and the installation of over 50 additional
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sirens. (Cohen / Jackson /Leibler/Monti Supplemental Testimony, ff.

Tr. 11713 at p. 1.)

3.1-34. During the March 9,1983 emergency planning exercise, all

145 sirens sounded. (Jackson, Tr. 11759.) -

3.1-35. Tone-alert radios have been provided to schools and

hospitals since the March 1982 drill to supplement the siren system and a

number of Intervenor witnesses testified they had received these radios.

(Gunn, Tr.10701; Capon, Tr.10703; Gersony, Tr. 10709-10; Iurato,

Tr. 9883; Hare, Tr. 10370.)

3.1-36. In addition to the siren system and tone-alert radios, a

back-up route alerting system is provided in the emergency plans for each

County. (New York State Exhibits 3, 10, 11, 12 and 13.)

| 3.1-37. FEMA has found the deficiency in the notification system.

O edequetely corrected in eii four counties, end the deficiency has been

judged by FEMA to be fully satisfied. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise

Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at pp. 26, 39, 47 and 53.) No testimony was

filed to controvert this finding by FEMA regarding the current status of

the notification system.

3.1-38. The Intervenors presented testimony by Dr. Donald Smith
(

(Smith Testimony, ff. Tr. 10268) contesting the adequacy of the content

of the EBS messages provided by the Licensees. Dr. Smith testified that

while the messages were "models of logic," they did not perfom their

intendedfunction-adequatenoticetothepublic(Smith,Tr.10346.) It

is Dr. Smith's view that a detailed survey of the audience is necessary |

| in order to formulate appropriate messages for each segment of the I

audience. (Smith,Tr. 10278-79.) However, while Dr. Smith did find the

i

i
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1983 messages improved over the earlier version in 1982, but still

deficient in his view, (Smith, Tr. 10302-303), Dr. Smith is not familiar

with the criteria in NUREG-0654 regarding content of the messages.

(Smith,Tr. 10289-290.) Additionally, Dr. Smith testified that while the -

idea is to reach each person individually, this is not possible. (Smith,

Tr. 10363.)

3.1-39. Survey data presented by Mr. Brodsky's witness, Mr. Roger

Seasonwein, however, shows that the population in Westchester County is

relatively homogeneous, tending to mitigate some of Dr. Smith's concerns

regarding the necessity for multiple messages for a heterogeneous

population distribution. (Seasonwein,Tr. 10658-59.)

3.1-40. FEMA has determined, however, that the content of the EBS -,

messages is sufficient to assure proper notification. (McIntire,etal.,

ff. Tr. 1307 at p. 15.) While the testimony of Dr. Smith confirms that,

of course, there is always room for improvement, nevertheless, the

criteria in NUREG-0654 have been adequately addressed in the messages

currently utilized in the 10-mile EPZ.

3.1-41. FEMA determined, based on its evaluation of March 1983

exercise, that notification and alerting of the public was good in

Westchester, Rockland, Orange and Putnam Counties. (McIntire,etal.

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at pp. 26, 39, 47 and 53.) In

tcch ccunty the siren system functioned adequately and the EBS system was

promptly activated when the sirens sounded. (Id.)_

3.1-42. The Board finds the elements of planning standard

9 50.47(b)(5) with regard to public infonnation materials are met in the '

emergency planning for Indian Point, but this standard will not be fully

- - - - -
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insure public officials will make a prompt decision to notify the public
'

as required in Appendix E.IV.D. of 10 C.F.R. Part 50.

Emergency Comunication
|
|

3.1-43. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(6), states: '

Provisions exist for prompt comunication among principal
response organizations to emergency personnel and to the
public. 10CFR50.47(b)(6).

3.1-44. The comunication systems for both Con-Ed and Power

Authority include a public address paging system onsite, dial phones,

direct line phones, inplant audible alarms, radio system, a NAWAS

(National Warning System Line) to the County and State Warning Points and

the City of Peekskill, an NRC Emergency Notification System and an NRC

Health Physics Network. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 19.)

3.1-45. The Licensees' emergency plans diagram the Radiological

Emergency Comunications System (RECS) which is the primary means of

notification between the two reactor control rooms, emergency response

facilities, and the State and County Warning Points. (SearsTestimony,

ff, Tr. 12244 at p. 19.)

3.1-46. This comunication system will be manned 24 hours a day

when activated and the entire comunications system will be tested

periodically. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at pp.19, 21.)

3.1-47. FEMA's evaluation of the March 9, 1983 emergency planning

exercise found the alerting and mobilization of Officials and Staff at

both the State and County levels to be fully acceptable through use of

{) the radiological emergency comunications system (RECS) and a dedicated
I

i
.

, .-.
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hot line between the State and County E0Cs, with back-up support provided

by the Radio Amatuer Civil Emergency Services (RACES). (McIntire,etal. 1

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at pp.18, 25, 37, 46 and 52.)

3.1-48. A number of police officials from Rockland (Collins, "

Tr.10802; Holland, Tr.1655; Scurti, Tr.11,144) and Westchester

(Goldfarb, Tr. 9818; Guido, Tr. 4906) testified that lack of a common

radio frequency (part of the Mobile Radio District program funded by New

York State) prevented effective communications, but FEMA determined that

all communications functioned adequately in the March 9, 1983 exercise.

(McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at pp.19,

25, 38, 46 and 53.)

3.1-49. Based on the foregoing, the Licensing Board believes that

the essential elements of 5 50.47(b)(6) and Appendix E.IV.E of 10 C.F.R.

Part 50 are satisifed.

Public Information and Education

3.1-50. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(7), states:

Information is made available to the public cn a periodic basis
on how they will be notified and what their initial actions
should be in an emergency (e.g., listening to a local broadcast
station and remaining indoors), the principal points of contact
with the news media for dissemination of information during an
emergency (including the physical location or locations) are
established in advance, and procedures for coordinated dissemi-
nation of infonnation to the public are established.

3.1 51. Prior to the March 1982 emergency planning exercise, the

Licensees mailed to all residents in the plume exposure pathway EPZ a

brochure entitled " Indian Point Emergency Planning and You." (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 21.) Intervenors presented a number of

O

.- -
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witness, however, who either indicated they did not receive the brochure.

at all, or that there were severe inadequacies in the brochures.

(Altschuler Testimony, ff. Tr.10,880; Seasonwein Testimony, ff.

Tr. 10626.) The inadequacies of the brochures will be addressed in -

findinc,s on Contention 4.7 infra.

3.1-52. FEMA has detemined that for Orange County a public

infomation brochure was disseminated to the public within the EPZ prior

to the exercise of March 1983 and public infomation posters were posted

throughout the County. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff.

Tr. 14720 at p. 48.)
,

3.1-53. For Putnam County, FEMA found that brochures and posters

were also distributed in the EPZ prior to the drill. (McIntire,etal.

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at p. 54.)

O 3.1-54. In westchester County a pubiic 4nfomation campa42n, usino

public service announcements and newspaper advertisements has been

underway, and a new updated brochure was being finalized for distribution
i by June 1, 1983. (McIntire,etal.(Post-ExerciseAssessment),ff.

Tr. 14720 at p. 27.)

3.1-55. Rockland County has not yet distributed a brochure since'

the plan for Rockland is still under development. (McIntire,etal.,

(Post-ExerciseAssessment),ff.Tr.14720atp.40.)

3.1-56. An extensive public education program exists in Putnam and

Orange Counties which is carried out by means of a slide presentation

give in local jurisdictions. (Schmer, Tr.12129; Scalpi, Tr.12154.)
,

3.1-57. The Licensees have made arrangements with the Verplanck -

,

Fire Protection Association to use its headquarters for the Joint Media

1
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Center for use by the news media in an emergency. (Brons, et al . , ff.

Tr.11679 at p. 20; Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 22.)

3.1-58. The Licensees are in the process of moving the joint media

center to outside the EPZ. (Brons, Tr.11705.) -

3.1-59. The State and Counties each have designated Public

Infonnation Officers to comunicate with the Joint Media Center at-

Verplanck and this communication functioned effectively during the March

1983 drill. (McIntire,etal.(Post-ExerciseAssessment),ff.Tr.14720

at pp. 17, 40, 48 and 54.)

3.1-60. The Board finds that the Licensees' plans for emergency

response relating to public and media relations satisfy the essential

elements.of 9 50.47(b)(7) and Appendix E.IV.D of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, and

the emergency plans for the State of New York, Orange and Putnam County

meet the criteria for a finding of adequacy for off-site planning.

However, the lack of distribution of brochures Westchester County remains

a crucial element which the Board believes must be satisfied prior to a.

finding that this emergency planning standard has been adequately satis-

fied for this county within the plume EPZ. For Rockland County there is

a deficiency in the preparedness required by this planning standard since

no brochures were distributed to residents last year due to the

incomplete plan.

Emergency Facilities & Equipment
|

3.1-61. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(8), states: -

Adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support the -

emergency response are provided and maintained.

O

. ..- - -. .. - - - - - -. - -
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3.1-62. The Licensees' emergency response plans each provide for

activation and operation of a Technical Support Center and Operational

Support Center, as well as an Emergency Operation Facility. The

procedures for activation and operation of these facilities ir.clude -

operation of equipment for radiological monitoring, and analysis of plant

parameters and offsite conditions including survey instruments,

laboratory instruments, personnel dosimetry, fixed area radiation

detectors and process radiation monitors. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr.12,244 at pp. 24-26; Brons, et al. ff. Tr.11679 at pp. 21-24.)

3.1-63. Offsite monitoring is conducted by mobile survey vehicles,

sixteen Reuter Stokes Sentri 1011 Environmental Radiation Monitors and 25

locations within the four-County area have Ludlum area radiation.

monitors. (Id.).
3.1-64. Acquisition of meteorological data is obtained from the

primary 122 meter tower, while a 10 meter backup tower is located at the

Con-Ed Service Center Building. ( Id_. ) .

3.1-65. The Licensees' plans have established procedures which

provide for parfodic checks of emergency preparedness equipment. (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at pp. 26-27.) ;

3.1-66. The New York State REPP and the County plans each provide

for Emergency Operations Centers (E0Cs) and New York State has undertaken !

distribution of three types of TLDs. (Davidoff,Tr.11322.)

3.1-67. A number of Intervenor witnesses and County Officials

testified that equipment had not been distributed to them prior to the

March 1982 emergency planning exercise. (curran Testimony, ff. Tr. 5041 -

at p. 3; McGuire Testimony, ff. Tr. 3650 at pp. 5-6; Wishnie Testimony,

.
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ff. Tr. 9820 at p.1; Guido Testimony, ff. Tr. 4913 at pp. 2-3; Murphy

Testimony, ff. Tr.11,060 at pp.11-15; 0'Rourke Testimony, ff. Tr.11519

at pp. 3-4; Goldfarb, Tr. 9896-70.)

3.1-68. However, New York State has undertaken correction of this

deficiency and FEMA has detemined that for the State and for each County

the facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are ade-

quate. (New York State Ex. 8; McIntire, et al. (Po:,t-Exercise

Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at pp. 20, 28, 41, 49 and 55.)

3.1-69. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that the essential

elements of planning standard 6 50.47(b)(8) and Appendix E.IV.E and G of

10 CFR Part 50 have been satisfied.

'

Accident Assessment

3.1-70. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(9) states:

Adequate methods, systems and equipment for assessing and
monitoring actual or potential consequences of a radiological
emergency condition are in use.

3.1-71. The EOF is equipped with a MIDAS (Meteorological

Infomation Dose Assessment System) computerized system of dose

calculations which has a graphical display of dispersion of an effluent.

The system accepts input data from radiological monitors and from

meteorological instrumentation and calculates live-time dose rates

downwind from the source. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at 28; Brons,
1

; et_ al. ff. Tr. 4679 at 26.)

3.1-72. The County EOCs have been provided with Apple computers

upon which they can gain access to the meteorological and Class "B" model

infomation output from MIDAS. (Id.). Findings regarding the adequacy

|

._ . _ _.
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of this meteorological equipment will be discussed below in relation to

Contention 3.6 infra.

3.1-73. FEMA has evaluated the off-site accident assessment

capabilities of the State and County EOCs and detemined it is -

'

(1) adequate for the State of New York; (2) good for Westchester County;

(3) good for the State's compensating measures for Rockland County;

(4) good for Orange County; and (5) acceptable for Putnam County.

(McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at pp. 20,

28, 41, 49 and 55.) The use of field radiation monitoring teams was

adequate, as was the instrumentation and equipment used by the teams.
'

(Id.).
3.1-74. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that the essential

.

elements of planning standard 9 50.47(b)(9) and Appendix E.IV.B and E of

10 CFR Part 50 are adequately addressed in the emergency plans for Indian

Point and the March 9, 1983 emergency planning exercise confirmed the

preparedness.in the 10-mile EPZ in relation to this standard.

Protective Response

3.1-75. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. H 50.47(b)(10) states:

A range of protective actions have been developed for the plume
exposure pathway EPZ for emergency workers and the public.
Guidelines for the choice of protective actions during an
emergency, consistent with Federal guidance, are developed and
in place, and protective actions for the ingestion exposure
pathway EPZ appropriate in the locale have been developed.

3.1-76. The Licensees' emergency response plans for Indian Point

! contain a range of protective actions for emergency workers and the

public in the plume exposure pathway EPZ. (Con Edison Emergency Plan for

O '
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Indian Point Unit No. I and 2, Ex. to Con Edison Gn-Site Testimony,,

Tr.14480; Power Authority Ex. 43; Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at pp.

3-36.)

3.1-77. The New York State REPP and the plans for each of the four
|

-

|

Counties in the EPZ also contain a range of protective actions consistent |

|with the criteria set forth in NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1. (New York

State Exhibits, 3, 6, 10, 11, 12 and 13.)

3.1-78. The Intervenors raised a number of contentions as to the

adequacy of the plans in relation to the protective actions identified

therein. These protective actions include evacuation, sheltering and

radiation monitoring. Specifically, issues raised regarding evacuation

include time estimates (Contention 3.3.), human response factors (Con-

tention 3.2), the evacuation of school children (Contention 3.7), traffic

O capacity (Contention 3.9), provisions ur the evacuation e -biiity-

impaired persons (Contention 3.10), and impediments such as seasonal road

conditionsandaccidents(Contention 4.2). The adequacy of sheltering

and use of drugs was also contested under Contention 4.2. Findings

regarding these elements of the planning standard will be addressed under

the appropriate contention.

3.1-79. The Licensees' Emergency Plans and Procedures provide for

onsite notification and evacuation and decontamination of evacuees at the

Buchanan Service Center Assembly Area. The procedures also provide for

the maintenance and availability of protective equipment, as well as a
'

supply of potassium iodide- (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12,244 at.

pp.33-34.) The procedures based on the Protective Action Guides of the -

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency are sufficient for the Licensees toOi

|
|
,
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Q make decisions en recomended protective actions. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr.12244atp.25.)

'3.1-80. The New York State REPP and the County plans and

preparedness in relation to the elements of this standard were assessed

by FEMA in its evaluation of the March 9,1983 emergency planning

exercise. (McIntire,etal.(Post-ExerciseAssessment),ff.Tr.14720.)

3.1-81. The State EOC contained maps of population distribution and
,

field monitoring points, and displays and maps in Westchester, Rockland,

Orange and Putnam Counties were all judged adequate. (McIntire, et al.

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at pp. 18, 25, 37, 46 and 52.)

3.1-82. In Westchester County, FEMA found that the emergency

response personnel at re:eption and congregate care centers appeared

O (ell-trained to perform their monitoring functions.
w (McIntire,etal.

Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at p. 31.)

3.1-83. For Rockland County, FEMA determined that the capability

for processing evacuees at a reception center was acceptable. (McIntire,

etal.(Post-ExerciseAssessment),ff.Tr.14720atp.42.)

3.1-84. The arrangements for the reception center in Orange County

was found adequate by FEMA. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise

Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at p. 50.)!

i

3.1-85. In Putnam County, FEMA found that the monitoring procedures

were good. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14270
|

| atp.56.)
!
l 3.1-86. Prior to the March 1983 exercise, a number of Intervenor

witnesses testified that there was inadequate and inaccurate identi-

f] fication of relocation centers in the brochures. (Rubeo Testimony, ff.

. .

,3

.
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Q Tr. 10436 at p. 3; Idusi, Tr. 10446-47.) However, FEMA found that this

deficiency has been corrected, as is reflected in the revisions of the |
plans. (New York State Exhibits 3, 10, 11, 12 and 13.)

3.1-87. Concerns regarding notification to transients and the
,I

general public were raised in the testimony of Intervenor witnesses. (Co |

Testimony, ff. Tr. 9997 at p. 3; Jessup Testimony, ff. Tr.10791 at

pp. 1-3.) The primary means relied on for general notification is the

siren system which is now fully operational throughout the 10 mile EPZ.

(Jackson, Tr. 11759, see finding 3.1-34). Tone-alert radios have also

been supplied to specialized institutions, such as schools and hospitals.

(See findings 3.1-35.)

3.1-88. Notification of transients has been addressed by the

| preparation of posters and telephone book inserts undertaken by New York
O State. (New York State Ex. 7.)

3.1-89. The State of New York demonstrated the capability to obtain

and analyze a surface water sample, and the State Plan provides adequate
~

procedures for deciding how 1ong fanners should keep cows on stored food

in the 50-mile ingestion exposure pathway EPZ. (McIntire, et al. (Post-
-

Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at p. 20.)

3.1-90. The actual evacuation of school children and transit

dependent persons by use of buses and of mobility-impaired persons by

ambulance are provided for in the County plans, and will be addressed in

Jetail in findings on Contention 3.10 (provisions for mobility-impaired

persons) and Contention 3.7 (provisions for evacuation of children).:

However, FEMA has found that the capability for carrying out this

O protective response was adequ tely demonstrated in Putn m, Orange and

|
,

.
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1

O Rockland Counties during the March 9,1983 emergency planning exercise,

although in Rockland there is no plan provision for use of buses.

(McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14,720 at pp. 30,

42, 49and56.) With regard to Westchester County, FEMA determined that

the lack of evacuation commitments by bus operators remained a deficiency

in planning and preparedness for Westchester County. (McIntire,

Tr. 14802-03.) FEMA, however, noted that this deficiency was being

addressed in Westchester by development of a transportation study to

address this. aspect of the emergency plan. (McIntire,etal.

Supplemental Testimony, Attachment 1 at p. 6; McIntire, et al. (Post

Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720, Letter to McLoughlin from Petrone,

April 14,1983, p. 2).

3.1-91. During the March 9,1983 exercise, FEMA determined thatO
field monitoring capability was adequately demonstrated in Westchester,

Rockland (perfonned by State personnel), Orange and Putnam Counties.

(McIntire, et al (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at pp. 29, 41,

49 and 55.)

3,1-92. . Accordingly, the Board finds that the~ elements of planning

standard 9 50.47(b)(10) and Appendix E.IV.D and E of 10 CFR Part 50 are

fully met in the onsite plans of the Licensees and the offsite plans for

Orange and Putnam Counties. The Board also finds that the state compen-

sating measures for Rockland County fully satisfy this standard.

| However, the Board finds this standard will not by fully met for
!

Westchester County until there are evacuation comitments from bus'

operators.

O
|

6

. 4
.
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O a diaiaaic 1 exaasure ca"tra'

3.1-93. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(11) states:

Means for controlling radiological exposures, in an emergency,
are established for emergency workers. The means for

,

controlling radiological exposures shall include exposure
: guidelines consistent with EPA Emergency Worker. and Lifesaving

Activity Protective Action Guidelines.

3.1-94. The Licensees' plans provide for radiological exposure

control based on the EPA Emergency Worker and Lifesaving Activity

Protective Actions Guides and the National Comittee on Radiation

Protection, Report 39(1971). (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12224 at p. 37.)

Additionally, written agreements exist with the dosimetry processor to

provide 24-hour telephone emergency dosimetry service, as well as an

onsite TLD processor and health physics technicians on watch trained in

its use. (Id.).
O

3.1-95. FEMA evaluated the radiological exposure control procedures

at the State's personnel monitoring center during the March 9,1983

emergency planning exercise and found them acceptable. (McIntire,etal.

(Post-ExerciseAssessment),'ff.Tr.14720atp.21.)

3.1-96. Procedures for controlling. radiological exposure of

emergency workers in Westchester County were also examined by FEMA during

i the March 9, 1983 emergency planning exercise and found acceptable. Most
!

of the emergency workers in Westchester County wore personal dosimetry

equipment. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720
! .atp.32.)

3.1-97. FEMA found that the State personnel in Rockland County

demonstrated a good capability to implement radiological exposure control

.O measures during the March 9,1983 emergency planning exercise, althoughi

... . ,3
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Q sufficient equipment was lacking. (McIntire, et al. (Pcst-Exercise

Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at p. 43.)

3.1-98. Orange County procedures for radiological exposure control

were found adequate by FEMA. During the March 9,1983 emergency planning

exercise, all emergency response personnel had dosimeters and knew now

and when to read them. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff.

Tr.14720 at p. 51.)

3.1-99. While the adequacy of radiological exposure control

measures were found by by FEMA to vary during the March 9,1983 exercise

in Putnam County, the field monitoring teams and workers at the personnel

monitoring centers were equipped and knowledgeable. (McIntire,etal. -

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at p. 57.)

3.1-100. New Yori: State has undertaken the funding and distribution
O of personnel dosimetry cquipment to correct any deficiencies in this

area. (New York State Ex. 8; Davidoff, Tr. 11435-36.)

3.1-101. Thus the Board finds the elements of planning standard
~

5 50.47(b)(11) and Appendix E.IV.E of 10 CFR Part 50 are satisfied.

Medical and Public Health Support

3.1-102. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 6 50.47(b)(12) states: I
l

Arrangements are made for medical services of contaminated
injured individuals.

3.1-103. The Licensees have made provisions for adequate onsite

, iinst aid capability. A letter of agreement with the Peekskill Community

Hospital is provided in the Licensees' plans for treatment of an injured

and contaminated patient. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at pp. 38-39.)

- . 4.
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Letters of agreement with the Verplanck Ambulance Association for 24-hour

service for transporting contaminated injured persons to medical support
facilities have been signed.

(Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 2244 st p. 39.)
3.1-104.

The New York State and County Plans each provide for

medical services and for the transporting of victims of radiological
accidents to medical support facilities.

(New York State Exhibits 3, 10,
11, 12 and 13.)

The Intervenors presented the results of a survey done

by witness James L. Murphy which indicated that the medical facilities in

the four Counties were ill prepared to respond to a radiological

emergency, but noted that each facility possesses a written protocol for

radiological decontamination of a patient as required for American
Hospital Association accrediation. (Murphy Testimony, ff. Tr.11060 at
p.20.)

Further, the Murphy survey data shows that each facility which

Q responded in the survey does possess some capability to treat

contaminated injured individuals with the limitation only of a given
number at any one time.

(Murphy Supplmental Testimony, ff. Tr.11060 at
p. 2.)

Testimony of New York State witness Mr. Davidoff confirmed,

however, that each hospital and nursing home facility is required by the
State hospital code to have a disaster plan. (Davidoff,Tr. 11411,413.)
Additionally, Mr. Davidoff also testified that the New York State Health

Department has canvassed every nursing home and hospital within the

10-mile EPA for Indian Point, alerting them to their responsibilities and

a,ssessing their preparedness to carry out this responsibility.

(Davidoff,Tr. 11413,414.) Moreover, training has been provided f~or
l hospital personnel.

(New York State Ex. 9.)|

. ' -
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| elements of planning standard 9 50.47(b)(12) and Appendix E.IV.E of 10

CFR Part 50 have been met.

!

Recovery and Reentry Planning and Post Accident Operations

3.1-106. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 6 50.47(b)(13) states:

General Plans for recovery and reentry are developed.

3.1-107. Each Licensee's Emergency Plan provides general plans for

recovery. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 39.) Procedures in the

Licensees' plans provide a method for determining the total integrated

whole body and thyroid dose to the population at large within the 10 mile

EPZ. (Id. at p. 40.)

3.1-108. FEMA has found that the State plan provides a method by
J which recovery of the contaminated area would be accomplished in New

York. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at

p. 21.)

3.1-109. With respect to Westchester County, FEMA has detennined

that a generally acceptable capability for recovery and reentry exists.

(McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14270 at p. 33.J

3.1-110. FEMA found that the State personnel demonstrated a good

j capability for recovery and reentry in Rockland County. (McIntire,el
al,. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at p. 45.)

3.1-111. Recovery and reentry operations in Orange County were

determined by FEMA to be good. FEMA has detennined that agency
'

representatives in Orange County were aware of their recovery and reentry

O

+.
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responsibilities as provided in the Orange County plan. (McIntire,et

a_1,. (Post-Exercise Assessment), tf. Tr.14720 at p. 52.)

3.1-112. Putnam County emergency response officials were aware of

their recovery and reentry responsibilities as provided in the Putnam

County plan. FEMA determined that a generally acceptable capability,

,

exists for recovery and reentry operations in Putnam County. (McIntire,
,

et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at p. 59.)

: 3.1-113. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that the essential

elements of planning standard 9 50.47(b)(13) and /ppendix E.IV.H of 10,
4

CFR Part 50 have been met.

Exercise and Drills

3.1-114. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(14) states:4

O eeriodic exercises are (wili be conducted to evaivate me3erportions of emergency response c)apabilities, periodic drills
are (will be) conducted to develop and maintain key skills, and
deficiencies identified as a result of exercises or drills are
(will be) corrected.

3.1-115. The Licensees participated in the emergency planning,

exercises of March 1982 and March 1983 and this participation was

observed byNRC staff on both occasions. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244

atp.42; Sears,Tr.14662.) Additionally, the Licensees' plans describe
the frequency of drills and exercises. (_Id_.atp.43.)

;

3.1-116. Responsible individuals are identified within the

Licensees' organizations and these individuals have been assigned

responsibility for assuring that deficiencies noted during exercises and

drills will be corrected. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 43.)

Additionally, critiques provide an opportunity for participants to

- - 4 .
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connent and reconnend changes and methods to improve site emergency
O

preparedness. Drill reports are issued by the Power Authority and these

Emergency Plan Corrective Action Reports (EPCARs) provide for documenta-

tion and scheduling of improvement items to be implemented. (8rons,et

al.,ff.Tr.11679atp.33.)

3.1-117. The Office of Inspection and Enforcement of the NRC

assures that problem areas identified during the exercise are corrected

through its onsite inspection process. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244

atp.42.) Mr. Sears also testified that as a result of the March 9,

1983 emergency planning exercise, this process has begun to bring about

further improvements with the Licensees. (Sears, Tr. 14663.)

3.1-118. New York State and all four Counties in the 10 mile EPZ

( participated in the March 3, 1982 emergency planning exercise.

O (McIntire, et al. ff. Tr.1307 at p. S.) After this exercise, Rockland

County withdrew from participation in order to develop its own plan, but

it did participate along with the other 3 Counties and New York State in

a limited capacity during the March 1983 exercise. Rockland County

Executives participated until 9:00 a.m. during the March 9,1983

exercise. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at
i p. 34.)

3.1-119. FEMA detennined that corrective actions were being

actively undertaken by New York State and the four Counties in the

10-mile EPZ at Indian Point after the March 1983 exercise. (McIntire, el

al_., ff. Tr. 14720, Attachment 1 at pp. 1-3, 10.) -

3.1-120. FEMA's overall assessment of the March 9,1983 emergency

planning ex_ercise experience for off-site emergency preparedness found

|

L e *
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the exercise a good test and training experience for the participants for

New York State. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff.

Tr.14720atp.21.)

3.1-121. The March 9, 1983 exercise was good training and

experience for the personnel in Westchester County. (McIntire,etal.

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at p. 33.)

3.1-122. The March 9, 1983 emergency planning exercise was a good

test of the ability of New York State to compensate for the

non-participation of Rockland County. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise

Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720 at p. 45.)

3.1-123. The March 1983 exercise was good training and experience

for. Orange County. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff.

| Tr. 14720 at p. 52.)

3.1-124. The March 1983 exercise was also good training and

experience for the personnel in Putnam County. (McIntire,etal.

(Post-Exercise Assessment), fi. Tr.14720 at p. 59.)

3.1-125. Corrective measures are reflected in the plans for the

Counties, and by on-going programs in Rockland and Westchester Counties

to continue development of adequate plans. (New York State Exhibits 10,

11,12and13;McIntire,etal.(Post-ExerciseAssessment),ff.
| Tr.14720, Letter to McLoughlin from Petrone,14 April 1983, pp.1-3.)

3.1-126. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that the essential

elements of planning standard 5 50.47(b)(14) and Appendix E.IV.F of 10

i CFR Part 50 are met in the exercises, drills and corrective procedures
l

! that have been demonstrated in March 1982 and March 1983 exercises.

O

- . .
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Radiological Emergency Response Training

3.1-127. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(15) states:

Radiological emergency response training is provided to those
who may be called on to assist in an emergency.

3.1-128. Each Licensee has developed an Emergency Planning Training

program and the plans include tables that summarize the required training

and its frequency, and the personnel to take the training. Both

Licensees employ a computerized system of record keeping to insure that

retraining is accomplished according to schedule. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr.12244 at pp. 44-45; Brons, et al. ff, Tr.11679 at p.16.)

3.1-129. New York State has undertaken substantial . training efforts

and the Director of the New York State Radiological Emergency Prepared-

ness Group, Donald Davidoff, testified that training is an on-going,

o never-ending process and that key emergency pecple, especially in
U

Westchester County have been trained. (New York State Ex. 9; Davidoff,

Tr. 11396.)

3.1-130. The Civil Defense Director for Putnam County, Michael
:

Scalpi, testified that training is constant and occurs at least five

times a month. (Scalpi,Tr.12098.)

3.1-131. The Assistant Director for Civil Defense in Orange County,

Mr. Phil Schmer, also testified that training for fire, police, ambulance

and hospitals is ongoing in Orange County. (Schmer,Tr.12099.)

3.1-132. A number of Intervenor witnesses and County Officials for

Rockland and Westchester Counties testified that they had received no

! training prior to March 1982 emergency planning exercise. (Kralik,

Tr.11134; Guido, ff. Tr. 4913 at p. 2; Curran Testimony, ff. Tr. 5043 at |

O |

,..
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p. 4; Brooker, Tr.10229.) Chief of Police Scurti from Rockland County -

O
testified that he did receive some 'adiation training, although he didr

not attend an additional training session, even though this was offered

by the State. (Scurti,Tr. 11156-157,11160-61.) Donald McGuire, Deputy

Director of Emergency Services for Rockland County, testified that

training is currently being carried out in Rockland County. (McGuire,

Tr. 10990-91.) The Westchester County Executive, Andrew 0'Rourke,

testified that training, while not completed, is on-going in his County.

A commitment has been received by Westchester County from New York State

to provide the necessary training to police personnel in the 11

consnunities within the 10-mile EPZ at Indian Point. Also, radiological

emergency training has been incorporated into the syllabus for the County

public safety training facility. (0'Rourke Testimony, ff. Tr.11520 at

O P. 3. Additioaal Testi oar. ff. Tr. 11s87 at P. 1.)

3.1-133. The Board finds, based on the foregoing, that training is

an on-going process and the efforts undertaken by 'the State of New York

and the four Counties in the 10-mile EPZ at Indian Point assures that

planning standard Q 50.47(b)(15) and Appendix E.IV.F of 10 C.F.R. Part 50

are satisfied.

Responsibility for the Planning Effort: Development, Periodic Review
and Distribution of Emergency Plans

3.1-134. Planning standard 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(16) states:

Responsibilities for plan development and review and for
distribution of emergency plans are established, and planners
are properly trained.

e
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3.1-135. The Licensees' Emergency Plans designate an Emeroency
O Planning Coordinator and provide for review and processing of revisions

to the plans. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 46.) The training

plans provide for inclusicx of the emergency response planners to be

included in training, and the plans provide for an annual independent

review of the emergency preparedness program. (M.atp.47).

3.1-136. The New York State Emergency Preparedness Plan (REPP) and

the County plans each provide for continued development and review of the

emergency plans. (New York State Exhibits 3, 10, 11, 12 and 13.) Both

Mr. Scalpi of Putnam County and Mr. Schmer of Orange County testified

that the plans for their respective Counties are continually in the

process of evolution and review and improvement. (Schmer,Scalpi .

Tr. 12144.) Westchester County is also in the process of continuing to

O develop its plan, as evidenced by the transportation study currently

underway. (McIntire, et al. (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720 at

p.30.)

3.1-137. FEMA has determined that this planning standard is

significantly deficient in that Rockland County currently has not

finalized and adopted a radiological response plan and procedures to

respond to an emergency. (Id.atp.36.) Mr. McGuire of Rockland County

testified that while a plan is under development in Rockland County, the

current draft plan would be used in the event of an emergency. (McGuire,

Tr. 10978, 19, 941.)

3.1-138. Although New York State provides in its plan for -

Icompensatory measures to be taken to supplement a County response, there i

!
is no current provision for the State to fully substitute its resources

s-

-
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for those of the County. (McIntire, et al.- (Post-Exercise Assessment),

ff. Tr. 14720 at p. xi.) However, New York State did successfully

demonstrate its capacity to adequately substitute state personnel for

County emergency response personnel during the March 9,1983 emergency

planning exercise. (Id.atpp.39-45.)

3.1-139. The Board finds that the elements of planning standard

9 50.47(b)(16) and Appendix E.IV.F of 10 CFR Part 50 are satisfied by the '

Licensees, the State of New York, Putnam, Orange and Westchester

Counties. However, the lack of a plan for Rockland County remains as a

deficiency with regard to this standard.
'

3.-140. Based on the foregoing, the Licensing Board finds that the

onsite plans for Con Edison and Power Authority satisfy all the elements

of the planning standards contained in 10 CFR 50.47(b)(1)-(16), and that

O enese standards are aiso met in the State of New verk end eutnam end;

Orange County plans, with a single exception. A major deficiency remains-

with regard to these plans and those of Westchester and Rockland in that

there is n,o provision.for a prompt decision to be made by local officials

j to alert the public in accordance with 10 CFR 50.47(b)(5) and Appendix

E.IV.D of 10 C.F.R. Part 50. Additionally, the planning standard |

j regarding public information and education,10 CFR 50.47(b)(7) can only {
be fully satisfied upon distribution of public educatica brochures for I

the public in Westchester and Rockland Counties. Also, the planning

standard for appropriate protective response,10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(10),
,

will not be fully met in Westchester County until there are evacuation

comitments from bus operators. Finally, the planning standard regarding

responsibility for plan development and review, 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(16), i

h
.
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can only be fully satisfied for Rockland County upon the completion andO
adoption of an emergency plan, or when FEMA finds that a fully sufficient

compensatory capability exists in the New York State plan.

.

Centention 3.2

(Human Response to Emergencies) b

3.2-1 This contention was based on contentions by UCS/NYPIRG,

WESPAC and PARENTS, and was admitted by the Board for hearing purposes in

its Memorandum and Order of February 7,1983. The contention reads as

follows:

3.2 The emergency plans for Indian Point Units 2 and 3 do not
|

conform with NRC/ FEMA guidelines because the assumptions made
{therein with respect to human response factors during a '

O 30/ The Licensees presented the following witnesses: Robert L. DuPont,
M.D. , Sidney Lecker, M.D. , Dr. Russel Dynes. Dr. DuPont is a
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Georgetown University Medical
School, President of the Phobia Society of America, Inc., and
President of the Institute for Behavior and Health, Inc. Dr. Lecker
is a board certified practicing pychiatrist, New York, New York.
Dr. Dynes is Executive Officer of the American Sociological Associa-
tion, Washington, D.C. In 1979, Dr. Dynes was appointed head of the
Task Force on Emergency Response and Preparedness, President's
Comission on the Accident at Three Mile Island. These witnesses
gave testimony concerning the response of emergency workers and the
public to emergencies. The Intervenors (USC/NYPIRG) presented the
following witnesses: Dr. Kai T. Erikson, Dr. Murray Melbin,
Albert J. Solnit, M.D. , Robert Jay Lifton, M.D. Dr. Erikson is a
Professor of Sociology and American Studies, Yale University and a
Fellow of the American Sociological Association. Dr. Melbin is
Sterling Professor of Pediatrics and Psychiatry and Director of the
Child Study Center, Yale University. Dr. Lifton is Foundations'
Fund Research Professor of Psychiatry, Yale School of Medicine, New
Haven, Connecticut. The NRC staff presented a FEMA panel of
witnesses composed of Mr. Phillip McIntire, Acting Chief, Natural
Technological Hazards Division, FEMA, Mr. Ihor Husar, Program
Manager, Radiological Emergency Planning Program, FEMA Region II and
a consultant to FEMA Mr. Joseph H. Keller, Senior Scientist, Exxon
Nuclear Idaho Company, Incorporated.

-
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radiological emergency are erroneous. Hence, the estimates of

evacuation times and of the feasibility of timely evacuation

for certain areas are incorrect.

3.2-2 The evidence of thirty years of research shows that a negli-

gible proportion of persons panic during disaster situations. This

research covers a range of situations including massive strategic bombing

in Europe, the dropping of atomic bombs on Japenese cities during World

War II, fires, floods, earthquakes, the Three Mile Island accident and

the erruption of Mount St. Helens. (McIntire/Husar/Kel.ler Testimony, ff.

1307atp.24.)

3.2-3 The literature as well as experience shows that panic occurs
i only under special circumstances, for instance, when people are confront-

O ed with a hishly vis4bie end i nediete threat to surv4vei within en

enclosed area where escape routes are closed off. (McIntire et al. , ff.

Tr. 1307 at p. 24.) There is no historical evidence of panic during any

of the many mass evacuations'which have taken place. (McIntire et al.,

ff. Tr.1307 at p. 24; Dynes Testimony, ff. Tr.11966 at pp.1, 7-10;

Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr.11966 at pp. 9-11.) Non-cooperative behavior

during an evacuation is almost always an isolated matter. (Id.) When
I

dealing with emergencies, the experience has been that people behave

competently, responsibly, and sensibly. (Dynes Testimony, ff. Tr.11966

at pp. 7-9; Dupont Testimony, ff. Tr. 8852 at p. 9; Lecker Testimony, ff.

Tr. 11966 at pp. 7-11.) -

3.2-4 With respect to traditional energency workers (police offi-

cers, firemen, and traffice control officers), the history of disaster

response has consistently shown that emergency workers more than meet

their responsibilities when confronted with emergency situations.

i-
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O
(McIntire et al., ff. Tr. 1307 at p. 25; Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr. 11966 -

--

at p. 7; Dynes Testimony, ff.' Tr. 11966 at p. 7.) It is FEMA's view that

this is a strong general planning assumption. (Id.)
3.2-5 For. other emergency workers, such as teachers, the history of.

disaster response has consistently shown that these workers will also

more than meet their responsibilities when faced with emergency situa-

tions. (McIntire et al., ff. Tr.1307 at p. 25; Lecker Testimony, ff.

Tr.11966 at p. $; Dynes Testimony, ff. Tr.11966 at pp. 7-8.) It is1

also FEMA's view that this is a strong general planning assumption.

(Id.) Continued improvement in training and the public education program

will provide non-emergency workers an increased level of confidence

concerning the safety of their families. (McIntire et al., ff. Tr. 1307 e

at p. 25.)

: O 3.2-6 Most major evacuations have been carried out with the family
! unit emerging intact. (McIntire et al., ff. Tr. 1307 at p. 27.)

3.2-7 In evaluating emergency planning, FEMA uses the studies of

human response in past emergencies. (McIntire,Tr. 2558-59.) For FEMA's

evaluation techniques, it looks at past behavior in order to project

tuture behavior. (Id. at 2559.) Thus FEMA's approach in evaluatingt

emergency planning is to assume that people will respond to a radiologi-

cal emergency in a manner that is similar to their response in other
,

disasters or emergencies. (McIntire,Tr. 2559-60,2572.)

3.2-8 The basic principles of human response do not differ mater-

1 ally among emergencies. (Dynes Testimony, ff. Tr.11966 at pp. 7-8;

Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr. 11966 at pp. 6-7.) The research on the human i

|response to different emergencies suggests underlying similarities. |O '

4

.
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History has continually recorded the fact that populations'can deal

effectively with emergencies that disrupt their lives. (Id.),

3.2-9 Empirical evidence indicates that traditional emergency
*

workers generally provide adequate personnel resources to carry out
.

emergency response activity. (Dynes Testimony, ff. Tr. 11966 at p. 7;

I Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr. 11966 at pp. 6-7.) Special contracts or

compensation arrangements are not necessary. (M. )

3.2-10 The major problem in most emergencies is too much manpower.

(Dynes Testimony, ff. Tr. 11966 at p. 8.)

3.2-11 Research shows that in times of emergency, people are

helpful, not selfish, in providing assistance to others. (Dynes Testi-

mony, ff. Tr. 11966 at p. 9.) -

!
; 3.2-12 Empirical evidence indicates that responses to radiological

agents follow similar patterns to those involving other non-radiological

emergencies. (Dynes Testimony, ff. Tr. 11966 at p. 10; Lecker Testimony,

ff. Tr. 11966 at p. 6.) The assumptions which are relied on for radiolo-

gical emergency planning and the anticipated behavior can be informed by

the research evidence which has been gathered in situations involving,

non-radiological emergencies. (H. )

3.2-13 Intervenors and interested States' witnesses would take,

issue with these determinations. Intervenors' (UCS/NYPIRG) witness,

Dr. Kai Erikson, asserts that the emergency plans for Indian Point make

; the following two unfounded assumptions: (1) residents within and

outside the EPZ will follow directions in the event of an emergency-

regardless of their location at the time; and (2) emergency workers will

report to assigned posts regardless of their responsibilities as members

,s-

'

,

|
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of families. (Erikson Testimony, ff, Tr. 9563 at pp. 2-3.) InO'

Dr. Erikson's view a radiological emergency differs from other

emergencies such as floods, stonns, earthquakes and accidental explosions
!

because the population cannot determine when the event is over. The

cause for alarm never quite disappears. People who survive the disaster

or emergency are never sure if they have been contaminated and thus have

a deep and lasting fonn of anxiety. A substantial number of people might

over-react and evacuate before being advised to and then might move

longer distances than advised. At the same time other people might

under-react and become ininobilized. These tendencies, in Dr. Erikson's

view, become more deeply felt when radiation is involved because people

do not know what the dangerous substance looks like or how far it can

reach into the countryside. (EriksonTestimony,ff.Tr.9563at
: O 99 4-5.) Dr. Erikson points out that meny more people evecueted from

Three Mile Island than were advised to, and those who did so generally

drove more miles than necessary. (_Id_. at 5.) For those persons expected

to play roles in an evacuation, Dr. Erikson notes that these workers~

would experience a conflict because of concein for the safety of their-

families. These emergency workers would be reluctant to turn to

emergency duties until they have been reassured about the safety of their

families. (Id.at5-8.) Dr. Erikson expresses concern about whether,

parents of school age children will be willing to evacuate without;

firsthand reassurances that their offspring are being safely transported

out of the area. (Id.at8.) He also expresses concern regarding -

whether vehicular traffic will drain out of the danger zone along
|

assigned evacuation routes since some persons might not evacuate along 1

3
-

|
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given evacuation routes. (M.at9.) Dr. Erikson points to studies

conducted in the area of the Shoreham nuclear power plant which he states

show that (1) for a minor emergency without an evacuation advisory,

approximately 25% of the population would leave anyway; (2) for a

small-scale emergency with evacuation advised for residents within 5

milesofplant,approximately33%ofthepopulationwouldleave;(3)if

total evacuation were called for within a 10-mile radius of the plant,

approximately 50% of the general population would evacuate; and

(4) approximately two-thirds of the volunteer firemen interviewed and 69%

of school bus drivers would not be available on an immediate basis until

they first looked to the safety of their families or were assured their

families were safely out of the evacuation zone. (EriksonSupplemtal

Testimony, ff. Tr. 9573 at pp. 2-3.)
(3V 3.2-14 Dr. Erikson acknowledged that in emergencies panic is more

often observed in movie films than in everyday life although panic is

often observed when people are in a contained space. (Erikson,

Tr.9568-69.) Dr. Erikson asserted that in the majority of disaster

emergencies of record there were a sufficient number of emergency person-

nel. (Erikson, Tr. 9571.) Moreover, he asserted that it may be reason-

able to assume that police officers, physicians, nurses, and other

medical personnel will report for their duties as expected. (Erikson

Testimony, ff. Tr. 9563 at p. 6.) He also testified that police could

presumably be relied upon. (M. at 7. ) Dr. Erikson thought that large

numbers of people would be reassured about the safety of their fami-lies

by a phone call coming from an appropriate person with appropriate

information. (Erikson,Tr. 9571-72.) Dr. Erikson also indicated that he

,8
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was unfamiliar with the Comission's emergency planning regulations and-

NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1 (November 1980). (Erikson,

Tr. 9579-81.) He does r.ot know how the emergency plans for Indian Point

measure against the Comission's emergency planning regulations or

guidance. (Erikson,Tr.9581.) Dr. Erikson did not have enough

familiarity with the Comission's emergency planning regulations to

provide an opinion on whether those regulations make reasonable

assumptions regarding human response to emergencies. (Erikson,

Tr. 9616.) During his work experience, he has not studied, evaluated or

researched an emergency response to a nuclear incident of any kind.

(Erikson,Tr.9568.)

3.2-15 Licensees' witness, Dr. Sidney Lecker, asserted that in the.

event of an emergency adults generally react to stress by responding

O obedientiy to ieaders and sources of authority. (teckerTest4 mony,ff.

Tr. 11966 at p. 4.) Experimental studies confirm that when groups are

placed under stress in situations where there is no leadership or

structure, the group will quickly evolve a pattern of spontaneous

leadership and fellowship in which the follower will receptively respond

to the directions of those assuming leadership roles, or to an

established plan of action. (Id.) Intervenors' witness, Dr. Erikson,d

disagreed with Dr. Lecker that adults would respond obediently to leaders

since many more people evacuated during the TMI incident then were

advised to which he claims does not reflect a high measure of obedience
,

to authority. (Erickson,Tr.9611) However, Dr. Erickson conceded-

during cross-examination that the TMI incident did not involve a

situation where a number of people disobeyed an instruction to evacuate

-
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and in fact evacuated. (Erickson,Tr.9618) Dr. Erickson also asserted

that the great majority of people who evacuated during the TMI incident

had received no instruction on whether to evacuate or to stay in place.

(_I_d . ) Moreover, '1r. Erickson testified that the evacuation at Three Miled

. Island was entirely orderly.as opposed to panicky. (Erickson,Tr.9623)

The Licensees' witness, Dr. Lecker, testified that a well-established

principle underlying the absence of panic during past mass evacuations is

the " isolation of affect." This is where people accept the reality of an

emergency without drastic emotion, instead deferring the emotional

response unt11 safety has been achieved. (Lecker Testimony, ff.

Tr. 11966 at pp. 9-10). A comon example is exhaustion which is felt

after a stressful encounter. (Id.) ,

3.2-16. Licensees' witness, Dr. Lecker, also testified that school'

O teachers charsed with custody of their schooi chiidren can be expected to
*

follow instructions for care of those children. This was confirmed by

his observations at Three Mile Island.. (Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr.11966
~

atp.8). There was no evidence of staff or teacher panic, but only

evidence of teachers remaining at their posts. (Id.) Dr. Erickson
acknowledged that this was the case. (Erickson, Tr. 9595.) A number of

interested States' witnesses expressed doubt about whether emergency.

workers would perform their duties in the event of a radiological

emergency. (Jurkowski Testimony, ff Tr. 5212; Bates Testimony, ff.
1

Tr. 5658.) One of these witnesses acknowledged that workers had
,

f responsed to pase emergencies. (Jurkowski,Tr. 5239-42.) The other
,

witness indicated that workers could be relied on to respond in the event
1

of an emergency. (Bates,Tr.5663.)'

, .
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Q 3.2-17. With respect to Dr. Erickson's claim that human response

f to radiological emergencies would be different than nonradiological
|

; emergencies since radiation cannot be perceived by the senses and

radiological emergencies have no clear ending, Licensees' witness,

Dr. Lecker, asserted that he had never seen a shred of empirical evidence

to support the distinction that human response to radiological and

| nonradiological emergencies is different because radiation cannot be

detected by the human senses. (Erickson Testimony, ff. Tr. 9563 at
i

i pp. 4-5; Erickson, Tr. 9587; Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr.11966 at p.11.)

Dr. Lecker asserted that human response to an emergency does not depend

on the particular kind of emergency. Instead, human beings respond

psychiologically to the stress caused by the emergency, not the emergency

itself. (Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr.11966 at 3.) Intervenors' witness,

O'

Dr. Erickson, asserted on cross-examination that he was not aware of

; whether a study had been done to detennine how important the invisibility
~

of the hazard is to people's response where it was necessary to respond

quickly and evacuate. (Erickson,Tr. 9587-90.) Licensees' witness,

Dr. Lecker, also asserted that the imperceptibility of the threat should
$

reduce fear rather than enhance it. (Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr.11966 at

p.11.) As a matter of psychology, Dr. Lecker found it incredible to

assert that a firefighter would be more fearful of entering a potentially

contaminated area with a dosimeter than he would be entering a blazing

, building in danger of imminent collapse. (Id.at12.) Dr. Erickson
asserted that he would expect people to evacuate whether confronte'd with

an advancing forest fire or the potential of a radioactive release from a

Q nuclear power plant accident. (Erickson,Tr. 9591-92.)

8,

.
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3.2-18. Licensees' witness, Dr. Lecker, also testified that in an

emergency increased pressure falls on personnel of all types to conform

with pro-social behavioral patterns. (Lecker Testimony, ff. Tr.11966 at

p. 8. ) This is the case since having a defined role makes one feel

potent and useful as opposed to being in a state of helplessness, and

this is a "public emergency" and one's behavior is known to others which

has been found to enhance pro-social responses. (M. )
3.2-19. A number of Intervenors' witnesses testified that they

would not rollow the off-site evacuation plan at Indian Point. (Ford

Testimony, ff. Tr. 9691; Courtney Testimony, ff. Tr. 9701.) For the

public and emergency workers, the Licensees' witness, Dr. Lecker,

asserted that their own predictions on.how they would respond to a

radiological emergency are of limited value. (LeckerTestimony,ff.

Tr. 11966 at p. 10.) When an emergency begins, the human mind and body

mobilize, and a new attitude emerges. (Id.) Even ardent critics of and
~

evacuation plan can be expected to follow that plan, if for no other

reason than because it exis'ts. (Id.)
3.2-20. Licensees' witness, Dr. Robert L. DuPont, asserted that

people with phobic fears have an exaggerated and specific fear that is

out of proportion to the actual danger or risk that exists. (DuPont
-

Testimony, ff. Tr. 8852 at p. 4.) The primary characteristic of these

" phobias" is "what if" thinking instead of "what is" thinking. (M.at
,5. ) In an actual emergency, the phobic person acts rationally and

effectively even when the phobic person must face his fear to assuye his

own safety or to help another person in distress. (M.atpp.9-10.) It

is connonly observed in the treatment of phobic people that they will, in

3

.
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O a crisis, d what is necessary even though it may mean temporarily

overcoming their fear. (H. ) The mother who does not drive because of a |

phobia will not hesitate to drive her injured child to a hospital.
,

(DuPont Testimony, ff. Tr. 8852 at p. 10.)

3.2-21. Intervenors' witness, Dr. Robert Jay Lifton, asserts that

the behavioral experience of emergency and disaster workers in past

disasters has limited relevance to plannir.g for radiological emergencies.

(Lifton Testimony, ff. Tr. 12425 at p. 2.) He would divide all disasters

into two groups: (1) Type A - natural disasters, such as hurricanes,

tornadoes, tidal waves, earthquakes, and floods; (2) Type B - man-made

disasters, such as fires, war, dam failures, chemical spills, and other,

|
'

large scale threats to groups or populations of people stemming from

purposeful numan activity. (M. ) This distinction is important

psychologically since victims of Type B disasters tend to experience

particularly intense and long-lasting psychological effects having to do

with anger, bitterness, confusion, and a sense of having been devalued as

i human beings. (Lifton Test'imony, ff. Tr. 12425 at p. 3.) The

distinction is also important because it includes a category in which the

principal danger is invisible contamination. (M. ) Disasters involving

| radiation exemplify this category and are likely to be 'the most
i

destructive and the most feared in that category. (Lifton testimony, ff.

Tr.12425 at p. 4.) He does not claim that radiological disasters are
.

absolutely unique since they have some characteristics in common with all.,

cther disasters (e.g., in causing fear and efforts to escape) as well as

all man-made disasters (e.g., in arousing specific resentments). (H. ) |

Q The radiological threat has a special nature in that many people exposed i

4

.
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to it have developed a new medical condition not reported among victims

of other disasters: the Raifiation Response Syndrome (RRS). (Lifton
' Testimony, ff. Tr.12425 at p. 7.) The principal components of the RRS

are as follows: (1) the sense of having been exposed to invisible

contamination; (2) the element of delayed effects; (3) a persistent feari

of cancer; (4) diffuse symptoms that overwhelm and confuse the patient;
,

(5) extreme anger toward, and distrust of authorities, and the sense of

having been made into a " guinea pig"; (6) the sense that one's whole life

has been mysteriously altered; and (7) the impairment of relationships

with other human beings. (Lifton Testimony, ff. Tr. 12425 at pp. 9-10.)

; The RRS has been fonnulated based on his work with Hiroshima survivors,

; observations at Three Mile Island, and the works of others on American

| military personnel and civilians exposed to radiation from nuclear

; weapons testing. (Lifton Testimony, ff. Tr.12a25 at pp. 7-8.) Although
;

j the RRS is a chronic condition which up to now has developed slowly over

time, Dr. Lifton asserts there is now good reason to believe that it may

start to impair the effectiveness of victims' behavior during the process

of evacuation from Indian Point. (H.at8.) They could well experience

; a combination of fear and anger that could cloud their judgment, lower

their threshold for impulsive and noncooperative actions, and in various'

ways interfere with the evacuation process. (M.at8-9.) Emergency

| plans or estimates of time to evacuate must account for the special human

, responses to the dangers of ionizing radiation or they will be seriously

biased in the direction of unrealistic optimism. (I_d.at14.) ;d

Dr. Lifton acknowledges that there is some similarity between other
,

disasters and radiological emergencies. (Lifton, Tr. 12427.) The common

|

1 .

1
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{} * dimension between Hiroshima and a radiological accident is the fear and

danger of radiation effects. (Lifton, Tr. 12429.) However, the

psychological consequences for Hiroshima are greater since the large'

mortality increases the sense of threat and stress which occurs.

(Lifton, Tr. 12430.) Dr. Lifton is not familiar with the radiological"

i
! emergency response plans for the Indian Point plants. (Lifton,

Tr. 12437.) He is also not familiar with the emergency planning

regulations of the NRC and FEMA. (Lifton, Tr. 12438.) Dr. Lifton did

not know whether the radiological emergency response plan for any reactor
!

in the United States adequately accounts for the phenomenon addressed in

his testimony. (Lifton, Tr. 12437.) The RRS is a. chronic syndrome that

i occurs over the course of one's life time. (Lifton, Tr.12446.) A
1

precise time or moment for the onset of RRS cannot be identified.

(Lifton,Tr. 12445-48.) The fear of radiation which is part of the RRS-

could begin almost imediately after a radiological accident. (Lifton,

Tr. 12448.) The RRS could manifest itself almost immediately after an
!

individual has been exposed to radiation considered dangerous. (Lifton,

Tr. 12475, 12477.) Dr. Lifton was unable to identify at what level of

I exposure to radiation the RRS might manifest itself. (Lifton,

f Tr. 12476.)

3.2-22. Intervenors' witness, Dr. Murray Melbin, testified that

the performance of individuals at night is impaired. When awakened from

,certain stages of sleep, people are muddled, disorganized, and may not

recall what is said. (Melbin Testimony, ff. Tr. 9944 at pp.1-2.); As a

result, any set of plans will be carried out less effectively and people

] awakened at night will be less effective. (_Id. ) He also suggests that

>
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many people are dispersed at night, and maintenance and repair activities

take place, which might have implications for traffic system capacity.

(Melbin Testimony, ff. Tr. 9944 at pp. 2-3.) Dr. Melbin was not familiar

with the Comission's emergency plann.ing regulations or the radiological

emergency response plans for Indian Point. (Melbin,Tr. 9945-4'6.) Based

on his own research and review of the literature, Dr. Melbin had no

information contrasting the success of an evacuation conducted in the

daytime as compared to an evacuation conducted in the evening. (Melbin,

Tr. 9948.) Dr. Melbin was not aware of any nuclear plant in the United

States that has an emergency response plan which incorporates the
'

suggestions made in his testimony. (Melbin,Tr.9950.)

3.2-23. Intervenors' witness, Dr. Albert J. Solnit, asserts that

based on studies children should be evacuated with their parents.

(Solnit Testimony, ff. Tr. 10459 at p. 2.) Younger children and school-

age children need the presence of their parents to help them cope with

evacuations in the face of threatening disasters. Attempting to evacuate

children apart from their parents confronts children with an overwhelming

sense of loss. (M. ) Until children are united with their parents

children up to early adolescence will feel a sense of panic, fear of

permanent loss and disappointment that their parents have let them down

at a critical time. (Id.) That trauma often results in the child's loss

of a sense of trust and an anxiety about the protective security of their

.re al tionship to their parents. (Id.at2-3.) Out of love and concern

for their children, parents are very likely to be uncooperative an'd will

| attempt to reach their child as quickly as they can in whatever manner

they can. (H. at 3. ) A plan that does not allow for children and their

.3
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parents to be evacuated together is'unrealitic, psychologically unsoundO
and carries the potential of damaging the child and his relationship with

his parents and other important persons (teacher, grandparents and

siblings). Children are more likely to feel bewildered and to imagine

i the worst that could happen given the invisible and inaudible quality of
I

radiation. (Id.) The adverse psychological effects of separation can be

mitigated by public information available to the parents and transmitted

to the children by teachers or whomever was caring for them. However,

; the damaging effects would not be eliminated. (Solnit, Tr. 10461.)

} Dr. Solnit's testimony is based on studies of children in wartime situa-

tions and two disaster situations. (Solnit Testimony, ff. Tr.10459 at

. p. 2; Solnit, Tr. 10464.) For the wartime studies, the period of
I

separation between children and parents varied from week-to-week for,

| O mothers end oftea years for fathers. (Soinit, Tr. 10465.) The psycno-

logical trauma that would be suffered by children under those circum-

$ stances are not applicable to a situation where the parents and children
'

are separated for a matter of hours. (Solnit, Tr. 10486.) However, one

j can attempt to extrapolate from the response of children in those

situations to a radiological emergency. (Solnit,Tr. 10464,10486.)
:

; Dr. Solnit has never studied the response of children to an evacuation.
I (Solnit Tr. 10464.) Dr. Solnit doubts that a young child in good

condition would suffer pennanent psychological damage if separated from

their parents unless the period of separation lasted more than a day or
,,

two. (Solnit,Tr. 10482-83.) Public information made available to
_

parents and transmitted to children by teachers or others caring for them

O or a public education program about the evacuation plans which reduces

4
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'

the uncertainty about the length of' time children would be separated from

their parents during an evacuation, would mitigate the psychological

trauma suffered by children in the event of such a separation. (Solnit,

| Tr. 10461,10498,10503. )
,

| 3.2-24. The County ' Executive of Westchester County, Andrew

0'Rourke, testified that there has been a major revision in the mass

transit component of the plan, making it possible to send children in the

j 10-mile EPZ home from school to parents or guardians in event of an

! emergency at Indian Point. (0'Rourke Testimony, ff. Tr.11519 at p. 2.)
1

! Instead of waiting for the general evacuation of the population at large,

children would be sent home at the alert stage of an accident at Indian

Point, utilizing the early dismissal policy of the schools. (M.). This
| early dismissal proposal has been endorsed by the Putnam-Northern

Westchester Chief School Officers Association and will alleviate the

stress and traffic problems caused by parents going to the school to pick

up their children. (H.).
3.2-25. Mr. O'Rourke testified that each school has an early

|

dismissal plan in place that encompasses all students. (0'Rourke,
'

Tr. 11525.) Schools have a very specific plan that involves contacting
; parents or guardians, assuring that someone is there to receive the

f children. (O'Rourke, Tr. 11526.) Dr. Solnit testified that if this is

part of the plan it would go a long way toward overcoming the disadvan-

..tages he believes are associated with the evacuation plan. (Solnit.

Tr.10490.) :
3.2-26. It is FEMA's view that an increased public education

program would generate greater confidence in parents about the evacuation

!
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)
plan and thus lead to a reduction in the number of parents who would

drive to schools to pick up their children. (McIntire,etal.,ff.

Tr. 1307 at p. 26.)
.

3.2-27. ' During the Ginna incident and the Three Mile Island

accident, off-site emergency workers did go inside the plant gate after

the release of radioactivity. (McIntire, Tr. 2176.) FEMA is unaware of
,

any reluctance on the part of such emergency response personnel to enter

the plant gate. (Id.) Moreover, FEMA did not receive any reports of
'

inadequate performance by emergency workers during the incident at Ginna

on January 25, 1982. (McIntire, Tr. 2538.)

3.2-28. There is very little literature which shows a concern that

under the appropriate circumstances the public cannot be educated to|

i

| follow evacuation instructions. (McIntire,Tr.2514.)
() 3.2-29. FEMA's experience has shown that spontaneous evacuation

.

will occur normally, thus it is entirely possible that fewer people would

actually have to evacuate when an official directive to evacuate has been

issued. (McIntirei et al. ff. Tr. 1307 at p. 25.)
~

|

.

e
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1
- Contention 3.3

(EvacuationTimeEstimates)b

31/ The Licensees' presented a panel of witnesses composed of Michael S.
Della Rocca, Bruce E. Podwal, and Peggy L. Rosenblatt who gave
testimony concerning the evacuation time estimate study prepared by
Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas. These witnesses are
employed by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas. Mr. Della Rocca
is a Transportation Planning Engineer for the firm. Mr. Podwal is
Vice President of the finn and is Deputy Technical Director of the
firm's Civil Highways Department. Ms. Rosenblatt is a Senior
Planner in the finn's Department of Urban and Regional Planning.
The Intervenors' (UCS/NYPIRG) witness was Mr. Robert L. Morris, a
consultant in transportation planning and traffic engineering who
testified about his review of the Licensees' evacuation time
estimate study prepared by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas.

i The New York State witnesses were: Mr. Donald B. Davidoff,
Director, Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group, State of New
York; and Mr. Lawrence B. Czech, Chief, Nuclear Protection Planning,
Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group, State of New York. The
Staff's witnesses were: John R. Sears, Senior Reactor Safety Engi-
neer, Emergency Preparedness Licensing Branch, Division of Emergency

O- Preparedness, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, NRC, and
Dr. Thomas Urbanik, II, Assistant Research Engineer, Texas Trans-
portation Institute, Texas A&M University, who* serves under contract
to Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories which is responsible
under contract to NRC for reviewing evacuation time estimates of
nuclear facilities. Mr. Sears gave testimony concerning his review
of the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study. Dr. Urbanik
testified regarding his review and evaluation of the evacuation time
estimate studies prepared (1) by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade &
Douglas, Inc. for the Licensees, and (2) by CONSAD Research Corpo-
ration for FEMA.

3.3-1. This contention, which was based on contentions by

UCS/NYPIRG, WBCA and RCSE, was admitted by the Board for hearing purposes

in its Memorandum and Order of February 7,1983 and it read as follows:

3.3 The present estimates of evacuation times, based on
NUREG-0654 and studies by CONSAD Research Corporation and by.

: j

O
|

p *.

|

|
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Parsons, Brinckerhoffi Quade & Douglas, Inc., are unreliable.'

\ They are based on unproven assumptions, utilize unverified
methodologies, and do not reflect the actual emergency plans.

'

3.3-2. Time estimates for evacuation, which are required by 10

C.F.R. 50, Appendix E.IV, are used for two principal purposes:
,

1) to identify those transportation routes, areas or facilities in the

vicinity of a site for which special traffic controls or other

special plans would be desirable during an emergency;

2) to provide decisionmakers during an emergency knowledge of the
,

length of time required to effect evacuation under various,

conditions, which allows an informed choice of protective actions

(e.g. , between in-place sheltering and evacuation). (Sears

'. Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at pp. 29-30; Della Rocca/Podwal/Rosenblatt

O resti=ny, n. Tr.1861 at pp.19, 36; Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.
,

1861 at p. 10).

3.3-3. For the time estimates which are required to be submitted by
!

.
i

,

,
the Licensees pursuant to Appendix E.IV of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, the

i

; criteria for judging the acceptability of these estimates are NUREG-0654,

FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, II.J. and Appendix 4. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.

12244 at p. 30.)

i

A. Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. Study
The Licensees' Evacuation Time Estimate Study,

| 3.3-4. The Licensees' have provided an evacuation time estimate
'

; '

| study for the Indian Point plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone
'

(EPZ) prepared by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. entitled

O
-

.3
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'

Methodology to Calculate Evacuation Travel Time Estimates for the Indian"

Point Emergency Planning Zone" (hereafter " Licensees' evacuation time !

estimate study"). (Con Edision Ex.10; Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at

p. 30; Urbanik' Testimony, ff. Tr. 1861 at pp. 3-4; Della Rocca, et al.,

ff. Tr.11774 at p. 20.),

3.3-5. The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study calculated the
r

'

roadway travel times required to evacuate permanent resident, transient

and special facilities populations in the Counties of Westchester,

Rockland, Orange, and Putnam within the plume exposure pathway EPZ for

the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station. (Con Edison.Ex. 10, pp. 1, 44;

Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 6.)

3.3-6. Consistent with NUREG-0654, Appendix 4, the Licensees'
.

evacuation travel time estimates included the following population
Qi

j subgroups: (a) resident population (with and without automobiles);
i .

(b) special facilities (schools, colleges, nursing homes, hospitals,
!
~

other health care facilities, group homes, convents, monasteries, and

! correctional facilities); ('c) transients (employees, visitors to parks,
~

i

,

resident and day camps, hotels, and motels). (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp. 1,
! ~

Della Rocca, et al. , ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 9-10.)| 7-15, 46-49;
.

3.3-7. Population information was obtained from U.S. Department of,

Comerce, Bureau of the Census data, from the data of local planning

agencies (e.g., New York State Department of Transportation, Tri-State:

i ,, Regional Planning Commission, Palisades Interstate Park Commission,

| Taconic State Park Park Comission), and through telephone and written

O
'c p

L
|
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Q contacts with employers, institutions, and other facilities. (Con Edison

Ex. 10, pp. 2, 7-8, 10-15.)

3.3-8. The plume exposure pathway EPZ for Indian Point has been

divided into 46 discrete emergency response planning areas (ERPA's).

(Con Edison Ex. 10, App. A, p. A-1.) To the extent possible, ERPA

boundaries were defined to coincide with political and geographical

boundaries familiar to the public. (Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at

p.5.)

3.3-9. Primary evacuation routes were identified for each ERPA

within the plume exposure pathway EPZ. ERPA's were subdivided into

traffic zones along recognizable geographic and/or political boundaries.

Each traffic zone, which represents a population cluster for a particular

geographic area loading onto a given roadway, was assigned a primary

evacuation route for each mode of travel. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 26;

Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr. 11774 at'p. 16.)

3.3-10. Boundaries for traffic zones were established to minimize

the time required to ' access a zone's primary evacuation route. (Con

Edison Ex. 10, pp. 26-27.)

3.3-11. Evacuation routes were selected to move traffic radially

away from the Indian Point facilities and care was taken to assure those

routes were likely to be both familiar to and regularly used by drivers

in the traffic zone. (H.at27.)
3.3-12. Evacuation routes were developed assuming that traffic,

would operate in a nonnal two-way pattern, except for one-way stre:ets.

This would permit emergency vehicles to enter the evacuating area and

minimize the possibility of a route being totally blocked due to an

-
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p incident such as an automobile accident. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 27.)
v

3.3-13. The primary and backup evacuation routes were traveled to

assess their adequacy fcr evacuation. The infonnation collected during

the field inspection was used in the evacuation time estimate study to

detennine the evacuation capacity of each roadway. For each primary

evacuation route, this infonnation included the number of lanes, lane

width, shoulder width, location and, if applicable, timing of traffic

controls, and posted speed limit. (Della Rocca, et al. , ff. Tr.11774 at

pp. 23-24; Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 28.)

3.3-14. Bus routes to be used during an evacuation were established

throughout the plume exposure pathway EPZ in a manner where most persons

could be within one-half mile of a bus stop, and no one would be farther

than one mile from a bus stop. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 33; Della Rocca el

H.,ff.Tr.11774atp.25.)

3.3-15. Each bus route was field-checked to determine length,

location of existing transit stop, adequacy of stops and coverage,

locations of major concentrations of potential users, street names and

signing, tight turns, narrow or congested streets, one-way streets, low

clearance bridges, low weight limit bridges, and other operating

restrictions. (Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr. 11774 at p. 25; Con Edison

Ex. 10 pp. 33-34.)

3.3-16. For each primary evacuation route in the plume exposure

,, pathway EPZ, the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study calculated

evacuation capacities based on the actual physical roadway configuyation.

(Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr. 11774 at p. 25.) Consequently, traffic-

inhibiting features on existing roadways, such as narrow lanes and no

3

_
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Q shoulders, have been accounted for in the calculations of evacuation

capacity and included in the evacuation travel time analysis. (Id.)
3.3-17. The evacuation capacities used to calculate evacuation

travel times were substantiated by actual travel volumes obtained from

the New York State Department of Transportation. (Della Rocca et al.,

ff. Tr.11774 at p. 25.)

. 3.3-18. The Licensees' evacuation time estimates considered several
|
| different time periods as a means of characterizing the population

shifts. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 37: Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr. 11774 at

j pp.15-16.) These time periods include: (1) night; (2) evening;

(3) weekday, school in session; (4) weekday, school not in session;

(5) weekend / holiday - summer daytime; and (6) weekend / holiday - winter
,

! daytime. (Id.)
o'

-

3.3-19. These time periods were selected since they covered all

significantly different patterns of population distribution and

transportation availability. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 37.)

3.3-20. Evacuation travel time estimates were determined separately

for normal and adverse weather conditions for each route segment of the
-

evacuation roadway network. (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp. 26-28; Della Rocca

et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 28-29; Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p.
!

7.) The evacuation travel time analysis assumed nonnal weather con-

ditions to be a clear sky and dry roadway pavement. (Con Edison Ex. 10,

.p. 39; Della Rocca eld., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 28-29.)

3.3-21. Since a large and imediate demand is placed on the roadway

network in an evacuation, the Licensees' evacuation time estimates study |

assumed that traffic would be congested, speeds would be low, flow would

3
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be unstable, and there would be steppages of momentary duration. (Con

Edison Ex. 10, p. 29.) The study assumed these conditions would prevail

for the duration of the evacuation, except for the very beginning and end I

of the egress phase when volumes would be less. (Id.)
3.3-22. These traffic flow conditions used in the evacuation time

estimates study correspond to Level of Service E as described in the

Highway Capacity Manual 1965, Highway Research Board, Special Report 87,

National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Publication

1328, Copyright 1966 (hereafter " Highway Capacity Manual"). (ConEdison

Ex.10, p. 29; Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 7; Urbanik,
.

Tr. 1883, 1885, 1897, 1918.)

3.3-23. Level of Service is a qualitative measure of the effect of

a number of factors on traffic flow, including, among other things,

speed, travel time, traffic interruptions, lane width, ambient weather

conditions, and freedom to manuever. (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp. 29-30;

Urbanik,Tr.1908.)

3.3-24. Actual traffic volumes have been documented for roadway

segments of the evacuation roadway network, and have been found to equal

or even exceed the evacuation capacities calculated at Level of Service E

at various locations. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 30.)

3.3-25. To account for the occurrence of events that might reduce

the capability of roadways to accommodate evacuating traffic under normal

weather conditions, the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study

calculated intermediate evacuation capacities using level of service D

(i.e., between upper bound normal weather and lower bound adverse weather

capacities) to show lower bound nonnal weather capacities as suggested by
i

+
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.
the New York State Department of Transportation. (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp.

30-31; Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 20, 29) For example,

this would account for the situation where some traffic control officers

designated to monitor checkpoints may be unable to fulfill their assigned

duties. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 30.) This intermediate capacity calcula-
.

tion was used to obtain a 20 to 40 percent reduction in evacuation capa-

city depending on the roadway type for those contingencies. ( Id_. )

3.3-26. In order to satisfy the NUREG-0654, Appendix 4 guidance,

the Licensees' evacuation time estimates study considered the effects of

adverse weather conditions typically found in the 10 mile EPZ (e.g.,
.

reduced visibility due to fog or heavy rain and/or a slippery roadway

surface due to snow or ice) on the evacuation capacities of the roadways

in calculating evacuation travel time estimates. (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp.

31, 39; Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 28-29; Supplemental

Testimony at p. 8.) To reflect the reduction in evacuation capacities

due to adverse weather conditions, the intermediate capacities (Level of

Service D) were reduced fur'ther by 20 percent. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p.

31.)

3.3-27. The modes of transportation to be used by the population

evacuating the 10 mile plume exposure pathway EPZ were accounted for in

the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study. (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp.

32-36; Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 22-24.)

3.3-28. Evacuation travel estimates calculated in the Licensees'

| evacuation time estimate study are reflected in the Radiological

Emergency Response Planc (RERP) of the Counties and are in accord with

(] the RERP's implementation procedures. (Della Rocca et al. , ff. Tr.11774

3
-

.

|
*
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Q at pp. 24, 28, 21; Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 9.)

3.3-29. The evacuation travel time estimates included the following

elements: (1) terminal time, which represents the time to drive via-

local feeder streets in a traffic zone to the first link of the

designated primary evacuation route; (2) roadway travel time, which is

the time required for all vehicles to travel the entire length of their

evacuation route to the boundary of the evacuated area accounting for

reduced speeds due to congestion and including delay time; and (3) roundj

trip time for vehicles required to make multiple trips, which is the time

to travel the EPZ to designated facilities, return to the evacuating area

for as many trips as required, and loading and unloading passengers.
'

(Con Edison Ex.10, pp. 41-43; Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr. 11831-832.)

3.3-30. Certain conservative factors were included in the
O Licensees' evacuation time estimate study which tended to produce longer

I

evacuation travel times. A'aong the conservative factors included in the

Licensees's evacuation time estimate study were the following items:

(1) the analysis uses~ Level' of Service D which has a lower service volume

(i.e., less capacity); (2) the evacuation travel times are calculated for

the last person leaving the 10 mile EPZ; (3) the time estimate

calculations double-counted certain population groups (such as persons,

: both working and residing in the 10 mile EPZ); (4) it was assumed that
3

| all students would be in attendance at schools in determining bus

, requirements; (5) peak parking attendance figures were used for the

weekend / holiday - sunner daytime scenario; (6) roadways were assunted to

operate in their nonnal fashion thus all lanes were not assigned to

Q outbound flow; (7) not all buses and ambulances were assumed to be

!

. p -
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Q available during an evacuation; and (8) the evacuation travel time

estimate analysis did not include every road in the area. (Della Rocca

et al. , ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 32-34; Urbanik, Tr. 1949-50.) |

3.3-31. For the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study, the

assignment of the evacuation vehicles of each traffic zone over the

designated evacuation roadway network was performed by a computer model'

designed for evacuation planning studies. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 41.) A

; static traffic assignment model, which assamed instantaneous loading and

concurrent vehicular demand on all roadway segments in the evacuation

roadway network, was used to estimate roadway travel and delay times.

(Urbanik testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 5; Urbanik Tr. 1969-71; Della

Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 26-27; Con Edison Ex.10, p. 41.)

3.3-32. The accuracy of the static traffic assignment model was
,

' verified by comparing the static assignment results in Westchester and

Rockland Counties to those obtained from a complex, state-of-the-art

dynamic traffic simulation model. The results of the comparative

analysis showed on an' aggregate basis a greater than 96% correlation for

the test routes in Westchester and Rockland Counties. (Della Rocca et

*

a_1_. , ff. Tr.11774 at pp 27-28; Con Edision Ex.10, p. 41 and Appendix G,
.

pp. G-5 through G-9.)
l

3.3-33. The methodology used in the Licensees' study for analyzing

evacuation times is a volume to capacity analysis on a roadway link
.

.. basi s. In determining critical roadway segments under various evacuation

scenarios, a computer program was used in the analysis to count vehicles

on evacuation routes and to determine the volume to capacity ratios.'

Q (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 5.)

-
,

! )
-
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Q 3.3-34. The method used in the Licensees' study for computing total

evacuation time was a sequential method, consistent with one of the two

acceptable approaches identified in NUREG-0654/ fella-REP-1, Revision 1,

Appendix 4. (_Id. )

3.3-35. The methodology used by the Licensees in preparing the

evacuation time estimates for the 10 mile EPZ has been reviewed by the

New York State Department of Transportation, the New York State

Department of Health, the New York State Police and the New York State

Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group. (Della Rocca et al . , ff. Tr.

11774 at p. 35.)

3.3-36. The standard reference document in the field of

transportation engineering for determining highway capacities is the

Highway Capacity Manual. The Highway Capacity Manual, which is perhaps

the most widely used document in the field, was used by the Licensees in

developing its evacuation time estimates study. (Urbanik Testimony, ff.

Tr. 1861 at pp. 6-7; Urbanik, Tr. 1866-78; Con Edison Ex. 10, pp. 29-30.)

3.3-37. Dr. Thomas Urbanik II, who is the expert that the NRC staff

relies on to review evacuation time estimate studies for nuclear

facilities, has evaluated the Licensees's study for compliance with

Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1 (flovember 1980). (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 32; Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at pp.

1-10.)

3.3-38. The Licensees' evacuation time estimates study employs

methodologies that use accepted and proven transportation planning'

techniques. The methodologies represent years of experience in

] transportation planning, modeling and operating transportation systems,

., -
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and are consistent with NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, Appendix 4,

(Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 6; Urbanik, Tr.1979.)

3.3-39. The assumptions made by the Licensees' study are reasonable

since they are consistent with the guidance of NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1,

Revision 1 and make the best use of available data. (Id;Urbanik,Tr.

1968,1979.)

3.3-40. Both the demand estimates (estimate of the number of people

to be evacuated) and the traffic capacities were evaluated and found to

be reasonable. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at pp. 6-7.)

3.3-41. The evacuation roadway network used in the Licensees' study

considered the principal roadways that would be used in an evacuation of

the 10 mile EPZ for Indian Point and thus was found to be reasonable.

(Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 7.) Primary and secondary

evacuation routes were considered in the Licensees' study, which is the

methodology specified in NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1. (Urbanik,

Tr.2023.)

3.3-42. Verification of the Licensees' evacuation time estimates

was made by driving the ' principal roadways within and around the 10 mile

plume exposure EPZ for Indian Point and performing several independent

calculations of volume-to-capacity ratios to determine whether longer

times appeared to be required for any parts of the evacuation roadway

network. These calculations resulted in the conclusion that the analyses
1,in the Licensees' study are reasonable. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861
j

at p. 8; Urbanik, Tr. 1974-77.) ;
3.3-43. The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study is judged to

1

be one of the finest done, with matters set forth in impeccable detail.

s
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Q (Urbanik, Tr. 1967,1979,1981-82.)

3.3-44. The Licensees' evacuation time estimates study has

|addressed all the details in NUREG-CE54/ FEMA-REP-1, Revision, Appendix 4

and is in compliance with it. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 9;

Urbanik, Tr. 1969.) Moreover, the Licensees' study went beyond the

guidance of NUREG-0654 and conducted what is considered a better

approach. (Urbanik, Tr.1986-8.)

3.3-45. TheNRC staff has reviewed the Licensees' evacuation time

estimates study and Dr. Urbanik's evaluation of that study and concluded

that the Licensees' study covers all the elements of Appendix 4,

NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at

p.32.)

3.3-46. FEMA has reviewed the Licensees' evacuation time estimates
O study and determined that the evacuation time estimates are reasonable.

(McIntire,ir. 2594-95.)

3.3-47. The New York State Department of Transportation thorcughly

reviewed the Licensees' cvacuation time estimates and the basis for those

estimates. (Davidoff/ Czech Testimony, ff. Tr.11313 at p. 9.) These

evacuation time estimates were found acceptable by the Department of

Transportation staff. Thus the New York State Radiological Emergency

Preparedness Group incorporated these estimates into the off-site

emergency plans. (H. )
3.3-48. The Intervenors, UCS/NYPIRG, would take issue with these,

determinations. UCS/NYPIRG's witness, Robert L. Morris asserted that for

several reasons the Licensees' evacuation time estimates study is invalid

h for an emergency situation. (Morris Testimony, ff. Tr. 9726 at pp.1-3.)

|

| ?
- -

I
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Licensees' study did not properly use the Hiahway Capacity Manual in

determining levels of service. (Morris Tesitmony, ff. Tr. 9726 at pp.

1-2; Morris, Tr. 9731.) Using the evacuation speed formula and average

weather capacities from the Licensees' study, Mr. Morris makes

calculations of evacuation speeds which he claims represent level of

service F, thus he asserts that the Licensees' analysis should have used

level of service F, instead of level of service E, which he claims was

not done. (Morris Testimony, ff. Tr. 9726 at p. 2; Morris, Tr. 9727,
.

9737-38.)

3.3-50. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, was unfamiliar with the

Comission's emergency planning regulations or NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1,

Revision 1. (Morris, Tr. 9757,9760,9804.) Further, Mr. Morris was

unable to provide an opinion on whether the Licensees' evacuation time

estimates study complies with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1.

(Morris, Tr. 9760.)

3.3-51. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, did not know how the

evacuation speed formula in the Licensees' study was used in the analysis

(Morris, Tr. 9734-35.) The evacuation speed formula in the Licensees'

study, however, is used in the analysis only where capacity is greater

than demand (i.e., when the volume to capacity ratio is less than 1). )

(Con Edison Ex. 10, Appendix G at p. G-3; Urbanik, Tr. 2007-2009.) In

,his calculations of evacuation speed using the evacuation speed formula,

Mr. Morris used the formula where the volume to capacity ratio is treater

than 1. (Morris Testimony, ff. Tr. 9726 at p. 2.) Consequently, the

(]~
Licensing Board finds that Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, in explain-

,

3
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O ing why level f service F sh uld be used, misapplied the evacuation

speed formula from the Licenseess' study. (Con Edison Ex. 10, Appendix G i

at p. G-3; Urbanik, Tr. 2007-2009.)

3.3-52. With respect to the use of level of service F in the

Licensees' evacuation time estimates analysis, Mr. Morris' testimony is

at odds with the testimony of the NRC staff expert, Dr. Urbanik and

others. Mr. Morris asserted that the Licensees' study did not use level

of service F and that it should have been used to determine capacity.

(Morris Testimony, ff. Tr. 9726 at p. 2; Morris, Tr. 9727,9737-38.)

However, Mr. Morris acknowledged that he did not know when the Licensees'

study used level of service F in determining evacuation travel time

estimates. (Morris,Tr. 9737-38.) Dr. Urbanik and the Licensees'

. witness, Mr. Podwal, asserted that level of service F was modeled in the
l Q analysis done in the Licensees' evacuation time estimates study.

(Urbanik, Tr.1894; Podwal, Tr.11838.) Dr. Urbanik also testified that

in the Licensees' study, a significant portion o'f the evacuation roadway

network was character'ized as reduced from level of service E to level of

service F to show congested conditions for some portion of the

evacuation. (Urbanik, Tr. 1921-27.) He explained that when the

volume-to-capacity ratio exceeded one, the Licensees' study would be in

level of service F. (Urbanik, Tr. 1930.) Mr. Morris testified that a

volume-to-capacity ratio in excess of one represents level of service F.

.(Morris, Tr. 9762.) Mr. Morris also admitted, under cross-examination,

that there are roadway links operating at service level F in the ,'

evacuation roadway network which were modeled in the Licensees'
1

] evacuation time estimates study analysis. (Morris,Tr.9763.) '

<
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3.3-53. There are techniques for modeling the transition from level

of service E to level of service F, which are reliable and stable. A

queing methodology was used in the Licensees' evacuation time estimates

analysis to model the transition from level of service E to level of

service F. (Urbanik, Tr. 1898.)

3.3-54. The Licensing Board finds that Level of Service F was-

considered by the Licensees' study in the analysis for developing

estimates of evacuation travel times. (Urbanik,Tr. 1894, 1898, 1921-27,

1930.)

3.3-55. The Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, also asserted that

Level of Service F should have been used for capacity in the Licensees'

evacuation time estimates study. (Morris Testimony, ff. Tr. 9726 at

p. 2.) The Staff witness, Dr. Urbanik explained that the

Highway Capacity Manual specifies what speeds and volune-to-capacity will

result in a certain level of service; tnus, level of service is a matter

that is determined. (Urbanik, Tr. 1945.) Mr. Morris agreed that level

of service as employed in the Highway Capacity Manual is a function of

volume over capacity and speed. (Morris, Tr. 9734.) The volume-to-

capacity ratio represents the number of vehicles passing over the road.

(Urbanik, Tr.1892.) Dr. Urbanik explained that volume-to-capacity ratio

|
is not meaningful for level of service F thus level of service F has no

volume-to-capacity ratio related to it. (Urbanik,Tr. 1893, 1899,

,1990-1991.) It is characterized by forced flow and represents traffic
'

upstream from a bottleneck, which is waiting on line. For level of
service F, there are widely varying speeds and the volume is anywhere

from zero on up because the vehicles are just waiting on line. (Urbanik,

.

I
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( Tr.1892-93,1901.)

3.3-56. The Highway Capacity Manual makes clear that level of

service F is not effctively described by combinations of speed and

volume-to-capacity ratios, because these may vary widely. (Urbanik,

Tr. 1932.)

3.3-57. Dr. Urbanik explained that in order to perform an

evacuation time estimate analysis one must begin with some capacity of

the roadway network. (Urbanik,Tr. 1920,1989.) In order to use the

Highway Capacity Manual, a level of service must be assumed. (Urbanik,

Tr. 1989.) The Highway Capacity Manual indicates that capacity is level

of service E. (Urbanik, Tr. 2023.) Level of service E represents the

maximum number of vehicles that can pass down a road. (Urbanik,Tr.

1947-48.)

3.3-58. Level of service E was selected from the Highway Capacity

Manual for use in the Licensees' study because it represents the capacity
,

of a particular roadway link. (Urbanik, Tr. 1947-48; Con Edison Ex. 10,

pp.30-31.) Since level of; service D has a lower service volume

associated with it then does level of service E, level of service D was

selected for use in the L'ce:isees' study to represent a reduced capacity

to account for contingencies. (Urbanik,Tr. 1949, 1964, 1994; Con

Edison, Ex. 10 pp. 30-31.) Level of service D capacity results in a

higher evacuation time estimate than level of service E because it

,, represents a lower volume of traffic. (Urbanik, Tr. 1914,1949.) The

Highway Capacity Manual indicates that capacity under adverse weather

would be less. (Urbanik, Tr. 2011.) To account for adverse weather,

level of service D capacity was reduced by 20 percent. (Urbanik,

3
'
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Tr. 1959; Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 31.) Levels of service E and D were not

selected by the Licensees to represent the actual traffic conditions that

would exist on the roads. (Urbanik,Tr. 1946-49,1964.)

3.3-59. The Licensing Board finds that it would be inappropriate to

use level of service F as capacity in the Licensees' evacuation time

estimate study since there is no capacity associated with level of

service F. (Urbanik,Tr. 1892-93,1898,1901,1990-1991,1932,2023.)

3.3-60. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, challenged the Licensees'

study by asserting that it ignored the traffic constraints of
1

intersections and suggesting that time penalties should have been I

assigned to account for crossing or merging traffic. (MorrisTestimony,

ff. Tr. 9726 at p. 2.) Mr. Morris provided no basis for this challenge
t

to the Licensees' study. However, testimony from the Licensees' witness

set forth explictly how the model used in the Licensees' evacuation time

estimate study accounted for cross-traffic trying to merge onto primary

evacuation routes based on the number of vehicles that would be on

different side streets attempting to merge. (Della Rocca, Tr. 11846-47.)

Also, traffic zone boundaries were established specifically to minimize

the amount of cross traffic that could occur. (Della Rocca, Tr.

11853-54.) Other than the generalized assertion by Intervenors' witness,

Mr. Morris, there was no evidence contradicting this testimony. The

Licensing Board finds that, contrary to Mr. Morris' assertion, the

.. Licensees' study did account for traffic constraints of intersections.

(Della Rocca, Tr. 1846-48,11853-54.) In addition, a 10 percent '

reduction in capacity was assumed for the impact of vehicles on the pri-

mary evacuation routes trying to pass through signalized intersections.

,3
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(Della Rocca, Tr. 11847-48.) The analysis in the Licensees' study shows

that many intersections will operate under level of service F. (Podwal,

I Tr.11852. )
'

3.3-61. The Licensees' study took into account the literature on

disaster research involving human response to an emergency the majority

of which showed that people tended to respond in an appropriate manner in

an emergency. (Della Rocca, Tr. 11862; Podwal/Rosenblatt, Tr.

11889-11897.)

3.3-62. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, suggests that the

Licensees' study used several computer runs to arrive at the best system

balance. (Morris Testimony, ff. Tr. 9726 at pp. 2'-3, Morris, Tr. 9794.)

However, Mr. Morris did not provide any reason or basis to suggest that

this is indeed the case, nor did he identify where this was done in the

. Licensees' study. In fact, the time estimates do not appear to be low

and have a considerable range in times. (Con Edison Ex. 10, Appendix F.)

3.3-63. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, asserts that the

Licensees' study iinproperly rules out consideration of the percentage of

trucks and terrain, which, if considered, could have a significant impact

on capacity. (Morris Testimony, ff. Tr. 9726 at p. 3.) Mr. Morris

speculates about the impact on capacity where the proportion of trucks

and buses is 10 percent. (Id.) However, Mr. Morris did not provide any

basis for assuming the 10 percent. The Licensees' study did not address

,,i'nhibiting factors as percent trucks and type of terrain because such

! factors were considered less significant owing to the slow and contjested

traffic conditions expected during the evacuation. (Con Edison Ex. 10,

p.31.) Nonetheless, the evacuation capacities of the Licensees' study

, .

,8

|
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were modified by factors taken from the Highway Capacity Manual, which

take into account the impact on traffic operations of existing roadway

widths and shoulder areas. ( Id_. )

3.3-64. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, also suggests that the
I

Licensees' study did not use conservative assumptions to allow for

unforseen impediments to traffic flow. (Morris Testimony, ff. Tr. 9726

at p. 3.) The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study specifically

accounted for the occurence of events that might reduce the capability of

roadways to.accomodate evacuating traffic. (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp.

30-31; Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 20, 29; Urbanik, Tr.

1949-50.) Several conservative assumptions, which resulted in longer

evacuation times were included in the Licensees' study to account for

unanticipated impediments to traffic flow. (Della Rocca, et. al., ff.<

Tr.11774 at pp. 32-34; Urbanik, Tr. 1949-50.)

3.3-65. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, asserted that the

Licensees' study failed to address " gridlock," which he defines as level

of service F. (MoEri's,Tr.' 9795-96.) However, he did not demonstrate or

show that " gridlock" would be present given the evacuation roadway

j network for the 10 mile-EPZ for Indian Point. There is some question )
!
'

whether " gridlock" and level of service F are the same since " gridlock"
|

; involves a pattern of squares and rectangles. (Podwal, Tr. 11853.)
,

Licensees' witness, Mr. Della Rocca, knew of no situations in the
,

~

.. vicinity of Indian Point where " gridlock" has actually occurred. (Della

Rocca, Tr. 11911.) Assuming that Mr. Morris is correct in equatinh

| " gridlock" with level of service F, it is clear that level of service F

was considered in the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study analysis, |

4

,
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Q ' as acknowledged by Mr. Morris. (Morris, Tr. 9763; Urbanik, Tr. 1921-27,

1930; Podwal, Tr. 11838,11852.)

3.3-66. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, suggested that a new

evacuation time estimate analysis is needed because of the impact that

early dismissal of school children in Westchester County at the early

stages of an emergency would have upon the evacuation time estimates

developed in the Licensees' study. (Morris, Tr. 9778-79.) Although the

early dismissal of school children during the early stages of an

emergency has not been modeled in the Licensees' study, it is expected

that the evacuation time estimates would not vary that much since the

buses could continue to be used in two waves with the second wave picking

( up the general public. (Podwal,Tr. 11905-06.) However, the evacuation

plan would have to be revised to incorporate a route for the general

O" public and instructions that bus drivers take children home instead of

outside the 10 mile EPZ. (Della Rocca, Tr. 11907.) Accordingly, the

Licensing Board suggests that the Licensees pursue revisions to the

evacuation plan to'iiicorporate a route for the general public and

instructions for bus drivers to take children home instead of outside the

10 mile EPZ should the Westchester plan be revised to provide for the

early dismissal of school children at the early stages of a radiologicalI

emergency involving an evacuation.

3.3-67. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Morris, also asserted that the

Cicensees'studyfailedtoconsidertheprobabilityoftrafficaccidents

occuring during the evacuation and its impact on the evacuation tijnes.

(Morris, Tr. 9764,9792.) Mr. Morris failed to show that the likelihood

Q of accidents are required to be considered by NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1,

-

s
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Revision 1 or the Comission's emergency planning regulations. (Morris,
! Tr.9757,9760,9804.) He also did not provide any statistics on the

likelihood of accidents occuring during an evacuation. Accidents were'

!

almost non-existent during the largest evacuation in United States -

history, which involved the evacuation of approximately 500,000 persons

along the Texas Gulf Coast during Hurricane Carla. (Urbanik,Tr.

) 2012-13,2033.) For an evacuation involving very crowded highways, the

accidents would likely be of a minor nature and not impede traffic flow

| since vehicles would likely be moving at a slow pace. (Podwal,Tr.

j 11939.) The Licensees' study assumed that traffic would operate in a

f normal two-way pattern, except for one-way streets and that all lanes

f would not be converted to outbound flow. This would minimize the

! possibility of a total blockage of a route because of an automobile
i O
| accident since traffic would be diverted into opposing traffic lanes.

(Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 27; Della Rocca et al., Supplemental Testimony,

I ff. Tr. 11774 at p. 7, 9; Podwal, Tr. 11938.) Backup evacuation routes
i
! are provided for in the evacuation plan in the event a segment of a
|

primary evacuation route becomes impassible. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 27;
'

Della Rocca et al., Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at p. 7.),

.

Specific provisions are included in the county radiological emergency
1 response plans to facilitate the flow of traffic. These procedures

provide for clearing roads of impediments to traffic flow and the

deployment of tow trucks to predesignated locations. (Della Rocca e_t_
j al. , Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 7-8; Podwal, Tr.

11938.) While the statistics on the likelihood of accidents have not

Q been explicitly considered in the Licensees' study, the Board finds that

-

3

|

| |
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the' occurrence:of an accident has been accounted for in the Licensees'

study and there are procedures and provisions in place to cope with that

eventuality. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 27; Della Rocca et al., Supplemental

Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 7-8.)
,

3.3-68. Intervenors' UCS/NYPIRG, raised a concern about the failure

of the Licensees' study to consider " spontaneous evacuation", (i.e.,

"self-evacuation" or the " evacuation-shadow phenomenon" beyond the plume

exposure pathway EPZ for Indian Point. (Erikson Testimony, ff. Tr. 9563

at pp. 4-5; Erikson, Tr. 9603.) Although the Licensees' study did not

explictly model the effects on evacuation inside the 10 mile EPZ of a

spontaneous evacuation outside the 10 mile EPZ, the effects of

spontaneous evacuation oustide the 10 mile EPZ were considered.

(Della Rocca, et al., Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at pp.11-12;

Podwal, Tr.11863.) Spontaneous evacuation (i.e., absent official
'

directive to evacuate) from within the 10 mile EPZ could reduce the

Licensees' evacuation time estimates since the total number of persons

and cars evacuating would be reduced. (Della Rocca et al., Supplemental

Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at pp.11-12; Della Rocca. Tr. 11937-38.)

Spontaneous evacuation either within or outside the EPZ is not expected
.

to adversely influence subsequent egress from the 10 mile EPZ in response

to an official evacuation directive. (DellaRocca,etal., Supplemental

Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at p.11.) The Licensees' evacuation time

estimate study assumes the implementation of traffic control beyond the

10 mile EPZ. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr. 1861 at p. 8.) There are

provisions in the county radiological emergency response plans for

expediting traffic flow beyond the plume exposure pathway EPZ. (Della

,3,

i
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C Rocca, et al., Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 11774 at p. 12.)
|

3.3-69. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that the Licensees'

evacuation time estimate study is based on reasonable assumptions,

utilized verified methodologies, reflect the actual radiological

emergency plans, and is reliable. The Board also finds that the

Licensees' evacuation time estimate study complies with NUREG-0654,

FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1.

32/B. CONSAD Research Corporation Evacuation Time Study

3.3-70. The NRC staff witness, Dr. Thomas Urbanik, has reviewed an

independant assessment study of evacuation time around Indian Point dated

June 23,1980, (Revised) which was prepared for FEMA by CONSAD Research

Corporation entitled "An Assessment of Evacuation Time Around The Indian
O Point Nuclear Power Station" (hereafter "CONSAD Study"). (Urbanik

.

Testimony, ff. Tr. 1861 at pp. 3-9.)

3.3-71. The CONSAD Study used a dynamic evacuation model, which

uses a time-dependent loading and tracks vehicles on a link by link

basis. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 5.)

3.3-72. The CONSAD Study also used a volume-to-capacity analysis on

a roadway link basis to determine evacuation times. For computing total

evacuation times, the method used is the distribution approach which is

an acceptable method identified in NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1,

,

Appendix 4 for estimating total evacuation time. (M. )
1
|

|

32/ No direct testimony was put on by any intervenor.

3
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O 3.3-73. The CONSAD Study uses methodologies that are based on

accepted and proven transportation planning techniques. (Urbanik

Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 6.) These methodologies represent years of

experience in transportation planning, modeling and operating '

transportation systems, and are consitent with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1,

Revision 1, Appendix 4. (Id.)

3.3-74. The assumptions used in the CONSAD Study are reasonable

since they are consistent with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, and

make best use of available data. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at

p. 6.)

3.3-75. All population components (permanent residents, transients,

and special facility populations) were considered by the CONSAD Study in

arriving at demand estimates (estimate of the number of people to be
O

evacuated). (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 6.) These demand
,

estimates were determined to be reasonable; however, the study does not

contain current population data. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at .

pp. 6, 9.)
i 3.3-76. The Highway Capacity Manual, which is the standard

reference in the transportation profession for determining capacities,

was used in the CONSAD Study. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at pp.

6-7.) Level of service D was used in the CONSAD Study for its capacity

calculations. (Id.at7.)
3.3-77. Adverse weather conditions were addressed in the CONSAD

Study; however, the study 'is deficient in only considering speed

reductions and not a capacity reduction due to adverse weather. (Urbanik

O restimoax. ff. Tr. 1861 at P. 7.)
.

. . 4
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| Q 3.3-78. The CONSAD Study used an evacuation roadway that considers

the principal roadways that would be used in an evacuation. (Urbanik

; Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 7.) The evacuation roadway network used in

the CONSAD Study was determined to be reasonable. (Id.),

| 3.3-79. The CONSAD Study was prepared prior to the issuance of
i

NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1; consequently, the study does not

j reflect some aspects of that guidance. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861
;

.

| at p. 9.) While the CONSAD Study is deficient in some minor area (e.g.,
I

format for presenting data), the overall methodology and assumptions are

consistent with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1. (Id. at 4, 9.),

!
j 3.3-80. The CONSAD Study provides an independent basis for
i

confirming the validity of the Licensees' study since the overall,

,

! methodology and assumptions are consistent with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1,
; O! Revision 1. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 9.)

i 3.3-81. The evacuation travel time estimates were compared with

! those in the CONSAD Study. This comparison shows no significant
!

| differences between the two sets of evacuation travel time estimates for
i

! six of the eight scenarios analyzed in the CONSAD Study. (Della Rocca,
-

! et al . , ff. Tr.11774 at p. 36.) For the two estimates where differences

exist, the Licensees' evacuation time estimates were longer. (Id.)
3.3-82. FEMA has reviewed the CONSAD Study and determined that the

, evacuation time estimates are reasonable. (McIntire,Tr. 2594-95.)
|

| 3.3-83. Accordingly, the Licensing Board finds that the CONSAD

Study is based on reasonable assumptions, utilized verified

methodologies, and is reliable; although, the study does not contain

O curreat aoauiatioa data- (urbaaik Testi oar. fr Tr 185t at 99 3-9-)

3
-
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i |

Contention 3.4

(NotificationProceduresatIndianPoint)E |!

, 33/ Power Authority presented a panel of witnesses composed of John C. -

Brons, Linda Lomonaco, and Dennis Quinn who gave testimony concern-
ing onsite planning, including notification of authorities of an |
emergency. Mr. Brons is the Resident Manager at Indian Point Unit 3 !
and is the chief operating officer at the plant site under mosti

I circumstances. Ms. Linda Lomonaco is the Assistant to the Radiolo-
gical and Environmental Services Superintendant at Indian Point Unit
3 and authored the bulk of the Indian Point Unit 3 site plan.
Mr. Dennis Quinn is a radiological engineer employed in the Radiolo-
gical and Environmental Services Department at Indian Point Unit 3.
Con Edison presented a panel of witnesses consisting of Lester A.
Cohen, Charles W. Jackson, George Liebler, and William A. Monti who
gave testimony regarding onsite emergency planning, including noti-
fication of authorities of an emergency. Mr. Cohen is Senior
Meteorologist, Environmental Affairs Department, con Edisen Company.
Mr. Jackson is Vice President, Nuclear Power, Con Edison Company.
Mr. Liebler is the Emergency Planning Director at the Con Edison,

| Indian Point Unit 2. Mr. Monti is nuclear consultant to the Power'

Generation Department, con Edison Company. The Intervenors' (RCSE,

O NYPIRG)' witnesses were: Robert Le Moullec, News Director, WRKL in
Pomona, New York; Joan Indusi, Teacher, Anne M. Dorner, Middle
School, Ossining, New York; and Ms. Helega Ancona, a resident of'

i Stony Point, New York. The New York State Energy Office's witnesses
' were: Mr. Donald B. Davidoff, Director, Radiological Emergency

Preparedness Group, State of New York; and Mr. Lawrence B. Czech,
Chief, Nuclear Protection Planning, Radiological Emergency
Preparedness Group, State of New York. The Staff's witness was,

John R. Sears, Senior Reactor Safety Engineer, Emergency Prepared-
' ' ness Licensing Branch, Division of Emergency Preparedness, Office of

Inspection and Enforcement, NRC. '

3.4 1. This contention was based on contentions by RCSE and WESPAC,,

and was admitted by the Board for hearing purposes in its Memorandum and

Order of February 7,1983. The contention reads as follows:

I
t

| 3.4 The administrative control of notification procedures at
| Indian Point Units 2 and 3 is so deficient that the
'

Licensees cannot be depended on to notify the proper
authorities of an emergency promptly and accurately enough
to assure effective response.

O
>-
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3.4-2. The Commission's requirements and guidance concerning the

provisions for notifying appropriate offsite authorities are set forth in

10C.F.R. Sections 50.47(b)(5),(6),SectionIV.D3ofAppendixE,10

C.F.R. Part 50 and NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, Appendix 1.

(Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at pp. 15, 17, 21, 49.)

3.4-3. 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E.IV.D3 states:
;

| A licensee shall have the capability to notify responsible|

State and local gcVernmental agencies within 15 minutes after
declaring an emergency.

(Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 49.)
1 3.4-4. For each class of emergency (Notificat.on of Unusual Event,

Alert, Site Area Emergency, General Emergency),. the guidance in NUREG-

0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1 Appendix 1 provides that the licensee

action is to promptly inform State and/or local offsite authorities.

G (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at pp. 49-50.)
V|

| 3.4-5. There are specific provisions in the Licensees' onsite

| emergency plans which provide the means for prompt comunication with

principal offsite response organizations. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.

12244 at p. 18.)

3.4-6. Provisions have been made by the Licensees for manning

communication links on a 24-hour per day' basis to initiate emergency

response by the principal offsite response organizt.tions. (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p.19, Brons/Lomonaco/Quinn Testimony, ff.

Tr. 11679 at pp. 14, 27.)

3.4-7. Means have been established by the Licensees for

comunicating between Indian Point, Units 2 and 3, the Licensees'

near-site Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) and governmental Emergency

3
.
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,

3M
,

I

Q Operation Centers (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p.19; Brons, el

al., ff. Tr. 11679 at p. 29.)
i

1

3.4-8. Primary and backup means of communication have been
|

established. This comunication system for both licensees include a

public address paging system onsite, dial phones, direct line phones,

inplant audible alams, radio system, a radio paging (beeper) system, a

National Warning System Line (NAWAS) to the County and State warning

points and the City of Peekskill, an NRC Emergency Notification System (a

direct line to the NRC headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland), and a Health

Physics Network Line (a line which connects all nuclear power plants, the

NRC Regional Office in Pennsylvania and NRC Operations in Bethesda,

Maryland) . (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p.19; Brons et al.,ff.

Tr.11679 at pp. 28-30; Cohen / Jackson /Liebler/Monti Testimony, ff. Tr.
O 11713 at p. 14.)

3.4-9. The Licensees have established provisions for conducting

periodic tes.ts of its entire emergency comunications system. (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at pp. 20-21.) These provisions call for

monthly communication checks between the Licensees, State and local

governments, quarterly comunications checks with Federal agencies, and

annual comprehensive drills. (Id.)
3.4-10. Specific procedures have been established by Licensees

which identify the steps to be taken to provide initial and follow-up

! notifications to Federal, State, local and company offsite emergency

i organizations when any of'the four emergency classes is declared. (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at pp.14-15.)

O
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Q 3.4-11. These procedures, which include provisions for initial and

follow-up messages, provide a basis for prompt and accurate notification

of State and local response organizations by Licensees of information

concerning radiological hazards during an emergency. (Sears Testimony,

ff. Tr.12244 at pp.14-15; Cohen, et al., ff. Tr.11713 at pp. 9-10,

13.) Initial notification of offsite authorities is to be made within 15

minutes of the declaration of the emergency via the Radiological

Emergency Communications System (" RECS"). (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.

12244 at p. 50; Brons e_t_ ,al_. , ff. Tr.11679 at p.14.) RECS is a

dedicated hot-line linking eighteen parties, including the State, the

City of Peekskill, and the four surrounding counties which are notified

initially. (Brons et al., ff. Tr. 11679 at p. 14; Cohen et al., ff. Tr.
- 11713 at p. 13.)
l O'

3.4-12. Initial message forms contain a statement on whether there

has been a release of radioactivity, recommended protective actions and

meteorological information. Follow-up messages include estimates of the

quantity, time and duration of release; the chemical and physical form;

the iodine, particulate and noble gas quantity; meteorological data; and
-

prognosis for escalation or termination of the incident. (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at pp.15-16.)

3.4-13. TheNRC staff has interviewed the Shift Supervisors for the

Licensees and determined that they understood the procedures for promptly

providing initial notification to offsite authorities along with their

responsibility for implementing those procedures. (SearsTestimony,ff.

Tr. 12244 at p. 50.)

*
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3.4-14. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Robert Le Moullec, who is the

News Director for WRKL, asserted that WPKL's ability to provide prompt I

local news regarding radioactive releases or leaks at Indian Point Units j
!,

'

2 and 3 may be compromised since WRKL's records show a delay in time

between the dates three different leaks occurred at the plants and the

dates on which the WRKL broadcast reports of those incidents. (Le

Moullec Testimony, ff. Tr. 9665 at p. 3.) WRKL's license permits

broadcasting during daylight hours only, although it can operate after

sunset in a declared state of emergency to disseminate information only.

(Id. at 2-3.) While WRKL is a subscriber to the Associated Press

broadcast service, Mr. Le Moullec did not know whether the Associated

Press broadcast service had reported the incidents he asserts show delay

in notification by the Licensees. (Le Moullec, Tr. 9672.) WRKL does not

maintain records of when the news items it broadcasts are received

(Le Moullec Testimony, ff. Tr. 9665 at p. 3.) Mr. Le Moullec had no

knowledge of when, or if events were reported to the NRC. (Le Moullec,

Tr. 9672-73.) Mr. Le Moullec was unfamiliar with the requirements of the

Comission's emergency planning regulations or the guidance in

nUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1 regarding the Licensees'

responsibilities for notification in the event of a radiological

emergency. (Le Moullec, Tr. 9670,9672.)

3.4-15. Intervenor' witness, Helega Ancona, asserted that Con

Edison's 3-day delay in notifying NRC of the containment flooding

incident at Indian Point Unit 2 in October 1980 raised a question about

whether such a delay in notification would occur again. (Ancona

(] Testimony, ff. Tr.10781 at p. 3.) Also, Intervenor' witness Joan Indusi
i

')
'
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! O asserted that a radioactive release at Indian Point Unit 3 in late March

1982 was not reported to the County Executive's office until more than 2

hours after it was discovered and terminated. (Indian Testimony, ff. Tr.

10443 at p. 1.) Water on the floor in the basement of the Indian Point

Unit 2 containment building is something that occurs by design.

(Jackson, Tr. 11752.) For the containment flooding incident, the key

information was the amount of water that entered the lower elevation of

the Indian Point Unit 2 containment building particularly the reactor

cavity. (Jackson, Tr. 11751.) At the time of the flooding incident,

Indian Point Unit 2 did not have indicators or level alarms to show that

water had entered into that area. (Id.) Subsequent to the containment

flooding incident, con Edison has installed additional equipment inside

the Indian Point Unit 2 containment building. This equipment consists of

level alarms and indicators in the reactor cavity, containment sump, and

for the recirculation pump located on the basement of the containment

building. (Jackson, Tr. 11753.) In addition, two cameras were

installed: one of the cameras permits viewing of the water level in the

containment sump from the control room; the other camera focuses on one

of the entry paths to the reactor cavity. (Id.)
:

3.4-16. After the Indian Point Unit 2 containment flooding incident

in October 1980, Con Edison has taken corrective action by changing its

procedures regarding notification of offsite authorities. (Jackson,

Tr.11747.) The administrative controls for reporting were completely

revised with new station a'dministrative orders which require the report-

ing of items that might be of interest to local governments. These pro-

O cedures require a much lower threshold of prompt reporting of certain

,)
.

.
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kinds of events including notification of the NRC, which has resulted in

an increase in the level of frequency of notification to offsite

officials. (Jackson, Tr. 11748-50,11753-54.) Specific retraining of

all operating personnel in these new administrative controls was .

! conducted. (Jackson,Tr.11754.)

3.4-17. New York State Energy Office's witnesses, Mr. Davidoff and

Mr. Czech, testified that since the effective date of the new classifica-

tion system for the reporting of incidents, the State experience with the

reporting of incidents from both Licensees has been acceptable.

(Davidoff/ Czech Testimony, ff. Tr.11313 at p.10.) The record of the

| Licensees over the past two years has shown a consistent improvement in
1
' the attempt to report necessary information to the State and Counties.

(Id.at11.)
3.4-18. An " unusual event" was declared at Indian Point Unit 3 on

i

March 24,1982 following a minor leak in a steam generator. (Brons g
i al.,ff.Tr.11679atp.35.) The plant operator took all appropriate

actions and brought the plant to a safe shutdown, and appropriate

notification was made. (Id.)
,

| 3.4-19. The NRC staff has reviewed the log books of the past 3

years that are kept by reactor engineers in NRC's Incident Response

Center to determine the status of Licensees' reporting of events and

o:currences. (Sears,Tr.12374.) For Indian Point Units 2 and 3, there

were 46 reports made to the NRC in 1980, 142 reports made in 1981, and 58

reports in 1983. (Sears , Tr.12375.) All of these reports were made

within one hour of the occurrence of the event, with some reports being

made very quickly and others being made in five minutes. (Id.) The NRC

4
-

.
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Q staff has determined that the reports from the Licensees to NRC's

Incident Response Center for the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plants are |

done more quickly and completely than for any other nuclear power plant

in the country. (Sears, Tr. 12376.) i-

)

3.4-20. The Licensees have available a copy of the incident report )

form that is used by the NRC Incident Response Center, which helps

facilitate providing the infonnation requested by NRC. (Sears,Tr.

12376.) One of the questions on this form is: Have you informed local"

officials about this incident?". This is designed to remind the

Licensees, if they have not done so, to notify local officials of inci-

dents that should be reported. (Sears,Tr. 12376-77.)

3.4-21. The NRC staff has examined the Licensees procedures for

notification of State, local and other governmental response
O organizations and their provisions for prompt communications with

_

principal offsite response organizations. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr. 12244 at pp. 14-21, 50.) These procedures and provisions were

detennined by theNRC staff to be in compliance with the emergency

planning standards of 10 C.F.R. Sections 50.47(b)(5), (6), the

requirements of Appendix E of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 and the guidance of

NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, Appendix 1. (SearsTestimony,ff.

Tr. 12244 at pp. 14-21, 51.)

3.4-22. Based on the foregoing, the Licensing Board finds that the

administrative control of notification procedures at Indian Point Units 2

and 3 is adequate, and that Licensees can be depended on to notify the

appropriate offsite authorities of an emergency promptly and accurately

] enough to assure effective response.

4
|
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)
Contention 3.6 '

,

(MeterologicalCapability)El

.

This contention was based on contentions by UCS/NYPIRG, and3.6-1.
t

was admitted by the Board for hearing purposes in its Memorandum and

: Order of February 7,1983. The contention reads as follows:
|

! 3.6 The emergency plans and proposed protective actions do not
adequately take into account the full range of

;
,

meteorological conditions for Indian Point Units 2 and 3,

3.6-2. NRC's emergency planning regulations require that adequate4

methods, systems and equipment be in use for assessing and monitoring

{ actual or potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency

condition.E/ The applicable guidance in NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revi-
1

'

34/ The Licensees presented two panels of witnesses. The panel of wit-.

Q
-

nesses presented by Power Authority consisted of John C. Brons,4

Linda Lomonaco, and Dennis Quinn who gave testimony concerning the
: meteorological capability for Indian Point Units 2 and 3. The Con

Edison panel was composed of Lester A. Cohen, Charles W. Jackson,i

i George Liebler and William A. Monti, who also gave testimony about
i the meteorological capability for the Indian Point plants. The
i titles of these witnesses were previously identified (see footnote
i number (3), supra. 'The Intervenors' (UCS/NYPIRG) and NYC Council
; witness was Mr. Daniel Gutman, a consultant in the fields of air
j pollution dispersion and traffic analysis. Mr. Gutman gave testi-
! many regarding some of the meteorological conditions in the vicinity
: of Indian Point. The Staff's witness, John R. Sears, whose title
i was previously identified, gave testimony concerning the meteorolo-
j gical capability at Indian Point Units 2 and 3.

35/ 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(9)
'

sion 1 calls for each licensee to have the capability of acquiring and

: evaluating meteorological information sufficient to meet the criteria of

Appendix 2 of NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr. 12244 at p. 51.),

!

! O I
1

|
E
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3.6-3. A 122 meter meteorological tower is located on the site of

Indian Point Units 2 and 3. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 51;

Brons/Lomonaco/Quinn Testimony, ff. Tr.11679 at p. 23; Cohen / Jackson /
.

| Liebler/Monti Testimony, ff. Tr.11713 at p. 20.) It has instruments
'

located at the 10 meter, 60 meter, and 122 meter levels. (Bronsetal.,

ff. Tr.11679 at p. 23.)

3.6-4. Local readouts from the 122 meter tower are provided in a

equipment trailer adjacent to the tower. (Brons et al., ff. Tr.11679 at

p. 23.) This 122 meter tower is the primary onsite meteorological tower

and it provides the Control Room of the Indian Point Power Plant

real-time meteorological readouts of wind speed, wind direction and

stability (Pasquill Stability Category). (Brons et al., ff. Tr.11679 at
i

'

p. 23; Cohen et al., Tr. 11713 at pp. 16, 20.) These meteorological

parameters can be independently accessed via telephone communication

; using a particular computer terminal. This data is sent to the Emergency

Operations Facility (E0F). (Brons et al. , ff. Tr.11679 at p. 23.) -

1

3.6-5. A 10 meter meteorological tower, which serves as a backup i

tower, is also located on the site of Indian Point Units 2 and 3. (Sears
4

Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 51; Brons et al., Tr.11679 at p. 24;
,

Cohen et al. , ff. Tr.11713 at p. 20.) This tower provides real time

| meteorological data, consisting of wind speed and direction, which is

| continuously recorded. (Brons et al., ff. Tr.11679 at p. 24; Cohen et

al.,ff.Tr.11713atp.20.) An estimation of atmospheric stability is

derived from fluctuations in the wind direction. Readout of the meteoro-

logical data from this tower is located in the EOF and can be indepen-

. O

. .

,3
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dently assessed via telephone communication with a particular computer

terminal. (Brons et. al. , ff. Tr.11679 at p. 24.)

3.6-6. Both the 122 meter and 10 meter meteorological towers are

supported by emergency power, provide on-site real-time meteorological "

data to ancillary systems, and are instrumented in accordance with the

criteria in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.23 " Meteorological Programs in Support

of Nuclear Power Plants" and NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1. (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 51; Cohen et al. , ff. Tr.11713 at pp.

10-21; Cohen, Tr.11715.)

3.6-7. A third meteorological tower which functions as the backup

to the primary meteorological tower has been activated, to enhance the

availability of real-time, on-site meteorological information. (Cohen et

al., Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.11713 at p. 2; Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr.12244 at p. 51.) This meteorological tower complies with NRC Regu-

latory Guide 1.23 and NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1. (Id.)
3.6-8. Predicting and tracking the path of a radioactive release

beyond the plant boundary is primarily accomplished by using meteorolo-

gical data in conjunction with plume overlays. (Brons et al. , ff. Tr.

11679 at pp. 24-25.) Transparent diffusion overlays depicting the rela-

tive dispersion around the Indian Point site are available. These

overlays were developed using real meteorological data from the Indian

Point area, considering the effect of wind direction, atmospheric stabi-

lity, and topography. (Brons et al. , ff. Tr.11679 at p. 25; Cohen et

a_1. , ff. Tr.11713 at p. 24; Cohen, Tr.11737.) To show where a radio-

active plume from the plant is expected to travel and its relative con-

O centrati n, the transparent overlays are placed over a site and area map.

3
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(Id.) There are specific procedures that provide a method of calculating

doses that uses dispersion factor overlap and a desk top computer, and
:

,

all shift supervisors have been trained in the use of this system.

(Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12294 at pp. 27-28.) -

3.6-9. The E0F is equipped with a Meteorological Information Dose

Assessment System (MIDAS), which is a computer system that uses input

data from radiological monitors and meteorological instrumentation and
! calculates live-time dose rates for the plume-covered territory downwind

from the source. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 28; Brons et al.,

ff. Tr.11679 at p. 25; Cohen et al. , ff. Tr.11713 at pp.16, 21-22.)

3.6-10. Meteorological parameters from the primary and backup
,

onsite meteorological towers are continuously relayed to MIDAS, providing

a real-time data base, in accordance with Appendix 2 of NUREG-0654,

FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1. (Cohen et al., ff. Tr. 11713 at p. 21.)

3.6-11. Real-time offsite wind speed and direction are provided by

I a windset, capable' of monitoring and recording wind direction and speed,

which is located in each of the sixteen meteorological wind sectors at

distances ranging from one half to two miles from Indian Point. (Cohen

et al., ff. Tr.11713 at pp.16, 21; Cohen, Tr. 11717-18; Brons et al.,

ff. Tr. 11679 at pp. 24-25.) A Reuter Stokes radiation detector is also

| located at each of these sixteen locations. (Id.) All of the meteorolo-

gical and radiation data from these instruments are continuously trans-

mitted to MIDAS. (Cohen et al., ff. Tr.11713 at pp.16, 21; Brons g
'

a_1_.,ff.Tr.11679atpp.~24-25.)

3.6-12. A 24 hour weather forecast from an independent weather
i

Q service under contract to the Licensees provides hourly wind speed, wind

h
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direction, atmospheric stability and precipitation forecasts which for

the Indian Point area are input into MIDAS every three hours. (Brons et

al. , ff. Tr.11679 at p. 25; Cohen et al. , ff. Tr.11713 at p. 21.)

3.6-13. Real-time offsite meteorological data can be obtained via

telephone from a 100-meter meteorological tower, located at the Orange

and Rockland utilities Bowline plant in Haverstraw, N. Y. approximately

four miles south of the Indian Point Plant. (Brons et al. , ff. Tr.11679

at pp. 24-25; Cohen et al . , ff. Tr'.11713 at p. 22. )

3.6-14. Emergency personnel also have access to meteorological data

from the National Weather Service (NWS) stations within a fifty mile

radius of Indian Point, which provide an overview of the meteorological

conditions existing within the fifty mile radius of Indian Point. (Brons
I

et al. , ff. Tr.11679 at p. 24; Cohen et al. , ff. Tr.11713 at p. 23.)
/7 - - - -

| V 3.6-15. MIDAS terminals are located in the control room of Indian
i

Point Units 2 and 3. (Sears Testimony, ff. Te. 12244 at p. 28.)

Meteorological data are continuously transmitted to the control rooms

with outputs of wind direction, wind speed and atmospheric stability.

(Cohen et al., ff. Tr. 11713 at p. 22.) A secondary system at the

primary and backup meteorological towers can also be accessed by

| telephone for real time data. ( Id_. )

3.6-16. MIDAS has the capability to store months of data and

perform diffusion calculations for use during a radiological emergency.

(Cohen et al. , ff. Tr.11713 at p. 22.) MIDAS also can provide

representations of the plume for two specific types of computer models.

(Brons et al. , ff. Tr.11679 at pp. 25-26.) The first is a straight line

gaussian model (Class A). The second model is a modified potential flow I

.

I
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model (Class B) incorporating terrain and segmented plume for plume stay
' times. Predictions for both the plume exposure pathway and ingestion

pathway EPZ can be made by these models. (H.;Lomonaco,Tr.11695.) |

3.6-17. The Emergency Operations Centers (E0C's) for the counties

have been provided computers which permit access to the meteorological

and Class B model information generated by MIDAS. (Bronsetal.,ff.

Tr.11679 at p. 26; Cohen et al., ff. Tr.11713 at p. 22.) This provides

the counties an independent means for dose assessment during an emergency

response. (M. )

3.6-18. These offsite organizations can interrogate MIDAS and

receive all meteorological data from the primary meteorological tower

including sigma theta and/or characterization of Pasquill Stability
|

Class. This information can be provided for the past 6 hours. Data can

be updated every 15 minutes. Forecast information can also be provided

24 hours in advance with updates every 3 hours or sooner if a significan't

meteorological event is occurring such as a thun'derstorm or front

passage. (Cohen, Tr. 11734.) The NRC and New York State can gain access

to actual meteorological data through telephone and comunication

interfaces with MIDAS. (Cohen et al . , ff. Tr.11713 at p.17, 26.)

3.6-19. Displays of meteorological data and radiation levels are

made available to onsite emergency response teams for offsite plume

dispersion calculations. (Cohen et al., ff. Tr. 11713 at p. 22.)

3.6-20. The Atmospheric Release and Advisory Capability (ARAC)

system is available on an experimental basis at Indian Point for dose

assessment, plume transport and atmospheric diffusion calculations.
:

f (Brons et al., ff. Tr.11679 at p. 26; Cohen et al., ff. Tr.11713 at p.
|

|

k

i

1
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Q 23.) Meteorological data for the ARAC system is acquired from the,

primary on-site meteorological tower. (Cohen et al., ff. Tr.11713 at p.

23.)
|

3.6-21. The ARAC system shows a three dimensional wind field of the |

surrounding area using both on-site and off-site meteorology and

graphically displays plume movement and concentration. (Bronsetal.,

ff. Tr. 11679 at p. 26.) The New York State Radiological Health Office

in Albany, New York has the ADAC system and thus can access meteorology

! and plume and dose predictions for the Indian Point area. (Brons et al.,

ff. Tr.11679 at p. 27; Cchen et al. , ff. Tr.11713 at p. 23.)

3.6-22. Studies done by New York University, the U.S. Weather

Bureau, York Service Corporation and the Licensees show that the Indian *

| Point area in the Hudson Valley is influenced by a valley flow wind

system. (Cohen et al., ff. Tr.11713 at p. 20; Cohen, Tr. 11714-18.)

The results of these various studies and site representative

i meteorological data have been incorporated into the Licensees emergency

| planning activities. (Cohen et al. , ff. Tr.11713 at p. 24.)

3.6-23. The Hudson Valley is the dominating influence on the wind

flow in the Indian Point area; however, the valley influence is a low

level phenomena. (Cohen, Tr. 11715.) This valley wind flow system is,

|
' characterized by (1) a nighttime drainage winds which would have a down

,

valley flow from a north-northwesterly direction (i.e., going south), and

(2) a up valley flow from a south-southwesterly direction (i.e., going

north) during the daytime.- (Cohen, Tr.11714; Lomonaco, Tr.11682.)

t These flows occur during weak pressure gradients which is the period of

Q May to October when there are no storm-driven systems. (Id.)

,s.

.
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3.6-24. Meteorological data from theI meteorological tower at

Bowline Point shows that while Indian Piont could have north-northeast

winds during the valley flow these winds change direction to

north-northwest flow when they reach the High Tor Mountain-South Mountain -

- Haverstraw Bay area, which is approximately four miles south of Indian

Point. (Cohen,Tr. 11718-21.) Sometimes these winds will return,

reverse, or meander around the Haverstraw Bay before coming back up the

valley at sunrise. (Id.) High Tor and South mountains, which change the

direction of the valley wind ficw, are we'll above the maximum altitude

attained by the valley wind flow system. (Cohen,Tr. 11718-21; Lomonaco,

Tr. 11682-83.)

3.6-25. The Licensees perfonned a study in Approximately 1980 to

document the wind flow patterns in the area, which deployed 13 wind sets

(sensors) up and down the Hudson Valley and examined the concurrent

hourly readings. These wind sets were located as far north as Iona
~

Island just south of Bear Mountain Bridge, and down to Piermont south of

the Tappan Zee Bridge approximately 20 miles south of the Indian Point

site. Wind sensors were also placed slightly inland. (Cohen, Tr. 11718,

11721.) According to Mr. Cohen, a senior meteorologist for Con Edison,

the meteorological data collected to date by the Licensees reinforces the

original U.S. Weather Bureau observations and the New York University

study regarding the valley flow, that is, that the valley flow will go

down towards Haverstraw Bay and then it will return -- sometimes revers-

ing or staying there in the Bay and coming back up the valley at sunrise.

(Cohen, Tr.11718; Lomonaca, Tr.11782.)

O

4
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Q 3.6-26. Interyenors' (UCS/NYPIRG) and the NYC Council's witness,

Mr. Daniel Gutman, disputed whether the Licensees' 1980 study shows that

those meteorological conditions would prevail in the Indian Point area.

Mr. Gutman asserts that the Licensees' wind trajectory study shows end

points for hourly releases that were south of Piermont, the southern

boundary of the study. (Gutman Testimony, ff. Tr.15164 at p. 2.)

Mr. Gutman also asserts that the study shows there are eight times as

many end points as releases and that between 11 and 31 percent of the end

points were south of Piermont. Thus, he claims that the percentage of
4

releases that cross the southern boundary is higher since releases that

cross the southern boundary (Piermont) contribute end points that are not

south of that boundary. (Gutman Testimony, ff. Tr.15164 at pp. 2-3.)
,

|

| Mr. Gutman concludes that there is a substantial probability (i.e.,
O minimum of 20 to 30 percent) that a low level release at Indian Point

will reach lower Westchester County or New York City. (Gutman Testimony,

ff. Tr.15164 at p. 3.) Mr. Gutman further asserts that the study only

dealt with winds which are part of the valley wind system and not

synoptic higher level winds that are more persistent. Consequently, he

speculates that a release from Indian Point that rises above the valley

system may be more likely to reach New York City if there is a northerly
I

wind. (H. ) For the percentage of end points that Mr. Gutman asserts
' the Licensees' study showed were south of Piermont (between 11 and 31

percent), Mr. Gutman had no infonnation as to how many releases having

thoseendpointstravelledordippedsouthofPiermont(thesouthern

boundary) and then travelled back north above Piermont due to a change in

Q wind direction resulting from the valley flow system. (Gutman,Tr.

. . ,)
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15172-73.) Moreover, Mr. Cohen, the meteorologist, testified that the

southern boundary of the grid under study (Piermont) has a width of 21

miles, thus the end points passing south of Piermont could be anywhere

along the 21 mile width. (Cohen Testimony, ff. Tr.15197 at p. 4.) '

These end points are not representative of plume trajectories since there

would be less trajectories than end points. (Id. at 4-5.) The Licen-
sees' study did not collect data south of Piermont. However, one can

assume that the plume would remain on course based on the last hourly
,

data collected at Piermont. (Cohen Testimony, ff. Tr.15197 at p. 5.)

This assumption is conservative for valley flow since meteorological data
i for the New York City area shows different wind frequency distributions

than*for Indian Point. (Id.) The Licensees' study does show that only

6.7 to 17.7 percent of the winds pass the southern boundary (Piermont)!

O during the valley wind season from May to October. From November through

April, the percentages are higher because of a stronger pressure gradient

and higher frequency of northerly component winds. (CohenTestimony,ff.

Tr. 15197 at p. 5.)

| 3.6-27. With respect to whether there is a substantial probability

that a release would reach New York City, Mr. Cohen testified that there

is not a substantial probability of 20-30 percent of theoretical annual

releases reaching New York City since the review of annual wind roses for

the New York City area demonstrates the high percentage of westerly
i
'

component winds. Further, this fact coupled with the high persistence

factor needed to transport plumes in a constant direction would not

produce a substantial probability. (CohenTestimony,ff.Tr.15197at

O a 5-)

+
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3.6-28. With respect to Intervenors' and NYC Council's witness',

Mr. Gutman, speculation that northerly synoptic high level winds may be

more likely to reach New York, Mr. Gutman did not provide any;

1

meteorological data to support such an assertion. (GutmanTestimony,ff..

Tr.15164 at pp.1-3; Gutman, Tr.15165-81.) The only routine upper air

; wind observations for the New York Metropolitan area were taken at

J. F. Kennedy Airport and later at Fort Totten. These upper air stations

no longer take measurements; however, a five year (1960-64) composite
.

j wind rose of daily observations was generated at J. F. Kennedy Airport

|- for the 300 meter elevation. (Cohen Testimony, ff. Tr.15197 at p. 4.)

Those observations showed that winds from the north only occur 6 percent

! of the time annually. (Id.) Mr. Cohen also testified that the Indian
!

Point area is influenced more by the valley wind system and less by
i O synoptic weather patterns. (Cohen, Tr. 11723.) This testimony was

uncontradicted. -

~

3.6-29. Directly in the path of a straight line drawn due south

from the Indian Point site is High Tor Mountain, which would increase the:

diffusion of a plume headed in that direction. (Cohen, Tr. 11733.) With

the wind patterns that do exist in the Indian Point area and the disper-
I

sion that takes place, the chances of a plume getting by such a barrier
;

is highly remote. (H. )

3.6-30. The Licensees have a good handle on synoptic meteorology

f from offsite reports since they have access to every weather station

within a 50-mile radius of Indian Point by telephone and access to an

independent computer system. (Cohen, Tr. 11731.)
.

O,

..

.
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Q 3.6-31. Winds from the North-Northwest and North directions

associated with synoptic weather patterns are of turbulent atmospheric

diffussion states, which is a unique characteristic. (Cohen Testimony,

ff. Tr.15197 at p. 4.)

3.6-32. Annual wind frequency data are not indicative of plume

transport since it only shows wind dat'a for general climatological

interpretation. (Cohen Testimony, ff. Tr.15197 at p. 4.) To asses

plume transport, it is necessary to have consecutive hourly wind data to

define the true plume trajectory. (Id.)

3.6-33. Meteorological data for upper air is collected from Albany |

Airport and Atlantic City. (Cohen, Tr. 11719.') The Licensee in conjunc-

tion with their forecasting service can make estimates of wind directions

at high elevations which do not change as rapidly as when the winds are
O in the valley. These estimates can also be made by the Licensees'.

meteorologists depending on-the pressure gradient.

3.6-34. The NRC staff has examined the Licensees' means for

obtaining and evaluating meteorological information, and determined that

it meets the Commission's regulatory requirements. (SearsTestimony,ff.

Tr.12244 at pp. 25-29, 51.)

3.6-35. Based on the foregoing, the Licensing Board finds that the
'

1

| emergency plans and proposed protective actions can adequately account

for the full range of meteorological conditions that can reasonably be

expected for the Indian Point area. Although there is some question
|
' about the extent to which -high level synoptic winds from a northerly

direction may travel below Piermont, the Licensing Board finds that such

C an occurrence is highly unlikely, and should it occur, there is adequate

3.

.
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meteorological capability in place for any proposed protective action !

O during an emergency to account for that unlikely eventuality.
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Q Contention 3.7

(EvacuationofChildren)3_6/.

| 3.7-1. This contention, which was based on contentions by Parents,
I

was admitted by the Board for hearing purposes in its Memorandum and

Order of February 7,1983 and it reads as follows:

The problems of evacuating children from threatened areas have
not been adequately addressed in the present emergency plans.

i

--36/ The Licensees presented a panel of witnesses composed of Mr. Philip
Schmer, Assistant Director of the Office of Natural Disaster Civil
Defense for Orange County and Mr. Michael Scalpi, Civil Defense
Director of Putnam County. The Licensees also presented a panelr

composed of Michael Della Rocca, Transportation Planning Engineer,
| Bruce Podwal, Vice President and Deputy Technical Director, Civil

Highways Department ~, and Peggy Rosenblatt, Senior Urban and Regional
Planner, all of whom are employed by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade &
Douglas, Inc. The State of New York Energy Office presented
Mr. Donald B. Davidoff, Director of the Radiological Emergency;

' Q Preparedness Group. Staff witnesses included a panel from FEMA
composed of Mr. Ihor Husar, Program Manager for Radiologicali

Emergency Planning Program, Region II, Mr. Philip McIntire, Acting
Chief, Natural & Technological Hazards Division, Joseph Keller,

'
Senior Scientist, Exxon Nuclear Idaho, and Roger Koweiski, Chainnan,-

Regional Assistance Committee, Region II. Westchester County pre-,

sented Mr. Raymond Jurkowski, Deputy Comissioner of Transportation
and Andrew 0'Rourke, County Executive. School officials from
Westchester County also presented testimony, including David Siegel,i

'

Superintendent of Croton-Harmon School District, Lynn Doughty, Board
of Education, Helen Burnham, Librarian, Shereane Boff, Yorktown
Gymnastics Center, Kathe Saunders, Croton Recreation Dept. Day Camp,
and Elizabeth Sekelsky, Teacher. Rockland County presented Mr. Sam

| Gdanski, Rockland County Legislature and Mr. Donald McGuire, Deputy
Director of the Office of Emergency Services. Intervenors presented
testimony from school officials and special facilities, including
Glen Everhart, Superintendent of North Rockland Central School
District, Judy Kesselman, Tiorati Workshop, Linda Co, Rockland

: County Girl Scout Council, Leonard Scharf, Board of Cooperative
Educational Services, Bernard Flicker, Chairman of Sub-Committee on -

Schools of Citizens Advisory Comittee, and Jack Petterson,
Superintendent of Parks for Town of Cortlandt.

O .

4
1
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Q A. Orange County

3.7-2. The County Radiological Emergency Response Plan for Orange

County contains provisions for Response Procedures for Schools and for

recreation areas, as well as a list of facilities, such as day care j

centers, with attendance figures and transportation requirements. (New

York State Ex. 12.)

3.7-3. Letters of agreement with bus owners are being developed to,

assure that needed buses would be made available to respond to schools.

(Schmer, Tr. 12,159-160.)

3.7-4. Orange County also has a transportation group in the county

that would provide vehicles to evacuate parks, and this group has offered

to provide Rockland county with vehicles for the same purpose. (Schmer,

Tr. 12,183.)

8. Putnam County

3.7-5. The County Radiological Emergency Response Plan for Putnam

County contains provisions for Re:;ponse Procedures for schools and

recreation areas, as well as a list of facilities such as day care

centers, with attendance figures and transportation requirements. (New

York State Ex. 11.)
'

3.7-6. An early dismissal option for schools, to send the children

home before a general population evacuation, exists as an option in the

Putnam County plan. (Scalpi, Tr. 12,118.)

| 3.7-7. Putnam Countf successfully simulated an evacuation of its

schools in the March 1982 Emergency Planning Exercise. (Scalpi,

O Tr. 12,121. )

4

F
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Q C. Westchester County

3.8-8. The original Radiological Emergency Response Plan for

Westchester County provided for the evacuation of schools in a two-wave

approach, whereby children would be bused to reception centers and buses .

would return to the EPZ to evacuate the general population. (NewYork

State Ex. 13.)

3.7-9. A number of County Officials, School Officials and Inter-

venor witnesses testified that the provisions in the plan were inade-

quate. (Jurkorski, Tr. 5247, 5315; Burnham Testimony, ff. Tr. 9997 at

p.1; Boff, Tr.10,016; Saunders Testimony, ff. Tr.10,928 at p.1;

Siegel Test.imony, ff. Tr. 9898 at p. 2; Doughty Testimony, ff. Tr. 9898

at p. 1.)

3.7-10. The County Executive of Westchester County, Andrew
O O'Rourke, testified that there has been a major revision in the mass

transit component of the plan, making it possible to send children in the

10-mile EPZ home from school to parents or guardians in event of an

emergency at Indian Point. (0'Rourke Testimony, ff. Tr. 11,519 at p. 2.)

Instead of waiting for the general evacuation of the population at large,

children would be sent home at the alert stage o~f an accident at Indian

Point, utilizing the early dismissal policy of the schools. (_Id . ) . This

early dismissal proposal has been endorsed by the Putnam-Northern

Westchester Chief School Officers Association and will help alleviate the
i

stress and traffic problems caused by parents going to the school to pick'

up their children. ( Id. ) .-

3.7-11. Mr. O'Rourke testified that each school has an early

O dismissal plan in p1 ce that encompasses all students. (O'Rourke,

4
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Q Tr. 11,525. ) Schools have a very specific plan that involves contacting

parents or guardians, assuring that someone is there to receive the

children. (0'Rourke, Tr.11,526.)

3.7-12. This early dismissal proposal was agreed to by School

Officials in Westchester County, including John Humphrey of the Ossining

School District, Charles Ival of the Henderson School District, and

Leon Block of the Lakeland School District. (0'Rourke, Tr.11,575.)

3.7-13. A plan for the early dismissal of school children has

existed in the school system for some time and Mr. Davidoff of the New

York State Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group, agreed to the

incorporation of this plan in the March 9, 1983 emergency planning

exercise. (0'Rourke,Tr. 11,578-79.)

3.7-14. Mr. Seth Corwin, owner of the Chappaqua Bus Company,
O testified that the proposal for use of the early dismissal plan is

workable in Westchester County. (Corwin, Tr. 10,846.)

3.7-15. Notification to parents and guardians of school children

would be by means of a telephone chain fan-out that already exists in the

school system. (Doughty, Tr. 9919; Sekelsky', Tr. 10,417.)

3.7-16. The Licensees' panel of witnesses testified that the County
-

RERP's contain provisions to implement school closing procedures, and if

an alert occured prior to the start of the school day, children would

remain at home, or if an alert occured during the school day, the

children would be sent home and the general population evacuation would

be delayed until parents returned home from work. (Della Rocca/Podwal/

Rosenblatt Testimony, ff. Tr.11,774, Supplemental Testimony at

Q pp.15-16.)

s

1
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3.7-17. The early dismissal of schools is still a two-wave ~

approach, but the logistics would change to send the children home rather

than to reception centers first. (Podwal, Tr.11,905.) The evacuation

time would not vary significantly by this change, however. (Podwal,

Tr. 11,906. ) Mr. Della Rocca testified that the routes used in the new

| approach would be the same routes the buses currently travel everyday to
.

| and from the schools. (Della Rocca,,Tr. 11,907.)
:

3.7-18. Mr. Davidoff of New York State testified that this revision

to the Westchester County plan should make evacuation for the general

population more efficient. (Davidoff/ Czech Supplemental Testimony, ff.

Tr. 11,313 at p. 5.) Mr. Davidoff further tes'tified that the early

dismissal would improve the ability to evacuate children. (Davidoff, g '

a_1. , ff. Tr.11,313 at p. 9. )

3.7-19. Specialized needs of institutions, such as day care centers

j and recreational facilities, are identified by means of mail-in cards in

brochures distributed throughout the EPZ, and the transportation needs of

these facilities are being addressed in the transportation study

currently underway in Westchester County. (Davidoff,etal.,ff.

Tr.11313 at pp. 5, 9; 0'Rourke Testimony, ff. Tr.11,519 at pp. 2-3.)

D. Rockland County

3.7-20. A number of County officials and Intervenor witnesses

expressed concern that there is currently inadequate provision for

shcools in Rockland County (Gdanski, Tr. 3471, 3478; Everhart Testimony, |
"

1
ff. Tr.10,001 at p. 2, 5. ) '

O
. ,
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3.7-21. However, development of a plari addressing schools is

underway in Rockland County. (Scharf,Tr. 11,172, 11,183; Flicker,

Tr. 11,251.)

3.7-22. Mr. Davidoff of New York State Radiological Emergency
'

Preparedness Group testified that Rockland County will use funds from the

State to develop a school evacuation plan. (Davidoff, Tr. 11,489.)
|

3.7-23. Needs of specialized institutions, such as day care'

centers, are addressed by use of mail-in cards in the brochures to

identify such facilities and incorporation of the transportation

requirements of these facilities into the transportation study being

developed. (McGuire,Tr. 10,961-62.),

3.7-24. Mr. Davidoff also testified that the problems of evacuating

children are being addressed, noting that Orange County has contracted

with bus owners to review evacuation procedures and Rockland County is

interested in a similar study. (Davidoff, et al. , ff. Tr.11,313 at

p. 9.) New York State will fund a contract in Rockland County if one is

negotiated (Id.) Meetings with school officials in all four counties

have been on-going and there is a marked increase in school officials

(Id.)familiarity with the~ plan. d

3.7-25. Under the New York State education law, school districts

have the responsibility for establishing procedures relating to

emergencies, and the law requires go-home drills. (Davidoff,

Tr. 11,S49-50.)

3.7-26. Donald McGufre of Rockland County testified that an early

dismissal plan for school children is implementable and Rockland County

Ov

4
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(~' could evacuate the po'pulation if necessary. (McGuire,Tr. 11,012, 015,

016.)

3.7-27. The Cortlandt Department of Parks in Rockland County has

its own plan for evacuation which'is basically the county plan with

modifications to suit the needs of recreation areas. (Petterson,

Tr.10212.) Girl Scout Camps have written plans to deal with

emergencies, including fire drill evacuations. (Co, Tr.10015.)

E. FEMA Evaluation

3.7-28. FEMA has determined that the reception centers and

congregate care centers designated in the County plans have sufficient

emergency supplies for a few days and resupply would be routine.

(McIntire/Pusar/Keller Testimony, ff. Tr.1307 at p. 35.) The American

Red Cross reviewed all. sites listed in the plans to determine their
,

suitability for sheltering and feeding. The Red Cross has its own supply

of beds and blankets stored in local chapters throughout the counties,

and it has mobile kitchens and vans and can purchase food locally or

,
acquire it from the Department of Agriculture. (Id. at p. 36.)

3.7-29. FEMA determined that the capability to evacuation children

was successfully simulated in the March 9, 1983 emergency planning
|
'

exercise in Westchester County. (McIntire/Keller/Kowieski Testimony,

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14,720 at p. 29.) There were

sufficient personnel and resources to complete all four general

population bus evacuation ' routes, and processing at relocation centers

(I_d. at p. 30-31.)was good. d

O
|

k
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Q 3.7-30. FEMAdeterminedthattherewasanacceptablecap5bilityto
'

i

i
i

: mobilize vehicles and drivers for two evacuation bus routes for the !

general population, several mobility-imparied individuals and one school4

in Rockland' County during the March 9,1983 emergency planning exercise.

j (McIntire, et al., (Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14,720 at p. 42.)
|

Processing at relocation centers was acceptable. (,Id. at p. 43.)

3.7-31. FEMA detennined that the capability to evacuation the

general population in Orange County was good. (McIntire,etal.,

(Post-Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14,720 at p. 49.) Processing

reception centers was good. ( M. at p. 50.)

3.7-32. FEMA determined that the capability to evacuate the

population in Putnam County during the March 9,1983 emergency planning

exercise was good. (McIntire,etal.,(Post-ExerciseAssessment),ff.; O Tr.14,720 at p. 56.) Processing at reception centers was also

j demonstrated to be good. (M.atp.56.)
;

3.7-33. Based on the foregoing, the Licensing Board finds that the

problems of evacuating children are being sufficiently addressed by the
1

; State of New York and in the four Counties in the 10-mile EPZ at Indian

: Point.
!

I

i

O
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Q Contention 3.9

(RoadSystem)bI

I

37/ The Licensees' presented a panel of witnesses consisting of Michael -

S. Della Rocca, Bruce E. Podwal, and Peggy L. Rosenblatt who gave
testimony regarding the adequacy of the road system for timely eva-
culation. These witnesses are employed by Parsons, Brinckerhoff,

'

Quade & Douglas. The titles of these witnesses-have been previously
identified (see footnote 1, su ra). Intervenor WBCA presented the
following witnesses: Lucien onklin, Supervisor, Town of Stony.

Point, New York; Stephen Scurti, Chief of Police, Stony Point, New
York; Michael Holland, Chief of Police, Haverstraw, New York;
Richard H. Bower, Volunteer Ambulance Disaster Coordinator, Rockland
County. Intervenor NYPIRG presented the following witnesses:
William Collins, Lieutenant, Clarkstown Police Department,

; Clarkstown, New York; Reverend Frederick F. Johnson, resident of
Ramapo, New York; Richard Wishnie, Supervisor, Town of Ossining, New4

York; Marie R. Tompkins, resident of Tomkins Cove, New York, Raymond,

Bowles, resident of Pocantico Hills, New York; Helga Ancona,
resident of Stony Point, New York; Jane Courtney, resident of Stony
Point, New York; Marc Holzer, resident of Cortlandt, New York..

Intervenor witnesses gave testimony about the inadequacy of the road
Q system. Rockland County presented the following witnesses:;

Gregory A. Carney, Chairman, Rockland County Board for Planning;
Ruth Northrup, Deputy Commissioner, Rockland County Department of
Social Services; James F. Kralik, Chief, Deputy Sheriff Patrol
Division, Rockland County Sheriff's Department; James McGuire,
Radiological Health Specialist, Rockland County Department of,

-

Health. These witnesses gave testimony about the inadequacy of the
road system. Westchester County's witness was Daniel P. Guido,
Connissioner Sheriff, Department of Public Safety, who testified
about the inadequacy of the road system. The New York States Energy
Office's witnesses were Mr. Donald B. Davidoff and Mr. Lawrence B.
Czech who have previously been identified (see footnote 3, supra).
The Staff's witness was Dr. Thomas Urbanik, II who testified
regarding the evacuation time e:;timates and the adequacy of the
evacuation roadway network. Dr. Urbanik's title was previously
identified (See footnote 1, supra).!

3.9-1. This contention was based on contentions by WESPAC and WBCA,

and was admitted by the Board for hearing purposes in its Memorandum and

Order of February 7,1983. The contention reads as follows:
f

'

3.9 The road system in the vicinity of the Indian Point plant
is inadequate for timely evacuation.

|

*
. . g
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3 '. 9-2. Since the issue of whether the road system in the vicinity

of Indian Point is adeqiate is inextricably tied to the question of
'

)

whether that road system should be upgraded to permit the successful |
evacuation of all residents in the EPZ, the Licensing Board has decided

to address the

findings for Contention 4.2(d)E and Contention 3.9 together under

Contention 3.9.

3.9-3. With regard to the evacuation time estimates for the 10 mile

plume exposure pathway EPZ which are required to be submitted.by the

Licensees pursuant to Appendix E.IV of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, the criteria

j for judging the at.ceptability of these estimates are NUREG-0654,
i

FEMA-REP-1, Pev. 1, II. J. and Appendix 4. (Sears Testimony, ff.

O Tr.12244 at pp. 29-30; Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at pp. 3-4;

; Urbanik, Tr. 1986.) As we noted in our Memorandum and Order of

February 7,1983, Section III of Appendix 4 calls for a review of the

road network and analyses of " travel times and potential locations for

serious congestion in potential corridors".E

1

-38/ Contention 4.2(d) states: "The following specific, feasible
off-site procedures should be taken to protect the public:

d) The roadway network should be upgraded to pennit
successful evacuation of all residents in the EPZ before
the plume arrival time.

39/ Memorandum And Order (Formulating Final Contentions on Connission
-

Questions 3 and 4), at 11 (February 7,1983).

O
-
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3.9-4. A field survey of the roadway system in the plume exposure iQ
pathway EPZ was performed to observe the actual configuration of the

roads that would be designated as either primary or back-up evacuation

routes. (Della Rocca/Podwal/Rosenblatt Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at

p. 10; Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 28.)

3.9-5. The plume exposure EPZ has been divided into 46 distinct'

emergency response planning areas (ERPA's) with boundaries coinciding, to

the extent possible, with political and geographical boundaries familiar

to the public. (Con Edison Ex. 10, App. A, p. A-1; Della Rocca et al.,

ff. Tr.11774 at p. 5.)

3.9-6. ERPA's were divided into traffic zones along recognizable '
,

geographic and/or political boundaries. The traffic zones represent a;

population cluster for a particular geographic area loading onto a given
' roadway and were assigned a primary evacuation route for each mode of
, .

travel. (Con Edison Ex.10, p. 26; Della Rocca, et al., ff. Tr.11774 at

p. 16). The boundaries for traffic zones were established minimizing the

time needed to access a zone's primary evacuation route. (Consolitated

Edison Ex. 10, pp. 26-27.)
' 3.9-7. Backup evacuation routes were determined for those portions

of the primary evacuation roadway network which are likely to become

extremely congested. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 27; Della Rocca, et al., ff.

Tr. 11774 at p. 7.) 1

3.9-8. Evacuation routes wera selected to move traffic radiallyj

away from the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant site consistent with

NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP. 1, Rev. 1. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 27; Della Rocca,i

|

Q et al. Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 11774 at p. 6.)

. . ,).
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3.9-9. Care was taken in selecting evacuation routes based on the
|'

existing roadway network to assure that chosen routes were likely to be

both familiar to and regularly used by drivers in the traffic zone. (Con

Edison Ex.10, p. 27; Della Rocca, eM. , ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 24-25).

3.9-10. Every primary and back-up evacuation route was travelled by

those who prepared the Licensees' evacuation time estimate study to

assess its adequacy for evacuation purposes, and to gather data for use
'

in determining evacuation capacities. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 28; Della

Rocca, et al., ff. Tr. 11774 at p. 24, Supplemental Testimony at p. 7.)

3.9-11. For each primary evacuation route, the information gatheredi

on the field inspection included the number of lanes, lane width,
,

shoulder width, location and, if appropriate, timing of traffic controls,

and posted speed limit. (Della Rocca, et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 23-24

O and Appendix D; Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 28). This information was used to

divide the evacuation rdadway network into links where changes in the

roadway characteristics occur. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 28.) A link is a

roadway segment where the physical and operating characteristics are

similar, or a portion of a route between other primary intersecting

evacuation routes. (Id., Urbanik, Tr. 1894).

3.9-12. Bus routes to be used during an evacuation were established

throughout the plume exposure pathway EPZ in a manner where most persons

could be within one-half mile of a bus stop, and no one would be farther

than one mile from a bus stop. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 33; Della Rocca,

et al . , ff. Tr.11774 at p. 25. )

3.9-13. Every bus route was field-checked to detennine length,

location of existing transit stop, adequacy of stops and coverage,
O.

:
!
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Q locations of major concentrations of potential users, street names and

signing, tight turns, narrow Jr congested streets, one-way streets, low

clearance bridges, low weight limit bridges, and other operating

restrictions. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 33-34; Della Rocca, et al., ff.

Tr. 11774 at 25.)

3.9-14. The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study calculated

evacuation capacities based on the actual physical roadway configuration

for each primary evacuation route. (Della Rocca, et al., ff. Tr.11774

atp.25.) This resulted in traffic-inhibiting factors on existing

roadways, such as narrow lanes and no shoulders being accounted for in

the evacuation time estimates for the roadway network in the plume

exposure pathway EPZ. ( Id_. )

3.9-15. Actual travel volumes obtained from the New York State

Department of Transportation substantiated the evacuation capacities used

to determine evacuation travel times. (Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774

atp.25.)

3.9-16. Actual travel volumes were documented for roadway segments

of the evacuation roadway network, and have been found to equal or exceed

the evacuation capacities for various locations calculated in the

Licensees' evacuation time estimate study. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 30.)

3.9-17. Consistent with NUREG-0654, Appendix 4, the Licensees'

evacuation travel time estimates included the following population

subgroups: (a) resident population (with and without automobiles);
|

(b) special facilities (schools, colleges, nursing homes, hospitals,

other health care facilities, group homes, convents, monasteries, and

Q correctional facilities); (c) transients (employees, visitors to parks,

h

- - - . --
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resident and day camps, hotels, and motels). (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp. 1,

7-15, 46-49; Della Rocca et al. , ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 9-10). Population

information was obtained from U.S. Department of Comerce, Bureau of the

Census data, from the data of local planning agencies (e.g., New York *

State Department of Transportation, Tri-State Regional Planning

Comission, Palisades Interstate Park Comission, Taconic State Park Park

Comission), and through telephone and written contacts with employers,

institutions, and other facilities. (Con Edison Ex. 10, pp. 2, 7-8,

10-15.)

3.9-18. The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study calculated

the roadway travel times required to evacuate permanent resident,

,
transient and special facilities populations in the Counties of

l

| Westchester, Rockland, Orange, and Putnam within the plume exposure

pathway EPZ for the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station. (Con Edison

Ex.10, pp.1, 44; Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 6.)

3.9-19. Critical links in the evacuation roadway network, which

represent the locations of the maximum potential delays for evacuees

assigned to that route, were identified in the Licensees' evacuation time

estimate study. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 51.)

3.9-20. The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study based on the

actual roadway network within the 10-mile EPZ has been evaluated for

compliance with Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1 by

Dr. Thomas Urbanik II, who is the expert 'n transportation engineering

that the NRC staff relies on to review evacuation time estimate studies

for nuclear facilities. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 32;

O

- .s
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Q Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at pp.1-10, Professional

Qualifications.)

3.9-21. Methodologies used in the Licensees' study employed

accepted and proven transportation planning techniques which are -

4

consistent with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, Appendix 4, and represent

years of experience in transportation planning, modeling and operating

transportation systems. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 6;,

Urbanik, Tr.1979.)

i 3.9-22. Primary and secondary evacuation routes were considered in

the Licensees' study, which is the methodology specified in NUREG-0654,

FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1. (Urbanik, Tr. 2023.)

3.9-23. Independent verification of the Licensees' evacuation time

estimates was made by (1) systematically driving and examining the
O^

principal roadways and some of the local feeder routes within and around

the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ for Indian Point, and (2) performing

several independent calcuations of volume-to-capacity ratios to determine

whether longer times appeared to be required for any parts of the

evacuation roadway network. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 8;

Urbanik, Tr. 2027-28.) This examination of the roads included taking

measurements and recording problem locations such as narrow underpasses,

narrow bridges, absence of shoulders and restricted distance to the side.

(Urbanik, Tr. 2028-29.) The independent calculations that were conducted

resulted in the conclusion that the analyses in the evacuation time esti-

mate study was reasonable . (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr. 1861 at p. 8;

Urbanik, Tr. 1974-77.)
'

O
- . ,,
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Q 3.9-24. Estimates of the number of people to be evacuated from the

plume exposure pathway EPZ that were used in developing the evacuatfan

time estimates for the existing roadway network were examined and

detennined to be reasonable. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 6.)

3.9-25. The evacuation roadway network used in the Licensees'

evacuation time estimate study was examined and determined to be

reasonable since it considers the principal roadways that would be used

in an evacuation. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 7.)

3.9-26. After evaluating the road system for the counties of

Putnam, Orange, Rockland and Westchester, theNRC staff expert, Dr. -

Urbanik, determined that (1) the evacuation time estimates accounted for

the nature of the actual evacution roadways, and (2) the road system was

adequate to evacuate persons within the plume exposure pathway EPZ.
O (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at 8-9; Urbanik, Tr. 2027-28.)

3.9-27. The Licensees' evacuation time estimate study, which

accourited for the actual nature of the roads in developing evacuation

time estimates for the evacuation roadway network, was determined to be

in overall compliance with NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, Appendix 4.

(Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at 9; Urbanik, Tr.1969; Sears

Testimony, ff Tr.12244 at p. 32.)

3.9-28. Several concerns were raised in the testimony of witnesses

for Intervenors (NYPIRG, WBCA) and interested States (Rockland,

Westchester) regarding the adequacy of the road system. A number of

Intervenors and interested State witnesses made general assertions that

the road system is inadequate for timely evacuation because a number of
)

Q roads are narrow, hilly, winding and two-laned, which results in a great

U
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C deal of traffic congestion in the event of an evacution. (Conklin

Testimony, ff. Tr.10246 at p.1; Holland Testimony, ff. Tr.1661 at

p. 6; Carney Testimony, ff. Tr.11256 at p. 2; Johnson Testimony, ff.

Tr.10388 at p.1; Bower Testimony, ff. Tr.11103 at p. 3; Tompkins

Testimony, ff. Tr.10118 at p.1; Bowles Testimony, ff. Tr.10138 at 2;

Courtney Testimony, ff. Tr. 9701 at p. 2; Ancona Testimony, ff. Tr.10781

at pp. 2-4; Holzer Testimony, ff. Tr.10731 at p.1; Guido Testimony, ff.

Tr. 4913 at p. 4; Northrup Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.11279 at p. 4)

Kralik Testirnony, ff. Tr. 3577 at pp. 3,14; McGuire Testimony, ff.

Tr. 3650 at p. 13.)

3.9-29. Several witnesses for Intervenors and interested States
,

testified about their concern for the adequacy of the road system during

an evacution due to the increase in traffic on area roads resulting from
O thousandsofpersonsvisitingareaparks(e.g.BearMountainStatePark,

Rockland Lake State Park) during the summertime. (HollandTestimony,ff.

Tr.1661 at p. 6; Carney Testimony, ff Tr.11236 at p.1; Johnson

Testimony, ff. Tr.10388 at p.1; Ancona Testimony, ff. Tr.10781 at

p. 2.~)

3.9-30. Two of the Intervenors' witnesses from Rockland County
i

| asserted that the road system which was built many years ago had not kept

pace with the significant population growth in the area. (Holland

Testimony, ff. Tr.1661 at p. 6; Johnson Testimony, ff. Tr.10388 at

p.1.)

3.9-31. Intervenors ~ witnesses, Mr. Wishnie and Mr. Bower, testified

about the difficulty they believed emergency vehicles would have in

O saiaias access to roads durias a evacuetioa uader the Preseat road

,.
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O system. (Wishnie Testimony, ff. Tr. 9820 at p.1; Bower Testimony, ff.:

Tr.11103 at p. 3.)

3.9-32. Several of Intervenors' and interested States' witnesses

also asserted that the evacuation roadway network was inadequate because

it failed to eccount for (1) construction or possible construction on
; roads,and(2)adverseweatherconditions. (Scurti Testimony, ff.

Tr.1661 at p. 2; Collins Testimony, ff. Tr.10804 at pp. 2-3; Holland.

Testimony, ff. Tr. at p. 4; Tompkins Testimony, ff. Tr.10118 at p.1;

Ancona Testimony, ff. Tr.10781 at pp. 2-4; Kralik Testimony, ff.
4 Tr. 3577 at pp. 13-14.)

3.9-33. With respect to the general assertions regarding the

inadequacy of the roads due to their physical features (narrow, winding,

hilly, tow-lane) resulting in congestion, the evacuation time estimates
O

were based on an evacuation roadway network that considers the actual
,

physical nature of the roads. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 9;
!

Della Rocca et al. , ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 24-25; Con Edison Ex.10,

pp.26-27.) Roadways that are more restricted were assigned lower

vehicular capacities, thus resulting in longer evacution times for

vehicles using them. (Della Rocca et al., Supplemental Testimony, ff.

| Tr. 11774 at p. 7.) Although limited access roadways such as the

| Palisadas Parkway and the Taconic State Parkway were included as primary
|

evacuation routes, these roadways were supplemented by many local high.

quality roadways due to anticipated traffic volume and because of the
,

limitations associated with the parkway on-ramp capacities. (ConEdison
i Ex. 10, p. 27.) The evacuation time estimates thus explicitly accounted

O for the physical characteristics of the evacuation routes. (DellaRocca

+-
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O et 1.. ff. Tr.11774 at 9 2s> oe11 Rocce et 1.. suppie eat i
~

Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at p. 7; Con Edison Ex.10, p. 28.) Moreover,

Dr. Urbanik testified that during an evacuation at Indian Point there

would clearly be very slow speeds and lots of congestion which has been

considered in the development of the evacuation time estimates.

(Urbanik,Tr.1894.) A significant portion of the evacuation roadway

network was characterized in the Licensees' study to show congested

conditions for some portion of the evacution. (Urbanik,Tr. 1921-27;

Podwal,Tr.11852). Moreover, the evacuation travel time estimate does

not include every road in the area, thus potential congestion will be

lessened on designated routes to the extent evacuees travel on local
'roads not identified as primary evacuation routes. (Della Rocca et al.,

ff. Tr.11774 at p. 34; Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 7.)
O:

| 3.9-34. With regard to the concern about the increased traffic
!

volume because of persons visiting the area parks, the evacuation time

estimates based on the actual evacuation roadway network were developed,

for six different time periods because the population in the plume

exposure pathway EPZ can vary with the time of day, the day of the week,

i and the season. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 37; Della Rocca et al., ff.

Tr.11774 at p.15-16, 21-22. ) Estimates of the resident population,

special facilites population, and the transient population were made.

(Consolidated Edision ex.10, at pp. 7-15; Della Rocca et al., ff.

Tr.11774 at pp. 9-10.) For the plume exposure pathway EPZ, the

transient population inciddes people employed, people staying at hotels

and motels, visitors to parks and recreation areas, and day and resident

O camps. (Con Edisoa Ex. 10. p. iii oeiia Rocca et ai.. ff. Tr. 11774 at'

.3
!
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l p.10.) Hotels and motels within the EPZ were identified through state

and local directories, and occupancy figures obtained through telephone

interviews. Park attendance in'''rmation for major parks and recreation

areas were obtained from the Palisades Interstate Park Comission, the

Taconic State Park Comission, and various parks' officials. (Con Edison
.

Ex.10, p.13; Della Rocca et al. , ff. Tr.11774 at p.10.) For each of
4

! the population categories, estimates were made of the number and location

of the group under the six different time periods. (Della Rocca et al.,;

ff. Tr. 11774 at p. 21.1 These time periods which address variations in

population, include: (1) night; (2) weekday, school in session;

(3) weekday, school not in session; (4) evening; (5) weekend,

holiday-summer daytime;. and (6) weekend / holiday winter daytime. (Ld.)
. All significantly different patterns of population distribution and

transportation availability have been covered in the evacuation time

estiimate analysis. (Ld.)

3.9-35. Regarding the concerns about the population growth in the

area, the evacuation time estimates have explicitly accounted for such

growth by using current available data to detennine the number and

location of the population during different time periods. (Con Edison

Ex. 10, pp. 7-15; Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr. 11774 at pp. 9-10, 21.)i

| 3.9-36. With respect to the concern about the accessibility that
t

emergency vehicles would have to roads during an evacuation, the

| evacuation time estimates reflect evacuation routes that were developed

assuming traffic would operate in a normal two-way pattern, except for

any one-way streets, to permit emergency vehicles and buses to enter the
,

i

Q area. (Con Edison Ex.10, p. 27; Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at

5- .
.

.
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Q p.33,SupplementalTestimonyatp.9.) This also minimizes the

possibility of a total blockage due to an incident such as an automobile

accident by allowing traffic diversion to the opposing travel lane (s).

(Id.) '

3.9-37. With regard to the assertions about failure to consider

roadway construction or repairs and adverse weather, the effects of

adverse weather were explicitly accounted for in the development of the
; evacuation time estimates. (Con Edison Ex. 10 pp. 31, 39, 47, 49; Della

Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 28-29, Supplemental Testimony at p. 8;

Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 7.) Weather conditions typical of

those frequently experienced in the EPZ, including slippery road surfaces

| due to snow or ice as well as reduced visibility due to fog or heavy
|
'

rains, have been factored into the estimates of evacuation time. (Id.)O
Evacuation capacities of the evacuation roadway network were reduced to

reflect these adverse weather conditions. (Con Edison Ex. 10, p. 31;

Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 7.) Dr. Urbanik testified that the
!

adverse weather estimates can be used by the decision maker under more

severe weather conditions by adding the amount of time necessary to clear
;

| the roads. (Urbanik Testimony, ff. Tr.1861 at p. 7.) Evacuation time

estimates were also developed using reduced evacuation capacities for the

evacuation roadway network to account for the occurrence of events that

might reduce the capacity of roadways to accomodate evacuating traffic.

! (Della Rocca et al., ff. Tr.11774 at pp. 29-30; Con Edison, Ex.10

p. 30, 45; Urbanik, Tr. 19'49-50.) Moreover, backup evacuation routes

have been determined for portions of the primary evacuation network

O likely to become extremely congested or impassable. (Con Edison Ex. 10

4-

.
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Q p. 27, Della Rocca et al., Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.11774 at

p.7.) Should it become necessary to alter an evacuation route at the

time of an evacuation, the chief law enforcement official in each county

has the authority to activate back-up routes. (Della Rocca et al., -

Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 11774 at p. 7.) Procedures have also

been established in the County radiological emergency response plans to

facilitate the flow of traffic (e.g. removing impediments to traffic

flow), which include the deployment of tow trucks to predesignated
i

locations. The County plans also assign priorities to traffic control

points to facilitate the manning of the mo.t important locations. (_Id .

at 8.)

3.9-38. Based on evaluation of the Licensees' evacuation time

estimates study conducted by the New York State Department of
'O Transportation, it is the position of New York State that evacuation of.

'

the EPZ for Indian Point is feasible based on the capability of the road

network. Thus, it is New York States' position that there is no need to

upgrade the evacuation roadway network. (Davidoff/CzechTestimony,ff.

Tr.11313 at pp.14,17; Supplemental Testimony at p. 9.)

3.9-39. Based on the foregoing, the Licensing Board finds that the<

road system in the vicinity of the Indian Point plant is adequate for

timely evacuation. Moreover, the Board finds that the Intervenors and

interested States have not demonstrated that the residents within the EPZ

cannot be successfully evacuated without upgrading the evacuation roadway

network. -

J

O
s .

.
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Contention 3.10

40/(Protection of Mobility-Impaired Persons

3.10-1. In its Order of February 7,1983, the Board reformulated -

Contention 4.4 as Contention 3.10 which was admitted for hearing

purposes. This contention, which was based on contentions by WESPAC,

Parents, and UCS/NYPIRG, reads as follows:

The emergency plan fails to conform to NUREG-0654 in that,
contrary to Evaluation Criterion II.J.10.d proper means for

-40/ The Licensee (Consolidated Edison) presented a panel of witnesses
consisting of Michael Della Rocca, Bruce Podwal, and

. Peggy Rosenblatt (see footnote 1, Contention 3.3 for titles). The
NRC staff presented a FEMA panel of witnesses consisting of Philip
McIntire, Chief of the Natural and Technological Hazards Division,
FEMA Region 2; Roger Kowieski, Chairman of Regional Assistance

O Comittee, FEMA; and Joseph Keller, Senior Scientist at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory. The State of New York Energy .
Office's witnesses were Donald Davidoff, Director of New York State
Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group; and Lawrence Czech, Chief
of Nuclear Protection Planning of REPG. The Licensee's (Power
Authority) wi.tnesses were Michael Scalpi, Civil Defense Director of

' Putnam County; and Phillip Schmer, Assistant Director of the Office
of Natural Disaster Civil Defense for Orange County. Westchester
County's witness were Michael Kaminski, Director of Planning,
Westchester County Medical Center; Anthony Marasco, Director
Westchester County Office of Disaster and Emergency Services,
Department of Public Safety. Rockland County's witnesses were l
Donald McGuire, Deputy Director of the Office of Emergency Services,

'

Rockland County; Ruth Northrup, Deputy Commissioner of the
Department of Social Services for Rockland County; Ruth Wein,
Director of the Rockland County Association for the Visually
Impaired. Intervenors' (UCS/NYPIRG, WBCA, WESPAC) witnesses were
James Murphy, Public Health Specialist, New York Public Interest
Research Group, Inc.; Agnes Murphy, Program Coordinator, Ossining
Senior Action Center; Sylvia DeWard, an art teacher in Westchester i

County; Susan Simon, a Public Health Nurse in Westchester County; I

Gladys Burger, President of Disabled in Action of Rockland County.
Several other Intervenors' witnesses, whom we have not identified
here, presented testimony addressing the same general subject-matter
as the above testimony; all relevant testimony was considered in

| O reaching the findings below,

i
.

.3
*
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!

! Q protecting persons whose mobility may be impaired have not been
! developed. Specifically, adequate provisions have not been
! made for groups named in the bases submitted by the following

contentions:
;
;

i WESPAC 6 Parents I, basis (22) and II, basis (7)
UCS/NYPIRGI(B)(2), basis (6)andI(A), basis (7). -

j " Mobility-impaired" persons are those persons who would require special

transportation arrangements in the event of an emergency because of one.

or more of the following special conditions: hearing-impaired,

! sight-impaired, wheelchair-disabled, bed-confined, or other physical
t

! impairment or medical condition, including advanced age. (USC/NYPIRGEx.

| 14, p. 21.)
i -

! 3.10-2. Criterion J.10.d of NUREG-0654 does not specify a single

method for protecting mobility-impaired individuals. Depending on the
!

: situation, evacuation or sheltering may be the appropriate protective
O4

| action. (McIntire/Kowieski/Keller, Supplemental Testimony, ff.
!

Tr.14720, p. 2.)

;! 3.10-3. The radiological emergency response plans (RERPs) for N.Y.
41/state and each County

I
; consider both institutionalized and non-institutionalized mobility-

<

|- impaired persons and provide plans and procedures for addressing their

| needs. (Della Rocca/Podwal/Rosenblatt, Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.
i

j 11774 at p.16; McIntire, e_t_ al ff. Tr.14720.)
3.10-4. " Institutionalized mobility-impaired persons" are-

|

mobility-impaired residents of "special facilities" such as nursing'

41/ Rockland County, as discussed above, did not participate in the
--~

planning process beyond the initial draft stage.
O

.,.

.
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homes, hospitals, group homes, and correctional facilities. Non-institu-

tionalized mobility impaired persons are those mobility-impaired persons

who do not reside in special facilities. (N.Y. State Ex. 11, p. A-27).

3.10-5. It is the policy of the State of New York that the

government cannot and should not bear the total burden of protecting the

mobility impaired in the event of a radiological emergency. Rather,

family and friends have a residual responsibility (as they do with

respect to any disaster or emergency) to work out special problems with

public agencies. (Davidoff/ Czech, Testimony, ff. Tr.11313 at p.18.)

Putnam County

3.10-6. The Putnam County RERP provides for buses and special
I

vehicles such as wheelchair vehicles and ambulances to transport

mobility-impaired residents of special facilities in the event an

evacuation is ordered. (N.Y. State Ex. 11, pp. A-9, A-12; McIntire, el

a_1,. , ff. Tr. 14720, p. 3).

3.10-7. Mobility-impaired residents of special facilities are taker,

to host facilities or congregate care facilities. (N.Y. State Ex. 11,

p.A-13).

3.10-8. Special facilities and mobility-impaired residents were

previously determined and are identified in the plan. (N.Y. State

Ex. 11, p. SS-35; Della Rocca, et. al., Supplemental Testimony, ff.

Tr. 11774 at p. 16).

3.10-9. Additionally, the plan provides procedures for sheltering

residents of special facilities if that particular protective action were

,

|

k
'

'

|
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i Q ordered, or if residents could not be safety evacuated. (N.Y. State

Ex.11, at pp. SF-4, III-27; McIntire, et al . , ff. Tr.14720 at p. 3).

3.10-10. The Putnam County Radiological Emergency Plan provides for

the evacuation of non-mobile and hard-to-move (medical) residents who '

have no access to other transportation. (N.Y. State Ex. 11, at III-30),

3.10-11. The plan provides that non-institutionalized

mobility-impaired persons will be evacuated by automobile, bus or special

vehicle. (N.Y. State Ex. 11, p. A-13; Scalpi, Tr. 12134). The County

has sufficient buses and drivers to fulfill the County's obligation to

mobility-impaired persons. (Scalpi, Tr. 12134; McIntire, et al.

Supplemental Testimony (Post-Exercise Assessment, March 9, 1983) at

p.56.)

| 3.10-12. Mobility-impaired persons may request transportation
O'

during an emergency by calling telephone numbers announced over the

broadcast media. (N.Y. State Ex. 11 at pp. A-10, III-5.) Additionally,

such persons may identify themselves before-hand by returning the

mail-in-post-card that was furnished as part of the emergency public

information brochure which was mailed to most businesses and residences

within the 10-mile EPZ. (N.Y. State Ex. 11 at p. A-10; Scalpi,

Tr.12125.)

3.10-13. Putnam County has received, reviewed, and made

| arrangements for each of the mobility-impaired persons who responded to

the special assistance cards. (Davidoff/Czeck, Supplemental Testimony,,

|
ff. Tr. 11313 at p. 11.) l

'

3.10-14. The information cards are kept in the Civil Defense
'

Q Director's office and organized according to the type of transportation

1 - + -

4
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Q required. The list of persons is updated each month. (Scalpi,

Tr. 12131.)

3.10-15. A new set of brochures (with post-cards for

mobility-impared persons) is being printed for Putnam County and will be

mailed annually. (Davidoff, et al., ff. Tr. 11313 at p. 11; N.Y. State

Ex.11,p.A-10.)

3.10-16. Putnam County has also taken further measures to identify

mobility-impaired individuals, such as advertising in newspapers.

(Scalpi, Tr. 12131.)

3.10-17. On the basis of its evaluation of the March 9, 1983

emergency planning exercise, FEMA has determined that Putnam County's

plans and procedures are adequate to protect the mobility-impaired, both

institutionalized and nor.-institutionalized. (McIntire et al., Letter

from Petrone to McLoughlin, April 14,1983, ff. Tr.14720 at pp. xiv,

56-7.)

3.10-18. The Board finds that Putnam County's RERP contains proper

means to protect the mobility-impaired.

.

Orange County

3.10-19. The Orange County RERP provides for buses and special

vehicles such as wheelchair vehicles and ambulances to transport

mobility-impaired residents of special facilities in the event an

evacuation is ordered. (N.Y. State Ex.12 (Revised Orange County RERP,

2/1/83),pp.A-8,A-9,A-12.)

O

+
-
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Q 3.10-20. Mobility-impaired residents of special facilities are

taken to host facilities or congregate care facilities. (N.Y. State ;,

1

Ex.12,p.A-9). j
1

3.10-21. Additionally, the plan provides procedures for sheltering ,'
' -

residents of special facilities if that particular protective action were
i

ordered, or if residents could not be safely evacuated. (N.Y. State

Ex.12, p. III-49; McIntire et al. , ff. Tr.14720 at p. 3.)
'3.10-22. The plan contains no list of special facilities because

apparently there are no special facilities with mobility impaired resi-

dents in Orange County at this time. (N. Y. State Ex. 12, p. 3.)

3.10-23. The Orange County Radiological Emergency Plan provides for

the evacuation of non-mobile and hard-to-move (medical) residents who

have no access to other transportation. (N.Y. State Ex. 12, p. III-54.)
- O4 3.10-24. The plan provides that non-institutionalized

mobility-impaired persons will be evacuated by automobile, bus, or
,

i

special vehicle. (N.Y. State Ex.12, p. A-17; Schmer, Tr.12125.) The '

County has sufficient buses and drivers to fulfill the County's

obligation to mobility-impaired persons. (Schmer, Tr.12134; McIntire e_t_

al_.SupplementalTestimony(Post-ExerciseAssessment, March 9,1983)ff.

Tr.14720 at p. 49.)

3.10-25. Mobility-impaired persons may request transportation
,

during an emergency by calling telephone numbers announced over the-

broadcast media. (N.Y. State Ex.12, p. A-12.) Additionally, such

persons may identify themselves before-hand by returning the mail-in

post-card that was furnished as part of the emergency public infonnation

Ci brochure. (N.Y. State Ex.12, p. A-12; Schmer, Tr.12125.)
!

d''
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O 3.10-26. The information cards are kept by the Assistant Director

of the Office of National Disaster Civil Defense Orange County, and by

the County Transportation Officer. The list of persons is continually

updated. (Schmer, Tr.12125. )

3.10-27. Orange County has also taken further measures to identify

mobility-impaired individuals, such as advertising in newpapers.

(Schmer, Tr. 12129-30.)

3.10-28. FEMA has found the Orange County reception centers

deficient in that they lacked provisions for the care of the handicapped

such as wheelchairs and ramps. (McIntire,etal.,(Post-ExerciseAssess-

ment), ff. Tr. 14720 at p. 49.)

3.10-29. On the basis of its evaluation of the March 9, 1983

exercise, FEMA has determined that Orange County's plans and procedures

are adequate to protect the mobility-impaired, both institutional 1 zed and'

non-institutionalized, assuming the deficiency with respect to the recep-

tion centers will be corrected. (McIntire, et al., (Post-Exercise

Assessment), Letter from Petrone to McLoughlin, ff. Tr.14720 at p. 3;

Id. at pp. 49-50.)

3.10-30. Accordingly, the Board finds that Orange County's RERP

contains adequate means to protect the mobility-impaired population
,

subject to taking corrective action to address the deficiency for

reception centers.

Westchester County

3.10-31. Special facilities on the 10-mile EPZ have been contacted

O to determine their mobiiity-imgeired res4 dents end specie, trensportet4en
1

i

k
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O requirements. Arrangements have been made to accomodate each

institution (N.Y. State Ex. 13, p. A-33.) Those special facilities and

their mobility-impaired residents are identified in the plan. (N.Y.

StateEx.13,O.H-9.)

3.10-32. The special facilities referred to in the Intervenors

bases for Contention 3.10 that are within the 10-mile EPZ (i.e., FDR

Hospital, Skyview Nursing Home, and Ossining Correctional Facility) are

identified in the Westchester plan along with their mobility-impaired

residents. Special transportation arrangements have been made wherever

necessary. (N. Y. State Ex. 11, pp. A-33, H-9.) Two.of the special

facilities referred to in the bases are not within the 10-mile EPI.

Those special facilities are: the New York School for' the Deaf (White

Plains) and the Blythedale Childrens Hospital (Valhalla). (Con Edison

Ex.8.)

3.10-33. The Westchaster County RERP provides for buses and special

vehicles such as wheelchair vehicles and ambulances to transport

mobility-impaired residents of special facilities in the event an

evacuation is ordered. (N.Y. State Ex. 13, pp. III-53, A-33; McIntire,

et al., ff. Tr.14720 at p. 3.)

3.10-34. Mobility-impaired residents of special facilities are to

be taken to host facilities or congregate care facilities. (N.Y. State

Ex. 13, pp. A-17, A-33.)

3.10-35. Procedures have been established for sheltering residents

of special facilities if that particular protective action were ordered,

or if residents could not be safely evacuated. (N.Y. State Ex. 13,

O P 49i actatire, et 1 . fr Tr 14720 at p. 3.)

e

I
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O 3 10 38. The westchester couaty aedioio9ical t=erseacy aesPoase

Plan provides for the evacuation of non-mobile and hard-to-move (medical)

residents who have no access to other transportation. (N.Y. State

Ex. 13, p. III-55.) '

3.10-37. The plan provides that non-institutionalized

mobility-impaired persons will be evacuated by automobile, bus, or

special vehicle. (N.Y. State Ex. 13, at p. A-17.)
_

3.10-38. Mobility-impaired persons may request transportation

during an emergency by calling telephone numbers announced over the

broadcast media. (N.Y. State Ex. 13 at pp. A-12.) Additionally, such

persons may identify themselves before-hand by returning the

mail-in-post-card that was furnished as part of the emergency public
'

information brochure which was mailed to most businesses and residencesO
within the 10-mile EPZ. (N.Y. State Ex. 13, p. A-12.)

3.10-39. A new set of brochures (with post-cards to identify

mobility impaired persons) is being finalized for Westchester County.

New brochures will be distributed annually. (Davidoff, Czech,ff.

Tr.11313 at p.11; McIntire, et al., (Post-Exercise Assessment) Letter

from Petrone to McLoughlin, ff. Tr.14720 at p. 2.)

3.10-40. The post-cards were collected by the Project Director of

the Four-County Task Force, and are now in the custody of the Director of

Planning, Westchester Medical Center. (Kaminsky, Tr.11619.)

3.10-41. A social service organization (the Senior Action Center,

Ossining, New York) returned the information card on behalf of the senior

citizens it serves but it had not been contacted subsequently with

O

.3
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1

O respect to any arrangements that had been made. (Murphy, ff. Tr.10753

atp.1.)

3.10-42. There is a toll-free telephone number listed in the

brochure for further information on emergency planning. (UCS/NYPIRG
'

Ex. 14, p. 21, Simon /De Ward, Tr. 10756-59.)

3.10-43. The record contains testimony that some

non-institutionalized mobility-impaired persons within the 10-mile EPZ

had not received the public information brochures. (Murphy / Simon /De
,

Ward, Tr. 10760-62; Murphy, ff. Tr.10753 at p.1.)

3.10-44. Westchester County has identified some

non-institutionalized mobility-impaired persons by reviewing the cards

received. (Kaminsky, Additional Testimony, ff. Tr. 11617 at pp. 1-2;

Kaminsky, Tr. 11619-20.)
O

3.10-45. The Westchester County Health Department believes, on the

basis of their review of the cards and other information, that the actual

number of mobility-impaired individuals requiring special transportation

may be larger than that suggested by the number of cards received.
~

(Kaminsky, Tr.11623.) It is also unclear whether Mr. Kaminsky received

all of the cards for Westchester County indicating mobility-impaired

individuals. (Kaminsky.,Tr. 11635-37,11646-50,11652.)

3.10-46. The County is currently engaged in acquiring and|

maintaining a more accurate list of mobility-impaired persons by use of

brochures, media contact, personal follow-up, and updating. (Kaminsky,

Tr. 11625-26, 11638-41.) '

3.10-47. At this time, however, the County considers the status of

O identifying mobility-impaired individuals in Westchester County within

|

k'

|
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O the 10-miie Eez to be inadequate. cxemiasky. ff. Tr. 11617. at P. 3;

Kaminsky Tr.11642.)

3.10-48. The County also considers inadequate the number of special

vehicles available 'to evacuate the non-institutionalized

mobility-impaired. (Kaminsky, ff. Tr.11617; Kaminsky, Tr. 11643-44;

Morasco, Tr. 5503.)

3.10-49. On the basis of its evaluation of the March 9, 1983

emergency planning exercise, FEMA found that bus drivers and dispatchers

were not adequately trained with respect to evacuation procedures,

routes, and locations. (McIntire,etal.,(PostExerciseAssessment),

ff. Tr.14720 at p. 30.)

3.10-50. Further, FEMA found that there were no firm connitments on

the part of bus companies to operate in the event of an emergency at

Indian Point, thus the capability to implement an evacuation of the

general population of Westchester County remains questionable. FEMA

considers the absence of commitments to be a deficiency. (McIntire el
d.,(PostExerciseAssessment),ff.Tr.14720atp.30;McIntire,Tr.

14802-3.)
!

3.10-51. FEMA found that the procedures for evacuating non-institu-

tionalized mobility-impaired persons were still being finalized and that

the ambulance personnel were deficient. Additional training and possibly

resources, including personnel and vehicles, are needed. (Id. at pp. 30,

31-32,77.)

3.10-52. FEMA found the transportation component of the Westchester

County Plan deficient. (McIntire,etal.,(Post-ExerciseAssessment)

O
. . ,
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O Letter from Petrone to McLaughlin, at p. 2; McIntire, Tr. 14781;

Kowieski, Tr. 14771-3.)

3.10-53. There is evidence in the record that the transportation

component was given an initial rating of " Adequate" the night of the .

Exercise. (Consolidated Edison Ex.18 (Westchester County Summary,

Actions to Protect the Public), p. 2; McIntire, Tr.14776.) However,

this rating was not a final rating and was subjact to change based on

problems noted with respect to buses and ambulances (McIntire,

Tr. 14777-78; Con Edison Ex. 18, p. 3.)

3.10-54. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that Westchester

County has established plans and procedures for protecting the
i

mobility-impaired in the event of a radiological emergency. However, the

means for protecting the mobility-impaired residents called for by'

O
NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, II.J.10.d is not fully satisfied because

(1) the non-institutionalized mobility-impaired have not yet been fully

identified, and (2) adequate means of transporting the

non-institutionalized mobility impaired have not been fully developed.

.

O

3
.

.

.
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O Rockiend Countr '
~

42

3.10-55. The State of New York's Compensating measures do not

include specific provisions for the evacuation of the transit - dependent

(McIntire, _e_t, al. (Post Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr.14720population. t

atp.42.) However, the State Compensating Measures do provide for buses

and special vehicles such as wheelchair vehicles and ambulances to

supplement facility-owned vehicles to transport mobility-impaired

residents of special facilities in the event an evacuation is ordered.

(N.Y. State Ex. 10, (pp. III-28, III-31.)
'

3.10-56. FEMA found in its evaluation of the March 9, 1983 exercise

that even though the evacuation portion of the exercise was not performed
.

according to written plans and procedures, it was nonetheless " capably

performed." (McIntire, et al., (Post Exercise Assessment), ff. Tr. 14720

at p. 42.) FEMA also made a finding of " acceptable capability" with

respect to evacuating several non-institutionalized mobility-impaired

persons. (Id.) However, a deficiency was found because of the absence

of detailed plans and procedures for evacuating the transit-dependent

population. This deficiency raised a question regarding the State's

42/ Currently, the Radiological Response Plan for Rockland County is a-

Draft County Plan still undergoing revision and completion.
Rockland County, as discussed above, has not completed a radiolo-
gical emergency response plan. (McIntire et al. , (Post-Exercise
Assessment), ff Tr.14720 at p. 34). The Ttatii of New York has
decided to implement " Compensating Measures" to assure adequate
protection of the public in Rockland County during a radiological
emergency. N.Y. Stat;e Ex.10 (New York State Radiological Emergency
Preparedness Plan - Compensating heasures for Rockland County).
Thus, the Board's evaluation of the adequacy of Rockland County's
provisions to protect the mobility impaired is largely an evaluation

bm
of the State of New York's " Compensating Measures."

.s
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O ability to respond in a real emergency. (_I_d. at pp. 42-3; Keller,

Tr. 14883-4. )

3.10-57. The plan contains a list of special facilities in the 10

mile EPZ. (N.Y. State Ex. 10, p. C-17.)

3.10-58. Mobility-impaired residents of special facilities are

taken to host facilities or congregate care facilities. (N.Y. State Ex.

10, p. III-31.)

3.10-59. Every special facility is required to have a general

disaster plan which should be adapted to radiological emergencies. (N.Y.

State Ex. 10, p. III-31.) The State Health Department has canvassed

every nursing home and hospital within the 10-mile EPZ alerting them to

their responsibilities in an emergency. (Davidoff,Tr.i1413.)

3.10-60. Meetings and telephone discussions were held with special

facility administrators regarding their evacuation plans and special

vehicle needs. Special vehicles and host -facilities were assigned based

on these discussions. (Della Rocca et al., Supplemental Testimony, ff.

Tr. 11774 at p. 17; N.Y. State Ex. 10, p. C-15.)

3.10-61. However, a NYPIRG-sponsored survey suggests some special

facilities in the 10 mile EPZ do not have an adequate number of vehicles

to evacuate their mobility-impaired residents. (Murphy, ff. Tr.11049,

at pp. 15-20.) The survey also suggests that some special facilities

have no guarantees that additional special vehicles will be provided.

(M. )

3.10-62. The plan does provide for sheltering of institutionalized

and non-institutionalized mobility-impaired persons should that

O

..

.
.
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O particuier protective act4oa de orderee or ir svca perseas couia aot be
~

safely evacuated. (N.Y. State Ex. 10, p. III-18.) i

3.10-63. Tlie plan provides that non-institutionalized

mobility-impaired persons will be evacuated by automobile, bus, or

special vehicle. (N.Y. State Ex. 10, pp. III-28, III-33.)

3.10-64. Mobility-impaired persons may request transportation

during an emergency by calling telephone numbers announced over the

broadcast media. (N.Y. State Ex. 10 at p. III-31.)

3.10-65. Mobility-impaired persons may identify themselves

before-hand by returning the mail-in post-card that was furnished as part

of the emergency public information brochure. (N.Y. State Ex. 10 at
I p. III-32.) Those cards returned'are in the custody of the Deputy

Director of the Rockland County Office of Emergency Services. (McGuire,O
Tr. 10961.)

3.10-66. With respect to actual transportation arrangements made

for the non-institutionalized mobility-impaired, the county has attempted

to identify the emergency planning area in which each individual resides.

(McGuire, Tr. 10962.) Such arrangements alone are insufficient.

(Davidoff, Tr. 11501.) Moreover, a number of Rockland County officials

and Intervenors' witnesses testified that not all of the

non-institutionalized mobility-impaired residents have been identified.

(Northrup, Tr. 4207-9; Wein, ff. Tr. 4578 at p.1; Burger, ff. Tr.10401

at p. 1.)

3.10-67. It is clear that the State and the county have made some

progress in identifying mobility-impaired persons and in making arrange-

O ments for their protection. Although means have been established to

.s
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()| prothet the mobility-impaired, the Board finds that these means are

deficient to the extent that the non-institutionalized mobility-impaired

have not yet been fully identified. Because of the absence of detailed
Iplans and procedures in the State's compensating plan for evacuating the -

transit dependent population, the Board finds that at this time there has

not been adequate planning for transporting the non-institutionalized

mobility-impaired population.

.

I

!

()

O
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O COMMISSION ouESTIoN 4
|

What improvement:; in the level of emergency planning can be
expected in the near future, and on what time schedule, and are
there other specific offsite emergency procedures that are
feasible and should be taken to protect the public? !

'

,

Contention 4.1

| (SizeofthePlumeExposurePathwayEPZ)$
,

t
>

t

4.1-1. This contention was based on contentions by UCS/NPIRG and !
,

Parents, and was admitted by the Board for hearing purposes in its

; Memorandum and Order of February 7,1983. The contention reads as

follows:

4.1 The plume exposure pathway EPZ should be expanded from its
*

present 10-mile radius in order to meet local emergency needs
| and capabilities as they are affected by such conditions as
! n demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes,

U and jurisdictional boundaries.

4.1-2. During the 1970's, questions were raised concerning the

basis for off-site emergency planning because of discussions regarding ~

| 43/ The Licensees presented the following witnesses: a panel composed' -

of Michael S. Della Rocca, Bruce E. Podwal and Peggy L. Rosenblatt.
These witnesses are employed by the firm of Parsons, Brinckerhoff, '

Quade & Douglas. Mr. Della Rocca is a Transportation Planning
,

Engineer. Mr. Podwal is Vice President and Deputy Technical
|Director of the Civil Highways Department. Ms. Rosenblatt is a i

Senior Planner, Department of Urban and Regional Planning. The |
Attorney General of the State of New York presented the following |

panel of witnesses: Dr. Jan Beyea, Assistant Professor of Physics,
| Holy Cross College, Worcester, Massachusetts; and Mr. Brian Palenik,
| Staff Member, Policy Research Department, National Audubon Society.

The Staff presented the following witnesses: Mr. Sheldon A.
Schwartz, Deputy Director, Division of Emergency Preparedness And
Engineering Response,' U.S.N.R.C.; and a FEMA panel composed of
Mr. Philip McIntire, Acting Chief, Natural & Technological Hazards

|

Division, FEMA, Mr. Ihor Husar, Program Manager, Radiological
i

Emergency Planning Program FEMA Region II, Mr. Joseph H. Keller, '

O Senior Scientist, Exxon Nuclear Idaho Company, Incorporated.

|

. . ,)

.

9
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O Ciass 9 , accidents and particuiariy wASa-1400. An NRc/EeA task force

(Task Force) was established in 1976 which addressed questions from State

groups regarding what accidents should be used to prepare emergency

plans. (Schwartz Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 3.) In December of
*

1978, this task force issued its report, NUREG-0396, EPA 520/1-78-016

" Planning Basis For The Development Of State And Local Government

Radiological Emergency Response Plans In Support Of Light Water Nuclear

Power Plants" (December 1978) (hereafter NUREG-0396). (Id.)
4.1-3. NUREG-0396's principal recommendations were that a spectrum

of accidents, including core melt accidents should be considered.

(Schwartz Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 3.) Consideration of this

accident spectrum by the Task Force led it to reconsnend that Emergency
'

Planning Zones be established around each nuclear power plant. (Id. at
4-5.)

4.1-4. The Task Force concluded that no single _ accident should be

singled out as the planning basis because of the wide variety of

conditions and various accident possibilities. If one selects a single

accident, even two or three accidents, one could miss relevant points of

other accidents. (Schwartz Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 4.) The

spectrum of accidents considered by the Task Force in NUREG-0396 for the

planning basis included all the design basis accidents that were then

used in the licensing process and all WASH-1400 scenarios, including the

(ld,. ) Although NUREG-0396 was issued prior to thecore melt sequences. d

accident at the Three Mile Island (TMI) plant, the Task Force considered
*

the TMI accident when it considered the consnents on NUREG-0396. The Task

O Force detennined that the TMI accident reinforced its 4nitiai audgment

.

. 4

.

*
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O re9ardia9 (t) the aeed for Piaaaias for a spectrum or accideats aad (2)
'

the concept of and sizes of the emergency planning zones. (J_d. )d

4.1-5. Emergency planning zones were identified by the Task Force

along with guidance on time frames and types of radionuclides which

should be considered in developing radiological emergency response plans.

(Schwartz Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 4.) The size of the plume

exposure pathway EPZ (about a 10-mile radius) was detennined based on the

following considerations: (1) projected doses from the traditional

design basis accidents and from worst core melt accident sequences would

not exceed Protective Action Guide levels outside the zone; (2) for the

worst core melt accident sequences, immediate life threatening doses

would generally not occur outside the zona; and (3) detailed planning

within 10 miles would provide a substantial base for expansion of
O

response efforts if this proved necessary. (J.d )

4.1-6. NUREG-0396 was the technical basis for the establishment by

the NRC of the plume exposure pathway EPZ of about 10 miles in its

emergency planning regulations. (Schwartz Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at

pp.5-6.)

4.1-7. The Licensees in consultation with the State, four Counties

and consultants determined that a circular plume exposure pathway EPZ

defined uniformly by a 10-mile radius from the Indian Point plant should

not be used. (Della Rocca, et al. , ff. Tr.11774 at p.15.) Instead,

the plume exposure pathway EPZ was modified to: (1) preserve or group

major population areas; (2) simplify boundary lines to the extent

possible by using political divisions or major roads; and (3) recognize

O important topographic features, including rivers, hills and valleys, and

:

N
'

i .
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O use them as boundaries when practical. (M. ) The consideration of these

factors resulted in an irregularly-shaped plume exposure pathway EPZ,

which generally includes an area greater than a 10-mile radius. (M. )
i

4.1-8. For the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ (50 mile radius from
,

i plant), the New York State plan addresses the protective measures to be

used including protecting the public from the consumption of food and

water that are contaminated by radionuclides released during an accident.

(McIntire/Husar/Keller Testimony, ff. Tr.1307 at p. 36.)

4.1-9. TheNRC staff has reviewed the 10-mile plume exposure pathway

EPZ established at Indian Point taking into account population and

topography, and concluded that it was appropriately drawn in this case.

(Schwartz Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 6; Schwartz, Tr. 12269-70,

12271-78.)O
4.1-10. The Attorney General of the State of New York's witnesses,

Dr. John Beyea and Mr. Brian Palenik, assert that the 10-mile plume
,

exposure pathway EPZ established at Indian Point should be expanded to

permit planned evacuation for the 10-20 mile zone to avoid the

consequences (i.e., early deaths, latent cancer deaths, thyroid modules,

and land contamination) they calculate would result beyond the 10-mile

EPZ in the event of a hypothetical PWR-2 type release at Indian Point.

(Beyea/Palenik Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 2900 at pp. 44, 44c.) In

calculating. the consequences, Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik did not do an

analysis of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 containment spray system to

determine its reliability.' (Beyea, Tr. 3016.) Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik

also did not do an analysis of the following systems at Indian Point

O Units 2 and 3: (1) containment ran cooier system; (2) high pressure

. - ,)
.
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injection system; (3) low pressure injection system; (4) service water

system; (5) component cooling system; or (6) the electric power system.

(Beyea, Tr. 3017. ) Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik did not do a probability
analysis that was site specific for Indian Point Units 2 and 3. 1

(Beyea, !

Tr. 3018.) Assuming no sabotage, Dr. Beyea acknowledged that the !

likelihood of a PWR-2 release at a specific plant is at least a function

of the specific plant design and operating procedures. (Beyea,

Tr.3028-29.)

4.1-11.
Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik did not calculate the magnitude I

of the early deaths which they assert would result from a PWR-2 type
; release at Indian Point. (Beyea/Palenik Original and Supplemental

Testimony, ff. Tr. 2900.) Moreover, Licensees' witness Mr. Potter,
i

asserted that Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik use a dose conversion factor
; C which is a factor of five higher than the mid-range estimates endorsed

by the majority of the BEIR conmittee. This was uncontradicted. (Potter
Testimony, ff. Tr. 8346 at p. 2.)

!

4.1-12.
Dr. Beyed and Mr. Palenik did not calculate the likelihood

(probability) of occurrence of the health and other consequences they

estimate would result from their hypothetical PWR-2 type release fromi

Indian Point.
(Beyea/Palenik Testimony, ff. Tr. ~2900 at pp. 9-10,

i
67-70.)

4.1-13.
Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that the testimonyI

j
of Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik does not provide a sound basis for expanding
the plume exposure pathway EPZ for Indian Point since they: (1)didnot
do an Indian Point specific analysis; (2) fail to calculate the

likelihood of occurence for those consequences they claim would result

+

.
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O from e hyPotheticai ewR-2 type releasei ead (3) seiect essumPtions which

maximize the consequences without regard to the likelihood of their

occurence.
;

4.1-14. February 24, 1983, this Board held a conference call which "

,

addressed Licensees' motion to strike New York City Council Members' (NYC
,

Council) prefiled testimony on Comission Questions 3 and 4. (Tr. 8923-

9858.) Based on the arguments and filings of the parties, the Board

accepted testimony that addressed the following issue: S

In the event that a radiological accident at Indian Point could
necessitate an evacuation or a relocation beyond the EPZ, the
off-site emergency plans for the facility are inadequate.45/

.

'
44/ The NYC Council presented the following witnesses: Inspector Robert,

Littlejohn, Comanding Officer, Operations Division, New York City
Police Department, Deputy Director, Office of Civil Preparedness,O New York City, and Coordinator, Major's Emergency Control Board, New
York City; Benjamin Ward, Comissioner of Correction, Department of
Correction for New York City; David Gurin, Deputy Comissioner for
Planning, New York City Department of Transportation; Joel Friedman,
Chief, Plans and Surveys, New York City Department of
Transportation; Robert McCarthy, Director of Transportation
Research, New York City Department of Transportation; Dr. John E.
Seley, Associate Professor Department of Urban Studies, Queens
College, City University of New York; Susan K. Kinoy, Associate
Executive Director, Comunity Council of Greater New York;
Roberta R. Spohn, Deputy Comissioner, New York City Department For
The Aging; Dr. Samuel W. Anderson, Professional Research Scientist,
Columbia College of Physicians, Surgeons Department of Psychiatry,
New York State Psychiatric Institute; and Dr. Leonard R. Solon,
Director, Bureau of Radiation Control, New York City Department of
Health. There was no direct testimony presented by other parties or,

| interested States which addressed this issue.

4_5/ Memorandum And Order (Memoralizing Conference Call of February 24,
1983) at p. 3 (February 25,1983). The Board Chairman indicated
that the testimony ha.d to address this issue. (Tr. 8955.)

i

4
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O 4.1-15. new verk City has an emergency management plan which is the

command and control plan for harnessing City resources in the event of a

disaster. (Littlejohn, Tr. 9195.)

4.1-16. The New York City emergency management plan is composed of

three phases. The first phase is the monitoring phase whereby the City's

| Office of Civil Preparedness monitors whatever the contingency might be.

(Littlojohn, Tr. 9195.) When it appears that an actual emergency will

occur, phase two of the plan is activated and the Office of Civil

Preparedness calls on the necessary city agencies to further define the

extent of the emergency. (M. ) At the time the emergency or disaster
.

occurs, the Police Commissioner in conjunction with the Mayor determine

whether to activate phase th'ree of the plan. Under phase three of the

| plan, the entire Mayor's Emergency Control Board is mobilized, which

consists of the Commissioners for the Health Department, Department of

Transportation, Department of Environmental Protection, Police

Department, Fire Department, Sanitation Department, Metropolitan Transit

Authority including private agencies, and others who may have a role in

responding to the emergency. (Id.)

| 4.1-17. The Mayor's Emergency Control Board would discuss the
i ~

disaster or emergency and make a judgement on what emergency response was
~

necessary to cope with the contingency. (Littlejohn, Tr. 9165.)

4.1-18. The members of the Mayor's Emergency Control Board consist

of the Police Department, Fire Department, Department of Environmental

Protection, Health Department, Hospital Corporation, and the Metropolitan

Transit Authority. (Littlejohn, Tr. 9196.) Other agencies such as Human

O Resources are brought in and used as necessary. (H. )

. . ,)
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C 4.1-19. When the city's emergency management plan is implemented,

an emergency directory is used and the responsible agencies are notified

within minutes. (Littlejohn, Tr. 9197.) Approximately eighty percent of

the agencies can be reached using a Centrex telephone system. (I_d. atd

Tr.9198.)

4.1-20. The Mayor's Emergency Control Board meets often for

planning purposes and has discussed, among other things, the snow plan

and the blackout plan. There have been numerous mobilizations of the

Emergency Control Board to prepare for certain emergencies or disasters.

-(Littlejohn, Tr. 9198-99.) The decision to mobilize the Emergency

Control Board is made by either the Mayor, the Police Commissioner, or

the Deputy Mayor for Operations. (Id. 9199.) Whether the Board is

convened depends on the extent of the emergency. ( Id_. )O
4.1-21. New York City does not have a radiological emergency

response plan for Indian Point because it is not required by NRC/ FEMA

guideline for radiological emergency response. (Littlejohn,Tr. 9200-01,

9203-04,9219.)

4.1-22. New York City h'as a Transit. Strike Contingency Plan which

would be used in the event there were a transit strike in New York City.

(Power Authority Ex. 36; Gurin, Tr. 9272.) This plan contains specific

methods and procedures for expediting the movement of people in the event

of such a strike. (Gurin, Tr. 9272.) The following measures would be

employed to assist in expediting traffic movement: (1) changes in

traffic signal timing; (2)~ reserving certain arteries for use by

emergency and priority vehicles; (3) lane reversals as a method for

O exPeditia9 trafric rio i (4) a ahattaa eatri restrictioasi (s) ass 4 a eat9

4
'
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O of trarric coatroi Persoaaei to various iocatioas oa a Priority basisi-

(6) the use of computerized traffic control systems; (7) carpool staging

areas; (8) parking regulation and enforcement; (9) the use of tow trucks

to expedite traffic flow and clear stalled vehicles; (10) enhancad use of

Staten Island ferry by prohibiting vehicles from boarding the ferry; and

(11) the use of traffic engineers to monitor congestion to help prevent
'

it reaching a critical stage. (Gurin, Tr. 9292-300.)

4.1-23. For the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ, New York State has

the responsibility for this area not New York City (Littlejohn,

Tr. 9203.);

4.1-24. With respect civil preparedness functions including

radiological emergency response, New York City is supposed to officially

deal directly with the New York State Office of Disaster PreparednessO
thus there have been no formal meetings with Putnam, Rockland,

,

Westchester, or Orange counties. (Littlejohn,Tr. 9201-03.)

4.1-25. The New York City Police Department has approximately 80

| portable radiation monitoring systems and the Fire Department has
'

approximately 3 stationary radiation monitoring devices (Littlejohn,i

Tr.9205,9245.)

| 4.1-26. Based on an agreement with NBC and WNYC, New York City,

through the Mayor's press office, has the capability of notifying and-

instructing the public using approximately 24 radio and TV stations.

(Littlejohn, Tr. 9206,9229.) I

4.1-27. New York Cit'y has a limited evacuation plan designed for

emergencies such as hurricanes, floods, large snowstorm or a utility

O problem. (Littlejohn, Tr. 9211-12.) A minimum of 150 buses would be j

|

!
h 1'
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O eve 41able in the first hour,'which can transport approximately 10,500

people. (Littlejohn, Tr. 9213.) For an actual emergency, buses can be

taken off their routes for use. There are from 150 up to about 3,000

buses on the New York City streets during the day. (M. )
4.1-28. In the event of a radiological emergency, New York would

control entrance or egress to areas of risk should that become necessary.

(Littlejohn,Tr.9214.)

4.1-29. New York City has arrangements for sheltering and feeding

limited populations due to relocation. (Littlejohn,Tr.9215.)

Approximately 90 schools are available which have. capacities ranging from

300 to 2,000 persons. (M. ) The Human Resource Administration has the

responsibility for managing shelters and it has contracts with the Red
'Cross for the provision of food. (M. ) There are about 8,000 civil

defense shelters in New York which could be used for sheltering of some

people. (Littlejohn,Tr. 9246-47.) New York City was involved in the

emergency planning exercise for Indian Point which was held in 1982.

(Littlejohn, Tr. 9232.) It also will be involved in the emergency

planning exercise for Indian Point scheduled in March 1983. The

Departments of Health, Water Supply and Environmental Protection for New

York City have been and will be involved in monitoring the emergency

planning exercises in 1982 and 1983. (M. )

4.1-30. For New York City's limited evacuation plan, there are

provisions for identifying the special facilities population and

addressing their concerns.' (Littlejohn, Tr. 9233.)

4.1-31. Each New York City agency has their own emergency

O equipment. The Office of Disaster Preparedness keeps an inventory of

a

___ - .
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radiological equipment and how often that equipment is tested.
|

(Littlejohn, Tr. 9239.)t

1 i

4.1-32. There is a custodian for each of New York City's emergency
plans. (Littlejohn,Tr.9240.) These plans are updated on a continual

basis based on emergencies that occur in other parts of the country.
;

i

j (Id.at9241-42.)
J
; 4.1-33. For the limited evacuation plan, New York City hasi

; developed a simulated exercise involving 100,000 people which is
!

scheouled for April 1983. (Littlejohn,Tr. 9241,1948.) The exercise
i would involve those city agencies which have the responsibility for
:

providing a supportive role, including the Department of Transportation,
|

Metropolitan Transit Authority, Human Resources Administration, Health
i
;

and Hospital Corporation and the Board of Education to open up shelters.
O (tittieJohn,Tr.9251.)'

=

{ 4.1-34.
.

NYC Council's, witness, Inspector Robert Littlejohn, Deputy

~

Director of Civil Preparedness for New York City, testified that he was

not aware of any way in which emergency planning for New York City does
} not conform to applicable NRC/ FEMA guidelines for the City. (Littlejohn,|

| Tr. 9244.)
!
! 4.1-35. NYC Council's witness, Dr. Leonard R. Solon, asserted that

potassium iodide should be stockpiled and imediately accessible. (Solon

Testimony, ff. Tr. 8981 at p. 5.) Dr. Solon provided estimates of the

health costs and consequences if the residents of New York City were
!

exposed to an average of l'0 rem per person. ( d. at 6.) Dr. Solon also
claims that it is evident that sheltering, evacuating, radioactive I

!

decontamination, and medical treatment would probably be inadequate for

t * .
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O the population within 50 miles of Indian Point 1'ollowing a major

accident. (Id.at7.) Dr. Solon testified that he is unaware of the.

technical basis for the NRC's plume or ingestion exposure pathway EPZs.

('r.9066.) Dr. Solon did not calculate the likelihood of occurrence of

the consequences he postulates. (Solon,Tr. 9022-25.) Dr. Solon was

unaware of any recent change in the New York State radiological emergency

response plan which provides for the stockpiling of potassium iodide or

the State's capability to manufacture large quantities of potassium

iodide on short notice and to distribute it in a matter of hours if

necessary. (Solon,Tr. 9074-75.) Dr. Solon was also unaware that the

Center for Disease Control in Atlanta has rejected the use of potassium

iodide by the general public in the event of a radiological emergency.

(Solon, Tr. 9075.) Dr. Solon's testimony was not addressed to the issue

formed by the Board for NYC Council witnesses. (Solon, Tr. 9105.)

4.1-36. The New York Academy of Medicine, which Dr. Solon

acknowledges is an exceptionally gifted group, opposes the stockpiling at

the present time of potassium iodide for the purpose of potentially

protecting the population in New York City against accidental exposure to

radioactive iodine. (Power Authority Ex. 30, p. 4; Solon, Tr. 9076.)

4.1 37. NYC Council's witness, Mr. Benjamin Ward, testified about

the location and current capacity of nine institutions and seven medical

facilities operatert by the New York City Department of Correction. (Ward

Testimony, ff. Tr. 91tm u pp. 1-2.) Mr. Ward also testified concerning

the transportation resourc'es available to the Department of Correction,

the absence of a mass evacuation plan for a radiological emergency, and

O some special problems related to sheltering the population under the

,3
-,
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O aurisdiction of the Depertment of Correction. (1d. at p. 3). Mr. Ward

testified that he was not familiar with the Comission's emergency

planning regulations or the NRC/ FEMA guidelines. (Ward,Tr.9178.)
i

Mr. Ward also testified that he had not reviewed any of the radiological '

emergency response plans for Indian Point. (Ward,Tr. 9181-82.) The

testimony of Mr. Ward does not allege noncompliance with any of the

Comission's emergency planning regulations or guidelines. (Ward,

Tr. 9178.)

4.1-38. NYC Council's witness, Dr. John E. Seley, testified about

the problems of evacuating the transit dependent population from New York

City, which includes the elderly, the mentally and physically;

handicapped, other disabled persons,. the homeless and prison inmates.

(Seley Testimony, ff. Tr. 9333 at pp. 1-4.) Dr. Seley also testified

regarding the potential response of the fire department for an evacuation

including the possible lack of response of fire fighters. (Id. at 5-7.)
Dr. Seley testified that he had not reviewed the Commission's emergency.

planning regulations. (Seley, Tr. 9345.) Dr. Seley also acknowledged

that he knew of no instance where New York City firemen abandoned their
,

duties during an energency. (Seley,Tr. 9350-51.)
'

4.1-39. NYC Council's witnesses, Ms. Susan K. Kinoy and

Ms. Roberta R. Spohn, who appeared as a panel, testified regarding the.

problems of evacuating the elderly population, including those who are

mobility-impaired from New York City. (Kinoy Testimony, ff. Tr. 9391 at

pp.1-2; Spohn Testimony, 'ff. Tr. 9393 at pp.1-2.) Ms. Kinoy and
|

Ms. Spohn did not have any familiarity with NRC or FEMA guidelines !

i regarding radiological emergency preparedness. (Tr. 9405-06.) Moreover,
!

-

4
,
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neither witness appeared for the purpose of presenting testimony alleging
;

i

that off-site plans for Indian Point were not in compliance with the:

Comission's emergency planning regulations.
,

(Tr. 9406.)
;
*

4.1-40.
NYC Council's witness, Dr. Samuel W. Anderson, testified

;

concerning the problems of evacuating transportation handicapped

inviduals in New York City by private automobile, paratransit vehicle or
;

i

public mass transit system.
(Anderson Testimony, ff. Tr. 9482 at

; pp. 1-5.)
Dr. Anderson asserted that he was unfamiliar with the1

Comission's radiological emergency planning regulations.(Anderson,
Tr. 9483.)

i

4.1-41.
.

NYC Council witnesses, Mr. David Gurin, Mr. Joel Friedman

and Mr. Robert McCarthy who appeared as a panel, testified about the

evacuation capacities of major crossings, roadways and public transit
Q systems in New York City.

(Gurin/ Friedman /McCarthy Testimony, ff.
| Tr. 9264 at pp. 2-7.)

They were unable to provide any meaningful or

reliablr estimate of the time it would take to evacuate New York City:

;

because of (1) the limited amount of time spent conducting their.

j analysis, and (2) lack of experience. (Gurin, el al. , ff. Tr. 9264 at
!

pp. 2-3; Gurin, Tr. 9266-67,9284.) They also did not address problems
associated with an influx of residents into New York City from

Westchester, Rockland, Orange, and Putnam Counties in the event of a
!radiological emergency at Indian Point. (Gurin, Tr. 9283,9302-03.)

These witness'es were unfamiliar with NRC/ FEMA radiological emergency
planning regulations and g'uidelines, and the off-site radiological
response plans for Indian Point.

(Tr.9277-78.) Moreover, they were not

alleging that the off-site emergency plans for Indian Point were

3
. . .

.

*
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( inadequate in terms of the NRC/ FEMA radiol.ogical emergency planning
.

regulations or guidelines. (Id.)
4.1-42. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that NYC Council

did not demonstrate that in the event of a radiological accident at '

Indian Point necessitating an evacuation or relocation beyond the EPZ,

that the off-site emergency plans for Indian Point are inadequate. The

NRC Council witnesses were unfamiliar with the NRC/ FEMA emergency,

planning regulations and guidelines and did not allege that the off-site*

plans for Indian Point were inadequate. While New York City has not

specifically developed plans for a radiological emergency at Indian.

Point, the Board notes that New York City has a significant contingency

planning' capability in place for other kinds of emergencies and disasters

[]} which would permit it, on an ad hoc basis, to take protective actions

should they be required in the event of a radiological emergency at

Indian Point.

.

.

!

!

O
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O Coatention 4.2

(FeasibleOff-siteMeasures)$

4.2-1. This contention was based on contentions by UCS/NPIRG, and

admitted by the Board for hearing purposes in its Memorandum and Order of

February 7,1983. The contention reads as follows:

4.2 The following specific, feasible off-site procedures
should be taken to protect the public:

a) Potassium iodide should be provided in an appropriate form;

j for all residents in the EPZ.
I

b) Adequate sheltering capability should be provided for all
residents in the EPZ.

c) License conditions should probibit power operation of
Units 2 and 3 when the roadway network becomes degraded

j because of adverse weather conditions.

d) The roadway network should be upgraded to permit
successful evacuation of all residents in the EPZ beforeO the plume arrival time.

46/ New York State Energy Office presented the following witnesses:
Mr. Donald B. Davidoff, Director, Radiological Emergency Prepared-
ness Group; Mr. Lawrence B. Czech, Chief, Nuclear Protection
Planning, Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group. These
witnesses gave testimony concerning the use of potassium iodide and
sheltering. Rockland County presented Gregory A. Carney, Chairman,
Rockland County board for Planning, as a witness. . Mr. Carney gave
testimony regarding sheltering in Rockland County. Intervenors'
(UCS/NYPIRG) presented Dr. Jan Beyea, Assistant Professor of

,

Physics, Holy Cross College, Worcester, Massachusetts, as a witness. '

Dr. Beyea gave testimony about the effectiveness of sheltering.
Westchester County presented Mr. Alfred Del' Bello, Lieutenant

i

Governor-Elect, State of New York, (formerly Westchester County ;
Executive). Mr. Del Bello gave testimony about sheltering in

; Westchester County. The Staff's witnesses were: FEMA panels
composed of Mr. Philip McIntire, Acting Chief, Natural &:

| Technological Hazards Division, FEMA; Mr. Ihor Husar, Program
Manager, Radiologicaf Emergency Planning Program, FEMA Region II;
Mr. Joseph H. Keller, Senior Scientist, Exxon Nuclear Idaho Company,
Inc.; Mr. Rodger B. Kowieski, Chairman, Regional Assistance
Committee, FEMA. The FEMA panel of witnesses gave testimony on

Os sheltering and its effectiveness. The Staff also presented,

; Mr. John R. Searr,, Senior Reactor Safety Engineer, Emergency Prepar-
.

edness Licensing Branch, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, ''

USNRC.
. 4

,

i
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gotassium iodine
,

4.2-2. The State of New York has adopted the position that the

potential medical benefit of providing potassium iodide to all residents

within the plume exposure pathway EPZ is outweighed by the potential

adverse effects. (Davidoff/ Czech Testimony, ff. Tr.11313 at p.16.)
,

4.2-3. Emergency workers and other persons (prisoners, patients,
,

etc.) who can not leave the plume exposure pathway EPZ will receive an

adequate supply of potassium iodide for possible use in the event of an

emergency. (Davidoff/ Czech Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 11313 at

p.12; McIntire/Keller/Kowieski Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.14720 at
,

p.5.) This State policy is being disseminated to all facilities within

the plume exposure pathway EPZ so they can make arrangements to acquire

necessary supplies of the thyroid blocking agent. Those facilities are
' responsible for arranging funding for the costs of potassium iodide.

(_Id. )

Adequate Sheltering Capability

4.2-4. NUREG-0396, EPA 520/1-78-016, " Planning Basis For The

Development Of State And Local Government Radiological Emergency Response

Plans In Support Of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants" (hereafter

NUREG-0396) recommended that no specific fallout shelters be constructed

for radiological emergencies. (McIntire/Husar/Keller Testimony, ff.

Tr. 1307 at p. 38.)

4.2-5. Sheltering as a protective action refers to locating the

population in structures, such as their homes or other buildings, to

O

.s.
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O provide protection from a gaseous radioactive reiease. (oavidoff/ Czech

testimony, ff. Tr. 11313 at p. 16.)

4.2-6. The County radiological emergency response plans provide for

the preponderance of sheltering for the general population to take place

in residences and businesses. (McIntire,etal.,ff.Tr.1307atp.8.)
,

These plans also make use of public fallout shelters to supplement

sheltering in houses, places of work, schools and similar facilities.

(1_d.; Davidoff, ej al., ff. Tr. 11313 at p. 16.) FEMA has determined

that there are sufficient structures to shelter the general population

' residing within the 10 mile plume exposure pathway EPZ. (McIntire,et

_al.,ff.Tr.1307atp.8.),

| 4' . 2-7 . For the fast-moving accident, sheltering is one option for

protective response in the plume exposure pathway EPZ. (Keller,

Tr. 14856.) Sheltering followed by relocation of the population is

another protective action response in the event of a fast-moving acci-

dent. (Keller, Tr.14856.)

4.2-8. The efficacy of sheltering as a protective response is

relatively limited in time. (Keller,Tr.14856-57.) The Environmental

Protection' Agency has concluded that about two hours is the maximum time

lfor sheltering in residential type structures under average conditions.
;

(Keller,Tr. 14856-57,15098-99.) After that time period, sheltering

| begins to lose its effectiveness because of the inward diffusion of

radionuclides. (Keller,Tr.14857.)

4.2-9. With regard to' hypothetical fast-moving accidents, it is

difficult to characterize whether sheltering or sheltering followed by

O
, .

,3
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relocation would be the preferred protective response. (Keller,

Tr. 14857.)

4.2-10. A sheltering directive would include a recomendation for
.

ventilation control such as, among other things, closing doors and
)

windows or turning off air conditioners. (Davidoff,etal.,ff. 1

Tr. 11313 at p. 16.)

4.2-11. Sheltering in the context of a radiological emergency at

Indian Point does not require the civil defense / nuclear attack type

shelters with their blast and fallout protection. (Id.)
4.2-12. For the inmates of Ossining Correctional Facility, the

policy of the New York State Department of Corrections is to shelter the

inmates. (McIntire, et al., Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.14720 at,

p. 5.) FEMA has detennined that the Ossining Correctional Fa'cility has

sufficient sheltering. (Id.)
4.2-13. Intervenors' witness, Dr. Beyea, asserted that the amount

of protection that the EPA concludes is afforded by sheltering is
incorrect. (Beyea,Tr.2938.) Dr. Beyea acknowledged that under some

conditions, particularly the sununertime, it is possible to get rather low
air exchange rates. (M. ) For the wintertime when the heating system is

operating, Dr. Beyea asserts that the air exchange rates are invariably

high thus the amount of protection afforded by sheltering is veryi

limited. (M. ) Dr. Beyea did not offer any specific time period for,

which sheltering would be effective. (Beyea/PalenikTestimony,ff._Tr.

2900; Beyea, Tr. 2937-39.)' However, Dr. Beyea conceded that sheltering

makes sense and provides some degree of protection if there is no other

g option. (Beyea,Tr. 2938-39.) Moreover, Dr. Beyea asserted that there

4
'

,

i
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V is a complex strategy of opening and closing windows at the appropriate

time which might increase the mitigation factor of sheltering. (Beyea,

Tr.2939.) Staff's witness, Mr. Keller, indicated that there are a
|

number of items, such as rooms without windows with exterior doors, that

are used in determining that sheltering is effective for approximately

two hours under average conditions. (Keller, Tr. 15098-99,14856-57.)

Mr. Keller also asserted there are a number of considerations that must I
l

be considered by the decision-maker in deciding whether to select

sheltering as an option, including some reasonable understanding of the

type of construction of most houses in the particular area. (Keller,

Tr. 15100-02.)

4.2-14. Intervenors' witness, Mr. Carney, asserted that in Rockland

County that the basic construction is' homes with basements either

partially or fully above ground which would not afford protection in the

event of a radioactive release at Indian Point. (Carney Testimony, ff.

Tr.11236atp.2.) Mr. Carney asserted that he did not know what

percentage of the homes in Rockland County were built since the 1960's

when there was a great influx of people into the County. (Carney,

Tr.11238.) Mr. Carney speculated that perhaps 50 percent had been

constructed within the last 20 years of which about 80 percent have

basements partially above or fully above ground. (Carney,Tr.11239.)

Mr. Carney asserted, on cross-examination, that he had not conducted any

type of systematic survey of the sheltering capacity of homes in Rockland

County. (Carney,Tr.11241.)

4.2-15. Westchester County's witness, Mr. Alfred Del Bello,

asserted that at the time he was the Westchester County Executive he was

. - 4
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O edvised by the county Heelth commiss4ener thet sheiterino must be
~

considered as an option, and that shel.tering can be effective under

certain conditions. (Del Bello, Tr. 5953-54.) Mr. Del Bello asserted
|that he was also advised that many of the homes in the area of the Indian
|

Point plant were made out of wood and thus provided minimal protective

opportunities. (Del Bello, Tr. 5957.) However, Mr. Del Bello, during

cross-examination, was unable to indentify what portion of the residences

were not suitable structures for sheltering. (Del Bello, Tr. 5956-57.)

4.2-16. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that there are

sufficient shelters for the general population within the 10 mile plume

exposure pathway EPZ which would provide protection. However, the

effectiveness of sheltering is limited depending on the nature and dura-

tion of a radioactive release, and the nature of the sheltering involved.

.

Operation of Plants During Adverse Weathe M

4.2-17. NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, Appendix I provides

specific recomendations for protective actions based on plant conditions

which are incorporated into Licensees' procedures. (SearsTestimony,ff.

Tr. 12244 at p. 53.)

4.2-18. The initial recomendation for protective action is

sheltering which is based upon a degraded plant condition before there is

a release of radioactivity from the Indian Point plant. (Sears

Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 53.) In the event that plant conditions

i

g The Intervenors and interested States did not give direct testimony
on this portion of the contention.

-

p,
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i O degrade further, the reco-endation may be made to evacuate out to a

! minimum radius from the plant. (Id.)
!

4.2-19. Adverse weather conditions may have the effect of

| increasing the time necessary to evacuate an area within the plume

! exposure pathway EPZ. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 53.)

; 4.2-20. The Licensees' evacuation time estimates include an
i

j estimate of evacuation times during adverse weather. (M. ) local
officials would take these factors into account in making a

recommendation to shelter. (M. ),

i

j 4.2-21. The initial recommendation to the public of sheltering

would include listening to the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) for
i

! further instructions. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 54.) In the
i

event that weather conditions demonstrate that evacuation would not be

} feasible, specific shelter options might be broadcast on the EBS system

| such as employing ad hoc respiratory protection, or taking shelter in a

basement. (M. )

4.2-22. There would be some reduction in risk to the public for,

i

those periods when the reactors are not in operation if power operations

were prohibited when the roadway became degraded due to adverse weather

condition's. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr. 12244 at p. 54.) This risk,

however, may be offset by frequent startups and shutdown transients, and

| the reduction in grid reliability for delivery of electricity under
|

! adverse weather conditions. (M. )

4.2-23. The reductiori in individual risk from shutting down in

anticipation of adverse weather degrading the roadway network would not

O depend on evacuation time estimates since the preferred protective action

-

3
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| O for e severe, fest reiease accident scenerio is sheiterins untii after

plume passage and subsequent relocation from areas of ground ;

contamination. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at p. 54.)

4.2-24. In the event the roadway was degraded due to adverse

weather, a more significant increase in overall protection of the public

would be afforded by the Licensees making recomendations, based on plant

conditions, to alert the general public at the site area emergency level

rather than the general emergency level for accidents warranting these

classifications. (Sears Testimony, ff. Tr.12244 at pp. 54-55.) This

would provide the public more time to take effective action (e.g., to

make preparations for any precautionary evacuation that might be ordered

by offsite authorities). (1d.at55.)d

O
Upgrading The Roadway Network

4.2-25. Based on the foregoing, the Board finds that there may not

be a reduction in overall risk to the public from imposing a license

condition prohibiting power operation of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 when

the roadway network becomes degraded because of adverse weather

conditions. However, the Board finds there would be a more significant

increase in overall protection of the public during a severe, fast

release accident scenario if the Licensees made recommendations to alert

the general public at the site area emergency level rather than the,

general emergency level. Consequently, the Board recomends that the

Licen:;ees should recommend ' alerting the public at the site area emergency

level rather than the general emergency level during any accident

O warraatins these ciessifications.

-

4
.
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4.2-26. The findings for this portion of Contention 4.2 have been

addressed under Contention 3.9 because of the necessary interrelationship
i

,

; of the two contentions, as noted earlier, in our findings for Conten-
J

! tion 3.9.

!

Contention 4.7

j (AlertingandNotificationforDisadvantagedPersons)$

i
.

! 48/ Con Edison presented a panel composed of Lester A. Cohen, Senior
; Meteorologist, Environmental Affairs Department, Charles W. Jackson,
; Vice President, Nuclear, George Liebler, Emergency Planning
4 Director, and William A. Monti, Nuclear Consultant-Power Generation.

TheNRC staff witness was John R.. Sears, Senior Reactor. Safety
'

i Engineer, Emergency Preparedness Licensing Branch, Division of
i Emergency Preparedness, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, NRC
1 staff witnesses also included a panel from FEMA composed of Philip
! McIntire, Acting Chief, Natural and Technological Hazards Division,

5~ Ihor Husar, Program Manager for Radiological Emergency Planning,

j Program, Region II, Joseph Keller, Senior Scientist, Exxon Nuclear,

j Idaho, and Roger B. Kowieski, Chairman of Regional Assistance
j Committee, Region II. New York State Energy Office presented a
: panel composed of Donald Davidoff, Director of the Radiological
! Emergency Preparedness Group, and Lawrence Czech, Chief, Nuclear

Protection Planning, Radiological Preparedness Group. The Licensees.

! presented Mr. Michael Scalpi, Civil Defense Director of Putnam
t County, and Mr. Philip Schmer, Assistant Director of the Office of

Natural Disaster Civil Defense for Orange County. County officials
,

from Rockland County included Chief Holland, Chief of Police,i l

i Haverstraw, George O' Lear, Associate Planner for Rockland County
| Planning Board, and Ruth Wein, Director of the Rockland County
! Association for Visually Impaired. Intervenor witnesses for
| Rockland County included Gladys Burger, President of Disabled in
i Action and Luis-Del Pilar, Affirmative Action Coordinator. County
| officials for Westchester County included Daniel Guido, Commissioner

FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE |

.

O
.

.

,3
.
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O 4.7-1. This contention, which was based on contentions by parents
and WESPAC, was admitted by the Board for hearing purposes in its
Memorandum and Order of February 7,1983. The contention reads as
follows:

Emergency plans should be upgraded to provide more adequate
methods for alerting and informing persons who are deaf, blind,
too young to understand the instructions, or who do not speak
English.

4.7-2. The primary notification system utilized to inform the

public within the 10-mile EPZ is the siren system, with a back up system

of route alerting through means of public address systems and police

mobile units. (McIntire/Husar/Keller Testimony, ff. Tr.1307 at p. 45.)

4.7-3. Posters are also on display to notify transients, and the

Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) messages contain the necessary informa-
~

tion to adequately inform the public. (McIntire, e_t al . , ff. Tr.1307 at

p. 45; McIntire/Keller/Kowieski, Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr.14720 at

p. 5.)

4.7-4. A public education-brochure was distributed throughout the

EPZ prior to the March 1982 exercise. The brochure contained a self-

addressed mail-in card for use in identifying persons with special needs. |

(McIntire, et al. ff. Tr.1307 at p. 45-46; Sears Testimony, ff

Tr. 12244 at p. 58.) The brochures and EBS messages are in English.

(McIntire, et al. ff. Tr.1307 at p. 45.)
.

48/ FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE-~

of Public Safety. Intervenors' witnesses for Westchester County
included Oscar Cohen, Principal of Lexington School for the Deaf,
Clifford Rowley, President of New York City Civic Association of the
Deaf, Agnes Murphy, Senior Action Center Program Coordinator Silvia
DeWard, art teacher, Susan Simon, Public Health Nurse, Maureen
O'Brien, Search for Change, Betsy Bergman, Administrative Assistant,
Comunity Aid for Retarded Citizens, Pat Richter, Putnam Association
for Retarded Citizens, Charles Awalt, Westchester Developmental

C Disabilities Services Office, Richard Atischuler, Sociologist, and
Dr. Donald Smith, Professor of Mass Comunication, University of
Iowa.

.

,5._
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O 4.7-5. eubiic officiais from Rockiand County raised concerns that a

significant segment of the population in Rockland is Hispanic and does

not speak English (Holland, ff. Tr.1661 at p. 2; 0' Lear, ff. Tr.1808.)

The majority of these people are in Haverstraw and West Haverstraw, with

fewer in Clarkstown and Ramapo. (0' Lear, Tr. 1832.)

4.7-6. FEMA recomended a survey be conducted to identify the num-

ber of non-English speaking peoples within the EPZ and such a survey was

conducted by the State of New York. The survey revealed that there were,

in fact, few non-English speaking people who did not have the support of

an English speaking person, and there is no predominant foreign language.

(Davidoff/ Czech Testimony, ff. Tr.11313 at p.13.) The state of New

York and FEMA subsequently agreed that it would be impractical to develop

other language brochures for such limited numbers. (Id.) The State of

New York has proposed an alternative of utilizing religious and comunity

leaders to notify special category persons, including those with a

language problem. (Davidoff,Tr. 11481-82; McIntire, et al., Supple-

mental Testimony, ff. Tr. 14720 at p. 5.)

4.7-7. A number of County officials and witnesses from Rockland and

Westchester raised concerns that the deaf and blind would have great

difficulty in understanding and using the cards contained in the

brochures. (Wein, ff. Tr. 4578; Cohen, ff. Tr. 10019; Rowley,

Tr.10025.) In fact, however, proper county officials have received a

number of cards identifying such individuals. (Wein, ff. Tr. 4578 at

p.1;Schmer,Tr.12125;Scalpi,Tr.12129.)

O

+
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0 4.7-8. The State of new verk presented testimony indiceting that

these people would need assistance in any type of emergency and the

burden must rest on family and friends to care for these individuals.

The State does have a program through its Department of Health to develop

informational materials for these people and will attempt to inform and

educate this segment of the population through a series of comunity

meetings. (Davidoff, et al . , ff. Tr.11313 at pp.18-19. ) Additionally,

the Licensees have public information staffs which have a public

infcrmation program on-going and, as is true in any emergency situation,

people in the community should help each other. (Sears Testimony, ff.

Tr. 12244 at p. 58.)

4.7-9. There are many senior citizens who fall into the category of

persons who are deaf, blind, or through other handicaps would have diffi-

culty in understanding the information. However, even though there have

been recent federal rules regarding the handicapped, there are no

provisions for contacting these people in an emergency. (Burger,

Tr. 10403-404 & 10406-407.) A number of witnesses, however, testified

that the homes for senior citizens do have evacuation training and dril}s

for emergencies such as fire. (Bergman Testimony, ff. Tr. 10524 at p. 2;

Awalt testimony, ff. Tr.10524 at p.1-2; Richter, Tr.10531.)

4.7-10. Orange County has an on-going public education program

through use of slide presentations and comunity meetings, and meetings

and seminars and public forums have been presented in Rockland and

Westchester Counties as well. (Schmer,Tr. 12077-79.) The identifica-

tion of the handicapped in Orange County is coordinated through the

O

4
.
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O cards, contacts with local police, fire, utility and ambulance corps, and

contacts with these persons have been made by telephone and letter.

(Schmer Tr.12125.) Ads have also been placed in newspapers. (Schmer,

Tr. 12130.)

4.7-11. Identification of these people in Putnam County is

coordinated by use of the cards and through the County Office of Aging.

(Scalpi, Tr.12129.) Public meetings and slide presentations have also

been extensively carried out. (Scalpi, Tr. 12078.) Ads have been placed

in newspapers to alert and infonn these people. (Scalpi, Tr.12131.)
J

4.7-12. A number of intervenor witnesses testified that the
|

brochure itself was inadequate because use of the mail-in card would be

difficult for many deaf persons and senior citizens. (CohenTestimony,,

ff. Tr.10019 at p. 3; Rowley Testimony, ff. Tr.10025 at p. 2; Burger! O
Testimony, ff. Tr. 10401 at p. 1; Simon Testimony, ff. Tr. 10754 at

i p. 1.) A survey done by Intervenors' witness, Mr. Richard Altschuler,

indicated a lack of awareness and understanding of material contained in

the brochure. (Altschuler Testimony, ff. Tr. 10880 at pp. 6, 9, 10, 12,

13-15.~ )
-

4.7-13. Testimony was presented by Intervenors' witness, Dr. Donald

Smith, asserting that the brochure was one dimensional and is only on one

reading level. (Smith,Tr. 10338,10340.) Dr. Smith also asserted that

- conflicting instructions were listed on a single page, and the brochure,>

as printed, assumed a map reading capability on the part of its readers.

(Srnith, Tr.10302 and 10362.) However, Dr. Smith further testified that

O

,. .
,

.
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O the brochure distributed 4n 1983 was 4mproved over the eariier versica of

the brochure that was distributed in 1982. (Smith,Tr. 10336-337.)

Dr. Smith also testified that the current brochure may, indeed, meet the

regulations, but improvement is always possible. (Smith, Tr. 10353.)

4.7-14. The original 1982 brochure has been revised taking into

account the comments received on the earlier version, and newspaper and

radio ads have been used to alert the public about emergency planning

information. (Cohen / Jackson /Liebler/Monti Testimony, ff. Tr.11713 at

pp. 2-3.) Additionally, posters have been prepared and the public

information staffs of the Licensees have held extensive meetings with

comunity groups. (Id.).
4.7-15. eersons too young to understand the instructions are chil-

dren who are under the care and supervision of parents and guardians, and

Mr. Davidoff of New York State asserted that it is the responsibility of

parents to deal with their children. (Davidoff, et al., ff. Tr. 11313 at

p. 13.) FEMA also indicated that " Latch-key" children should be trained

at home, but parents could use mail-in cards to identify any problems so

officials would be on notic.e. (McIntire, et al. , ff. Tr.1307 at p. 47.)

4.7-16. While emergency planning is an on-going process that is

dynamic, not static, and while no perfect system exists to guarantee

understanding by everyone, the Board finds that major efforts are being

undertaken through public education campaigns, distribution of brochures

and posters, and reliance on community mutual support to see that no one

is ignored. The Board believes that the results of these efforts should '

be reflected in offsite emergency planning for the four Counties in the

O 10-miie piume exposure Eez at tadien eoiat.

.
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h COPNISSION QUESTION 5

(ComparativeRisk)

5-1. Question five was first set forth by the Comission in it's -

Order of January 8, 1981. Consolidated Edison Company of New York

(Indian Point, Unit 2) and the Power Authority of the State of New York

(Indian Point, Unit 3) CLI-81-1, 13 NRC 1, 8 (1981).

5-2. The Licensing Board originally admitted one contention under

this question, but upon review pursuant to the Comission's guidance-

removed that contention. Memorandum and Order (Formulating Final Conten-

tions and Setting Schedule), at 19 (November 15,1982).

5-3. Question Five as litigated states:

Based on the foregoing, how do the risks posed by Indian PointO Units 2 and 3 compare with the range of risks posed by other
nuclear power plants licensed to operate by the Comission?
(The Board should limit its inquiry to generic examination of
the range of risks and not go into any site-specific examina-
tion other than for Indian Point itself, except to the extent
raised by the Task Force).
Consolidated Edison Company of New York (Indian Point, Unit 2)
and the Power Authority of the State of New York (Indian Point,
Unit 3), CLI-I-81-1, 13 NRC 1, 8 (1981).

-5-4. The Board also stated that it expected the Licensees and Staff

to address the document entitled Technical Guidance for Siting Criteria

Development, NUREG-CR-2239, in response to Comission Question Five.

Memorandum and Order.(Formulating Final Contentions and Setting Schedule)

at 19 (November 15,1982).

.

O
.
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.
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O 5-5. Testimoar was preseated oa Comissioa cuestion Five and

NUREG-CR-2239bytheStaff,El theLicenseesEl and Intervenors

UCS/NYPIRG.E/

5-6. All parties agreed that a comparative risk analysis was

difficult due to tne differences in the studies available from which to

draw the comparisons. (Licensees, ff. Tr.12663 at 9,10; Sholly, ff.

Tr. 12730 at 5; Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 12834 at 6).

5-7. Licensees approach this question in three ways. They compared

the Indian Point Units with the Comission's Safety Goal, they compared

the PRA results with other PRA's perfonned on other plants, and they

compared their risk results with the results of the task force report

issued in 1980. (Bley,Tr. 12679-80).

O
49/ The Staff's witnesses for Comission Question Five were: Frank H.-

Rowsome, Assistant Director for Technology, Division of Systems
Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; and Roger M.
Blond, Section Leader, Accident Risk Section, Reactor Risk Branch,
Division of Risk Analysis, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.

50/ Licensees' witnesses on Comission Question Five were: Dennis C.-

Bley, Ph.D., Consultant, Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc.; Dennis C.
Richardson, Risk Assessment Technology Manager, Nuclear Safety
Department, Nuclear Technology Divisien, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation; Donald F. Paddleford, Advisory Engineer, Risk Assess-
ment Section, Nuclear Safety Department, Nuclear Technology
Division, Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and Thomas F. Potter,
Consultant, Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc.

51/ UCS/NYPIRG's witness on Comission Question Five was Steven C.-

Sholly, Technical Research Associate, Union of Concerned Scientists.

.
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O 5-8. ticensees bei4 eve that the Co -ission s preiiminery sefety

goals are akin to a national benchmark against which all plants could be

compared, so that the goals can be used as a tool to judge whether Indian

Point is within the range of risks posed by other plants. (Licensees,

ff. Tr.12663 at 4). Licensees testified that any uncertainties in their

risk assessment are offset by the large margins between the calculated

risk at Indian Point and the safety goal. (Ld. at 4 to 5).
5-9. The early fatality risk at Indian Point 2 is below the goal by

a factor of 70, and the early fatality risk at Indian Point 3 is below

(Id.at6). For latent cancer fatalitiesthe goal by a factor of 75. d

Indian Point 2 is below the goal by a factor of 165, and Indian Point 3

is below the goal by a factor of 710. (M.).
5-10. Both units meet the goal for core melt frequency if only

internally initiated events are considered. (Id. at 8). Licensees

believe that the core melt frequency is not an appropriate measure to use

in answering this Comission Question because it is a poor indicator of

public risk. (Ld.).

5-11. Licensees compared the Indian Point risk results with the

results of the task force report and concluded that the early fatality

risk presented in the IPPSS is an order of magnitude lower than that

|
presented in the task force report. They also concluded that the risk of

latent fatalities is within the range of the task force reports risk

estimates. (M.at18).
5-12. Licensees expressed some reservations about a comparison

between the PRA's which have been performed thus far, due to differences

O in methodology, scope and the data bases used. (H.at10). After

p -.
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O performing sNh a comparison, Licensees concluded that the risk to an

individual living within 1 mile of Indian Point compares favorably with

the estimated risk to individuals living within 1 mile of other nuclear

power plants. (M.at12). Indian Point's core melt frequency was

within the range of core melt frequencies of other plants. (M.). Major

release frequences also compare favorably with other plants. (M.at
12-13). Licensees also concluded that there are a number of design

features at Indian Point which lower the frequency of major releases from

the Indian Point containments. (M.at20-22). These features include:
1) the design and construction of the containment building; 2) cooling of

containment by diverse systems; 3) the presence of two sumps in the

containments which provide for recirculation of emergency core cooling

water; 4) the presence of recirculation pumps inside containment; 5) the

presence of three gas turbine generators to supply power to either unit;

6) confirmatory signals to ensure that certain power operated valves will

be restored to their correct position; 7) systems which aid in making

sure containment leak tightness is maintained; and 8) the arrangement of

the service water system and the component cooling water system to maxi-

mize redundancy of active components. (M.at20-22). In general

Licensees have not analyzed the risk reduction afforded by these

features. (Paddleford, Tr. 12697.) However, they testified that the

availability of any of the five fan coolers or four pumps capable of

providing containment sprt.y recirculation is sufficient to prevent

containment overpressure failure. The frequency of late overpressure |

containment failure fror internal initiating events is reduced by one to

O two orders of magnitude 1y the presence of fan coolers. The gas turbines

. .,
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O provide up to an order of magnitude reduction in the frequency of late

overpressure containment failures from internal events. (Licensees,ff.

Tr. 12663 at 20, 22). These features provide that reduction only in the

case of internal initiating events. (M.at23).
5-13. These features were accounted for either explicitly or

implicitly in the IPPSS. (Bley,Tr. 12697-98). Licensees testified that

there were no features at other plants of which they were aware that

would reduce the risk at Indian Point were they installed at that

facility. (Bley,Tr.12690).

5-14. Intervenors' position is not only that comparison of accident

sequence likelihoods made using existing PRA's is difficult, but that

such a comparison would be invalid. (Sholly, Tr. 12751; Sholly ff.

Tr. 12730 at 26).O
5-15. The reason given for this invalidity is that the existing

studies.have been done with a different methodology, a different scope,

different data, and have different levels of completeness. (ld.at5).d

5-16. For example, Intervenors point out that other PRA's have not

included external events. (Id. at 5). Since the methodology for

assessing external events is largely dependent on expert judgment,

Intervenors testified that one cannot predict how the assessment of

| external events would affect the risk estimates for a given plant.

(Id.). However, on cross-examination Intervenors' witness agreed that

assessment of external events could only increase the risk of those

plants for which they had riot previously been evaluated. (Sholly,Tr.

12742).

(d
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O 5-17. Intervenors witness a9 reed that the same wouid be true if 1

the other studies were made more complete. That is, assuming the

methodologies stay consistent, severe release frequencies could only

increase. (Sholly, Tr. 12764).

5-18. It was Intervenors' position that it is better to compare

sites using accident consequence analysis. (Sholly, ff. Tr. 12730 at 4;

Sholly, Tr. 12753). They testified that the influence of siting on risk

is better understood than the influence on risk of design and operation.

(Sholly, ff. Tr.12730 at 4). The uncertainties in siting factors are

the same for all sites and thus do not affect relative risk ranking.

(_Id . ) . Intervenors based this conclusion on their belief that more

analyses and sensitivity studies have been perfonned in the areas of

accident consequences and siting parameters than in the area of accident

sequence likelihoods. (Sholly, Tr. 12753).

5-19. The Staff, although advising caution in the use of

comparisons of risks based on published risk assessments, determined that

the studies can be compared for internally initiated events since such

events have been analyzed in the same way. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 12834

at6). For external events the Staff advised the use of extreme caution

in making the comparison based on such analyses. (Id_. at 10).

5-20. Based on the available information, and on activities which

have taken place since the publication of the IPPSS to reduce the

vulnerability of the plants to certain external events, the risks to an

individual due to external' initiators are average or below average.

(Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 12834 at B-5).

O

t?
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| O 5-21. even when the frequency of severe reieeses at Indien eoint

from internal and external events is compared to the frequency of severe

releases from internal events for other plants, Indian Point appears to

be average. (M.).
5-22. The Staff also presented a comparison of the uncertainty

bounds found in the published PRAs. ( M. at 7). These uncertainties

represent the statistical uncertainties in the various analyses. (M.).
5-23. The core melt probabilities for internally initiated events

at Indian Point are about average with respect to other plants. (M.).
The uncertainty bounds of the Indian Point Risk assessment are within the

range of uncertainties found in the analyses of other plants. (M.at
8). Core melt probability is an important measure of plant vulnerability

but it is not necessarily a measure of public health and safety risk.

(M.). The probability of severe releases is, according to the Staff, a

more relevant measure to be used in comparing plants than core melt fre-

quency. A severe release is defined as a release which has the potential
| to cause offsite doses which approach lethal levels. (Id.at8-9).

Indian' Point has one of the lowest severe release frequencies in com-

parison with other plants due to internal accident sequences. (M.at
9). This is a reflection of the capabilities of the engineered safety

features at Indian Point with respect to internally initiated events.

(ld.).d

5-24. The Staff concluded, through a qualitative analysis, that

Indian Point is also less vulnerable due to design considerations, than

other plants to interfacing systems LOCAs, accidents resulting in loss of

O all offsite and onsite power and failure of the auxillary feedwater

,.

.
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O system, and to special plant-sp.ecific vulnerabilities. (M.at10).,

|

These are the three classes of accidents of internal origin which may :

potentially lead to high risk for PWR's such as Indian Point. (Id.).
5-25. The Interfacing systems LOCA is an accident which is believed

to be very unlikely at any plant but is among the dominant contributors

to risk because it is so severe. (H.at11). Indian Point is less

susceptible to such an accident than other plants since it only has one

large pipe leading from the reactor coolant system out of containment,

whereas most PWR's have 3 to 6 such lines. In addition, Indian Point has

pressure boundary valves whose design is as reliable as any in nuclear

power plants. (M.at11,12).

5-26. Indian Point is less likely to have a core melt accident,

!

resulting from loss of all on-site and off-site power, due to the number

of backup sources available to provide AC power. These sources are three

gas turbine driven generators as well as three emergency diesel

! generators per unit. (H.at12).
!

5-27. Indian Point has had the most thorough risk assessment per-

| formed to date, and no plant specific design deficiencies important to

risk for internally initiated events were identified. (M.at14).
5-28. As far as the Indian Point containment is concerned, the

Staff has concluded that the Indian Point containment is better than

average at responding to accident sequences leading to failure by over-

pressurization prior to core melt. (Ld.at15). The Indian Point unitsd

are among the better plants at containing the pressure spikes associated

with reactor vessel melt-through. (M.at19). PRAs of other plants

O have suggested that this may be important to risk at other plants,

|

.3 1
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particularly those with smaller or weaker containment buildings. Some

caution must be used here since the containment analyses of other plants

are generally not as thorough or realistic as the Staff's containment

analysis for Indian Point. (M.). The Indian Point containments are

better than the average at mitigating the consequences of accidents

resulting in gradual over-pressurization due to their large volume,

failure pressure and basaltic concrete basemats. (M.at25). Accidents
leading to containment failure by overpressurization contribute to well

over 90% of the early injuries and virtually all latent casualties and

property damage. These scenarios are also important to early fatalities.

(I_d.at24).
5-29. The Staff concluded that Indian Point is almost certainly not

among those plants most likely to give rise to severe releases of

radiation. (H.at33).

Site Comparison

5-30. NUREG-CR-2239 presents technical information to support the

fomulation and comparison of possible generic siting criteria for

nuclear power plants. It looks at, among other things, the consequences

of hypothetical severe accidents at 91 nuclear power plant sites

throughout the country. The study uses a representative set of source

terms that covers the full spectrum of releases postulated in earlier

PRA's. The probabilities associated with the three source terms used are

generic, and do not reflect tne specific design of a given facility. The

study assumes the location of a 1120 MWe plant at a site, and assumes

O

+
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O site-specific meteoroio91 and PoPuiation. (Rowsome/Biond, ff. Tr. 12834

at29).
5-31. In response to the Board's request that NUREG-CR-2239 be

addressed as part of the response to Commission Question 5, Licensees *

testified that due to the studies and applicability to an actual nuclear
4

plant, it could not be used alone to produce an accurate assessment of

the risk of existing nuclear power plants. (Potter, ff. Tr.12783 at 2).

5-32. The first reasen given by Licensees for the inapplicability
i of NUREG-CR-2239 to Indian Point is the study's use of three generic

source tenns. (Id.). The use of a source tenn tailored to Indian Point

could affect the risk estimates for that plant significantly. (M.at
1).

| 5-33. The generic source term SST-1, the source term resulting in

j the most severe consequences, is similar to IPPSS release Category 2.

(I_d.at3). However, the frequencies of occurrence of release Category 2

are much smaller than the representative frequencies used in

NUREG-CR-2239. (Id.). SST-2 is similar to release Categories 4, 5, SR,

6 and 7. SST-3 is similar to IPPSS release categories 8A & 88. However,

all of these release categories are small contributors to risk. (Id.at
3). The dominant release category in the IPPSS, release category 2RW,>

has no counterpart in NUREG-CR-2239. (M.at5). Since NUREG-CR-2239

j does not include a release category for late containment failure,

Licensees testified that the use of this study without adjustment for
i

I

| plant sp:4.fic considerations would result in a large overestimate of '

early fatality risk at Indian Point. (M.at7).
~

O
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O 5-34. Licensees testified that the IPPSS analysis indicated that

there would be no early fetalities from release category 2RW beyond 10

miles from the Indian Point site. (Id.at8). This is due to the lower
release fractions than are assumed for SST-1 and the longer release

duration for 2RW, modeled in IPPSS also multi-puff release. (M.). In

order to get a risk similar to that presented in NUREG-CR-2239, one would

be required to assume a late containment failure with unrealistically

long delay times of 12.5 to 16.5 hours before comencement of evacuation.

(M.at7).
5-35. Another reason for the inapplicability of NUREG-CR-2239 to

Indian Point in the Licensees opinion is the overly conservative

emergency response assumptions used in the study. The study assumes no

emergency response beyond ten miles until 24 hours after plume passage.

(M.at2,8). Licensees testified that it is inconceivable that there

would be no emergency response beyond ten miles in the event of doses

approaching life-threatening levels for large numbers of people. (M. at
9). The study itself acknowledges that this emergency response

assumption could cause an overestimate of peak early fatalities. (Id. at
2). Licensees in the IPPSS assumed for their emergency response

assumptions that beyond ten miles 90% of the population would seek

shelter, and 10% would receive no shielding. (M.at8-9). It is

Licensees' position that sheltering often eliminates early fatalities at

the high-consequence, low-frequency end of the risk curve. (M.at9).
Licensees' witness testifisd that the differences he has identified

between the IPPSS and NUREG-CR-2239 relate to the early fatality risk

O rather tnen to the risk of ietent feteiities. ceotter,Tr. 12789-90).

3
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O ticensees testified that the sensitivity studies conducted in
~

NUREG-CR-2239 have some relevance to the question of comparative risk.

(Potter, ff. Tr.12783 at 11). The sensitivity studies show that to the |

extent that the source term is overestimated, early fatality risks would;

be overestimated disproportionately for those sites with high population
;

density. ( Id_. ) . In addition the sensitivity studies show that

variations in severe release frequency may be at least as important as

population distribution in making site-to-site comparisons for latent

fatality risk. (_Id.at15).
5-36. The inference that the Intervenors draw from NUREG-CR-2239 is

that Indhr. Point is an outlier with respect to other plants. (Sholly
'

ff. Tr.12730 at 26). They conclude that Zion and Limerick are also

outliers. However, on cross-examination Intervenors' witness agreed that

there were in actuality some 25 sites which have the potential for severe

accident consequences. (Sholly,Tr.12760.) There are also some sites

not included in Intervenors testimony which would have such potential for

severe consequences in the low probability high consequence area.

(Sholly, Tr. 12761.)
'

5-37. It was Intervenors' contention that the peak consequences

presented in NUREG-CR-2239 may be used as upper bound estimates of the

worst case results. (Sholly, ff. Tr. 12730 at 13). Using such results

for early fatalities, Indian Point ranked sixth and seventh, and for

latent cancer fatalities, Indian Point does not appear in the first 10

ranked plants. (Sholly, Tr.12749). Intervenors testified that the mean

i consequence estimates show Indian Point to be among the sites with the

O .

l
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,

O highest potential consequences 4n each consequence category evaiuated.

(Sholly,ff.Tr.12730at9-10).

5-38. Intervenors' witness agreed that NUREG-CR-2239 is an

incomplete assessment of comparative risk, since it does not address the -

frequency of release as well as the consequences of such a release.
'

(Sho11y,Tr.12751).

5-39. It is the Staff's view that the Indian Point site differs4

from the average nuclear power plant site in that the population within a

10, 30, and 50 mile radius of the site is about 10 times greater than the

population around the median site in the country. (Rowsome/ Blond,ff.

Tr. 12834 at 28). The Indian Point site is also atypical in terms of the

property values around the site. (M.). The weather is entire'ly

typical. (M.).
5-40. The risk to an individual posed by the Indian Point site is

average insofar as site variables are concerned. If the Indian Point

) plants were located at a typical site, the individual risk would be the

same. (M.).
5-41. Because there are roughly ten times more people at the Indian

Point site than at the typical site, the societal risk would .be about ten
:

times smaller if the Indian Point plants were placed at that typical,

site. (M.).
5-42. For SST-1 the Indian Point facilities are less than a factor

of thirty higher than the median site for early fatalities. For early

injuries the Indian Point facilities are a factor of about 15 higher than

the median site. (M.at30). For latent cancer fatalities Indian Point ^

O is about a factor of six hisher inan the median site. (td.).d

e
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O wnenSST-2isconsidi, red,thestudyshe.sthattheabsoiute5-43.

magnitude of early fatalities, early injuries and latent fatalities is

appreciably reduced. (H.). Thus, the variation between sites is

significantly reduced when compared to SST-1. (M.). SST-3 does not
show any substantive variation between sites. (M.at31).

5-44. The Staff testified that the study shows that there are other

sites in the country which are comparable to Indian Point in terms of

absolute numbers of people. ( I_d . ) . There are also other sites in the

country with larger calculated consequences. (Id.). There are no cleard

discontinuities in the family of curves presented for the 91 sites.

There is no apparent break point which could indicate that one site, or
'

even a group of sites, is outside the reasonable bounds of the family of

sites. (M.at32). Therefore, none of the sites can be said to

represent a unique extreme in the continuum of current sites. (M.at
32). The spread between sites in the case of early injuries and latent

cancer fatalities is much smaller than that for early fatalities. (H.).
5-45. The Staff concluded that individual risks are probably

average to well below average, and societal risks are probably average to

above average. (M.).
5-46. In the area of societal risk the Staff concluded that Indian

Point was average for risks of severe releases from internally-initiated

events. All that the Staff could say with regard to societal risks posed

by externally initiated events was that the Indian Point units will be

less likely to pose a disproportionate share of the societal risk in the

future than they did in the past due to the substantial risk reduction

O
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O ettributed:totheIPPSS-inspiredfixes. (Rowsome/ Blond, ff. Tr. 12834 at

B-6-7).

5-47. The Staff concluded that there is no reason to believe that

either the individual or societal risks posed by the Indian Point

facilities are well outside the range of risks posed by other nuclear

power plants licensed to operate by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

(Id.at33).
5-48. Although this comparison has large uncertainties, the Board

finds that Indian Point appears to have a lower severe release frequency

for accidents initiated by internal events than other nuclear power

plants licensed to operate by the NRC.

5-49. The Bo'ar'd finds that NUREG-CR-2239 does not show that Indian
|
l Point is well outside the continuum of sites in the country.

5-50. The Board finds that the risks posed by the Indian Point

facility are within the range of risks posed by other nuclear power
.

plants licensed to operate by the Comission.

-
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: O Co-ISSIoN ouESTION 6

Comission question 6 reads as follows:E
,

i What would be the energy, environmental, economic or
i other consequences of a shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2

and/or Unit 37
!

52/ Testimony on Comission Question 6 including Contention 6.1, 6.2
-

and 6.3 was presented by the following witnesses: WBCA presented
testimony of Walter L. Fleisher, Vice President of the WBCA; Parents
presented testimony of John R. Thornborough, Chaiman of the
Westchester County Solid Waste Recycling and Landfill Comittee of
the Environmental Management Council, and Daryl Bohning, Ph.D., head
of a group of ten systems analysts at the Lederle Laboratories,
Pearle River, New York; GNYCE presented testimony of Richard A.
Rosen, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at Energy Systems Research
Group, Inc., as well as Executive Vice President of ESRG; UCS

,

presented testimony of Vince Taylor an independent economics
consultant for UCS; New York City Council presented testimony of
David Schlissel and John J. Mavretich; as well as testimony by Barry

O Comoner, Ph.D., Center for Biology of Natural Systems and Richard
Schrader, Research Associate, Center for Biology of Natural Systems,
Queens College; New York State presented testimony of James M.
Parmelee an Electrical Energy Planner for the New York State Energy
Office; the Licensees (Power Authority and Con Edison) presented ~

testimony of Eugene T. Meehan, Vice President of Energy Management
Associates (EMA), Sally Hunt Streiter, Vice President of National
Economic Research Associates, Frederick C. Dunbar, Ph. D. Senior
Consultant with National Economic Research Associates, Inc., George
C. S. Wang, Ph.D., Forecast Development Manager in the Electrical
Forecast Section of the Forcasting and Economic Analysis Department
Con Edison, William J. Wagers, Manager Small Power Facilities
planning for Con Edison, Allen M. Stewart, Director of the Gas
Supply Department of Con Edison Company, George L. Fitzpatrick,
President of Applied Energy Group, Inc.; Power Authority presented
testimony of Charles R. Dean, Ph.D., an economic consultant, Harold
M. Hochman, Professor of Economics and Director of the Center for
the Study of Business and Government at Baruch College of City .

University of New York, Paul Rubin, Ph.D, Professor of Economics
and a Research Associate at the Center for the Study of Business and
Government at Baruch Colle2e of City University of New York, Melvin
A. Conant, Chaiman, World Bank Energy Policy Group (Korea), Larry
Kelley, Performance Reliability Supervisor Indian Point Unit 3, Con
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) |

O |
1
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O 6-1. The Indian Point Plant located in Buchanan, New York, consists

of three units. Unit 1, owned by Con Edison, operated from 1962 to 1974;

Indian Point 2 owned by Con Edison, cost $216 million to build; it began

operation in 1973. It is a pressurized water reactor (PWR) built by

Westinghouse with a net niximum dependable capacity of 849 MW in the

summer and 864 MW in the winter. Indian Point 3, owned by the Power

Authority cost $435 million to build; it is also a Westinghouse PWR rated

at 965 MW. It began operation in 1976. The Units are not identical and

are separately operated and administered by the two companies. The

Licenses for Units 2 and 3 expire in 2006 and 2009 respectively. At a

capacity factor of 63% these two plants produced approximately 10,000 Gwh

(10 billion kwh) per year. (Streiter, ff. Tr.13381 at 1). '

O
52/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

Edison presented testimony of Peter C. Freudenthal, Ph.d.,
Director of Air and Noise Programs for Con Edison Compj|tny; the NRC
staff presented testimony of William A. Buehring, Ph.D., an Energy
Systems Engineer in the Decision and System Sciences Section,
Argonne National Laboratory, Sidney E. Feld, Ph.D., Senior Cost
Analyst in the Cost Analysis Group of the Divison of Budget Analysis,
NRC, Erastace N. Fields, an Electrical Engineer in the Site Analysis
Branch of the Divison of Engineering, NRC, Phillip R. Nicholson, an
Anti-Trust Economist in the Site Analysis Branch in the Divison of
Engineering, NRC, Robert S. Wood, Licensee Relations Analyst in the
Licensee Relations Section of the Office of State Programs, NRC,
Charles W. Billups, Ph.D., and Aquatic Scientist of the Environmental
Engineering Section in the Environmental and Hydraulic Engineering
Branch of the Division of Engineering, NRC, Germain Laroche, Ph.D.,
Senior Land Use Analyst of the Environmental Engineering section of
the Hydrologic Engineering Branch of the Division of Engineering, 1

NRC, Edwin D. Pentecost, Ph.D., Senior Land Use Analyst of the
Environmental Engineering Section in the Environmental and Hydrologic
Engineering Branch of the Divison of Engineering, NRC, Francis C.
Kornegay, Research Staff Member of the Environmental Impact Section
in the Energy Division, of the Oakridge National Laboratory, Sam A.
Carnes, Ph.D. member of the Research Staff in the Social Impact
Analysis Group of the Energy Divison of the Oak Ridge National

O Laboratory, Edward F. Branagan, Jr., Ph.D., Health Physicist in the
Divison of Systems Integration, NRC.

+
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6-2. Con Edison and Power Authority are members of the highly inte-

grated New York Power Pool (NYPP). The other members of this pool

include: Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corporation, Long Island

Lighting Company, New York State Electric and Gas Corporation, Niagara

Mohawk Power Corporation, Orange and Rockland Utilities, and Rochester

Gas and Electric Corporation. As a result of this affiliation,

reliability impacts on Con Edison or Power Authority, resulting from the

shutdown of Indian Point Units, could have some measurable impact on the

reliability of the pool as a whole. (Fields, ff. Tr. 14130 at 4).

6-3. The Staff testified that from a reliability perspective, the

NYPP can probably sustain the shutdown of the Indian Point Units. (Ibid.

at12).O
6-4. The Licensees testified that the NYPP member companies keep a

'

gross reserve margin of generating capacity above the peak requirements

of 22% on a State-wide basis, and each company with NYPP is required to

keep 18% above its own peak requirements (Streiter, ff. Tr.13381 at 22).

6-5. The Licensees further testified that NYPP has a substantial

reserve margin over its peak requirements. If the units currently under

construction plus Prattsville, are completed and put into service and if

the load growth averages 1.2% per year, there will be a sufficiently *

large margin over peak requirements that.the closing of Indian Point

would not of itself leave NYPP as a whole short of capacity (that is,

below it's 22% margin requirement) in the fifteen-year planning period.

However, if Prattsv111e is deferred or cancelled NYPP would run below

O

+

'
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O it's reserve margin in 1990 without Indian Point. (Streiter, ff. Tr.

13381 at 22, Table 14 and Table 19).

6-6. The Staff also testified, given the load growth projected by

Con Edison for the period between 1983 and 1995 and the accompanying

large reserve margin, that the shutdown of Indian Point 2 would have no

severe reliability impact on the Con Edison system. However, Power

Authority's reserve margins would be negative throughout the period

through 1983 to 1995 without Indian Point 3. No adverse reliability

impact is anticipated, because to offset this deficit capacity could be

diverted from intersystem transactions and used to rep. lace lost Indian

Point Unit 3 capacity. This would necessarily be contingent upon the

extent to which contractual agreements' obligate Power Authority to supply

capacity to the purchasing system. Power could be purchased from ConO
Edison or other NYPP member systems, including Power Authority facilities

'

in upstate New York. Purchases could also be made from entities from_

outside the New York Power Pool. Transactions would necessarily be

contingent upon the availability of adequate transfer capability into the

area. (Fields, ff. Tr.14130 at 14, 20, 25).

.

Replacement Energy Costs

6-7. The principal economic impact of a shutdown of Indian Point

Units 2 and 3 is the replacement energy cost. A decision to terminate

operation of Indian Point would necessitate increased reliance on

alternative energy sources"to meet the electrical energy needs of New

York City and its environs. The differential in operating cost between

O the energy that could have been expected to be produced at Indian Point

.s.

.
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|

O versus its rePiace eat coastitutes the rePiace eat eaer97 cost. (reid,

ff. Tr. 14130 at 26).

| 6-8. The key elements of the assessment of replacement energy cost

are the assumed capacity factor for the Indian Point Units, the likely '

source of replacement energy, and the projected costs associated with tho
,

; electricity generated by Indian Point. (Ibid.at29).
6-9. Estimating replacement energy cost is made difficult by the

fact that projection of oil prices over a period of time is uncertain.

The schedule for coal conversions and the construction of new units in a

plan is uncertain, and growth \r demand for electrical power is

uncertain. (Streiter, ff. Tr. 13381 at 2).
| 6-10. TheliRC staff witness testified that the replacement cost
|

penalty will approximate 5.2 billion dollars. This estimate presents| O<

the annual energy replacement costs for the period 1983 through the year

2006, for both Indian Point Units 2 and 3. This includes operation of
,

Unit 2 through the year 2003, and Indian Point Unit 3 through the year

2006. This penalty is presented in 1983 present worth value, wherein

each year's penalty has been adjusted for both changes in the value of

the dollar and the real discount rate. All costs were escalated at an

annual rate of 8% and discounted to a nominal 13%, resulting in a real<

discount rate of about 5% per year. This Staff estimate assumes oil

replacement through the year 1989, with new coal units providing the

replacement thereafter. (Feld, ff. Tr.14130 at 37, 38 and 39).

I 6-11. In its estimate the Staff conservatively assumed a capacity

i factor of 50%. The Staff typically assumes that a nuclear unit will

! O operate at an average capacity factor in the 50% to 70% range. The

,

'I

.
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O cumulative capacity factors (through December 31,1980) for Indian Point

Units 2 and 3, are'57.5% and 56.t% respectively. (Ibid. at 29-30).

6-12. The Staff's reliance on oil replacement during the initial

years is based on the fact that without Indian Point, Con Edison's

current capacity and the Power Authority capacity located in close

proximity to the Con Edison franchise area, would be almost exclusively

oil fired. The New York City Area is linked with the New York Power Pool

to the extent transmission capabilities allow. Con Edison and Power

Authority can purchase replacement from the other New York utilities.

These utilities are, however, also heavily dependent on oil with about

50% of their capacity so fueled. Given that such a large proportion of

their capacity is dependent on oil and that an economic dispatch logic is'

employed by the New York Power Pool , excess capacity available in the
O

New York Power Pool will be primarily from this highest cost source of

energy. (Ibid.at30and31).
6-13. In assuming initial years of replacement energy based on oil

capacity the Staff had given consideration to NYPP's coal conversion plan

and availability of energy from Hydro Quebec. With respect to the
~

conversion program, such conversions will increase Con Edison's and the

New York Power Pool's reliance on coal and thus raise the possibility

that these lower cost sources of generation can provide some of Indian

Point's replacement energy. However, although these conversions are an

important step in reducing Con Edison's and the New York Power Pool's

overall generating costs arid dependence on oil, they will not serve as a

significant source of energy for Indian Point 2 and 3. The production

O cost computer runs for the New York Power Pool demonstrate that under the

.3
.
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O economic dispatch logic these converted units will be fully loaded most

of the time, independent of whether Indian Point operates or not, and

consequently they cannot provide any meaningful levels of makeup energy

for Indian Point. With regard to energy from Hydro Quebec,' Con Edison

and Power Authority are already importing as much of this energy as

existing transmission lines allow. (Ibid.at31-32).
6-14. The Staff testified that new coal units were assumed as the'

.

long-term replacement for Indian Point Units 2 and 3 because economic

considerations favor building new baseload capacity relative to a
.

| continued long-term dependenc'e on oil generation. New nuclear capacity
;

; would appear to be most economically attractive for New York. However,

I it is doubtful this baseload source would be used given the recent atti-

tude of the New York State Siting Board and obvious concern on the part;

O of the impacted utilities of replacing its existing nuclear with new
,

nuclear power plants. The Staff testified that a period of eight to ten
,

years could easily elapse before a new coal facility is available, but

assumed a conservative 6-year construction period. Furthennore, in order

for the alternative of coal to be technically correct other new coal

capacity and coal conversions must also be initiated in this time period.

These concurring construction pressures will undoubtedly impact
!

unfavorably on the scheduling of this additional coal capacity. Even

with Indian Point on line coal additions and coal conversions should

occur until the system is no longer meaningfully dependent on oil as its

marginal energy source. It! is only once these adjustments are in place

that the addition of a new coal plant can be viewed as displacing Indian

O Point in the event it is shutdown. If these other adjustments are not

.s
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O forthcoming in sufficient magnitude the long-term replacement energy cost

developed by the Staff must be viewed as conservative since it is highly

likely that oil would still contribute to Indian Point's replacement

i energy. (Ibid. at 34-35.; Tr. 14238)

6-15. The time period that the Staff assumed for replacement energy

costs was based on a decision to terminate operation effective mid-1983.
1

Considering the initial in-service dates of units 2 and 3 and assuming a

normal operating life of 30 years, this action would require a dependence

on replacement energy over a period of about 20 and 23 years for units 2

and 3, respectively. These time periods correspond to what would have

been the remaining useful lives of these units. (Feld, ff. Tr.14130 at

35).

6-16. For replacement oil units the Staff assumed a price of
O.

544t/MMBTU as the pr'ce of high sulphur oil to members of the New York

Power Pool based on February 1981 price of high sulphur oil to members of

the New York State Power Pool. The Staff also conservatively assumed an.

average plant heat rate of 10,000 BTU /kWh resulting in a 1981 cost of

approximately 54.4 mill /kWh. The Staff assumptions are conservative due

to the fact that the Staff assumed use of high sulphur oil for all

replacement power where this in fact is not the case, and furthermore

assumed a 10,000 BTU /kWh heat rate when in fact the average heat rate

(BTV/kWh) for oil fired steam turbines in the New York Power Pool was

calculated at about 11,114 BTU /kWh based on 1980 data from a report of

the member systems. For the nuclear fuel costs the Staff used the

figures of 6.3 mil /kWh for Indian Point Unit 2 and 4.8 mil /kWh for Indian

O Poiat uait 3 based uPoa 1981 fuei costs- (1848 et 36)-

4
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0 6-17. The Staff further conservatively assumed that both nuclear i

and oil fuels would escalate at the same rate, 8% annually which

corresponds to that assumed by the Staff for general inflation. (Ibid.

at36). *

6-18. With respect to the projected cost of electricity generated

from the coal-fired unit, assuming an optimistic 1990 on line date for

such coal capacity, the Staff used a New York Power Pool estimate for

cost of annual charges on capital, fuel, and 0 & M during the initial

year of operation at about 96 mills /kWh. This compares favorably to the

Staff's estimated oil replacement cost for 1990 of. abo.ut 109 mills /kWh,

and is indicative of the potential for reducing longer term replacement

energy costs by shifting from oil to coal. For escalation the Staff

assumed 8% for both fuel and 0 & M components associated with this coal
O energy source. (Ibid.at37).

6-19. The Staff also testified that on a 1983 present worth basis

savings in fixed 0 & M from a shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3

would be 386 million, savings in non-recurring expenses would be 220

million dollars, and a loss of an Indian Point Unit for one year due to

repairs (steam generator repairs at the Indian Point plants have the

potential to reduce the availability of a unit for up to one year),

result in the reduction of replacement energy costs of about 175 million

dollars. These additional costs are savings of about 800 million dollars
|

should the Indian Point units be shutdown. On balance, consideration of

replacement energy costs ldss these non-recurring items in Indian
~

Point's fixed costs expenses result in a 1983 present worth penalty for

O
>.
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Q shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 of 4.4 billion dollars. (Ibid. at

46).

6-20. With regard to the impact of an Indian Point 2 and 3 shutdown

on the fixed costs ascribed to the plant the Staff concluded that there.

would be little costs savings. The decline in insurance costs and taxes

is very minor as a fraction of total fixed charges and trivial when

compared with the replacement power costs. Also while direct outlays on

property taxes may decline, to label the decline as a cost-savings may be

misleading. First the taxes are not truly a resource cost. Second,

although the utilities and their rate payers may pay less taxes (or

payments in lieu of taxes) a greater tax burden would fall upon other

taxpayers or alternatively, fewer public services would be supplied from

the smaller tax revenues collected. (Nicholson, ff. Tr. 14130 at 51)
O 6-21. The Staff witness on decomissioning testified that definite

conclusions regarding the costs of decomissioning are difficult because

so many of the variables affecting decomissioning financing costs will

change over time in unforseeable ways. (Wood, ff. Tr. 14130 at 63, 139).

6-22. The Staff further testified that there is a high degree of

consistency with the results of the costs of replacement energy figure of

5.2 billion dollars for both Indian Point Units 2 and 3 and the cost

! results from two separate models, ENTEX and ANL. These models which

were run to compute, in response to contention 6.3, the impacts that

conservation and cogeneration could have on replacement costs of Indian

Point Units 2 and 3 if conservation and cogeneration were vigorously

encouraged and implemented. The ENTEK model estimated for the reference

Q case an increase in cost associated with the Indian Point Units shutdown

4

!
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|
'

Q of 4.5 billio'n dollars. The ANL model produced a figure of 5.0 billion

dollars. (Feld, Buehring, ff. Tr.14130 at 126, Tr.14197).

6-23. For purposes of bottom line comparisons the Staff testified

that the appropriate figures to be compared would be the 5.2 billion

dollar cost penalty, minus the 800 million dellar non-recurring costs,

resulting in a 4.4 billion dollar figure, with the ANL produced figure of

5.0 billion dollars minus 400 million dollars (since the ANL figure

included only 400 of the 800 million dollars of non-recurring costs).

Again to correctly compare the ENTEK produced result of 4.5 billion

dollars with the 4.4 billion figure estimate, 400 million dollars would

have to be subtracted from the ENTEK figure. (Feld,Tr. 14197-99).

6-24. The Staff further testified that its lower bound estimate of

the penalty for shutting down Indian Point Units 2 and 3 in 1983 present'

O worth dollars is 3 to 4 billion dollars, this reflects cost penalties for,

replacement energy assuming various levels of conservation and cogenera-

tion penetration less net savings for non-recurring items and nuclear 0 &

M costs. It does not consider any secondary impacts or financial costs

that might be associated with Indian Point shutdown. (StaffPanel

Testimony,ff.Tr.14130,at139,140;Tr.14257-58).

6-25. The Licensees' witness testified that the present value of

the cost of closing Indian Point Units 2 and 3 in its reference case is

9.0 billion dollars. This is with a nominal discount rate of 10% per

year. (Streiter, ff. Tr. 13381, at 2, 4).

! 6-26. The Licensees' reference case is based upon production cost

| penalties resulting from Indian Point Units 2 and 3 shutdown, computed by

] Mr. Meehan for the years of 1984 thru 1999, as well as a projection of

|. g)
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*

these costs per killowat hour from 1999 to the year 2009, rising at 2%

annually in real dollars (Streiter, ff. Tr.13381, at 3; Meehan, ff. Tr.

13167at30. Table 4.1).

6-27. The production cost penalties were computed using the PROM 00

III system. This system simulates the operation of an integrated power

pool, in which transmission limitations affect the comittment and-

dispatch of generating units. The expansion plan used by PROMOD III was

based upon the past expansion forecast developed based upon the most

recent available updates by NYPP. member companies to expansion plans.

(Meehan, ff. Tr. 13167, at 13, Table 3.3; Tr. 13577).

6-28. The demand forecasts used for PROMOD III were 1.4% compound

energy consumption growth rate and a compound electrical peak load growth

rate of 1.2%. These demand forecasts were developed by the individual

O NYPP companies, reflecting the most recently available forecasts as of

February 1983. (Ibid.).

6-29. The fuel prices used by the Licensees were developed by ICF,

Inc. for the NYPP. Fuel prices and escalation rates are set forth in

Licensees testimony Table 3.5. The real escalation rates for oil vary

from approximately 1 to 7% depending on the year and the oil's sulfur

content. (Meehan, ff. Tr. 13167, at 19).

6-30. The oil price forecast assumes 6.7% decline from the current

world price of 34 dollars a barrel during 1983, a return to the real 1982

price by 1985 and a 2% annual increase in real tenns thereafter.

(Streiter, ff. Tr.13381, at 6).

6-31. With respect to capacity factors for Units 2 and 3, the

O ''''"'''''"''"'"''****''''d'"''''5c'''c''''''""''"''d'"'"'
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! factors have averaged 53% and 51% for Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3,
!

respectively, to the end of 1981, and that both units have had serious

problems with major components, but believe that these piublems can be -

.

solved, and that this was the basis for selection of the 63% value. In
!

! addition the Licensees testified that they had studied the historical

experience of nuclear plant capacity factors by regression analysis. The
;

results of this analysis show that the salt water variable becomes very

small and insignificant. The salt water problem became apparent in the

: data in 1980 and 1981, but the reason the salt water problem became

apparent is that San Onofre was sleeving its generators in those years,

j and if you strip off that experience you lose half the significance of

that experience, and if you strip off the significance about the steam

O,

generators you lose all of the significance. (Streiter, ff. Tr.13381,

at9-12;13447-48).

6-32. Licensees also testified that the effect of age after the

initial maturation is very ambigious in the data. With use of the

regression analysis techniques a witness for the Licensees stated that
I she found that in the data to 1981 " age" decline in salt water PWR's does

show up in the data. However, on the data to 1980 only, the effect is

smaller and less significant, and on the data to 1979 it is much smaller

and not significant. Therefore this "effect" has only shown up in 1980

; and 1981. It appears that " age effect" is almost entirely due to the

recent steam generator problems at Surrey, San Onofre, and Indian Point

| 3. Removing these data points removes the statistical significance of j

" age". (Streiter, ff. Tr.13381 at 11).

-
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Q 6-33.2 Licensees testified that the 63% capacity factor is not high.

The average for all nuclear units is 62.86 the average for all PWR's is

| 63.95. (Streiter, ff. Tr.13381 at Table :).
l

! 6-34. Sensitivity analyses were conducted by the Licensees in which

the nuclear unit availablities were adjusted to restrict the maximum

possible capacity factor for those units to 57 and 69%. The total net

cost of closing using the high capacity factor in 1982 constant dollars

is $10.475 billion, whereas using a lower capacity factor the penalty is

| $7.583 billicn. A witness for the Licensees testified that 6 percentage

points of capacity factor was equivalent to $1.5 billion. (Streiter,ff.

| Tr.13381 at 12; Table 9; Tr.13416).
!
'

6-35. The Licensees project their annual expected capital

expenditures through the years 1990, these cost: include major repairs,
O regulatory reguirements, and productivity modifications, anticipated

through 1986, and estimates thereafter. The main source of uncertainty,

| as testified by Licensees' witness, is the possibility of a steam

generator replacement, with respect to Indian Point Unit 3. Such

replacement is estimated to cost 200 million dollars, exclusive of

replacement power costs. Licensees have not included in the reference

case the cost of replacement of the steam generators for either Unit 2 or

3. (Streiter,ff.Tr.13381at17-18).

6-36. The Licensees' high sensitivity case includes replacement at

Unit 3 in 1988 and at Unit 2 in 1991. The difference in present value

between the reference case'and the steam generator replacement case is

800 million. (Ibid.at19).

O
-

,
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|
6-37. With respect to load growth and capacity additions, in the '

'

period to the year 2000, load growth (growthinenergyconsumption)in

New York State is estimated by the NYPP members to be at an annual level

of 1.4%. This projection is the sum of the individual NYPP members .

projections and includes a growth projection of 1.3% annually in Con

Edison's franchise area. Theimportanceofthesegrowthprojecf.ionsis

that if the construction schedule is unchanged, lower growth leads to

less expensive units on the margin, hence lower replacement costs.

Higher growth on the other hand leads to higher cost units on the margin

and higher replacement costs given the same construction schedule. If

projected growth falls, the construction may also change. For example,

NYPP's energy growth projections have dropped from 1.8% overall growth in

1982 to 1.4% this year, reflecting closings of upstate manufacturing

facilities. The Units planned for Erie, Jamesport and Arthur Kill have

been cancelled, or indefit.ately deferred. and coal conversion has been

indefinitely deferred at the Albany units. (Ibid. at 19).

6-38. With regard to coal conversion, ten NYPP oil burning units,

totalling over 2900 MW are currently scheduled to be converted to coal-

burning. The schdule for conversions is set out in the 1983 Section

5-112 submission, and reflects a number of deferrals from previous 5-112

submissions. The schedule has been slipping since 1979. No unit in New

York State has been converted to coal. In the Licensees' reference case

it is assumed that the current proposed conversion schedule will be met.

(Ibid.at21). -

6-39. Regarding Canadian imports, large amounts of energy are

expected to be available from Canada at reasonable prices, and some 6,000

-

+
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O to 12,000 swh/ year are expected to be purchased whether or not Indian

Point is closed. This amount of energy is not, therefore an alternative

to operation of Indian Point, as it will be imported indendent of any

decision concerning Indian Point. The availability of this Canadian

power and the schedule proposed, requires state and federal authorities

to license promptly the Marcy-South Line. The existence of opposition to

the project and the tight licensing and construction schedule assumed

make it possible that the line will not be in service when it is now

planned. The Licensees' reference case projection of the costs of

closing Indian Point assumes that the line will go into service on

schedule and additonal imports will be available. The costs of closing

Indian Point would be higher if this construction did not take place.

(Ibid. at 22).
O 6-40. With regard to discount rate the Licensees used 10%, which

represents a 3% real discount rate above inflation of 7%. (Ibid.at23).
6-41. With regard to decomissioning, the Licensees' witness

testified that the difference in cost of an early and end of life

deconsnissioning is a small part of the total impact of a shutdown.

(Ibid.at25)
6-42. The Licensees' witness also testified that the cost of loss

of fuel core could be as much as $50 million per unit. (Ibid.at25)

6-43. The witness for Union of Concerned Scientists testified that

the total cost for replacing the generation that would be lost by closing

down Indian Point Units 2 and 3 would be 4.1 to 4.2 billion dollars,

discounted to 1980 dollars. (Taylor, Tr. 13355).

O
,
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6-44. The UCS estimate of 4.1 and 4.2 billion dollars was basedQ
upon a discount rate of 5% real. (Taylor, ff. Tr.13298 at 4).

6-45. The UCS estimate is also based upon twenty-five years of

operation (from1980throughtheyear2005). (Ibid. at 6; Table A at

17).

6-46. The UCS estimate was based upon a 57% capacity factor based

on data reported through December 1980. (Ibid.at7).

6-47. The UCS witness also testified that the fuel used for the

replacement of power from Indian Point Units 2 and 3 would be initially

oil, at an annual cost of 337 million dollars, and ultimately new coal

capacity would be added to replace the Indian Point capacity. The cost
.

of that replacement power annually would be 292 million dollars.

(Taylor,ff.Tr. 13300,13301).
6-48. The witnesses for New York City Council testifed that

permanent shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 as of January 1984 will

result in between $2.918 and $4.729 billion of direct production cost

increases. (Schlissel/Mavretich, ff. Tr. 14266 at 23).

6-49. New York City Council's estimate was based upon an 11%
'

discount rate (4% real, assuming a 7% per annum inflation rate) in 1983

dollars. (Ibid.at11,22).

6-50. The annual capacity factors used by New York City Council

witnesses were 53.77% for Indian Point Unit 2 and 48.08% for Indian Point

Unit 3. These capacity factors were derived by comparing the actual

historical generation at each of the facilities with a maximum potential

9eneration that would have been produced if each facility had operated at

ISV
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the reported maximum dependable capacity 100% of the time. (Ibid.at8
and9).

6-51. The New York City Council's estimate was based on the !

operation of both Units 2 and 3 from 1984 through the year 2006, and .

Indian point Unit 3 operating additionally until the year 2009. It is

assumed that the makeup energy will be from oil-fired units. With

respect to oil prices New York City Council developed two price cases:

Case A assumes that the price paid for oil in 1983 would be the same as

the average price paid in 1982; Case B assumes that the average prices

for various sulphur content residual oil would decrease by 15% between

1982 and 1983, to reflect the price decrease by OPEC in February 1983.

For the Low Sulphur Oil Scenario an average 1980 price of $32.93 per

barrel was used. For the Mixed Sulphur Scenario an average of the mean

O 1982 price for 0.3% sulphur oil and 2.8% sulphur oil was used. (Ibid. at
7, 15 through 18; Exhibit S/M-4).

6-52. With respect to capital additions New York City Council

testified that it has estimated such costs would be 500 million dollars

in 1983 dollars based upon projected improvements to both units totaling

300 million with an additional 200 million earmarked for' steam generator
'

replacement at Indian Point 3. (Ibid. at 18 and 19).

| 6-53. The State of New York's witness testified that the production

costs from the shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 based upon a period

of 1984 through 1996 would be a cost of 2.3 billion dollars in 1982

present worth costs, if units 2 and 3 were shut down in 1984. The

cummulative present worth cost production costs would increase through
I

O

+
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(" 1996 by 1.1 billion and 1.2 billion if either Unit 2 or 3, respectively,

is shutdown. (Parmelee, ff. Tr.13727 at 8; JMP-4).

6-54. This New York State estimate is based upon an electricity

supply plan for the 1981 through 1996 period approved by the State Energy

Planning Board (EPB) in its March 1982 Opinion and Order. The major

features of this generation plan include: completion of 2,518 MW

generating capacity now under construction in the state and another

2,350 MW of generating capacity that has been licensed for construction

in the state. Construction of a 1,000 MW pump storage facility targeted

to start operation in 1987, conversion of almost 3,600 MW of oil capacity

to coal. Development of small hydro, cogeneration, solid waste and wind

capacity totaling 1,552 MW by 1996 and importation of Canadian power.

With respect to Indian Point Units 2 and 3, the plan assumes their useful

life is expected to extend beyond the 1996 planning period. The plan

does include and consider conservation, both conservation action mandated

and price induced. (Parmelee, ff. Tr. 13727 at 5, 6'and 7; Exhibit

JMP-2).

. 6-55. To analyze the fuel and economic impacts of shutting down
! '

Indian Point Units 2 and 3, the State of New York witness testified that

| it used the General Electric Optimized Generation Planning (0GP-5)
1
! electric systems simulation model. In running the model more recent

estimates of Canadian power than those stated in the approved EPB Plan

were used with respect to Canadian electricity imports. In addition some

minor slippages and assumed installation dates of some coal conversion

were assumed. Also some fuel and operating and maintainance and discount

rates were adjusted to account for more recent trends. The projected

4
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energy growth rate of approximately 1.7% per annum and a peak load growth

rate of approximately 1.5% per annum were assumed. (Ibid. at 7).
6-56. The State of New York witness testified that he assumed a

capacity factor of 57.7% for the Indian Point Units. (Ibid. at 7).
6-57. The State of New York witness testified that the 57.7%

capacity factor was based on data in the NRC Gray Book through the period

1981, but excluding the first three years of operation. (Parmelee,Tr.

13754).

6-58. The State's witness also testified that the Indian Point

shutdown cost penalty would be greater than he estimated due to the

cancellation in the master plan of 2350 MW of power from Arthur Kill

! fossil plant, the Jamesport plant and the Lake Erie plant. (Ibid.
|

Tr. 13762-63) .
3

6-59. With respect to discount rate, the State's witness testified

that he used 10.35% but did not know what the effective real discount

rate would be. (Parmelee,Tr.13768).

6-60. The State's estimate cost impact was based upon different

fuel prices for each facility, based on costs and qualities of fuel.

reports published by D0E. The State also used different price escalation

rates for different qualities of fuel. For low sulphur oil, the

escalation rate starts with a negative growth rate of 4%, levels off and

| rises to an annual growth rate of 7%. For high sulphur oil, the price
l

drops by approximately 6% then increases to a level of about 7%. The

distillate oil price drops by about 3% and again rises to about a 7%

rate. For coal the escalation rate ranges from a drop in the escalation

in the price of about 2% in the 1983 period for some types of coal and

-

,),

.
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'O for other types of coai an increase of about 6%. The escaiation rate for

1984 through 1987 ranges between 10 and 16%, leveling off in the 1988

through 1996 period to around 4 to s% for most types of coal. With

respect to actual replacement, the State of New York testified that the

actual fuel used to replace the Indian Point Units 2 and 3 production

would be primarily oil in the early period with the coal portion

increasing through 1990, and then the oil portion begins to rise again.

(Parmelee,Tr. 13769-72).

6-61. Greater New York Council on Energy's (GNYCE) witness

presented costs of Indian Point shutdown based upon three different sets

of assumptions which it characterizes as " scenarios". These are labeled

the high impact scenario, the low impact scenario, and the mid-range

scenario. The high and the low impact scenarios are comprised of

assumption sets which consistently bias the results of the analysis

toward higher or lower cost effects from closing the units. Furthermore,
,

the assumptions that comprise each specific scenario are collectively

viewed as improbable. The mid-range scenario results were offered as the

best estimates by GNYCE. The results for each of the scenarios are
,

presented in terms of total additional revenues required from the down

state, Power Authority and Con Edison rate payers. The GNYCE cost impact

of the shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 or 3 did not consider the economic

impacts on a statewide basis, even if it meant that measures used to

mitigate the costs of a shutdown of Indian Point Units 2 or 3 resulted in

a cost to upstate rate paydrs. Such costs would not be reflected in

GYNCE's scenario result. (Rosen, ff. Tr.13788 at 6-7; Tr.13823-24,
! O u87s, n82s).

-

1
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O 6-62. Each of the three scenarios, (high, medium, and low) was

stated to be a reasonable set or mix of assumptions that would have a

similar impact on the cost impact. Therefore, the high and low impact

cases were grouped assumptions that would have respectively a high or low

impact on the costs. (Ibid. ff. Tr.13902).

6-63. The witness for GNYCE testified that consistancy in the

scenario is not a particular issue. The high impact case consists of no

conservation regardless of whether Indian Point is being operated or not

("in" or "out"), assumes no coal conversion of Ravenswood 1 and 2 whether

or not Indian Point is in or out, consists of an assumption of oil price

escalation rate of 4% (real) whether or not Indian Point is in or out,

assumes coal price escalation price of 2% (real) whether Indian Point is

in or out, assumes availability of Canadian imports to Con Edison region
O of 42% if Indian Point is in and 47% if Indian Point is out, and finally

assume a "high" range of capacity factors ( approximately 55% and 53% for
_

IP 2 and IP 3 respectively). For the mid range case the assumption is

50% conservation whether Indian Point is in or out, no conversion of

Ravenswood 1 or 2 with Indian Point in, but yes conversion of Ravenswood

1 and 2 if Indian P W r is out, oil price escalation regardless of Indian

Point in or ov; 1, 2t n eal), and coal price escalation rate of 1% (real)

regardless of w. nether Iridian Point is in or out. Availability of imports

to Con Edison region is 42% with Indian Point in and 52% with Indian

Point being out. Finally with regard to capacity factors, it is assumed

that IP 2 decreases form 55% to 20% and P 3 decreases from 53% to 20%.

For the low impact case GNYCE assumes 100% conservation, whether Indian

O Point is in or out; no coal conversion if Indian Point is in but yes coal

.,,-
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Q conversion of Ravenswood 1 and 2 if Indian Point is out; zero escalation,

in real terms of oil prices whether Indian Point is in or out; zero |

percent in real terms escalation of coal prices whether or not Indian i

Point is in or out; availability of Canadian imports to the Con Edison

region 42% with Indian Point in, and 57% with Indian Point out, and

finally a " low" range of capacity factors (approximately 50% to start and

0% projected to the year 2000). (Rosen ff. Tr.13788, ESRG report at 19

(Table 3),26,27,28and29;Tr.13841).

6-64. Demand growth scenarios were based upon Energy Systems

Research Group, Inc.'s (ESRG) June 1981 study for the New York City
J

Energy Office. (Ibid.at17).
.

6-65. With regard to coal conversion and its effect on GNYCE's
i

l scenarios, GNYCE's witness testified that even though it would have been
O economic to have included conversion of Ravenswood 1 and 2, with Indian

Point in, increasing the cost impact of shutting down Indian Point, this

economic facter was not considered. (Rosen, Tr. 13800 through 13805).

6-66. With regard to importation of Canadian power, the scenarios

reflect the assumption of a policy that would require that should the'

Indian Point units be shut down that the costs of that action be distri-

buted around the state by allowing the Canadian power to be distributed

downstate at a cost or expense to the rest of the state. (Ibid.

Tr. 13821).

6-67. Based on these assumptions GNYCE's witness testified that its

high impact scenario resulted in costs of $3.656 billion in 1981

discounted dollars. That the mid range impact was $.746 billion in 1981

Q discounted dollars, and that the low impact scenario resulted in a cost

,,-
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1

impact of minus 1.337 billion dollars in 1981 discounted dollars.

(Rosen, ff. Tr.13788 Report at 8).

6-68. GNYCE developed a computer based costing model, the costi

assessment of nuclear substitution (CANS), to compute the revenue impact

from Indian Point shutdown. (Ibid. at 13).

6-69. Future impacts were discounted to 1981 dollars by discounting

future nominal cost estimates at 12% per year. The average rate of

inflation was taken at 8% per year, so the real discount rate used was

4%. (Ibid.at16).
6-70. With respect to decomissioning, GNYCE testified that early

retirement versus late retirement would result in no savings in the high

impact case, would result in 25% savings in the mid range case, $180

million, and finally in the low impact case would result in a $360

million savings of impact of the cost of the shutdown of Indian Point

Units 2 and 3. The basis for these differences is that the longer a

nuclear reactor operates the more highly radioactive it becomes. (Rosen,

ff. Tr. 13788, Report at 52-54).

6-71. With respect to capital costs in the high impact scenario,

GNYCE testified that it assumed that the rate of increase in the total

capitalized costs for both Indian Point 2 and 3 for the period 1987 to

2000 would be about 3%. In the low impact case GNYCE testified that it

assumed that the rate of increase in capitalized costs during 1987 to

2000 would be about 6.8%, and for the mid range case it testified that a

4.9% rate was used. (Ibid.at55-57).
6-72. With regard to steam generators GNYCE testified that it

assumed in the mid-range scenario the replacement of the steam generator
,

I
|*
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O would be required in 1991 and 1986 for the Indian Point Units 2 and 3,

respectively. In the low impact scenario it is assumed that the Indian

Point 2 steam generator will have to be replaced three years earlier, in

1988. Since both Con Edison and Power Authority state that it is

possible that steam generator replacement may not be necessary at all,

this is assumed in the high impact scenario. In all cases where the

steam generator is replaced the cost is assumed to be capitalized at the

level of 130 million and 132 million (in 1982 dollars), respectively, for

Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3, and depreciated over the remaining

lifetime of the unit. (Ibid.at58).
6-73. GNYCE's witness testified that he had not compared actual

1982 capacity factors for salt water PWR's with results from GNYCE's

capacity factor regression model. But he did state that he would expect

that GNYCE's model would predict for 1982, the year which is one year

beyond the data base, more accurately than it could predict for later

years in the future. (RosenTr. 13905-06).

6-74. GNYCE testified that its Appendix C to its testimony presents

a multi-variate regression analysis of capacity factors. Among these

variable are the units size (maximum dependable capacity), type

(pressurizedwaterreactors,orboilingwaterreactor), age (yearof ;
l

coninerical operation), and whether or not the cooling towers or salt !

l

water cooling are used. GNYCE testified that a significant implication

of the regression analysis is that large salt water cooled PWR nuclear |
|

reactors like Indian Point'can be expected to exhibit strongly |

deteorating performance after their first several years of operation.

| O GNYCE testified that application of the regression equation developed in

,

i

|
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O itshapacityfactoranalysisfortheIndianPointUnitsshowsthissame

general trend. (Rosen, ff. Tr. 13788, Report at 25 and 26).'

6-75. GNYCE testified that for the high impact and mid-range cases

it is assumed that each unit's capacity factor for 1982 will be equal to

its historic average. These initial values are 55% and 53% for' Indian

Point 2 and Indian Point 3 respectively. In the low impact case the 1982

capacity factor values are those predicted for that year by the ESRG
,

regression analysis. These results are 45% and 50% respectively for

Indian Point Units 2 and 3. In the high impact case GNYCE testifies that

no aging effect is assumed for either of the Indian Point units. The

units are assumed to maintain their historic average capacity factor of

55% and 53%'respectively. In the mid range case GNYCE assumed that

beginning in 1982 capacity factors for Indian Point 2 units will decline
O linearly with age. Rather than the rather rapid decline indicated in the

results of the GNYCE regression analysis, GNYCE assumed a more cautious '

rate of deterioration in perfonnance with capacity factors reaching 20%
' by the 35th year of operation. Finally in the low impact case GNYCE

regression analysis results were followed more closely, assuming that the

capacity factors will reach zero by the year 2000. (Ibid.at 20, 27, 28,

. and29).
!

6-76. Using the regression equation that was provided in GNYCE's

testimony, the NRC staff estimated what the GNYCE model would predict for

the model year 1982, for the 14 salt water PWR's described in the Appen-

dix C of GNYCE's testimony. The results of the staff's analysis showed

that the model consistently underestimated the capacity factors for 1982.

O For the year 1982 it was found that that 14 reactors' average capacity
:

,

. 4
;
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Q factor (adjusted because the GNYCE regression model develops an adjusted

capacity factor) was 75.67% versus a predicted value of 61.6%. The

average error was -13.9%. In all, of the 14 units that were identified,

for twelve of them the model underestimated the capacity factor. In four

instances the capacity factor error was extremely large, greater than 25

percentage points. This indicated that the error was not random but that

the model was biased in terms of underestimating capacity factors.

(Feld,Tr. 14131-33).

6-77. Of the two reactors for which the model overestimated the

capacity factor, for one reactor the difference was one and a half

percentage points. The other, San Onofre, was over 15 percentage points,

but San Onofre should be excluded from the data since it was out for

seismic related improvements. (Ibid.)
O 6-78. By affidavit of Richard Rosen, GNYCE responded to

computations of Staff witness Sid Feld, wherein the Staff, using GNYCE

assumptions, demonstrated that the GNYCE regression equation

underestimates capacity factors for nuclear reactors. The affiant using

"re-adjusted capacity factors" determined that the GNYCE regression

equation underestimated capacity factors for the 14 nuclear reactors by

|
an average of 9.5 percentage points. (Affidavit of GNYCE on Comission

Question 6.3,at1).

6-79. Based on a comparison of the actual 1981 capacity factors for

the 14 nuclear reactors with " predicted" capacity factors, the affiant

asserts that the GNYCE regression equation does not underestimate

capacity factor performance (Affidavit, at 2). However, the GNYCE

Q regression equation was derived with 1981 in the data base. Therefore,

4
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capability. That is, the GNYCE equation's regression coefficients were :

made to fit the 1981 data and this same data cannot be used to show the

equation's accuracy in forecasting. (Rosen,Tr.13788,AppendixC;

Tr.13906).

6-80. Finally, GNYCE testified that it assumed continued operation

of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 under all three of its scenarios in spite

) of the fact that the scenario may call for continued operation at

significant loss. This results in a lower bottom line cost impact for

shutdown of Indian Point 2 and 3. For example, in the mid range case*

from 1991 through the end of GNYCE's study period it is shown that the

Indian Point units would be operated at significant costs, reducing the

total replacement energy costs. (Rosen, Tr. 13880 through 13884; Report

Tables 16, 17, and 18 at pp. 61, 62 and 63).

i Environmental and Socioeconomic Costs

6-81. A witness on the NRC staff Environmental and Socioeconomic

| Panel testified that as originally proposed and evaluated by the NRC, the

Indian Point units 2 and 3 with once through cooling would have resulted

in unacceptable impacts to the aquatic resources of the Hudson River.

Several factors associated with the operation of Indian Point units with

once through cooling were identified as capable of producing adverse

effect on aquatic biota. The most important of these factors was

; entrainment of large numbers of plankton in the once through cooling i

: systems, and impingement of large numbers of fish of several species on

O the intake screens. As a result of a reexamination of the predicted

l
1
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O levels f impact f perati n f these units m re recently in the EPA's

Hudson River Power Case, and the conclusion of the EPA proceeding

resulting in a settlement agreement which allows continued operation of

Indian Point Unit 3 with once through cooling using certain mitigative

measures, the Staff testified that no irreversible impacts will result

over the 10 year tenn of the EPA settlement agreement (starting date of

whichwasMay,1981). However, the Staff testified that losses of

aquatic organisims and the potential for long term effects will continue

to occur with the continued operation of the Indian Point plant with once

through cooling. (Billups, ff. Tr. 14306 at 5 through 9).

6-82. The NRC staff testified that the impacts on aquatic resources

on the Hudson River from operation of the Indian Point Units would be

eliminated with a shutdown of the units. However, such reduction, on

balance, must be weighed against the operation of replacement power

giving consideration to replacement power generation, the design of such

generation, and the capacity and intake location of the cooling systems

of such replacement power plants. (Ibid.at9).
6-83. The Staff testified that it considered two scenarios in its

analysis of environmental and socioeconomic impacts. Scenario one

assumed that replacement power would be generated for about a ten year

period by existing fossil fuel plants in the New York Power Pool, with a

majority, if not all, generated by existing oil-fired units within the

Con Edison system. Scenario two assumes that, after a initial period of

approximately 10 years, a new generating facility of equivalent capacity

to Indian Point Units would be placed on line and also that the fuel type

Q for the new facility would be coal. The location of this new plant was

>
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Q selected at or near the Indian Point site to allow a comparative view of

the impact of an alternative fuel type. (Ibid. at 4). |

| 6-84. TheNRC staff witness testified that for scenario one the
1

water bodies and their aquatic resources likely to be affected by

replacement power generation in the Con Edison System are the Hudson, the

Harlem and the East Rivers as well as the Arthur Kill. For scenario two

the location of the new plant was at or near the Indian Point Site. With

regard to impacts of scenario one, the effects would be dispersed over

several aquatic systems (cooling water sources), as compared to the

| concentrated impact of the two large units located in the important

spawning and nursery area of the Hudson River. With regard to scenario

two, there would be no major differences with regard to aquatic resources

effects if the new coal fired generation source was designed with once-
O through cooling as with the Indian Point Units. If, however, the new l

coal fired plant was equipped with closed cycle cooling a potential for

imp' acts would be substantially reduced. (Ibid. at 9 and 10).
I6-85. NRC staff witness testified that other potential impacts on

aquatic resources include. These wastes wastes resulting from coal '

storage, combustion and emission abatement which contain a number of

trace elements (e.g. nickel, mercury, and selenium) that can be toxic to

aquatic biota if present at sufficiently high concentrations. (Ibid.at
11).

6-86. AnNRC staff witness testified that the air quality impacts
'

were predicted for each replacement scenario in terms of incremental

increases in sulphur dioxide, particulate matter, and oxides of nitrogen

f] (represented as nitrogen dioxide N0 ). Dispersion modeling and2

L- "
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. O postulating air quality impacts was carried out using the RAM and CRSTER

Models developed by EPA. Air pollutant increases were presented in terms |

of maximum 24 hour concentrations in annual average incremental

increases. No air quality standards were predicted to be violated by -

either scenario one or two. (Kornegay, ff. Tr. 14306 at 12 through 29).

6-87. With regard to impact of the replacement scenarios on

terrestrial resources, the staff considered potential emissions of S02

and N0 and their impact on local trees and representative crop plants.'

X

The staff also considered these emissions with regard to " acid rain" and

the " green-house effect" with regard to CO releases. The staff witness
2

testified that predicting effects of air pollutants on particular plant

species was difficult but concluded that the yield of the most

susceptible crop plants might be slightly reduced and local trees may
O show mild foliar symptoms due to the S0 . (LaRoche,ff.Tr. 1430633

2

through36).

6-88. With regard to acid rain, an NRC staff witness testified that

; the impact on the pH level due to an increase in concentration from N0
2

and S0 is so low that it is not likely to be discernable. (Ibid. at2

39).

6-89. With regard to potential " green-house effect", the NRC staff

testifiedthatthepostulatedcoal-firedplant(scenariotwo),overa>

year's time (assuming a 55% capacity factor), would release approximately

8 million metric tons of C0 . However, this amount is too small to be |2

discernable by models used to predict an increase in global temperature
1

1

'

due to an increase in CO , since such models are not yet sensitive
2

C enough. (Ibid.at39and40).

- 4
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6-90. With regard to impacts of terrestrial biota associated with

coal storage, anNRC staff witness testified that a land area of twenty to

twenty five acres (for a 100-day coal supply) is anticipated to be

impacted. The primary impact to the terrestrial biota from the storage

will be related to loss of vegetation. Further, the area will be

pre-empted from use by wildlife species typical of old field and forested

communities, especially small animals with limited movement patterns.

Secondary impacts associated with coal storage are mostly related to

dust, noise and surface water runoff. (Pentecost, ff. Tr. 14306 at 41

through43).

6-91. The impacts with regard to the storage of lime / limestone at

the Indian Point site for flue gas desulphurization are expected to be

negligible in comparison to other site impacts. (Ibid, at 43).

O 6-92. With respect to onsite storege end disposei of coei

combustion and pollution abatement wastes, an NRC staff witness testified

such storage would require about 400 acres for 20 year operation 'of an

1800 MW power plant. The degree to which combustion waste will adversly

impact biota at permanent disposal sites will depend upon many factors,

including soil permeability, moisture content of the scrubber sludge and

ash, and trace element content of the waste. The impermeability of the

underlying substrata is an important consideration for site selection for

waste storage. Limestone quarries are currently under consideration as

disposal sites in New York. The suitability of limestone quarries as

disposal sites will depend.upon the amount of rock fracturing present,

thickness of the quarry wall, proximity to ground water or a combination

of these factors. In cases where the underlying materials or walls of
G

A
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Q the impoundments may be relatively permeable it may be necessary to line
'

the impoundment with a clay or synthetic liner. The same concerns exist

; for the disposal of combustion wastes at a landfill site other than a

quarry. (Ibid.44-47).

6-93. Prior to any regulatory decision on site location and manage-

ment of combustion waste disposal areas an impact analysis would be

necessary for an analysis of the impact on the Indiana Bat, the Bog

Turtle, the Shortnose Sturgeon, and the Wild Northern Monkshood. These

species have been identified as endangered or threatened species which

have distributional ranges which include counties located in New York

within 50 miles of the Indian Point site. Accordingly, consistent with

the Endangered Species Act such analysis must be conducted. (Ibid.at
48).

O 6-94. With regard to to socioeconomic impacts of shutting down+

Indian Point Units 2 and 3, a witness for theNRC staff testified that a

substantial portion of local revenues due to the facilities would be lost

and local efforts to make up for this loss would work a hardship on all,

residents, particularly those on fixed incomes. The annual payroll for

Indian Points 2 and 3 is $17.5 million and $14.7 million, respectively.

Con Edison purchases of materials and services amounted to $24 million in

] Westchester County, and $5 million in New York City during 1980; Power

Authority purchases of materials and services amounted to $2.9 million in

Westchester County, $11.4 million in New York City, and $174,000 in
i

Rockland County during 1980 (Carnes, ff. Tr. 14306 at 58 and 59).

6-95. A major benefit of operation of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 is

Q the contribution that the facilities make to the local tax base in the

..
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payment of state aide and Power Authority donations in the case of Indian

Point Unit 3. Each of the taxing jurisdictions in the local impact area

depend substantially on taxes and state aide payments from Indian Point 2

and 3, respectively, for their operating revenues. A substantial portion

of local revenues due to the facilities would be lost and local efforts

i to make up this loss would work a hardship on all residents, particularly

those on fixed incomes. Shutdown of both Indian Point 2 and 3 would
'

result in an increase of the local tax rates of between 50'and 1000%,

depending on the jurisdiction. It is estimated that Buchanan's tax rate

would increase by 1000% as would the Verplanck fire district; the school

district would be required to treble its tax rate and the town of -

Cortlandt would be required to raise its rate by 50%. It is likely that

this would cause the village of Buchanan to disassemble and be integrated

into the town of Cortlandt, and the Verplanck Fire District would reduce

services severely or' be absorbed by an adjoining fire district. The

school district in the town of Cortlandt would have to raise tax rates

and reduce services. (Ibid.at59-77).
6-96. Construction of replacement facilities to compensate for loss

of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 would increase vehicular traffic

congestion, present some shortages in transient housing #or some workers

and increase ambient noise levels in the local area. It is exepcted that

once constructed the coal fired replacement facilities would make

substantial payments to tt: bcal jurisdictions. These payments would

relieve the local resiJents of a substantial part of their tax burdens.

(Ibid.at71-79).

- e
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| 6-97. A witness for the Power Authority testified that the average

production cost penalty associated with closing the Indian Point units

will force the residents of southeastern New York who are served by these

Units to give up goods and services to pay the added costs of

electricity; they will be poor to this extent. (Dean, Hochman and Rubin,

ff. Tr. 13645 at 2, 26).

6-98. The cost of shutting Indian Point down will not be

distributed evenly or equitably among residents in the region. A major

identifiable group which loses more -than the average are subway and bus

riders. (Ibid. at 8 through 10).

6-99. If Indian Point 3 were closed, the Power Authority's

customers in downstate New York would see increase in costs of

electricity in the approximate range of $210 million per year. This

O figure approximates the average of the production cost increase for the

years 1984 through 1990. The major burdens would fall on its two largest

customers, MTA and New York City. The MTA would probably raise fares by

about 6t per ride, leading to a 3% decrease in ridership. New York City

would be forced to raise taxes or reduce spending in order to pay an

additional 68 million for the direct extra cost of electricity without

considering any secondary or indirect affects. The Port Authority would

need to raise an additional $24 million, though some of this increase

could be passed on to New York City, requiring the city to raise

additional revenue. The result of these costs would be the unemployment

of 14,800 people. (Ibid.at17and18).
6-100. The witnesses for the Power Authority used an econometric

1

model to measure the total impact of the shutdown of the Indian Point

4
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Q units. The econometric model estimated the effects of an increase in the

price of electricity of about 5%, for the period from 1984 through 1992.

Five percent was selected because it approximates the increase in the

cost of Con Edison electricity. The outcome of the simulation exercise
.

shows that for each year beginning in 1984, employment in New York City

would be reduced by approximat;1y 4300 as compared with what it would be

if there were no increases in the cost of electricity. There would be a

10 year cummulative loss of 48,400 man-years of employment. Value added,

a measure that reflects income generated in the area, would be reduced in

New York City to $726 million each year (from 1984 to 1992, in current

dollars with Wherton's inflation rate of about 5.7%) as a result of the

increase in the cost of. electricity. About 80% of the decline in

| employment would be concentrated in the non-durable manufacturing,

whoesale and retail trade, and service sectors of the New York economy.

The model results indicate that employment reduction in Bergen, Rockland,,

Putnam, as well as Westchester will total about 1,500 per year. (Ibid.
at 23, 24, and 25).

6-101. A witness for the Licensees testified that the fare that the

MTA would have to charge for its subways and buses would increase 6c a

ride over the current fare rates of 75c. This is based on pending

increase in electricity. rates to MTA of 29.5% due to shutdown of Indian

Point Units 2 and 3 and an average long range elasticity of demand for

both subway and bus of negative .371. (Dunbar, ff. Tr.13604 at 12 and

13).

6-102. The 6c fare increase translates into an employment drop in

O New Y rk City f . 2%. This is based up n the Licensees' estimate that

.s
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Q for each percent increase in transit fare there is a .04 percent decline

i in employment in New York City. Accordingly, using 1986 as a reasonable

long run forecast year, the predicted employment in the City is 3,548.5

thousand, the loss would be 11.4 thousand jobs. (Ibid.at14).
6-103. The Licensees' witness testified that the aggregate personal

income and tax revenues and taxes is proportional to the decline in

employment. Accordingly in 1986, as the forcecast year, the income would

decline by 323 million and city tax revenues would decline by 34 million.

A greater decline in ridership would be caused by reduced service.
4

(Ibid.at15,20).

6-104. A witness for the Licensees testified that oil represents

95% of total replacement fuel for 1984 or 13.9 million barrels of oil.

This percentage will drop in later years if coal conversions and
0>

i transmission reinforcements presently scheduled take place. It will

then rise with load growth to reach 99% of replacement fuel by 1999.

(Streiter, ff. Tr.13381 at 6).

6-105. The State of New York testified that an additional 154.2

million barrels of oil would be consumed over the period 1984 through

1996 if both units two and three are shutdown. (Parmelee, ff. Tr.13727

at8).
6-106. A witness for the Licensees testified that this increase in

demand for oil means higher imports which is contrary to the national

interest of the United States. Oil is a diminishing resource. Additions
! to reserves are not matching the oil being pumped which is most particu-

larly the situation in the United States. Because of the lead time

Q required to complete major investments in alternative forms of energy (7

4

.
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Q to 10 years for each facility--much more to work a fundamental change in

the nation's energy mix), there is no realistic possibility that oil will

be displaced as the prime commercial fuel in the 1983-1998 period.

Moreover, there is evidence that recent investments in alternatives have

been stretched out or cancelled outright. Despite the size of oil

reserves virtually all industrial and most developing states have

national energy policies that aim at reducing the share of oil in their

energy budgets. It is the fact of their large and foreseen continuing

dependence upon imports--of access to someone else's oil--and the

uncertainty of continuous supply or of non-commercially defined prices

which prompts them to reduce their oil consumption, and thus their

dependence on oil. imports. (Conant, ff. Tr. 1667 at 65 and 66). '

6-107. Oil will still be the price setter for energy. It will not

be less expensive than other fonns of fossil fuels. In recent months the

price of oil (domestic and international) has declined under pressure of

depressed demand and large commercial inventories. There are now indica-

tions that the inventory cycle is being reversed and prices will firm.

The general forecast is still for higher prices in the long run. The

vulnerability of supply to sudden shocks warns that sharp increases in

prices could again be imposed by oil suppliers on oil importing nations.

(Ibid.'at66and67).
1

.

O
|
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'
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j Q (Contention 6.1)

| Shutdown Benefit to Rockland County

) Contention 6.1, as litigated, reads as follows:EI
| .

; 6.1. An economic consequence of shutdown of Indian
; Point, Units 2 and 3 would be an economic benefit
'

accruing to Rockland County through the sale of
replacement power.

,

k

j 6.1-1. WBCA's witness testified that since 1973 or 1974, when
,

Bowline Unit 2 came on line, Orange and Rockland Utilities (ORU) has had;

j excess capacity of about 300 megawatts. (Fleisher, ff. Tr.14079 at 1).

I 6.1-2. Aportionofthis300megawattsrepresentsdrangeand

| Rockland's required reserve margin. Required reserve margin cap'acity can
'

be sold on an interruptable basis. (Fleisher,ff.Tr. 14082-83).

Q 6.1-3. Licensees' witness testified that a shutdown of Indian Point

| has adverse effects on other utilities in the state, including Orange and
( .

! Rockland. Projections of production costs penalties resulting from

I Indian Point shutdown for Orange and Rockland for years 1984 through 1999
i

j show that while Orange and Rockland received some small benefit from the

shutdowninseveralyears(1987-1989), the overall effect has been
i

j increased production costs for Orange and Rockland. This effect

predominates because Orange and Rockland is primarily a purchaser of

economic energy, and the removal of Indian Point increases the cost of

the economic energy available to Orange and Rockland. (Meehan, ff. Tr.

13167at29and33).
.

53/ West Branch Conservation Association (WBCA) presented testimony of

O Walter L. Fleisher, Vice President of the WBCA. The Staff presented -

testimony of Sidney Feld, a Senior Cost Analyst in the Cost Analysis
Group, the Division of Budget and Analysis within the Office of
Research Management of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission. The-
Licensees presented tdstimony of Eugene T. Meehan, the Vice
President of Energy Management Associates, Inc.

.
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6.1-4. A witness for theNRC staff testified that a review of the

1982 New York Power Pool Report suggests that between 1983 and 1997

Orange and Rockland will not have excess capacity of 300 megawatts.

Orange and Rockland's own projections of capacity and peak demand show a

maximum in excess capacity (the amount beyond its 18% reserve

requirement) of 158 MW in 1983. The amount of excess capacity decreases

year by year to a negative 154 by the year 1997. (Feld, ff. Tr.14130 at

65through67).

6.1-5. The forecast figures relied upon by the Staff were official

utility forecasts. The fact that historical growth may have been slower

in the recent past than what was forecast in the past is no assurance

that the slower growth will continue in the future. This slow growth
i

rate may reflect the fact that there has been a recession, that the price

of electricity has risen dramatically in the past, and that there may

have been weather factors influencing growth. (Feld, Tr.14159).
~

6.1-6. Even if Orange and Rockland had sufficient capacity to sell,

given the availability of energy on Con Edison's and Power Authority's

systems and from New York Power Pool members, Con Edison and Power

Authority anticipate that they will be able to make up for the loss of

Indian Point. These replacement sources will not require the assumption '

of capital cost on the part of Con Edison and Power Authority, and thus

should be more competitive than the outright purchase of existing

capacity. It is, of course, conceivable that the purchase of capacity,

even with its reassignment of the capital cost, could be more attractive

to the purchaser than the sources of energy currently envisioned. This

] would likely be the case if Power Authority and Con Edison were able to

|
1

')

|
|
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current and projected reliance on oil fueled capacity', any Orange and

Rockland capacity available for sale is expected to be oil-based. Thus,

there would be no incentive to purchase such oil-based capacity even if

it were available. (Feld, ff. Tr.14130 at 66).

6.1-7. If a finn sale were consumated, the purchasing utility would

assume responsibility for all costs associated with the unit (s),

including the fixed charges on capital investment. To the extent this

capacity is of no value to Orange and Rockland, the transfer of the fixed

costs would produce benefits to Orange and Rockland and its customers.

However, whatever benefit would flow to Orange and Rockland would result

in a corresponding. increase in cost to the purchaser. On balance, from
i

society's perspective there is no real economic impact. In other words,

Con Edison and Power Authority will purchase economy energy in such a way

as to minimize their cost. At select periods of time Orange and Rockland

energy will loom as the most economically attractive source of

replacement energy and consequently economy purchase between Orange and

Rockland and the impacted utilities will occur. As a result of such

sales, Orange and Rockland will recieve payments that reimburse the
l production costs associated with the energy plus half the-difference

between those costs and the marginal production cost available to Con

Edison and Power Authority from their own systems (split-the-savings

formula). Thus, Orange and Rockland will receive revenues in excess of

their actual out-of-pocket cost. This impact is strictly pecuniary and

the monetary benefits accruing to Orange and Rockland result in a

O

4

.
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O corresPoaaias 4acrease ia moaetary cost to coa raisoa eaa eo er

Authority. (Ibid. at 68 and 69; Tr.14161-62).

Contention 6.2

Health Effects Impact on Children From Normal
Operation of Indian Point Units 2 and 3

Contention 6.2, as litigated reads as follows:E

A benefit would accrue from the shutdown of Indian Point, Units
2 and 3 because the environment of the children in the vicinity
would be improved by a decrease in the release of radioactive
material.

6.2-1. Exposure to radiation and/or radioactive materials may

damage human individuals and represent a threat to the health of the
' human species. (Thornborough, Tr. 14380 at 5).

6.2-2. There is a certain amount of natural occurring backgroundO
radiation to which humans are expcsed. (Ibid. at 4).

6.2-3. Exposure to natural background radiation in the United

States varies from about 70 mrem / year to about 300 mrem / year depending

upon geographical location (Branagan, Tr. 14361 at p. 10).

-54/ Intervenor Parents Concerned About Indian Point (Parents) presented
testimony of John R. Thornborough, Ph.D, professor of physiology at
the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education of the City College
of New York, and Daryl Bohning, Ph.D presently head of a group ten
systems analysists and analysist programmers setting a comprehensive
data processing system for the Lederle Laboratories toxicology
facilities as well as process control systems for American
Cyanamid's Fennentation Pilot Plants at Lederle Laboratories and in
Gosport, England. TheNRC staff presented testimony Edward F.
Branagan, Jr., Ph.D, Radiological Assessment Branch in the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission,
Health Physicist.

O

,3-
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O 6.2-4. The contribut4en of the Indien eoint pients routine

operation to the total annual background radiation dose for children

surrounding the plant would be absolutely minuscule. (Thornborough,Tr.
,

14393).

6.2-5. Assuming an average annual exposure of about 100 mrems to

natural background radiation, the dose to a child exposed to radioactive

effluents from normal operations per reactor year (i.e., a conservative

estimate of 10 mrem) is estimated to be about 1/10 of the dose from

exposure to natural background radiation. The value of 10 mrems/ reactor-

year to the total body was based upon a review of the Indian Point Units

2 and 3 Final Environmental Statements of estimates of the doses to a

maximally exposed individual and recen't Effluent and Waste Disposal

Semi-Annual Reports submitted by the Licensees as well as Appendix I to

10 C.F.R. 50 which provides numerical guidance on dose design objectives

for light water reactors. Use of this value is conservative because itJ

is unlikely that an individual will be exposed at the dose design objec-

tive level to the same body organs from several types of radioactive

effluents at the same time. Actual doses to real individuals in the near -

vicinity of the site are expected to be a fraction of the dose of 10

mrems/ reactor-year. In addition, to obtain a dose of 10 mrems/ reactor-

; year, an individual would have to spend almost all of his or her time at

the site boundary, and obtain almost all of his or her food grown at an

offsite location where the highest concentration of radionuclides are

expected. The average doses to an individual within 50 miles of the site

would be three or more orders of magnitude less than the doses to a

( maximally exposed child. (Branagan, Tr.14361 at 3-5).

| 'i
,
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6.2-6. 1ne risk to an individue, from the dose of 10 mremsfreector-

year is calculated by multiplying the dose to the total body by somatic

(i.e., cancer)riskestimators. The Staff used a risk estimator based

upon the " absolute risk" model described in BEIR I, a report of the '

National Academy of Sciences. This model provides for the use of 135

potential fatal cancers per million person rems (for a population

composed of all age groups). (Branagan, Tr.14361 at 5).

6.2-7. The use of this somatic risk estimator is consistent with

risk estimators provided by other sources. (Ibid. at 6).
6.2-8. Multiplying the preceeding somatic risk estimator (i.e., 135

potential cancer fatal cancers per million person-rems for a population

composed of all age groups) by the conservative dose estimate of 10

mrems, the risk of potential premature death from cancer to the exposed

individual to radioactive effluents from one year of reactor operations

is 1.35 chances in one million. This risk estimate is based on a somatic

health risk estimator for a population composed of all age groups. To

estimate the risk to a child, as opposed to an average individual in a

population composed of all ages, the preceeding risk must be multiplied

by an age adjustment factor of 0.7. (Ibid. at 7).
.

6.2-9. Age adjustment factors take into account differences in risk

estimators for leukemia and the risk estimator for fatal cancers of other

organs (e.g. , lung, stomach, pancreas, alimentary canal, breast, bone,

andthyroid). The risk estimator for leukemia in children (i.e., about

50 potential fatal leukemiits per million person-rems) is higher than the

risk estimator for leukemia in a population composed of all age groups
I (i.e., about 28 potential fatal leukemias per million person-rems).

,)
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However, the risk estimator for all other fatal cancers in children

(i.e., about 43 potential fatal cancers per million person-rems) is lower

than the risk estimator for all other fatal cancers in a population

composed of all age groups (i.e., about 107 potential fatal cancers per

million person-rems). Consequently, the risk estimator for whole body

irradiation of a child (i.e., about 93 potential fatal cancers per

million person-rems) is about 0.7 times the risk estimator for whole body

irradiation of a population composed of all age groups (i.e., about 135

potential cancers per million person-rems). (Ibid. at 8).
6.2-10. There are two age groups that would be subject to a higher

,

risk; the risk to a teenager (11-20) would be about 50% higher than the

risk to an average individual in a population composed of all age groups,

and the risk due to in utero exposure would be about 70% higher. The

latter estimate is based on a risk estimator of 300 potential cancer

deaths per million person-rems, and a dose of 7.5 mrems/ reactor-year for

9 months of exposure. (Ibid.at9).
6.2-11. The risk to a child exposed to radioactive materials

released from one reactor-year of routine operations at Indian Point

(i.e., a risk of potential premature death due to cancer of about I

chance in a million using a conservative dose estimate of 10 mrems) is

much less than the risk from exposure to any of the major sources of

radiation (e.g., medical exposure and natural background radiation) and

within the same range as the risks from exposure to many of the other

commonsourcesofenhanced'radiationexposure(e.g.,increasedexposure
'

to cosmic radiation from airline travel, exposure to radon and its

daughters from combustion of natural gas for heating, and exposure to

3
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byproduct xteys from television receivers). The risk is also sm.11

compared with the current incidence of actual cancer fatalities (about. 1
4

20%). (Ibid. at 11, Table 2).

6.2-12. To estimate the number of potential genetic disorders that

may occur as a result of exposure to radioactive effluents from normal

operations of Unit 2 and 3, first the collective dose-equivalent

commitment (hearinafter referred to as the population dose) to the

population within 50 miles of the plant from exposure to radioactive

effluents from one reactor-year of nomal operations must be estimated.

Second, the population dose must be multiplied by genetic risk estimators

to obtain the number of potential genetic disorders. (BranaganTr.15143

at2).
6.2-13. A value of 20 person-rems / reactor-year to the total body of

the population within the 50 miles of the plant (estimated to be about 19

million persons in the year 1980) was used by the Staff as the population
,

'

dose based on a review of population doses contained in the Indian Point

Unit 3 Final Environmental Statement. A value of 258 potential cases of

all foms of genetic disorders per million person-rems was used as a risk
i

estimator to estimate potential cases of all forms of genetic disorders.

This risk estimator was based on BEIR I. The value of 258 poten'ial casesi t

of all foms of genetic disorders is equal to the sum of'the geometric

means of the risk of specific genetic defects and the risk of defects

i with complex etiology. The geometric mean value derived from the BEIR I
|

report is consistent with the values recomended by the major radiation

protection organizations (National Academy of Sciences / National Research

Council, Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radia-

3
. . ,

,
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tion (BIER III)); International Commission of Radiological Protection;

the National Council on Radiation Protection and. Measurements; and United

Nations Scientific Committee On the Effects of Atomic Radiation). (Ibid.

at3and4).
6.2-14. Multiplying the population dose from exposure to

radioactivity attributable to the normal annual operation of one reactor

unit (that is, 20 person-rems) by the preceding genetic risk estimator

(258) about 0.005 potential genetic disorders may occur. The value of

0.005 is the sum of the number of potential genetic disorders that may

occur over all future generations of the exposed population (within 50

miles) due to exposure to radioactive effluents during one reactor-year

of operation. (Ibid. at 4).
6.2-15. The Staff wi'tness testified that the potential genetic

defects in the offspring of occupationaly exposed workers would be much .

greater than the genetic effects due to the exposure of the general

population. (Branagan, Tr. 15161).

6.2-16. Assuming an average annual exposure of about 100 mrems to

natural background radiation, the dose to the 50 mile population from

normal operations per reactor (i.e., 20 person-rems) is a very small

fraction of the dose from exposure to natural background radiation (i.e.,

1,900,000 persons-rems). (Branagan, Tr. 15143 at 5).

6.2-17. The current incidence of actual genetic ill health in each

generation is about 11% (BEIR III). Since BEIR III indicates that the

mean persistence of the two major types of genetic disorders is about

five generations and ten generations, the risk of potential genetic

disorders from the normal annual operation of the plant is conservatively

4
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compared with the risk of actual genetic ill health in the first five

generations rather than the first ten generations. Multiplying the

estimated population within 50 miles of the plant (19,000,000 persons in

the year 1980) by five generations times the current incidence of actual '

'
genetic ill health in each generation (about 11%), about 10,000,000

genetic abnormalities are expected. The number of potential genetic

defects to the general public from radioactivity associated with the

annual operation of Indian Point, Units 2 or 3 (i.e., 0.005 potential

genetic defects per reactor-year) is a very small fraction (less than 1

part in a billion) of the estimated normal incidence of genetic

abnormalities in the first five generations of the 1980 population.

| (Ibid. at 5 and 6).

O:

Contention 6.3). .

Contention 6.3, as litigated, reads as follows:5_5/

Considering the savings in operating expense which would
result from shutting down Indian Point Units 2 and 3,
and allowing for the ways in which cogeneration and

'

conservation can mitigate the costs of replacement
power, the net costs of shutdown are small; in fact,
they are smaller than previous studies by UCS, GAO, or
Rand sugg'est, and are entirely acceptable-.

.

5_5/ New York City Council presented testimony of Dr. Barry Coninoner,5

Queens College Center for the Biology of Natural Systems; Mr.
Richard Schrader, Research Associate, Center for the Biology of
Natural Systems, Queens College; Mr. Richard A. Rosen, Ph.D., a
Senior Research Scientist at Energy Systems Research Group, Inc.;
Eugene T. Mechan, Vice President of Energy Management Associates,
Inc., Union of Concerned Scientists presented testimony of Vince

O- Taylor, an Independent Economic Consultant. The licensees presented
FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

.

. 4
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6.3-1. Cogeneration is a technique for utilizing the heat rejected

during the electricity production process. Typically, this heat is used

as a low-pressure industrial process steam, space heat for buildings, or

hot water for residential use. (Commoner and Schrader, ff. Tr.13951 at

11).

6.3-2. Substantial fuel savings and associated cost reductions are

technically feasible for cogeneration. (Buehring, ff. Tr. 14130 at 74

and75).

6.3-3. Market potential and market penetrations can significantly

reduce the theoretical savings of cogeneration. There are.three distinct

measures by which to reference potential implementation of technology

such as cogeneration. The most optimistic market measure is referred to

as technical market. This includes all applications that are technically

feasible in terms of basic demands in engineering considerations. (Ibid.

at76).

55/ FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
testimony of Eugene T. Meehan, Vice President of Energy Management
Associates, Inc.; Sally Hunt Streiter, Vice President of National
Economic Research Associates; William J. Wagers, Manager, Small
Power Facilities Planning, Common Wealth Edison; Alan M. Steward,
Director of the Gas Supply Department of Con Edison Company of New
York; Peter C. Freudenthal, Ph.D., Director of Air and Noise Program
for Con Edison Company of New York; George L. Fitzpatrick, President
of Applied Energy Group, Inc.; George C. S. Wang, Ph.D., Forecast
Development Manager, con Edison Company of New York. Power
Authority presented testimony of Charles R. Dean, Ph.D., Economic
Consultant; Paul H. Rubin, Ph.D., Professor of Economics and a
Research Associate at the Center for Study of Business in government
at Baruch College of the University of New York; Harold M. Hochman,
Ph.D. Professor of Economics and Director of the Center for the
Study of Business and Government at Baruch College of the UniversityC; of New York. TheNRC staff presented the testimony of William A.
Buehring, Ph.D., Environmental Systems Engineer, Energy and Environ-
mental Systems Division, Argonne National Laboratory. New York City
Councilpresentedtest{monyofDavidSchlisselandJohnMavretich.

t
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6.3-4. The next level of market measurement is referred to as the

economic market potential. The economic potential is an estimate of the j

fraction of technically feasible applications that are economically

attractive. Depending on location and energy use patterns, economic

markets have been estimated to represent from 4 percent up to 35 percent

of the technical market for cogeneration. The most favorable portion of

'the economic potential is derived from new demand for utility supply

oemand since it is not constrained by boiler age and some other retrofit

considerations. (Ibid. at 77).

6.3-5. The actual amount of cogeneration expected to be installed

is referred to as the estimated market penetration. The market

penetration represents the portion of the economic market which is

actually developed. Market peretrations for cogeneration are expected to

lag behind the economic potential for many reasons including (1) lead
,

times for construction, (2) lack of discretionary capital funds, (3)

uncertainty in legislation (e.g., the Public Ut'.lities Regulatory Policy;

Act, referred to as PURPA), (4) regulatory barriers such as local permit

requirements and air quality restrictions, (5) unwillingness to enter the

energy sales business, or (6) a lack of knowledge of available

technologies and energy sale provisions. (Ibid. at 77 and 78).

6.3-6. Estimates of replacement energy, for Indian Point from

sources such as cogeneration, should be based on market penetration
|

projections rather than economic potentials or technical markets.

(Ibid.)

6.3-7. There are operational and design factors that influence the
,f S
(,) obtainable efficiency of cogeneration depending on the choice of

technology and fuel type used. Basically there are four technologies

that currently represent Yedsonable alternatives for cogeneration. All i

s
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O of these options fall into the category of topping cycles since they use

steam or combustion gases to first generate electricity and then to serve

thermal loads. Topping cycles represent the major potential for

cogeneration in the Con Edison area, which is likely to be residential

and connercial applications that require electricity, hot water and space

heating and cooling. The four options include: gas (or combustion)

turbines with exhaust gas heat recovery, diesel engines with heat

recovery from the cooling jacket and exhaust gases, extraction steam

turbines and back pressure steam turbines. (Ibid. at 79).
6.3-8. Extraction turbines have reasonable flexibility in

production of steam and electricity. However the efficiency of energy

conversion de: lines rapidly with decreases in load. This characteristic

means that the major efficiency advantage for extraction-turbine
']

cogeneration is only obtained at the time of day and seasons when energy|

l'
.

loads require full output. For most practical applications, full output

is only required for a small fraction of total operating hours. (Ibid.
at80).

6.3-9. Back pressure turbines only generate about one-tenth as much

electricity for the same amount of thermal production as supplied by

extraction turbines. The flexibility in electrical output that

| accompanies extraction turbines, for a given level of steam generation,

does not occur with back pressure turbines. For given levels of steam

production, the electrical capacity is relatively fixed. Thus,

electrical output cycles up and down with the daily and seasonal thermal

demands. This is not a desireable characteristic from the standpoint of

O setisfyino coseneretor eiectrice, iceds or 4n mexine firm contrect i

agreements for sales to a utility. (Ibid.at81).
'

e

|
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O 6.3-10. Gas turbine cogeneration is derived from the combustion of

natural gas or distillate oil with compressed air, expansion of the gases

through a gas turbine to drive a generator, followed by waste heat

recovery from the exhaust gases. Gas turbines typically require more

incremental fuel than steam turbines and experience considerable

part-load efficiency penalties. Deratings of 50 percent have been shown

to increase fuel consumption by 20 percent. This is a particular concern

since gas turbines require premium fuels. On the other hand, they

generally have higher electrical-to-thennal output ratios. (Ibid. at 2).
6.3-11. Diesel co-generation is provided with piston-driven

internal combustion engines coupled with recovery systems. Water coolant

for the cylinders and exhaust gases provide the source of thermal

generation. High electricity-to-steam ratios are possible and overall

efficiencies may reach 70-75 percent with heat recovery even at part-load

operation. Residual' fuel oil, distillates or gas can be used but the

high operating temperatures cause greater amounts of nitrogen oxides to

be formed in the combustion process than occur with steam or gas turbines

for similar amounts of fuel consumption. This may be a serious

constraint to the development of diesel cogeneration and densely

populated areas with air quality standards and emission restrictions.

(Ibid.at83).
6.3-12. From a physical standpoint, the introduction of

cogeneration into residential and commercial buildings may create

problems. Even in buildings where steam boilers were originally

included, the additional space required for cogeneration may not be

O evailehle. costs essocieted with erchitecture, expeasion or

modifications are likely to be high in the Con Edison service area.

Exhaust stacks are also a'n important consideration. If they were not

- _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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Q initially designed or appropriately sized in existing buildings, the cost

for installation or modifications may be prohibitive in relation to the

potential benefits. (Ibid. at 84 and 85).

6.3-13. Choices of methods for cogeneration need to be compatible

with existing heating and cooling distribution networks. If the intro-

duction of cogeneration requires existing heating, plumbing and/or wiring

to be reworked, the economics become much less attractive. If existing

heating and cooling networks are retained for retrofit, there may be

efficiency losses due to age or compatibility with the cogeneration

technology selected. (Ibid.at85).
6.3-14. To the extent that cogeneration economics depend on sales

to the utility, it will be important to obtain the highest possible buy-

back rates for electrical energy produced. A number of factors will be
O

important for cogenerators to qualify for the highest rates available.

Included in energy payment schedules are likely to be time of day and

seasonal considerations for the timing of cogenerated electricity and

utility peak loads. In addition, capacity payments are likely to be

based on unit availability criteria. Availability is determined by
-

forced outage and maintainance characteristics. Aside from physical

availability, some co-generation operators may prefer not to generate

electricity for the grid under non-economic load configurations (such as

with low internal electrical and thermal demands). The extent to which a

cogenerator can provide firm power to meet utility loads will contribute

to the determination of utility purchase rates. On the other hand,

meeting utility requirements for capacity payments or the highest energy

O 9 y eats couid edd to the cost of seaeretioa ead result ia iess efficieat

operations than would occur in isolation of the utility. (Ibid. at 85

and86). 4
'
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O 6.3-15. The implementation of PURPA regulations has been contested

in hearings in Washington, D.C. as well as in numerous state public

service commission proceedings. This uncertainty is a potential cause

for delay and development of cogeneration due to the risk perception from

the investors. PURPA purchase rate regulations strongly affect economic

incentives for cogeneration to the extent that full avoided cost payments

may be required. (Ibid at 86 and 87).

6.3-16. Current policies reimburse cogenerators for 100 percent of

the avoided cost associated with the supply of cogenerated electricity.

Hence, utility production costs, including payments to cogenerators, do

not vary with the amount of cogeneration. Even if the policy with

respect to payments to cogenerators were to change so that utilities only

paid, say, 90 per cent of the avoided cost, the impact on the production

cost penalty would not be large. Given that assumption, which in itself

would represent a major change in policy, and the assumption that

cogeneration could serve as a replacement for 20 percent of the energy

generated by Indian Point, the effect on the production costs penalty

would be less than 2 percent. (Meehan, ff. Tr.13167 at 39).

6.3-17. A witness for New York City Council-testified that, power
.

supplied by Indian Point 3 can be replaced by installing natural gas

fired cogenerators such as the TOTEM generator. The TOTEM generator is

manufactured by Fiat Company with an output of 15 kw with a thermal

output of .13 MMBtu per hour. Operating year round and 95 percent

capacity, a TOTEM cogenerator will produce 97,200 kwh of electricity per

year. Accordingly, 43,200 of these devices if installed in multi-family

O buildia9s ia New verk City ead westenester Coeaty could rePiece 4.2

. - 4

|
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Q billion kwh now produced by Indian Point 3. The purchase cost of these

units would total approximately $580 million. (Commoner, ff. Tr. 13951

at 11 and 12; Tr.14001).

6.3-18. Testimony submitted to the New York State Public Service

Coninission in conjunction with case 27574 by Con Edison in 1979 estimated

that 395 customers could have the economic potential to convert to

cogeneration with equivalent of 1086 megawatts of coincident peak load

loss. The updated analysis, conducted approximately 1 year later

estimated the economic potential of 159 customers with 562 megawatts of

coincident peak load. The staff of the New York State Department of

Public Service submitted testimony at the same time Con Edison submitted

its updated testimony. The staff stated that potential exposure to a

loss of customers to on-site generation is low: less than 25 customers

having a coincident peak load of less than 100 megawatts. (Wagers,ff.

Tr. 12701 at 4 and 5).

6.3-19. The most recent analysis conducted by Con Edison in July,

1982 indicates an economic potential of seventy-two customers with 296

megawatts of coincident peak load. (Ibid.)
6.3-20. These revisions of the estimates are due to increase in the

'

capital cost of cogeneration facility reflecting the difficulty in

retrofitting a cogeneration plant into buildings with space limitations

and tall flue requirements which could be required in some New York City

office buildings. Another reason is due to the fact that earlier esti-

mates of the potential, assume that New York City would not assess

additional property taxes on these facilities. (Ibid at 6).

.s.
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G 6.3-21. The State Energy Office and its State Energy Master PlanV
issued March, 1982 estimated the potential for cogeneration facilities in

the New York City area to be 380 megawatts. The plan notes, however,

that because of capital availability and fuel use problems only 200

megawatts is assumed to come on line through the 1996 time period.

(Ibid.at7).
6.3-22. The proposed shutdown of Indian Point and conversions to

cogeneration will cause rates to remaining consumers to increase. In

case 27574 this increase was estimated to be 1 per cent for each 140

megawatts of load loss to cogeneration. (Ibid. at 8).
6.3-23. Actual levels of conversion are far below the level of

estimated economic potential. In 1979, for example, the estimated poten-

tial was 395 customers with a peak load of 1086 megawatts. The actual
U conversions in that year were four customers with a total peak load of

|

5.5 megawatts. In 1982 the estimated potential was 72 customers with 296

megawatts of load, while the actual experience was one customer with 0.1

megawatt of load. (Ibid.at10).
6.3-24. Fiat of Italy manufactures 3 TOTEM models, Standard,

Independent and Standby. The Independent and Standby models are not

available in United States at this time. Brooklyn Union Gas (BUG)

markets the Standard TOTEM and three are currently in operation on an

experimental basis within BUG's service territory. (Ibid. at 10 and 11).

6.3-25. As currently marketed, the engine itself lacks a throttling
l valve; therefore, fuel consumption and engine speed (6000 rpm) must be

kept constant. The engine has a nominal life of about 10,000 hours of
n
U

.)
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Q operation before major overhaul is required. Minor maintenance is

required every 1500 hours. (Ibid. at 11).
6.3-26. The motor-generator is an asynchronous machine which

requires excitation from a magnetic field obtained through a parallel

interconnection with a utility or other alternators of which one must be

synchronized (ofcommonfrequency). Such a machine has a number of

drawbacks such as the inability to be completely isolated from the

utility, a lack of voltage support and uncontrollable frequency. (Ibid.)
6.3-27. The installed cost is approximately $10,000 in 1983

dollars. An additional cost of $10,000 will be needed if backup TOTEMS

are required to operate when the primary is out of service. (Ibid.at11
and12).

6.3-28. A witness for the licensees testi'.ad that the Con Edison
O generation planning department estimated that fifty billion cubic feet of

natural gas would be required to fuel 1000 megawatts of cogeneration

capacity. (Stewart,ff.Tr.13715at2).

6.3-29. The licensees' witness testified that fifty billion cubic

feet of natural gas equals 26 percent of the total quantity of gas

purchased by Con Edison in 1982 for use by its customers and its electric

department for power generation and that it also represents 16 percent of

the gas requirements of both Con Edison and Brooklyn Union in 1982,

Testimony was further given that there is no reasonable likelihood that

such incremental supply could or would be made available for the
"foreseeable future. (Ibid.)

6.3-30. The cost to the utility of the additional winter peak

{} capacity that would be required to provide service to these gas fired

. . 4
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Q cogenerators in the first year would exceed one hundred million dollars

depending on the amount of new peak capacity required. (Ibid.at4).
6.3-31. The long term supply is very uncertain. Con Edison's

pipeline suppliers thus far have declined to offer additional finn
'

service. The reserves of these piplelines are close to historic lows t

'

when measured by their reserves to production ratios. (Ibid.)
6.3-32. The impact on air quality from on-site electric and/or

steam generation from cogeneration facilities in buildings with roof top

chimneys, particularly from facilities using internal combustion engines,

per unit of steam or electricity generated is far greater than the air

quality impact from the equivalent amount steam or electricity generated

at large central generating s.tations. (Freudenthal, ff. Tr.13673 at 2).

6.3-33. The use of internal combustion engines with roof top

chimneys is a particular concern with respect to oxides of nitrogen (N0 )
'

|x

emissions, regardless of whether the engines are oil-or-gas fired. A

proliferation of these types of fuel-burning equipment in an urban area I

such as New York City will cause ambient nitrogen dioxide (N0 ) levels to
2

rise and may cause the national ambient air quality standard for N0 to
2

be exceeded. (Ibid.at2).
6.3-34. Internal combustion engines release 11 to 20 times more N0

x

per kilowatt hour than an oil burning power plant. Similarly, they

release more N0 than an on-site oil-fired boiler producing steam or hotx

water. The N0 emissions are greatest from a natural gas-fired, sparkx

ignition internal combustion engine. Therefore, this type of engine

presents a greater threat to urban air quality than the oil-fired diesel

] engine. (Ibid. at 4).

.5
'
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6.3-35. The Licensees' witness testified that in an analysis

submitted in testimony in the New York State Public Service Commission

case 27574 it was assumed that under a stipulated set of economic

assumptions, diesel cogenerators would be installed at 395 buildings,

mostly located in Manhattan. This dispersion analysis indicated

extensive areas in New City, principally Manhattan, in whhh there would;

i be substantial increases in ambient N0 concentrations. The predicted
2

3maximum increase in annual N0 levels was calculated to be 104 pg/m ,
2

Disregarding background, this concentration slightly exceeds the 100y
3

! g/m primary national ambient air quality standard for N0 . When the
2

predicted N0 increases are added to the current level of N0 m nitored
2 2

3in New York City, that is between 63 and 65 yg/m , the N0 ambient
2

standard would be violated over wide spread areas of Manhattan. (Ibid.

V at8).
,

6.3-36. Substituting natural gas internal combustion engine

cogeneration for the diesel cogeneration would have resulted in N0
2

increases 16 percent greater. (Ibid.)
6.3-37. The specific impact of gas fired cogenerators would be site '

_

dependent ~. However, use, of on-site gas fired internal combustion engine

cogeneration in an urban area such as New York is likely to significantly

degrade air quality and may cause the ambient standard for N0 to be
2

controvened. (Ibid.at9).
6.3-38. Previous studies suggest more than 10 years are required to |

achieve one half the economic market. The economic market only

represents a fraction of the technical market and the market penetration

'

a
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lags significantly behind the economic potential (Buehring ff. Tr.14130

at88).

6.3-39. Reduction of the replacement power penalty for the shutdown

of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 caused by cogeneration is i;ot determined by

comparing a case with Indian Point in service, and little or no

cogeneration, against a case with Indian Point out of service accompanied

by large amounts of cogeneration. Appropriate comparison would be with

Indian Point in service with realistic estimates for cogeneration against

Indian Point shutdown with cogeneration levels increased according to the

increment associated with the additional economic incentives attributable

to the shutdown. (Ibid. at 90 and 91, Figure VI (page 72)).

Conservation

6.3-40. The conservation induced by the closing of a plant is not

easily specified. Against this effect will be the economically negative

impact (if elasticities are less than one) of transfering household

expenditures to electricity from other commodities. This is likely to

decrease employment, especially in the case where the conservation

expenditures stimulate local economic activity while the expenditures for

makeup generation go in part to foreign coffers. (Rosen, ff. Tr.13788

at 76 and 77).

6.3-41. Witnesses for New York City Council presented a proposal

for conservation not induced by Indian Point shutdown but rather as a

replacement for Indian Point shutdown. The conservation program is one

based on accelerated replacement of present appliance: with energy

] efficient ones. This replacement conservation power is derived from

4
,.
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C replacement of air conditioners, light bulbs and refrigerators. These

appliances account for 1935 kwh out of a typical household consumption of

3309 kwh, or 58 percent of the residential power consumption in Indian

Point 2 service area. (Comoner and Schrader, ff. Tr.13951 at I and 2).

6.3-42. The proposal assumes that 75 percent of the refrigerators

and air conditioners and 50 percent of the comercial lighting units will

be replaced with the more efficient units over a five year period. This

is compared with the average life of refrigerators of 16 years, the

average life of air conditioners of about 12 years. Light bulbs are

replaced in about one year for residential use and six months for

comercial use. (Ibid.at1and2).
6.3-43. The conservation proposal of New York City Council did not

make adjustment for or account for the conservation reductions that are

already forecast by the utilities. (Comoner, Tr. 13955; 13963-64).

6.3-44. The proposal did not factor in the possibility that the

replaced refrigerator might not be discarded but rather used increasing

the saturation of refrigerators in use. (Ibid.atTr. 13972-73).
6.3-45. The cost of this program includes: the money to buy 2.36

million refrigerators which approximates 1 billion five hundred million

dollars; the cost for replacing the air conditioners is about six hundred

million dollars; and the cost of replacing the light bulbs 11.5 million

dollars. (Comoner and Schrader, ff. Tr.13951 at 10; Tr.14014 and Tr.

14019).

! 6.3-46. The financing for this proposal will be by creation of a
|

| mechanism through legislation allowing the utility companies to spend

O money (through zero interest loans) on these appliances and allow the

.) l
-
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] companies to include such expenditures in their rate base. (Comoner, '

Tr.13976-77,14015).

6.3-47. A witness for Union of Concerned Scientists testified that

a decrease in electricity consumption will result from an increase in the

price of electricity such as that caused by a shutdown of Indian Point

Units 2 and 3. This decrease in consumption will be as result of

increasing the efficiency in use of electricity, for example, installing

more efficient appliances, air conditioners and machinery and better

insulation. (Taylor, ff. Tr.13298 at 25 and 26; Tr.13354).

6.3-48. The amount of this decrease in consumption depends upon the

elasticity of demand for electricity. The witness for the Union of

Concerned Scientists believes -1.0 is a reasonable median estimate for *

elasticity of demand for electricity. (Ibid. at 26).
O 6.3-49. This would mean that a ten per cent increase in the price

of electricity will eventually cause a ten per cent decrease in

electricity consumption. (Ibid.)'
6.3-50. A witness for GNYCE testified that there is a startling

lack of concensus on price elasticities. Accordingly, he did not make

any adjustments for elasticity in his quantitative results. (Rosen,ff.

Tr. 13788 at 72; Tr. 13864-65).

6.3-51. The witress for GNYC testified that cutting of consumption

of electricity due to the negative elasticity of demand for electricity

would 1cwer the required revenues. (Rosen, Tr. 13866).

6.3-52. A witness for the licensees testified that price increase

such as projected in their reference case would induce some additional

{ conservation. Adding four per cent to Con Edison's prices every year

1
e
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O efter1983couidbeexPectedtoreduceeaer97seie:sinthelongrun(by

1995) by about 1.0 per cent or 350 GWH. Long run elasticity for Con

Edison's customers is estimated by Con Edison at .25. Since only half

the revenue from these 350 GWH represents fuel savings, and fixed costs

still have to be recovered, an additional 26 million (1982 dollars) would

have to be added to the base rates, raising prices a further .4 per cent.

After a second round of elasticity, and increased prices, the final price

impact would be about 4.5 per cent, and the final GWH reduction about 400

GWH. This would not come close to offsetting the generation from Indian

Point, whicn is approximately 10,000 GWH a year. (Streiter, ff. Tr.

13381 at 26).

6.3-53. This reduction in consumption is not an economic benefit.

g The reduced demand consequent on the price increase saves production
U costs, but there is an offsetting reduction in consumer satisfaction,

since customers are giving up the use of electricty which they have

demonstrate'd, by buying it, is worth the original (pre-Indian Point)

price. (Ibid. at 26 and 27).

6.3-54. The economic impact of the shutdown is not necessarily

reduced by conservation, it is merely transferred from an increase in

utility production costs to increases in costs that are born in the first

instance by ratepayers. These costs come either in the form of reduced

usage and satisfaction from electricity consumption or as funds expended

on devices to enable customers to reduce electricity purchases. (Meehan,

ff. Tr. 13167 at 39; Dean, Hochman, and Rubin, ff. Tr. 13645 at 7).

6.3-55. A witness for theNRC staff testified that energy conserva-

h,) tion, which refers to a tempering of demand to reduce the use of

4
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O electricity, can be achieved through either improved energy efficiency or

changes in consumer behavior. Energy efficiency can be obtained by

improving the efficiency of converting energy to useful work or by

utilizing the energy converted more efficiently. This would occur for

example through home weatherization to reduce the amount of energy

consumed for space conditioning. (Buehring, ff. Tr. 14130 at 97).

6.3-56. Examples of consumer behavior reductions would be those

including lowering thermostats in the winter and raising them during the

summer. (Ibid.)

6.3-57. Conservation can occur voluntarily as a result of

electricity price increases. Future increases in electricity prices can

be expected to have a dampening eff'ect on electricity demand. This is

referred to as price-elasticity conservation. For example, as the price

of electricity rises relative to other costs of production, it becomes

economic to decrease the energy intensity of production (i.e., the energy

consumed per unit of output). Conservation can also occur as a result of

specific government policies (i.e., federal tax credits made available

for energy saving investments). Conservation can be mandated through

direct regulation and federal energy legislation (i.e., efficiency

standards for new appliances). (Ibid. at 98 and 99).

6.3-58. There are limits as to how much energy conservation can be

achieved. Aside from present technology limitations is the limitation of

whether or not a particular conservation measure is economically

attractive. In addition, there is a reluctance on the part of some

energy users to implement economically attractive conservation measures,
q
iv There are also substantial lag times before some conservation measures

|
|
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O can a'ctually be implemented. Accordingly, the level of conservation

actually implemented at any time is typically less than is economically

attractive, which in turn may be considerably less than what is

technically feasible. (Ibid. at 100).

6.3-59. From a historical perspective conservation has played a

factor in the Con Edison franchise area. Con Edison was one of the

first U.S. electric utilites to support and implement conservation

programs, beginning with its "Save A Watt" program in 1971. The

hist'orical rate of electricity demand growth in the Con Edison franchise

area through the early 1970s was about 4.5 percent per year. The
9kilowatt hour sendout peaked at about 38 x 10 kwh in 1973, and the

annual average rate of demand growth frcm 1973 to 1981 was approximately

n -0.5 percent. Average use per residential customer also dropped over the
V

same period by about 1.7 percent per year, and the 1980 residental usage
9was down nearly 1 x 10 kwh from the 1973 peak. The system summer peak

load, which was.also a maximum in 1973, has declined by an average rate

of 0.7 percent per year from 1973 to 1981. (Ibid. at 100 and 101).

6.3-60. Although precise quantification is difficult, the decrease

was due in part to increased conservation which was motivated largely by

the rapid increases in electricity and other energy prices that occurred
; during the post-1973 period. Average electricty rates for Con Edison

customers doubled between 1973 and 1979, increasing from 5.2 cents per

kilowatt-hour to 10.5 cents per kilowatt-hour. In 1978, Con Edison's

residential customers paid the highest rate per kilowatt-hour of

consumption in the country (9.6 cents per kilowatt-hour). (Ibid. at

() 101).
;
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O 6.3-61. As an example of the level of conservation in the Con :

Edison franchise area, in 1979, New York City households consumed 16

percent less energy than the average American household and 62 percent

less electricity. (Ibid.)

6.3-62. Currently, a number of major' conservation programs have

been initiated by Con Edison and Power Authority, including a home energy

audit program and a thermoscan program that are designed to help

residential customers conserve energy. These programs not only measure

energy waste but also offer financing for some types of conservation

measures. As part of its load management program, con Edison is also
'

working with large comercial and industrial customers to help them

reduce energy use or to shift their usage to the greatest extent possible' *

to off-peak periods. (Ibid. at 103).

6.3-63. Conservation is included in the Con Edison / Power Authority

energy forecasts by assuming improvements over time in the' average annual

kilowatt-hour use per appliance in the residential sector. The forecasts

show that by 1995 the average usage assumed some upgrading of appliance

types, such as frostfree refrigerators in all non-apartment households,

and full impact of the FEA 1980 efficiency targets. The annual kilowatt-

hour usage for refrigerators, for example, drops from 965 in 1975 to 770

by 1995, a 20 percent reduction. Con Edison also assumes that by 1995

more than 75 percent of all households with electric heat will have heat

pumps and that 10 percent of the energy used for electric water heaters

in one and two family homes will be supplied by solar or wind energy.

Conservation in the commercial-industrial and governmental sectors was

50 estimeted by essumia9 the utilization of ioed 14mitia9 devices, which
|
|
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Q were assumed to reduce both energy consumption and peak load. (Ibid. at

105-107).

6.3-65. In a recent study carried out for Con Edison by the Energy

Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, four possible

programs to increase conservation beyond the levels assumed in the Con

Edison / Power Authority forecasts were identified. These included load

limiting devices, operating and maintenance for residential air

conditioners, building submetering and upgrading residential end use

efficiencies beyond present statutory requirements. According to the MIT

study, however, to implement a program to affect directly the end use of

energy in the residential sector, modifications to current regulations

are required. (Ibid,at 107-109). -

6.3-65. The combined impact of these four conservation areas result
O

in the savings of over 1800 GWh or about 4.5 percent of the projected

1995 electrical demand. Achieving this potential would reduce the

current projected annual energy growth during 1980 through 1995 period

from about 1 percent per year to 0.6 percent per year. Overall, the MIT

study indicates that by 1995 it may be possible to reduce Con Edison's

annual load growth by about 0.5 percentage points, i.e., from about 1.0

percent to 0.5 percent. (Ibid.at109).
6.3-66. Another study on energy consumption in New York City

prepared by the New York City Energy Office indicates that significant

additional savings can be achieved in all the City's economic sectors.

For example, the report estimates that electricity consumption in the

commercial sector can be reduced by 31 percent and that residential
)

) ele iricity consumption could be reduced by at least 24 percent through

: 1
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O increased efficiency in space heating, water heating, cooling, cooking,
o

and electrical appliances. The study estimates a minimum potential for

conservation of roughly 16 percent of the current electricity sendout.

The cost savings associated with this level of conservation was estimated

at over $500 million in 1979 dollars. However, the study also notes that

significant barriers must be eliminated to fully realize these savings.

These barriers include, for example, the high initial cost of energy

efficient appliances, existing lease agreements in the comercial/public

sector, and in existing electric rate structures that encourage

electricity consumption. This study only considered the potential for

conservation and not penetration rates to achieve this level of

conservation. (Ibid. at 109 to 111). -

6.3-67. The witness for theNRC staff testified that there is
O consideratsle uncertainty as to the magnitude of future conservation'

effects. This uncertainty is due in part to the uncertain influence of

energy conservation regulation, technology, economics, and the consumer

acceptance. Accordingly, two long range conservation cases were

developed to cover a wide range of potential conservation effects in the

Con Edison franchise area. These cases were based in part upon the

results of the MIT and New York Energy office conservation and load

management studies. (Ibid. at 111).

6.3-68. The first case, denoted the maximum conservation case,

reflects an effort to identify a reasonable upper bound (the technical

market) on the level of conservation that could be achieved in the Con

Edison franchise area. In this case, extensive conservation measures are

(] assumed to lead to a 50 percent reduction in the annual rate of load

Ar
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Q growth that was assumed in the Con Edison / Power Authority forecast. The

average annual peak load growth over the period 1982 through 2006 drops

from Con Edison's projected 1.1 percent to 0.54 percent. (Ibid. at 112).

6.3-69. The second case, which is denoted the 50 percent of maximum

case, reflects a reasonable economic market for conservation. In this

case, energy conservation is assumed to lead to a 25 percent reduction in

the annual rate of load growth that was assumed in the Con Edison / Power

Authority forecast. The average annual peak load growth over the study

period in this case drops from 1.1 percent to about 0.8 percent. (Ibid.)
6.3-70. The results of these studies show that the maximum case by'

the end of the study period (year 2006) leads to a reduction in peak load

of nearly 1300 megawatts while the 50 percent case reduces the peak by

about 660 megawatts. (Ibid at 112).

Combined Conservation and Cogeneration

6.3-71. A witness for theNRC staff testified that two separate sets

of results were developed to quantify the impact of cogeneration and

conservation for the case having Indian Point Units 2 and 3 available

versus the case having both units shut down, with co-generation and

conservation the same in each case. (Cases 1 and 2 set forth in Figure'V

on page 72 of the Buehring testimony.) One set of results was developed

at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) using the RELCOMP model for detailed

production cost analyses. The other set of studies was performed at

ENTEK Research, Inc. by R. Bright and H. Davitian. (Ibid. at 116).
6.3-72. RELCOMP, the Reliability and Cost Model for Electrical

O Generation Planning, uses a probabilistic simulation technique to model a

3
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Q generating system and calculate the expected values of the energy supply

distribution among the components of the generating system as well as

various reliability statistics and generating system costs. This is a

non-optimizing model which calculates reliability parameters, expected

energy generation from each unit, detailed energy costs,

generating-system energy cost and fuel use. (Ibid. at 116 and 117).

6.3-73. The ENTEK procedure first determines the detailed daily,

weekly and seasonal pattern of load modification resulting from prespeci-

fied levels of cogeneration and conservation. Using a version of the

00E-2 model, hourly heating and electrical load profiles are determined

from various types of facilities. The next step employs a widely used

capacity expansion model to optimize future capacity additions in

response to modified loads. The model examines long-run tradeoffs
O. between capital costs and operating expenses for various alternatives of

replacement capacity. As part of the expansion optimization, a

production-cost model is used to calculate fuel requirements and oper-

ating expenses. A major difference between the ENTEK and ANL approach is

that the ANL simulations assume that the same capacity expansion pattern

is in effect for each of the case studies examined. (Ibid. at 118 and

119).
~

6.3-74. The ANL simulations are primarily intended to show the

potential impacts of the Indian Point shutdown if the utility plans are

in effect. The ENTEK approach examines the tradeoffs between construc-

ting new capacity with different operating costs and the alternative of

using existing capacity with high operating costs (primarily high fuel |

-() costs). There are some differences in the ANL and ENTEK studies. Some
|
,

.
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O differences occur in capacity additions for the 25 year study period.

The change in system capacity is one of the reasons for the differences

between the ANL's and ENTEK's cost results. System load projections are

somewhat lower in ENTEK simulations, primarily in the later years of the

25 year study period. Also ENTEK has adopted recent estimates of natural

gas use and prices for some of the Con Edison units. Costs for gas are

assumed to increase gradually to that of residual oil by 1985. The ANL

cases use fuel price estimates that are somewhat higher than ENTEK's and

assume no natural gas use in the utility system. The assumed fuel costs

per million BTU in 1982 for the ANL cases are: $4.70-6.02 for residual

oil (varies between generating units), $7.66 for distillate oil, $2.73

for coal, and $0.58 for nuclear. Both approaches use the same key

assumptions: 8 percent per year inflation on all costs,13 percent per

year discount rate, and 50 percent capacity factor for Indian Point Units

2 and 3. Shutdowns are assumed to begin for both units in the middle of

1983 for the cases with Indian Point out of service. For cases with

Indian Point in operation, Unit 2 is retired in mid-2003 and Unit 3 in

mid-2006. (Ibid. at 120 and 121).

6.3-75. The cases studied as depicted in the Staff's testimony in

table XV (page 125 of Bueh' ring testimony ff. Tr. 14130) have been grouped

into three major categories. One of them uses the reference load projec-

tions currently forcasted by the utilities. Another set of cases reduces

the utility system loads according to an estimated maximum potential for

both cogeneration and conservation. The third category reduces loads

according to 50 percent of the maximum cogeneration and conservation

b) estimates. (Ibid.at122).

1 4
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Q 6.3-76. Thecaselevel,maximumcogeneration/ conservation (cases

4-6; Table XV) represents conservation and cogeneration levels that are

extremely high with respect to realistic market penetration levels. The

levels in these cases correspond more to optimistic estimates of tech-

nically feasible markets than to economic potentials or penetration

levels. The cases designated as "50 percent of maximum cogeneration and

conservation" (cases 7-9) are somewhat more reasonable than the maximum

cases but probably still represent higher levels than could realistically

occur in the Con Edison area. (Ibid.at123).
6.3-77. Within each case level category, three subproblems are

defined. One case assumes Indian Point in service. Another case removes
/

Indian Point from service while maintaining the same assumptions

regarding cogeneration and conservation. The third case examines Indian
O Point out of service but with additional amounts of cogeneration and con-

servation to reflect the potential for incremental economic incentives

because of Indian Point unavailability. (Ibid.; see Table XV at 125).

6.3-78. In the " maximum" cogeneration / conservation category of

cases, cogeneration capacity and conservation measures were incre.ased by

20 percent for incentives relative' to the " maximum" case without

incintives. In the "50 percent" category, cogeneration capacity and

conservation measures were increased by 10 percent relative to the "50

percent" case without incentives. The " reference" case with incentives

assumes the same incentives as in the " maximum" cogenaration/ conservation

case. (Ibid.at123and124).
6.3-79. These assumptions regarding levels of incentive due to

O iacrease 4a Price due to the shutdo a of tadiea eoiat uaits 2 ena 3 ere
1

N
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O iikeir to be very oPti istic ia terms or edditioaei 4ncentives that might
'

occur. The source of incentives is found in differentials between the

marginal utility costs and the costs of cogeneration. An Indian Point

outage will increase this differential only slightly because the marginal

utility costs would increase by only a small amount, relative to their

existing values, if Indian Point were unavailable for service. (Ibid. at

124).

6.3-80. The results of the Staff analyses are as follows: for the

reference category, comparing cases I with 2, $4.5 billion using ENTEK

and $5.0 billion (using ANL); for the maximum category comparing cases 4

and 5, $3.6 billion using ENTEK and $4.0 using ANL; for the 50 percent

maximum ~ category, comparing cases 7 with 8, $4.1 billion using ENTEK and

g $4.4 using ANL. (Ibid. at 127 (Table XVI). '

V
6.3-81. Implementation of cogeneration and conservation at the

maximum level (cases 4 and 5) results in approximately a 1 billion dollar

reduction in the cost of Indian Point shutdown compared to the reference

level of cogeneration conservation. The maximum level of cogeneration,

and conservation is close to the technical parket and is well above the

market penet'ation. The next level of market penetration assumed (50r

percent maximum) is closer to the economic market but is still sub-

stantially above the expected market penetration. In this level of

implementation of cogeneration and conservation, the costs of shutdown

are only approximately $0.5-0.6 billion less than for the reference level

of cogeneration conservation. Shutdown costs are still in the range of
1

$4.1 billion to $4.4 billion with considerable amounts of cogeneration
1

O conservetica essumed. This rense of $4.1 biiiioa to $4.4 biiiioa does 1

.>-

|
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avoided cost payments from the utility to the cogenerator. This range

does include nuclear operation and maintenance cost approximating $400

million. Further, this does not include other nonrecurring costs

approximating $400 million. (Buehring Tr.14198; Buehring ff. Tr.14130

at127and128).

6.3-82. Cases having Indian Point available with various levcis of

conservation and cogeneration were compared to cases having Indian Point

unavailable but with higher levels of cogeneration and conservation due

to increased prices (depicted in figure VI at page 72 of the Staff

Testimony). The NRC staff witness assumed 2 cases since it is difficult

to precisely specify what the utility payments will be as a result of

PURPA. A lower bound of 75 percent of avoided costs and an upper bound

of 100 percent of avoided cost were selected. The results of these

increased cogeneration and conservation cases show Irdian Point shutdown

costs for all levels range from $3.5 billion to $4.3 billion for the ANL!

cases and from $3.0 billion to $4.0 billion for the ENTEK cases. The

cost increase is lowest with the case having the highest implementation

of cogeneration and conservation and is highest for the reference level

of cogeneration and conservation. For the reference case the results

range from 3.8 to 4.0 for the ENTEK model and from 4.0 to 4.3 for the ANL

model. However, these costs only represent cost to the utility and do

not account for the consumer investments for capital and operating

expenses. (Ibid.at 129-133).

6.3-83. The Staff witness also testified that if Indian Point were

O shutdown, the remeinino customers of the utiitties wouid fece hisher

,s.
.
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measures that are postulated in the case studies. This is because the

utility has fixed costs that are constant; thus, the fixed component of

the average cost (measured in cents /kWh) will be higher in the case

having less generation. The average cost faced by the remaining

customers in the case with reduced generation can be higher than for the

case with greater generation in spite of the fuel saved as a result of

the reduced demand. (Ibid. at 136).

6.3-84. It is unlikely that closing Indian Point Units 2 and 3

would provide an incentive large enough to increase significantly the

implementation of cogeneration and conservation beyond the levels that

might be expected with the Indian Point units in operation. That is, if

large quantities of cogeneration and conservation are economic when

Indian Point is shutdown, it is likely that most of that cogeneration and

conservation would also be economic when Indian Point is operating. The

reason for this is that expensive fuels, primarily oil, are used to

generate marginal energy both when Indian Point plant is operating as

well as when it is shutdown. (Ibid.at 132-137).

6.3-85. Conservation and cogeneration, even if vigorously

encouraged and implemented, could not substantially mitigate the cost of

replacement power for Indian Point Units 2 and 3. (Ibid. at 138).

Other Savings From Shutdown

6.3-86. A witness for GNYCE testified that there would be a savings

from shutdown of Indian Point's 2 and 3 from reduction in nuclear fuel
;

o '

V expenditures. For 1981, nuclear fuel cost were taken at 4.9 and 5.4

4
'

|
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(Rosen, ff. Tr.13788 at 40).

6.3-87. The witness for GNYCE also testified that there would be a

savings of about 110'million in 1981 dollars for each year due to oper-

ating and maintenance costs. This figure was based upon GNYCE's analysis
i

of recent 0 & M experience of 49 commercial operating nuclear power I

plants. Future years were derived by using a linear least squares fit to

the historical cost experience of these 49 reactors. These cost figures

were not based nor was there any analysis done of 0 & M costs or costs of

specific components making up 0 & M costs at either Indian Point Unit 2

or 3. Nor did GNYCE determine from Con Edison or eower Authority the

constituent components of their 0 & M figures and whether they were the

kind of things that would see increases in the future. (Rosen, Tr. 13872

and 13873; Rosen ff. Tr. 13788 at 43-46).
.

6.3-88. With regard to savings resulting from cost of fuel

disposal, GNYCE testified that for its reference case it used a cost of

$430/Kgu (1981) for the continuation scenario and $330/Kgu (1981) for the

retirement scenario. The total incremental cost difference between the

two scenarios is attributable to two separate effects. The first is that

in the retirement scenario much less waste is produced. The second

effect is that because the capacity of the existing storage pool is never

exceeded costs of the onsite or AFR interim storage are avoided. (Rosen,

ff. Tr.13788 at 50, 0-28).

6.3-89. For saving resulting from early retirement due to

decommissioning, a range is offered of 360 to 720 million dollars. The

O
.. .

3
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<] basis for this difference is that the longer a nuclear reactor operates,

the more highly radioactive it becomes. (Ibid.at52-54).
6.3-90. During the normal course of operating and maintaining a

power station, various capital costs must be regularly incurred for

replacement components and equipment as well as new equipment required.

A witness for GNYCE tostified that these costs will range from 317

million dollars to 685 million dollars for an operation period of 1983 to

1997 for both units. The costs reflect replacement of the steam

generators for both Indian Point 2 and 3. (Ibid. at 56-59).

6.3-91. Another cost that was determined to be saved with a

shutdown of nuclear plants units 2 and 3 would be a cost of nuclear,

liability insurance. A witness for GNYCE testified that based on

information supplied by Power Authority this insurance cost was taken to

be 453 thousand dollars in 1981. GNYCE assumed this cost would increase
,

at a rate of 9 percent per year. (Rosen ff. Tr. 13788 at 35).

6.3-92. A witness for New York City Council testified that fuel

costs would increase from 31 million in 1984 to 124 million in 2006 for

Indian Point 2 and for Indian Point 3 the fuel costs would increase from

30 million in 1984 to 158 million in the year 2009. These nuclear fuel

costs were based on interrogatories to Con Edison and the Power Authority

of the state of New York. (Schlissel/Maveretich, ff. Tr.14266 at 10 and

11(Exhibits /M-3)).

( 6.3-93. With regard to nuclear non-fuel 0 & M costs, New York City

Council testified based upon historical data the non-fuel 0 & M cost in

1984 for Indian Point 2 would be 1.31 cents / kwhr, escalated as a 7

O percent per annum rate throughout the anticipated service life of Indian

. . ,y
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O Point 2. The non-fuel 0 & M costs for Indian Point 3 were estimated to

be 1.55 cents / Kwhr for 1982, escalated at 7 percent per annum through the

year 2009. This figure for Indian Point 3 was based upon a 1982 budget 0

& M cost for Indian Point 3 $68,843,000. (Ibid. at 11 and 12).

6.3-94. With regard to capital expenditures, New York City Council
'

estimated a cost of 500 million dollars (1983 dollars) for both units'

lifetime operation. (Ibid. at 18 and 19).

6.3-95. A witness for the licensees testified that their reference

case was based upon the companies' own detailed estimates of operation

and maintenance costs through 1986 with their estimates of required

capital editions to 1986 annualized over the remaining life of the units.

These estimates assumed base staffing will not increase beyond present

levels. (Streiter, ff. Tr. 13381 at 12 and 13).
O 6.3-96. Expenditures in nuclear operation and maintenance have

risen sharply all over the United States since 1978. It appears that a

large part of the change is due to a step increase caused by increased

NRC requirements which rose very rapidly following the Three Mile Island

accident. The companies' expenditures analyses suggest that there are

two major regulatory elements causing a sharp recent increase over the

1972-1977: first, increases in basic staffing levels including guards,.

! training and operating personnel, and security which costs are not
|

expected to grow; second, there were series of high costs one time

expenditures related to regulatory requirements which are expected to

decline gradually. (Ibid. at 14).

)
.
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:6.3-97. The total 0 & M costs for 1984 for the Licensees' reference

case are 131 million dollars increasing gradually to 591 million dollars

by the year 2006. (Ibid. at 15 and 16; Table 13).

6.3-98. With respect to capital expenditures, the licensees'

witness testified that they include major repairs, regulatory

requirements, and productivity modifications which are anticipated

through 1986 and only estimates of such costs thereafter. The main

source of uncertainty is the possibility of steam generator replacement

with regard to Indian Point 3. Power Authority has made contingency

plans which would involve replacing the steam generator in 1987 or 1989.

Costs for this are estimated at 200 million dollars in that year

exclusive of replacement power costs. (Ibid. at 17).
6.3-99. Indian Point 2 has also been subject to steam generator

pb
problems. Contingency plans for replacement of the steam generators are

under discussion but no decision as to the need for rep'lacement has been

made. Estimates in the reference case for replacement at either Unit 2

and 3 have not been included for the reference case. The annual capital

expenditures range from $128 million in 1984 to $7 million in 2004 for

the reference case. The difference in the reference case without the

steam generator replacement versus the steam generator replacement case

is 800 million dollars in present value dollars. (Ibid. at 18, 19 and

Table 15).

6.3-100. The licensees did not compute a difference in cost for

decommissioning now versus at the end of the reactors' operating lives.

They indicated that cumulative amount of radiation may affect the cost

O airrereace- ^#otner coesideratioa is that beia9 emo#9 the first reectors

-
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and 25).

6.3-101. Disposal costs and storage costs of spent fuel were

included in the nuclear fuel costs of the licensees. (Ibid. at 25).
6.3-102. With regard to variable 0 & M cost, these costs vary with

level of the operation of the units. These costs would be avoided if the

units were shut down. (Ibid. at 44).

6.3-103. A witness for the NRC staff testified that Con Edison's

total annual charges for nuclear and non-nuclear liability insurance

would be expected to decrease 2 million dollars and its annual property

insurance would decrease approximately .4 million dollars annually.

Similar decreases would be expected for the Power Authority. (Nicholson,

ff. Tr.14130 at 48 and 49).
k

6.3-104. A witness for the NRC staff testified that a net savings

in the order of 800 million dollars (1983 dollars) will result in the

event of units 2 and 3 being shut down. These costs include: $386

million (1083 dollars) of fixed 0 and M costs; $220 million (1983

dollars) for non-recurring costs (i.e., steam generator repairs and plant

modifications); and $175 million (1983 dollars) for replacement energy

costs while steam generators are being repaired. Deducting these savings

from the base $5.2 billion replacement energy cost estimate results in a

penalty remaining of about $4.4 billion. (Feld, ff. Tr.14130 at 42-45).

OU
1
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1. In its Order of July 27, 1982, the Commission provided this Board

with guidance'regarding the treatment of accident consequences and

probabilities in testimony concerning Commission Question 1. Pursuant to

that direction, any tesimony on accident consequences for Indian Point

must include a discussion of the probability of the accidents leading to

the proposed consequences. The discussion must be sufficient to convince

this Board that the testimony addresses accidents which substantially

contribute to the overall risk of severe accidents posed by the Indian

Point units. (Consolidated Edison Company of New York (Indian Point,

Unit 2), Power Authority of the State of New York (Indian Point, Unit 3),

CLI-82-15, 15 NRC , (July 27, 1982), Slip 0_p_ .at 16.) Intervenors'

testimony concerning accident consequences did not satisfy this

Comission guidance, and cannot be given any weight in this Board's

decision.
,

2. The Emergency Response Plans of Consolidated Edison and the Power

Authority of the State of New York for the Indian Point plants, Units 2 &

3, are in compliance with the mandatory planning standards set forth in

10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(1)-(16) and Appendix E of 10 C.F.R. Part 50. How-

ever, with regard to the offsite plans for the State of New York and the

four Counties (0 range, Putnam, Westchester and Rockland) in the 10-mile

EPZ at Indian Point, a deficiency remains in relation to planning

O steaderd i 50.47(8)(s) ead APPeadix E tv.0.3 ia taet the Piens neve ao

^ k
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notify and alert the public within 15 minutes of notification by the

Licensees that an emergency is in progress. Additionally, planning

standard 50.47(b)(7) remains unmet in Westchester and Rockland Counties

until distribution of appropriate public information materials is carried

out.E Further, planning standard 50.47(b)(10) is not met for

Westchester County absent commitments from bus operators to insure evacu-

ation of tne population can be successfully carried out. This planning

standard is also not met for Rockland County because the absence of a

completed emergency response plan renders this standard deficient.

Finally, planning standard 50.47(b)(16) cannot be found fully met for

Rockland County until such time as Rockland County completes and adopts a

Radiological Emergency Response Plan or New York State provides
U

sufficient compensating measures in its State pla1 to substitute its

-1/ The Board notes, however, that there are plans to distribute public
information materials, including brochures and inserts for telephone
books and posters in Westchester and Rockland Counties. Therefore,
our concerns with regard to this planning standard will be satisfied
when distribution of these materials takes place.

.

O
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57f The Board also notes that the deficiencies for these two remaining
standards, 50.47(b)(10) and 50.47(b)(16), have been addressed by the
Comission. The Comission stated:

|
The'new comitments on the part of the State and the Licensees !

give us confidence that adequate compensatory measures either |

have been, or shortly will be, taken for those areas in which
shortcomings still remain in the state of emergency planning
and preparedness. In Westchester County, for example, letters
of intent have been signed that will assure the availability of
buses in the event they are needed for evacuation, and programs
have begun which should assure the availability of trained bus
drivers. The revised emergency response plan submitted by the
State of New York -- a document which reflects substantial
effort, and a demonstration of the State's comitment to the
timely resolution of remaining problems -- now is explicit in
providing that the State, with the assistance of utility
personnel, will take over Rockland County's emergency response
functions in the upcoming exercise, and in the event of an '

actual emergency, will supplement, or if necessary take over,
the county's efforts.

t .
(Consolidated Edison Company of New York (Indian Point, Unit 2),

Power Authority of the State of New York (Indian Point, Unit 3), Order,
_

CLI-83-16, NRC June 9,1983.) Slip . 0_p_. at p. 11..

!
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h RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the record of this proceeding, the Board makes the

following recommendations:

1. No design changes, other than those which were the subject of

commitments by the Licensees, should be required as a condition of the

continued operation of either Indian Point Unit 2 or Indian Point Unit 3

as a result of this proceeding.

2. No changes in design features should be required as a condition

of the continued operation of either Indian Point Units 2 or 3.

3. Licensees should develop and implement a. safety assurance

program as described in our opinion. -

4. FEMA should certify to the Commission that the RERPs for the
O

counties have been revised to require local officials to promptly notify

the public upon notification that a situation exists requiring urgent

action.r

1

5. FEMA should certify to the Comission that a new updated public

information brochure has been distributed in Westchester County.

6. The Licensees should pursue revisions to the evacuation

component of the Westchester County RERPs to incorporate a route for the

general public and instructions for bus drivers to take children home

instead of outside the 10 mile EPZ should the plan be revised to provide

for the early dismissal of school children at the early stages of a

radiological emergency involving an evacuation.

;

O
.

.
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h 7. The Licensees should recommend alerting the public at the site

area emergency level rather than the general emergency level during an

accident warranting such a classification.

Respectfully submitted,

? TEA AfDG. [VInTSD
Janice E. Moore
Counsel for flRC Staff
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Donald F. Hassell
Counsel for NRC Staff

eli J. McGurren
Cou 1 for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this lith day of July, 1983
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Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10520

Honorable Richard L. Brodsky
Member of the County
Legislature

Westchester County
County Office Building
White Plains, NY 10601
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David R. Lewis, Esq. Charles A. Scheiner
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Co-Chairperson

Panel Westchester People's Action
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Coalition, Inc.
Washington, D.C. 20555* P.O. Box 488

White Plains, N.Y. 10602

Honorable Ruth Messinger Richard M. Hartzman, Esq.
Member of the Council of the Lorna Salzman
City of New York Friends of the Earth, Inc.

District #4 208 West 13th Street
City Hall New York, N.Y. 10011
New York, N.Y. 10007

Spence W. Perry Stewart M. Glass
Office of General Counsel Regional Counsel
Federal Emergency Management Agency Federal Emergency Management
500 C. Street Southwest Agency
Washington, D.C. 20742 Room 1349

26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10278

Alan Latman, Esq.
44 Sunset Drive Donald Davidoff
Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10520 Director Radiological

Emergency Preparedness
Group

Zipporah S. Fleisher Empire State Plaza
West Branch Conservation Tower Building, Rm. 1750
Association Albany, New York 12237

443 Buena Vista Road
New City, N.Y. 10956

Renee Schwartz, Esq.,
Paul Chessin, Esq.

Judith Kessler, Coordinator Laurens Schwartz, Esq.
Rockland Citizens for Safe Energy Margaret Oppel, Esq.
300 New Hempstead Road Botein, Hays, Sklar &
New City, N.Y. 10956 Hertzberg

200 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10165

David H. Pikus, Esq.
Richard F. Czaja, Esq.
Shea & Gould
330 Madison Ave. Craig Kaplan, Esq.
New York, New York 10017 National Emergency Civil

Committee
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 175 Fifth Avenue, Suite 712
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission New York, NY 10010
Washington, D.C. 20555*
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board Docketing and Service |
'U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Section

Washington, D.C. 20555* Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Joan Holt Commission
Project Director Washington, D.C. 20555*
New York Public Interest
Research Group Melvin Goldberg
9 Murray Street Staff Attorney
New York, NY 10007 New York Public Interest

Research Group
David B. Duboff 9 Murray Street
Westchester Peoples' Action Coalition New York, NY 10007
255 Grove St.
White Plains, NY 10601

Brent L. Brandenburg, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel
Consolidated Edison Co. of
New York, Inc. Jonathan D. Feinberg

4 Irving Place New York State Public
New York, N.Y. 10003 Service Commission

Three Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223
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Janice E. Moore
Counsel for NRC Staff
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